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FOREWORD.

It,was rupre tham two years ago that the idea of presenting a Commemoration

Volume to Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha was conceived at Allahabad by Mr. K.

Iswar»Datta, editor of the ‘Twentieth Century, and, now, the Director of Publi-

city to the Government of H. E. H. the Nizam of Hyderabad (Da), ft was he

who first set about collecting the necessary materials for this volume. The credit,

therefore, for laying the nucleus of its contents is due to him. Owing, however, to

some personal difficulties, Mr. Iswar Datta could not pursue his much^cherished

objective, and this work, therefore, remained suspended till about a year ago,

when, thanks to the initiative and encouraging assistance of Mr. Syed Ahsan Shere,

Curator, Patna Museum, the idea was again revived. Mr. Shere's co-operation was

invaluable in organising a Committee for this purpose, and in collecting further

materials for this Volume.

It was originally proposed to complete this Volume and present it to Dr.

Sinha on his retirement from the Vice-chancellorship of the Patna University. But

due to circumstances beyond control, particularly the abnormal difficulties in the

matter of the availability of paper and facilities of press-work, the pub-
lication was delayed beyond expectation. It was, however, completed in

' time, to be presented to Dr. Sinha on his seventy-fifth birthday, which fell on the

10th November last , but the work of its formal presentation had again to be
deferred till now owing to the disturbed situation in the province.

We offer our grateful thanks to all those who have sent their contributions

to this volume, in the form of Messages, Appreciations and Special Articles, We
‘ are particularly indebted to that doyen of Indian journalists, St. Nihal Singh, who ^

^

has contributed, as Introduction to this volume, a brilliant and intimate life-sketch

^
of the recipient of this Cornmemoration Volume. Oar special thanks are also due
to the United Press Limited, of Patna, particularly to its two functionaries, Shri

< Radhey Shyam Ji and Shri Jugal KisJ'iore Ji, but for whose help and co-operation,

1
would npt have been possible for this publication to appear even now. Messrs

( Publicity Ltd., o( Patna, alsoiJeserv^ our grateful appreciation for undertaking the

preparation and meeting -the cost of mQ§t of the blocks printed in this volume.

Lastly, a^word of ;ipolg^y. Nciiody could, be more conscious than its editor

of the factt^t^5^v$4yme more substantial and comprehensive in contents and
scope sbiDulc? have been got for the purpose of dedicating it to a personage of
Dr. Sinha*s eminence.* Its deficiencies, however, are solely due to the editor's

own limitations. He can only hope to make it up by the esteem amd affection with
which he offers this volume to Dr.** Sinha as^a token of his own humble tnbute
to him. i

PARBI. TNAP YA, oofT
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Dr Sachchidananda Smha, '

We deem it a privilege to present to you this Commemoration Volume
as our hut^ble tribute of admiration to your long and distinguished record
of pubUc service, extending over more than ’ half a century. Your great

achie.vements in various spheres of life are a standing testimony to your
versatility As an eminent lawyer, a veteran publicist, an erudite man of
letters, a seasoned politician, a capable administrator, a renowned educationist,

and an experienced organiser, you have made a unique contribution to the

progress of the Province. Indeed, you have touched nothing that you have
not adorned. As the first elected Deputy President of the Indian Legislative

Assembly, and the first Indian Finance Member in the country, you displayed

a rare capacity for conducting public affairs and public administration. As
the first truly non-ofiicial Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University, for a

record period of nearly nine years, for four successive terms, you fostered

phenomenal progress of higher education in the province. You have conduct-
ed, with singular ability for nearly half a century, an English monthly of inter-

national reputation (the Hindustan Reuieiy), while your speeches and writings have
been appreciated for their high literary merit Your princely endowment of the
Sinha Library and the Radhika Sinha Institute, to the public of Behar, is a living

example of your generosity. As one whose life is a model of method, order

and discipline, whose heart flows with the milk of human kindness, who has

such an abiding sense of humour, who is an inveterate host, who has truly

imbibed the best that is in the cultures of the East and the West, you have

drawn universal respect and love. Your multiplicity of interests, and catholicity

of sympathies, are truly astonishing; and though you have attained more than

three score years and ten, it may Justly be said of you, that age cannot

wither nor custom stale your infinite variety As the maker of modern
Bihar you have laid all Beharis under a debt which generations of them
can hardly repay We offer you this volume as a mark of our esteem

and affection, and pray that you may be •sprved long to guide and inspire us,

and to enjoy well-earned rest and a long, happy and peaceful life.

Tej Bahadur Sapruv>

Khwaja Muhammad Noor
Rajivranjan Prasad Sinha
Anugrah Narayan Sinha
Krishna Baldabh Sahay
Ram^Charitar Singh
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SOME IMPORTANT DATES IN

DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA'S LIFE

i. Born at Arrah (Bihar) on 10th November, 1871.
i

2 Educated at Arrah Zila School (1877 to 1888). Passed the Matriculation

Examination of the Calcutta University from T. K Ghosh's Academy (Patna)

in 1888.

3. Joined the Patna College in July, 1888, and then the City College, at Calcutta,

in September, 1889.

4. Left India for studies in England on 26th December, 1889. Arrived in London

in February, 1890.

5. Joined the Middle Temple (London) for Law studies in April, 1890.

6. Called to the Bar (Middle Temple) on 26th January, 1893.

7. Joined the Roll of Advocates of the High Court of Judicature at Calcutta in

April, 1893, at Allahabad in November, 1896, and at Patna in March, 1916.

8. Married Shrimati Radhika Devi, daughter of Mr. Seva Ram, Bar-at-Law, and

grand-daughter of Rai Bahadur Kanhaya Lai of Lahore, on 25th July, 1894.

9. Founded the monthly “'Hindustan Review" nn July, 1900 which he has been

editing since. ,
• •

10. Presided at the Bihar Provincial Conference in April, 1909, at Bhagalpur. *

11. Twice elected member, Imperial Legislative Council, in January, 1910 and

then in September, 1919.

12. Worked as Secretary to the Reception Committee of the Twentieth Session of

the Indian National Congress, held at Patna in December, 1912.

13. Presided at the Agra a-nd Oudh Provincial Conference in April, 1913, at

Cawnpofe.
^

*

14. 'Toured e>^tensively ir\Europe In 1914, 15^7 and 1933.

15. av"^ member of the Indian Congress Delegation which went to

London in 1914, to discuss with the Secretary of State for India about the
* >

reorganisation of' the India pouncil

16. Elected member, Indian Legislative Assembly in December, 1920

17. Elected as the first Deputy PresidcVii of the Legislative .Assembly in Fcbruir/.

1921.
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Appointed as Member of thf Executive Council of the Governor jf Bilur and
Onssi m May 1921 and worked m this capacity as the first Indian Fhance
Member till 1926.

Founded the famous public institution called the Shnmali RiJhikaSmha Intir

lute and Sachchidananda Smha Ubrary the pnmn-cr Pub'ic Ubrary in lh>

province of Bihar and one of the best-equipped m the counr> (now contain

ing approximately 30 003 volumes and 200 laumals) m February, 192-1

Acted as the Chainnin Recepnoo Commince of the Bihar Prow-uial Hindu
Conference. Pama (1927)- of the Tvenneih Session of the Bihar Co.opfralt\e

Federation Congress (1938) and the Fourth Session of the A'l Ind a Library

Conference (Patna) 1940

Represented * India at the Intemanonil Press Conference at Gencs-a m
August, 1927

Addressed the East India Assooaiion, London on the Working of D/archy in

Ojobrr 1927

Pres ded at the Thi't>-fifth Session of the All India Kapstha Conferenp- (Dc'hi)

in March 1929

WcfVed as a Member c'' t.S< Patna Unrrent-> (Nathin) Cemm -tr of ihe

Onsss Boundary Ccmmiree (1930 31). and the All India Press Ad •n.-r>

Comsi tee (1913—) e'x.

Was specialb t-m cd (svhitc in England n 19331 by iik Oo-n Pari imm ir,

CoTST -ire on Ind an Referrrs to appear before n i.b-i rdae.i—rrl n

ss-c mem-randu-i on itie Whi e Pape' ft-vn iV a-*i'--ci'i of cssi •'j-’-nil

rut-ctsalno

Prrs 'rd at the A! Indo Mrs.- Ccnfrrrv (rd ahaba J) n |9ii.
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A LUNU'-UI^IANUI:
INTELLECTUAL COMPANION

Sy
St. Nihal Singh

Enshrined way, way back in my mind is an image. This image is of my father’s

fashioning. He made it to vivify success for me. He meant success to be a living,

moving entity.
'

This image was produced in my childhood days. It must have been created

very late in the eighteen^eighties or eeirly in the eighteen-nineties. •

The place of manufacture was Lahore—the largest city in my natal province

and Its capital. It must have been during my first visit to it, at any rate, dunng an

early visit.

Objective-minded, Father drew my attention to a building, looking as if it were

fresh from the builders’ hands. We must have been walking past it, or possibly

driving in an open carriage belonging to Bhagat Ishwar Das M. A., L>L.B , a

school-mate of his, then an advocate of the Chief Court (as the highest tribunal m
the Punjab was still called), whose guests we were.

"Can you tell me,” Father asked, ‘‘who erected this magnificent pile ?” It may
have been the Chief Court. Or it may have been t^e Anglican Cathedral. I cannot

definitely say which, or even if either. Memory does not yield that bit of this sound-

picture.

‘‘How can I I replied.’

“A very great engineer. The greatest Indian engineer
”

‘‘Is he, indeed ?” >

*‘Yegs,He attended the very first engineering class that was formed at Rurki*

—the very first. Rurki is a towii in the adjoining province. It is not farfrom Hardwar,

I shall take you to it one these days—show you the college. It is worth seeing.

‘‘This engineer of whom 1 am tell|ng you go,t ahead of all his fellow-students

He did this fibm the start, '^e kept ahead of them all the time. He beat them

at all the exar^’iS^ltons He passed out first. This was in 1 849. (This detail I

leamt later)** ^
* Roorkee, m Anglo-Indian parlance

, ,



2 SACnCHlOAKANDA SlNiy^ COUMntOlATlON \OLUUE

That bnliiast record he earned from the coUese into the enpneen/g •emce
He always remained ahead of hu fellows* He was pot on to mal^g ar^d to

maintaining roads and bmldinga After some years he was promoted from the

ranks of assistant engineers He was placed in charge of a distnct at first on trial

So satisfactonly did he discharge his dnties that he ^ras made paika (confirmed)

'^He was the first Indian to achieve that distinction^ Even now 1 believe no

other* Indian occupies the position of Distnct Engineer'* (This, remember was

half a century ago—not to-day or even yesterday)

"And this structure ? ' I asked

Why have I not told you > He built this. Not only this. Nearly every

government building in Lahore that looks new was erected by him
"

''Father'* I said, you have not told me hts name.**

*'Rai Bahadur Kanhiya Lai
"

I remember to this day how Father rolled out the words **Rai Bahadur ** That

title then meant far more than it does now There were very few Rai Bahadurs at

that time

I remember too the homily that Father read me on this occasion. "You may

not care to become an engineer " he remarked **but whatever you do In life in one

particular respect you must be like the Ral Bahadur You must keep ahead of your

fellows You must always remain first
**

Years later I learnt that the Ral Bahadur was not a Punjabi as I then had taken

it for granted that he was He was a Hindustani as we of The land of the Five

Rivers" call people hailing from the trans'Jamuoa tract He was bom at jalessr

now m the Etab Distnct of the United Provinces of Agra and Oadh He spent

his adult life in the Punjab and tised to tire in ^ house in the Mstli ka Chauk In

Lahore. People spoke of it as "palatial and with the notions of those days well

they mighL
^

I bale knew at the moment that this conversation would run through my mind

again and again in after life Even less did ksuspect that it would form the recun

ing undertone of an intellectual companionship which was to swell and tojiweeten

as the years rolled on and powerfully affea my being

How could it be otherwise P Sachcbidananda Sir^aa life w»j{r( be linked

with Lahore Thst forging took place soroa years later In 189+ to be precise

The bnk was m girl—Rai Bahadur kanhiya Lais grand^utHter Shnmali

Radhika DevL oe Bibi Radham at lo us the was known. She wI/njs at the time

*ZfOsAr%Bsa bUf BsJsa nsl BstujeraaJ IsUr tiiS Cnfflle;! fnaastei

Pf#lrtrti:orbs*rt7U*a.fc*PW*k‘»a*<*»*wa afurwsr^*.
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this conversation with my father took place, in the Plinjab, or even in India With

her father, Lala Sewa Ram, her mother and an aunt, she, a wee thing, was sojourn-

ing in London

This aunt was unconsciously but potently the forger of the link between

Sachchidananda Sinha and myself. Bibi Har Dayee—as Punjabis called her—was

Sewa Ram’s sister. Led into matrimony while merely a child, as was the custom

in Hindu India in the eighteen-seventies, she had been widowed when only sixteen

or seventeen years of age or even less-

Had she submitted to the unwritten law, then universally enforced and silently

obeyed I may never have heard of her. My link with Sachchidananda Sinha

would certainly not have been forged through her, in fact, at her house

Love, however, entered her young breast Tradition sought to nip it in the bud
It whispered into her ear . ,

“A widow has no concern with love. Pluck it out, root and branch
”

She had good cause to know that, in this matter, tradition was, for a high-caste

Hindu girl like herself, inflexible It was, indeed, no less inexorable than the laws

of our Iranian neighbours and cousins, the Medes and Persians

Har Devi did not wince nor quail. She gathered all the resources within her to

defy the tradition.

Defy it she did. Successfully.

Ill

As the incident was related to me, it happened, nearly a half-century ago, in

this wise

Sewa Ram insisted upon going"to London to study law His father feared that

he may turn Kristan (Christian). Or worse still, bring back an English wife Girls

over there were supposed l5y our stay-at-home people to perform jadoo (magic). That

jodoo had a powerful effect upon strangers within their gate. If go the young man
must, the Rai Bahadur insisted that he take his life mate along with him.

This procedure was fixed upon on the spur of the moment. It was to be applied

to a sifuktfon that was wholly new. The interdiction against crossing the halapani

(the black water) was then absolute I have no recollection of any Hindu who
had as yet*g<Jhe abroad fbr study, save cyie, of whom I shall write presently.

So that the young vjife^^ay not fael lonesome among strangers, in a foreign

land, it was decided that the sister-indaw should go along with the couple. Then,

too, if lef^ljphffi^, Har Devi herself might feel lonely The stay abroad would at

least be a change—wjould pro-v^de diversion for the widowed girl. No one could

have dreamt that her destiny—gnd the destiny of a young law student—had

beckoned her there.
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Thi* ttudenl Vp'm Roalun L*1 He too vraa & Hindtuteni educated in the
Punjab* A fnend of Sffwa Ram a he had been in London a year or two-

Whelher Sevra Ram entered the Inn of Court that Roihan Lai had joined or not
I cannot cow recalL The two met frecruently and became cronies.

In London a free atmosphere the ladies could not lead their life separated from

men as they had done in the Punjab It was, therefore inevitable that Roahan
La] should be presented to Har Devi He must hare already seen her in faett in

Lahore, when visittos bia fnend So at least ts my behef

This IS not the place to ponder the mental strntfsle ^al roust have been the

high caste Hindu lady a pnor to her consenting to bestow her hand upon that

young man* Roshan Lai seemed never to have had any qualms about the union

For him the world held only one woman—Har Devu He mamed her by Arya

Samaj ntes, in 1891 tn Lucknow where after his return, he first set up practice

She remained kis whole world tiU she died in 1926 He himself lived on dis-

consolate, till 1932

The Sewa Rams had a daughter—Radhika She was three or four years of

age when they arrived in London ^

A photograph taken, I beheve in 1887 or 1688 shows her in a round* gold

embroidered cap coat, trousers and slippers The face Is small and the figure

slight The features reveal however a strength of will that was to grow with the

years* If she could have had the eye of a seer she would have perceived that her

life would be united, a half-doaen years or so later to that of a young man—

*

who at the time was ‘'eating dinners'* at the Middle Temple not very far from

where she hved, «

1 cannot recall when the betrothal took place It was possibly alter her grand

fathers death in 1885 He had retired from the "D P W* the Department of

Public Works, but three years earlier Appreciative of the good work he had done

and the vigour he sull potieased the Government had appointed him Cbalnnsn of

the Munlopal Doard in Lahore—the first non European to serve in that capacity

there

Upon return to India after being called to the Bar Sewa Ram did not feel like

seltUng down In the Punish He went Instead to Calcutta was enrolled as an

advocate of the High Court and began prapbee there WInIe thus engaTlfd he con

traded typhoid fever and suetumbed to ft In 1890 ^ ^ ^

The Punjab beckoned Rothan Lal He shifted hli Isw to Lahore

esfir «« nineties. By then his mother In !sw who was too oUl.and too

old Isihloned to change and hsd been kept in fgnorsnjg ot her dsughtri •

re msinsge Had died

• yr* vthtr* »i ’*1' P*'—U# U. ttls Psj^rursal
^

f
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V
Sachchidananda burst into my life early in this century.

“Burst” I I use the word advisedly A murky cloud then lowered over my
head. From it, I feared» might descend, any moment, a bolt of wrath that would

consume my new-born ambition—the ambition to be a great writer

Upon entering my teens I had managed to push my toe into the Fourth Estate

while keeping the rest of my being in the school world Teachers and parents

applauded my enterprise and pluck.

At that stage of life, however, one regards older persons as capricious. Their

mood, I feared, might change any day and they may tether me, with a much shorter

rope, to the texts prescribed by the university for students in the high schools

within its jurisdiction. Before, however, that awe-inspiring cloud could discharge

Its contents of wrath upon my head, I had proceeded to college at tahore. There

Sinha^s intellectual effulgence burst upon me.

Oh ! Dear me ! I How time has raced on since that day I

When I began sending my little pieces to the press, the nineteenth century was

in its dotage Vision was gone from both eyes. The dome above those sightless

orbs was as smooth and shiny as an earthen pot {tind) that the eternally chug-

chugging Persian wheel has just lifted above the well parapet and is still glistening

with moisture. With palsied feet and tottering limbs, a babe not quit with crawling

on all four could speed past the languishing century, any split second.

I, in my own estimation, was no babe. Mentally, at any rate. I had, in fact, a

very high opinion of my own attainments In hjs early teens any highly preco-

cious boy, such as I must have been, does.

I was ever wasting money upon purchasing sheets of paper shot out of the inky

beds of presses, then mostly run by hand and a few by steam (how the owners of

these boasted—Munshi Gulab Singh, for instance, in Lahore, an enterprising

Punjabi if ever there was one!). I made the rounds of the houses of family friends

and brought back with me any and every daily, weekly or monthly that lay about.

Not satisfied with this haul, I lit upon a plan that, in my ignorance of world

conditions, I ddfemed to be ingenious 1 would write to the manager of a publica-

tion of wmcfi I hacl reacf in some journal, asking for a sample copy Some of these

worthies must have,be^n poor businessmen or very credulous I went on

receiving issues^sometimes for weeks and months, without being pressed to send

in the sij^cMfj^ion.

VI

One of the publications that, iii the first year of this century, fell into my hands,

bore the legend ; Kayastha Sam^char, How exactly this happened, I cannot
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recall I mu»t have read of it m >omc paper moat probably In the Tnhne (Lahore)
Of It may have been that eome kayaatha fellovr ahidenl or a profetaor had
been receiving it and I borrowed an uaue of it

From lU front page darted into my heart word# that found lodgment there for

ever Onginally wntten in the United State* of Amenca on the doling day of

1829 by William Uoyd Gamton they read

wiU be ai har*h at truth and at uncompromittng at juihce

/ am in cametf f wdl not equivocate' I will not excuie

I vnlJ not retreat a tingle inch and I will be heard. *

So moved had Sachchidananda Snha. who a month or two earlier bad become
editor of the Samechar been by thete deathlett wordi (hat when he converted

the Samacher into Hmdatlan Rtoiew tn 1903 lhe> formed the motto of the new
publication a* they had been of the old organ In them hit mind vrat mirrored

tome They revealed hit pi) chotog>

VII

I cannot recall whether 1 firit met Sinba before he had launched the Renew or

later The meeting took place certainly in the earb >eBrt of thlt century During

the long vaealion or during the Eaiter or Chnitmat reeett. he would visit the

Punjab to tee hit wife a aunt and her huiband, with whom hit own life

partner might be on a vifit

The Rothan Lsla then hit ed in a house that the Rai Bahadur Kanhya Lai had

cxpieitly built for Har Den near hit own It waa a gathering point for young men

mostly aludents from the colfeget conaidered/fiemsefre* to be progressirea
"

I in my ' undergrad*" day*, ao regarded myaelf

Har Den was to ut a heroine Not content with aetiiqg othera an example ahe

was conducting In the nefen (literally the language of the metropolis) now known

a« the Hindi a journal for women She called it Bharat BhagnP—“India • Sister**’

How well do I remember my first tight of Sachchida I He took no end of pains

with hia personal appearance aa he indeed doe* now nearly 45 year* lateK.Hi*

cheek* and chin were closely shaved hi* moustache neatly trimmed and pomaded

HI* from topee to buttoned hoe*, was a •ymphony fn dove-grepj-feem to

letnember that waa his favounte colour eveh then. He affected a frock-or cut away

raomin* cost and stnped Iromet* cArefulIy created and mttiellouity loraed up

The reametiol bis mind as displayed by the words th*! rffoi&Hile^nowed

liom hi* Itf* •lir*e(ed me even moie ihsn hi* cofrecl* »*i e Injlfevt I #<win found

ihslwVienhe wumttudeot he couldno mwe corcefttr«!e upon

/
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for extra reading advised as an “aid” for passing an examin&tion than I did. That

weakness, if weakness it was, formed a tie between us.

The call of politics was to him irresistible in his student days. He told us how
it dragged him from his rooms near Patna College to Allahabad

There the third session of the Indian National Congress was being held in the

Christmas week of 1888. The Pandit Ayudhia Nath (whose son, the Pandit

Hirday Nath Kunzru, is fighting for us so valiantly in every battle of freedom) was

the chairman of the Reception Committee A merchant prince from Calcutta

—

Andrew Yule—with a Scotsman’s staunchness in the cause of liberty, had been

invited to preside over the deliberations. Every one knew that, with an Anglo-

Irish satrap (Sir Anthony, later the Baron, Macdonnell) dominating the provincial

scene, the fur would fly. It did. Of this I have wntten else-where.

Sachchida, in his late teens, was glued to the chair assigned to him in the pan-

dal, as long as anyone was speaking from the rostrum Of all the orators he heard,

none lifted him off his feet quite so much as a young Hindustani la'tvyer

Of the Malaviya Brahman sub-caste, this Vakil of the Allahabad High Court

answered to the name of Madan Mohan Sweet tempered was he, till some wrong

done to some individual or group roused him. Then his thin, talhsh figure would

tremble with indignation. He was also silver-tongued . Not so very long out of

college, he was struggling for a living at the bar While waiting for briefs, he edited

a paper

—

Hindustan—owned by a wealthy but patriotic landlord, the Raja Rampal
Singh of Kalakankar—an estate (taluk) in that land of estates, Oudh

A little later the Pandit visited Arrah The sanguinary conflicts of which that

town had, at times, been a focal point had almost ceased to echo there. It

derived, however, distinction through being Sachchida’s natal town

The young, volatile spint insisted upon taking the lawyer-leader-m-the making
to his ancestral home So much attention and affection did he shower upon the

guest that Malaviyaji, hi^iself very emotional, was deeply affected. He suggested

that the student play the host also in Patna^ which place he visited a few weeks
later Nothing daunted, Sachchida entertained him in the rooms he rented near

the college ^

TJ>z most romantic incident of this period was to follow soon after Desirous of

short-circuiting^ the univers\f3j, he had decided to proceed abroad, become a

hamster ^aiid eJso see» something of the world. The scholarship that he

sought to secure fo pay ship-owners, larldladies, the inn-of-court treasurer and the

hke, remained only ah aspiration, 'fhis did not,^however, faze him So insignificant

a detail as fmsnce would not He knew that once he managed to get on board a

steamerfmoney would follov^. His relatives would not let him starve. In that cal-

culation he was hghw
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So Without notifying any one mnch leas obtalaiag any one# bletnnga. he
organized a farewell funchon a^ hii roonu. To a dinner that gaily proceeded npon
the flat roof of hb rented houte bathed in the effulgence of the moon at the foil

he had bidden every one from the college who waa on affectionate term* with

him. Judging by hit power to puIL their number mutt Have been legion
/

At he wat delivenng his valedictory oration towards midnight a notte wat

heard Footsteps of men scurrying upstairs made the revellers wai> They had

cause to be nervous.

Kinsmen from Arrah had got wind of the design They lost no bme in

foiling tU

Not for long though Sachchldas rotnd waa made up No one even in aulbo'

rlty over him could cause him to un make it This time he indulged to no farewells.

He, indeed, shpped away so quietly that nothing was heard of him till he was

safely speeding Adenwards-

Now Lakshnu (the goddess of wealth) chased hun instead of be running after

her She saw to it that he never lacked cash for anything upon which he had set

his heart.

This was in 1639 He wst m his eighteenth year having been born on

November 10 1871

In England he did as he bad done in India He refused to take the shortest cut

to the intellectual goal Ever disdainful of blinkers, he looked to the right and to

the left He was ever flying off (he miUn road on a Ungent as it appeared to

observers inclined to be critical. He sometimes stubbed hit toes because his eyes

bad not been glued upon the track on which he was travelling—because he did not

for that reason tee a stone in tune to avoid it VUhsl sights—what sounds—how-

ever did his senses gather 1 \^^at intellectual sustenance he denied from the

harvests maturing In the fields into which he adventured I,

While at (he Middle Temple he would call at publishing houses, look at the

books that had Just been pnoled and were on display finger lome dip Into a few

and buy what he could not resist He would never walk out of any of these

places of business without arming himself with all the catalogues and 4ii:a that

he could obtain. He suppferaeoted them with ihoie^^fnt to him Kis request

by pest Of by mewenger But for this hrerary cunosiiy Sachrhidananda, could not

have scored success wiih the Knheir from the very stsih as he did

M..

‘

Soon after I met him I was off on travel bent, %\erosi Ada 1 proceeded to

Notth America From town to town coon-ry to eountor I spcftfsd
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By the beginning of 1907 I had tired of being “ever on the wing”~a phrase
then much in my mouth and prominently displayed in the left-hand corner of my
printed Ietter*head. So 1 thought I would settle down, at least for a while.

Chicago, where this homing instinct manifested itself, was the largest city,

but not the capital, of the state of Illinois, in the middle-west of the United States
of America. For some six months daily journalism engrossed me there In July
of that year, however, I was persuaded by the good lady who had bestowed her
hand and heart upon me to change my way of life.

Thenceforward I was pledged to turn my back upon the “ephemeral field"

in which I had been labouring I was to address myself to writing mainly, if not
entirely, for worth-while magazines, reviews and quarterlies and, a little later,

annuals, in both hemispheres ; also to writing books.

Once, however, daily or weekly journalism has become one’s patch, that patch
. calls one back Insensibly, almost against my will, 1 was to find myself, and this

again and again, plodding in that furrow in the years to come.

While I was in a state of exaltation over the new worlds I purposed to conquer,
I thought of my encounter with Sachchida He might have forgotten me To him
I must have appeared to be only a callow youth, possibly with a “swelled head.’^
So, if he remembered me at all, his recollections might not do me much credit.

In the twenties one is daring, however. I had been writing articles for publica-
tions scattered over the world’s surface, edited by persons totally unknown to me.
That was my normal course any and every day of the year So why shy at some
one who, out of a chance meeting or two, might hold out a helping hand ? Why,
indeed ?

Thinking thus I began dictating to my wife an article that was to knit me with
Sachchida The chamber in which she took down the dictation direct on a second-
hand machine that she had bought some years back for five dollars, was small.
It was situated at the bach of the first floor of a cheap

'

‘rooming’’ (boarding) house
in Hamilton Avenue, on the west side of that American city It served as my
parlour, study and bedroom, and, on dccasion, also as my dining hall The cook-
ing wasedone in an adjoining room, though we seldom ate in the apartment

The article dealt with the §ucces8 *achieved in various directions by people in

North America. Even Megro-Americans were better off than Indians, who deemed
themselves to be far ahead of the negroes in point of culture— better off by far

As I was flnisiiing tlie ^typescript the appropriate title flashed into my brain.

Colour not theJ' Coin that Buys Success." I headed the piece.

Hardly had I corrected th%! pages for typographical errors when I came to the

conclusion that the article was rpuch too long for any review So I “ripped it
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pbraie •bowed ibe diigtul of tbe Udy wbo had to typewrfte li afreab)

What had been meant to b« an introdochoo wa* turaed Into an article by lUelb

Thif I called Opportunity in India and Aracnca”

In this title ahe rcrelled The duguit at added tabonr wae ffone> I toon tamed
the conclading portion into another article Above the original title I added another

It read ‘TTie Negro in America Colour Not the Coin That Boya Succeaa

Now there waa a debate long and contentioai. 1 wna for aending the two

articlet together My ^r1 fe thought that waa madnesa* It aurdy would invite a

rebuff I yielded to her judgment. X^Tien we went onl for a walk we look the

firat typeicnpt to the General Poat Office and mailed it to No. 7 Dgin Road
Allahabad then the home of the HlnJuslan Rnkwund alto oi ita editor^roprietor

Sachchtdananda Sinha welcomed that contribution with cordiality that would

have warmed a heart far cooler than mine in my mid twentiea What particularly

pleated me w^i that I received from him much more than a note of acceptance

Sachchida went out of hit way indeed to tell me how he had been following

my moycmentw acroti Aaia the Pacific, the Dominion of Canada and the greater

portion of the United States of America. This he had been left to do, he wrote

from the perusal of artielea from my pen that appeared in the daily and weekly preai

in India many of them reprints from journals in North America and Dnlain end

lueh accounts of my peregnaations at Englishmen, cspeetally Frederick Gnihb then

the London Correspondent of the rriiunr (Lahore) had been aendmg He dwelled

ppreaatively upon the work I had been doing in Canada in defence of the rights

and Iihertiet of the Indian immigrants there

This epbtle the first I receive^from No 7 Elgin Road Allahabad, captured

my heart because of (he intense personal interest it enneed in me and mine It

atarted a long'distance iotelleetual companionship that has strengthened as the

years hare lengthened and has been one of the keenest delights ol my Me

As I remember it. articles went forward to Sachchida in fairly rapid succeiiloo.

Not only did he speed the typescnpls he received from me to the pres*, but he also

usuatly gave them a prominent place m the Rfyitte As if that were not encourage-

ment enough he wrote to me letters often long and informithre Always Tdendly

they in time became affectionate

In ope of them he lolJ me that while ih. Rrtitv oflice remamed at Allahabad

he himself had shifted to Behar (at that time I had no idri iKit he was a Behan)

Engaged in parapatetfe praelre ** he gave sententious but vrWd glimpses of fudges,

lawyers htig»nts,the pljce* he s opped at In fa el arothing and everytUnf that

haipened to catch his eye and ear anJ w«s eddyihg in l^ii nrnd I seem to

reorember that I pfesefTrd these leCrrs They rrci* l>e la our effect*
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Where ? In England ? Or in U. S. A. ? I cannot say. When I get hold of them

one of these days, 1 shall publish them.

I eagerly looked forward to the Indian mail, particularly because of these letters.

In themselves intellectual feasts, they held out to me an invitation to recount to him

my own roving (I had tired of Chicago in a few months and was out on the road, this

time with my life-mate a gypsy like myself) the contacts I was making, the literary

associations I was forming and the movements that were convulsing the people

among whom I was living at the time. How easily words got hammered in those

years, on to the page rolled over the platen of the typewriter I How those pages

were winged, mostly to a place called Bankipore, under which a portion of Patna

in which my friend lived then masqueraded ! As the years rolled on this long-

distance intellectual companionship gathered gear.

IX

I have never had the opportunity of comparing notes with any member of

Sachchida’s corps of contributors. So 1 cannot say whether others, too, have re-

ceived from him the kind of encouragement that I did and that at a time when,

for me, there were many literary stiles still to climb over and a helping hand, with

his powerful grip, was a solace to the soul as well as physically sustaining

Seldom did 1 receive a letter from him in which he did not have something

pleasant to say about my writings He usually sent a cutting or two in praise of my
work that he had made from his exchanges Often he retailed to me what some
friend or acquaintance of his had said of this article or that.

I particularly remember his writing me about a series of articles that appeared

under the title “As An Indian (or sometimes a Hindu) Sees America ’’
It proved

to be lengthy, running from October, 1908 to September, 1911, and contained not

far short of 45,000 words, (This is my wife’s computation)

Sachchida wrote that rAany persons had talked to him about these articles

Among them he specially mentioned a Mr. Miller, then a Member of the Governor-

General a Council, Miller, he added, was from North America. He knew their true

worth (so I was informed) *

Yeays fater, when Sir John O. Miller retired from the Indian Cml Service and

settled down nftar London, h« and I ihet “You are no stranger to me,” he said

one day at seme functicm “Why, thinlf of the conversations that Sinha and 1 used

to have about you In Calcutta and Simla
... j ><?. *

Are you from Canada ?” I asked him

Yes, cjbe replied “The *0* in my name stands for ‘Ontario

Even when there was a luf! in the Sinha-Singh intellectual exchange—and lulls

there were inevitably—the Hitidusitin Review kept up the connection The letter
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earner (Amoncan for postman) brought it pretty regularly During the tuminer there

would be a “double number"

The very lecoad tune the Keyfew faded to put m an appearance my wife,

•hrewd daughter of the prainei that ahe waa, commented ‘'Your fhond mutt be
enjoying hunaelf in the hillt He will make it up with good meaaure There will

be a double number

Then ire two talked of the Impulae that had generated the /?rt»/rtu-“that kept it

going

There waa no commercial taint to It No Quite the conlraiy waa the caae It

mutt in fact be costing Sachchidananda Sinba a pretty penny

A higb grade review such at he got out month by month would not have

many aubtenbera were it conducted here (we lived in the United States of America
then) In India the dtentele must be reiy amalJ indeed Especially the readers

who bought the publication

Only intellectual craving mutt make Sachchida dip h!i hand in hit pocket (o

pay printers bUU. The pull mutt be patnobc too He must be swayed by the

impnlte to light from the lamp within him lamps m other people • hearts.

So we decided for ourtelrea. It was, I distinctly remember in St Louis Mis

soun that we had our hnt talk about those double numbers The summer had been

warm Wo had been valking alongside the Mississippi River—the “fatherof

waters
*

As a new iinio of the HinJasten RcrUw was received my wife would take

postestion of It In her quick, nervous Exchange Editor s way she would soon

glance through its pages from caver to cover induding the adrertiiemcnta.

1 iniariably would turn towards the back of the issue There I would find the

literary “features" the— book of the monlK.“ shorter reviews and notices sometimes

a Me sketch or necrology and the like These specially appealed to me Not till

1 was done with them would I look at the articKs, even one of my own.

Xs

It most litve been when we were Iiiing in New York or BrookJynr ^00) or

possibly a little later on when we were safoUVning ii\ London that I awoke to what

had been happening for some time without my being eonedotts ol It The rofds

that botmd me to Sachchida were sDken to be sure but no cow bey a rope in

Nevada Of Aftxona or Tesas wsi*leugher ) fell that f hid been basoedbyhbn

and was Ung dragf^d away from the >Xes
^

The process was geo te—not cow boyish In ooe letter I would be aiked if my

>H*arl never yeimed for the homsUnd In another ihe eAqutry would be made
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if all my life 1 meant my association with the Indian press to remain a long-dis-

tance one. i

I recall an epistle in which I was told that some friends of Sachchida's had

started or were starting a daily paper (*) in Allahabad. This caused quite a discus-

sion in our two-member family.

How well I remember my wife’s comment I “A long-range lassoer, this editor-

friend of yours is,” she said.

“He might well be,” I replied • “but this ‘bronco’ t is not lassoable”

She, herself a successful lassoer, might rightfully have laughed in derision : but

being as wise as she was considerate, she let the matter drop.

Not Sachchida, however. I had not been six weeks in India (1910-1 1) when
he had me on the way to Allahabad.

XI

I shall never forget that journey. It had been insufferably hot in Lahore, where

we had been staying at Nedou’s Hotel. The mercury had soared round about 1 16

(or was it 118?) degrees in the shade. Even during the hours of darkness it did

not go down appreciably Sleeping under a mosquito net was to my wife an en-

tirely new and a wholly unpleasant experience. The heat made her still more rebel-

lious at her fate. I paid a man to pull the Funkah over the twin beds but

found to my chagrin that only by remaining awake myself could I keep him at his

job for any length of time The moment I relaxed my attention and closed my eyes

he would doze off That instant she would awake “1 am in a sweat-bath, she

would exclaim, “and even the sweat is not cooling !”

The train was even worse than had been the^hotel bedroom When it moved

the compartment (I had not yet graduated from the II Class) was filled with air that

was as hot as if it had come “from a furnace with the door open my good lady s

description of it. Wherl the creaking of the revolving wheels as they passed over

the fish-plates was followed by a jerky thud and we halted, may be to wait inter-

minably, we thought, at some wayside station, we gasped for breath

The worst was not reached till the train pulled into Allahabad (an eternity. It

seemed’ to us, after leaving Lahore) It was near noon The loo was blowing.

This hot "blast has not been expressly ordered for you, I assured her No I

have been heanpg of ?t since my baby,days. It has a specific name. It is called
.1 Y tt

the loo
%

The Leadefi

t Hc'rSe of the native American species—a half wild mustang The author, it must be re-
membered, has devoted more ttan half his adult life to writing for the United States of
Arpenca and Oana'da' In his home the language us^d is generally American
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SH« looked at mo aearcUngly in the effort to make oat whether I was apealdnc
in earnest or not Then the implied lapsing into American slang ”ll may or

may n St be the Am but whatever it is it it a lohi^** By Tula** she meant to imply
that It was saperlative m degree.

As I opened the door of the compartment to alight my eye fell upon a Inm
6gare It was sailing through the crowd. Sailing—yes» that is the word- No other

word would describe It It looked as if it had, just tha moment before, walked out

of a fashion-plate hung behind plate-glass tn a Bond Street establishment m
London tpemaluang m tropical modes for men

1 am

Taking the words out of hts mouth 1 anoounced to my wife who by then had

got down from the compartment ‘This is my dear fnend Sachchidnanda Sinha

Perhaps I spoke or gesticulated pompously They both burst out In a UugK I

could do no 9ther than join them The loo was forgotten for the nonce.

While a factotum look charge of our “things" (how few were they in those

days I), Sachchida got os out of the Depot (railway station) without loss of time

and conducted ui to a luxunously appointed motor As my eye roved over the

Rolls Royce he remarked “It is not mine I have borrowed it from a frieneT

Upon that peg he huag with the aarne loag/ro/d the statement : Aa a matter

of fact 1 am taking you to hts place."

Reading some embarrasiment in our faces or hearingsome words that dropped

from her or my lips, he added You see I have no Goanese cook* Bat Pandit

Mott Lai has one You will be much more comfortable at his place “Anand

Bhavan" than at No 7 Elgin Road. He and 1 arc more like brothers than fnendt,"

To put us at ease he related this incident ^me years earlier Moll Lai ji was

in Patna on legal badness. Hu client the Maharaja LakshmesKwar Singh, or hts

younger brother and saccewar Mahsrajs Rameshwar Singh (I forget which) had

made arrangements for the great Iiwyei • stay The agent roust have been an old

fashioned man, W hat did he know (any way) of the requirements of o westemiied

epicure like Moli Lai Nehru 7

Sick of the arrangements that had been made for Kim Panditjl salliecf out of

the Guest House and made straight for SschcMdas haute ffe found the matter

sway That imsll detail was of no conse^jufnee to Mot* sent the servants In

the vehicle in which he had come ipd bsJnthgm bnog with them all his

lugg^tv In *he meantime he obtsfned a lelegTaph form and sent 'Fnha i)w follow

tng me«ste —
“Minding jour house Looking eher your guj^sts. Oon i hoiry back" Or words

to ihst effect f wrifinr eotireV from memory
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Arrived at ‘Anand Bhavan” m Allahabad, we were to find it suitably named. It

was indeed “joyvilla’*.

Sachchida gave us five minutes to tidy up When we hurried into the dining

room we found him already there, seated at the table. The soup, salted and

peppered with the savour of his piquant talk, put some life into us.

“What have you for us, boy very much the master of the house, he enquired

of the waiter

“Pale de fois gras, Sir".

“Good But is there also curry and rice ?"

He had noticed that despite the loo our appetite was keen.

XU
This 18 not the place to attempt to draw a word-picture of Moti Lai Nehru,

his days and ways, his palatial residence and his circle Some American staying in

It as Its owner’s guest might, upon return to “God’s own country," have modelled

the first night-club upon the “Anand Bhavan" pattern Not being Moti Lai Nehru he

(or was It she ?) could not impart to it the high cultural tone— a blend of the best of

the East and the West—as the patriotic lawyer had done Some day I hope to

present the public with a sketch of Panditji as I knew him for the nonce, the

reader must be content with the articles that 1 published upon his death in 1931 .*

Not many hours had I spent at Anand Bhavan when it developed that

Sachchida had come to Allahabad at that time specially to entertain us I had not

remembered that the city alongside the Sangam had ceased years before to be his

headquarters Now it transpired that even earlier it had been in the nature of his

chief centre of activity pro tempore. -»

I had almost forgotten that he was not a Hindustani. He was, on the contrary,

a Behari—a very Behar-conscious Behan He helped, in fact, to run a weekly pro-

pagandist organ seeking to liring about the separation of Behar from Bengal and

its creation as a separate province Such advocacy had made him suspect in

many eyes—had brought him the ill-^ill of some persons powerfully placed in

society and even in office. Few of his colleagues in the agitation were prepared

to go to the* extremes that he was time and again dragging them into. There was

cnbcism from within as from without * He, however, went on with the work non-

chalantly. " >»

But for the^ effort he ^juisinto the cduse, that cdiise might easily have foundered.

That effort, too, would have been unavailing had he not jollied along people,

sometimes <himself retreating into the background so that others might have the

credit that, m point of fact beldhged to him.

Tha Modern Review, March 1931 *
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For a man with thu “bco in his bonnet to reside outside the “province** of his

nstmty would hare been a follj that hu ahrewd a.nse would never tancbon. The
j^ears that he had lived in Allahabad had been spent there through compulsion

In the early days of his practice in Patna, (after he had been enrolled as an advo-
cate of the Calcutta High Court in 1693) he had contracted malaria of a mali^ant
type. To free his system of the virus he had been advised to change hu place of

residence. Thu proved to be a somewhat alow process It kept him m ADahabad
I teem to remember for su years. He however got back to Behar aa toon aa he

safely could

XIU

Much of these intimate talks took place at No 7 Elgin Road the house to

which my early letters from the United States of Amenca had been directed and

to which he would carry me while Mctt Lai Ji studied hu bnefs in the morning

It was a long, generously proportioned one stoned strachue built in the bunga-

low style (ray wife a phrase) Its extenor was given a warm pink tint This

went well with Sachchida a genial nature^hu genius (or fnendiKip

We sat always in one verandah or the other chatting away to our heart a con-

tent on any and every cubject that entered our heads at the moment No one ever

duturbed us

Sorecdmea a little fellow would go pait'-*’8byly keeping at a dntance This

was my fneu<ri nephew—now a Ral Sahib running the University Library at Patna

No matter where the talk started -mo matter how It proceeded nor for how long

it always drifted to one topic My future—my Immediate future When were my

gypsy days to end 7 Was India to get the fullest benefit from what I had learnt of

iournalUm in various parts of the world?

No disparagement was meant of my contributions to Indun journals from abro-

ad So I was assured. No None at all

What was really needed was however clearly indicated It was that 1 should

settle down In India. Here for IniJnce Allahabad was as good a place as tnay-ln

fact far belief than many MoU Lai jl had Ms daily here

The thing for me to do was to apply mys If from day to day to the qt/cstlom as

they aroee What a contilbudon could not I with iny finger on the pulse of time

make to the welfare and progress of my people And sd-on.

If I had not tued of world-wagdering Sac(ichlda world dsclare /ny wife reurt

have weaned of It She in fact had. So he assured me Poor thing 1 She had

been dragged at my chariot wheels over her own country Cutope and now India-

Women arc ceitnttally home-bodlrs. Th^ like to indulge thftr inrtinrts of horrw-

maVing They should be given iht chance to dt a> They were entlfled lo Ir
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As I listened to these words of wisdom, I saw the barrister at work—pleading

and suggesting—insmudting himself into the bosom ot the jury, if not also of the

judge I saw, too, the workings of a heart welling with love for the country of our

birth—and for me

Sachchida hung around that insufferably hot place— it was late In June, just

before the break of the monsoon—for a week (or was it longer ?) To do so he
must have sacrificed some briefs and rearranged others

By the time he was forced to go back to his beloved Behar, as I had shown no
fancy for the tether that he had so kindly chosen for me, Moti Lai ji persuaded

me to stop on a little longer.

Who would not have liked to stay on and on at “Anand Bhavan"? Even 'when
my wife and 1 did finally leave, our hearts were heavy with ’sorrow at parting from

the owner—as gracious and genial a host as I ever expect to meet in this or any
other world ?

t

XIV

The Pandit Moti Lai Nehru provided me with a peep-hole into one particulai

side of Sachchida's capability. I had been talking of the Indian disposition to

lean upon alien crutches. “Why,” I said, “we hire Englishmen even to do our

agitating in England for self-government for India—even the conductors of our

nationalist papers cannot find Indians over there to serve as their correspondents.

We see the world through English spectacles placed by us against eyes already

filled with light conducted through British-controlled schools and colleges.”

“As to that,” remarked Panditji, “as to that, you do not know our Sinha Sahib’s

brilliant performance. You put a packet of cuttings received by the English mail

upon a desk and with it some paper, a pen or pencil, scissors and paste. Then
you push him into the room and lock the door upon him. In an hour or two you
will have a ‘London Lettei^’ And I will go bail for it that it will be newsy and cer-

tainly far better wntten and more interesting to read than any sent from over

there.”

A few weeks latei I did see Sachchida at work He was not turning out a

London_-L6tter” while seated in some Indian city, nor was he at his beloved law
work, that m those days was ever and again tempting him away from his real

vocation—journalism—literature No, He was writing for a daily paper—and the

newspaper was issued from Lahore—the* Tribune.

Sachchidc? ha>d but recently arrived in Simla, where I had been established for

several weeks in the Royal Hotel, now, I believe, defunct. He had come to attend the

Imperial Legislative Council, to which he had been elected not dong before from
some constituency irf the Lower Provinces of Bengal (Behar) The session was
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to b« a notable one A meajtire highly rettnebve of the freedom o{ upccch that had
been on the Indian ataiule book vraa abont to lapie. The official* were determined
to renew it* life.

Simla provided Sachchida with plen^ of material for paasingon wnh hu ahrewd
comment* and htunorou*. often tart cnbciam to the general public. Sundar
Singh fihatia. who ira* acting a* editor of the Trihans while the monagemenf
wa* hunting up preaumably tome other Bengali to fill the editorial chair perma

nenlly found the lettera from Simla of abaorbing intereat and gaix them the

pronunence they deserved I for one wa* fond of Sundar but he had many
detractor*. Among these ira* a former cIa*»'felJow of hi* who had risen to a

position of some importance and was happy when the man with whom he

had grown up waa not confirmed as editor He must have wnthed however

when he saw that the job went to a Bengali, he being a Bengalnhater as were

many Indians of bis generation That contagion 1 escaped entirely because the

Bengali* with whom I came in contact dunng my early )-ears were men of noble

character and no small lotellectoal attainments and they helped to turn my mind

towards larger and higher things.

1 liked the deft manner In which Sachchida handled delicate and contentious

topic* With a jocund remark he often dumiiaed n subject tovtards which a

less espeneneed writer would hatie directed a barbed shaft and by »o doing

Would perhaps have got the paper or himself into trouble But then he belonged

to the craft that derives its Iiring~'often a fat Iiving-^by showing the paymaster

the way to escape the consequences of folly and worse

This running commentary must nevertheless have nJed many • gov ernmenul

god dwelling upon that Olj mppn crest In seraphic surrounding*, scriuestcred

from the twellenng mob down beiou So carefully were the words choien.

however tliat even the Home Member—Sir John Jenkins a peppery Bombay

Qvtlian~~couId take no exception to what was pnnted 1 its second in'command

—Sir Aichdale Dule—had as Collector and Commissioner spent years In

Patna—and being quieter and belter tempered must have often been amused

by the sly sallies

Tlic Pandit Madsn Molian f !*lavi>a occupied rooms in the hotel 'Ttar ours

\\c often Isughcd ol the fiiogs that llie **shecul oarxcspCndenr of the

had at ff*nne* in high quarter*.
^

•

w • • .

Legidative Council was, J *fem to remember h^jd at the^ime in a hsll of

the \^crret*! I^J*eio Some chairs were placed at th'- en 1 ntth** fo-im

in which sat the few fisnd picked visrtnrt.
*

As tl e siwcial commjtiinner in lodu of a d wen Ibitnh and Arrwriean news-
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papeis, I was one of these lucky mortals My seat was, in fact, so close to that

occupied by Mazhar-ul-Haque, a crony of Sachchida’s, that he, as the Councillors

wagged their tongues, would pass me slips with facetious remarks pencilled

upon them

Nothing of the thrust and parry was missed by the pair of eyes that the

Kayastha Member from Behar carried in his head Nor was he content to sit

quietly while others, mostly older than himself, talked

This being the first time that I had heard my friend speak in public, much of

what he said has remained in my mind He condemned the Seditious Meetings

Act Lord Minto’s Government was asking the legislature to extend its term

Sachchida said it placed an engine of oppression in the hands of the police

They were given power not only to break up gatherings of twenty or more persons,

but, on the pretext of doing so, to invade even private premises. In his lawyer’s

manner he pleaded that such a measure had better be permitted to die, out, as

it automatically would in some five months’ time If need ever existed—and he

denied that it had—that need had disappeared. In his view the Criminal

Procedure Code gave the executive all the authority it might ever require.

Coming, as he did, from Patna he took a serious objection to the Central

Government making this move. Nothing had happened in his province, or in

Its neighbour—the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh—represented by Malavya

Ji—that would justify any such re-enactment If any provincial government

(Local Government was, if I remember aright, Sachchida’s phrase) felt the need,

it could use the legislative machinery it possessed to secure a measure for appli-

cation within its jurisdiction He deprecated and even resented, as a reflection

upo n the loyalty of the Behans and the “Upiansi’ any attempt to carry the law

beyond the term for which it had been originally enacted
t

As I remember, the speech lasted only a few minutes. It lacked the pyro-

technics that lit up passages in statements made by some of the other members,

notably Bhupendra Nath Basu’s It was, however, instinct with sincenty and

patriotic fervour I was so impressed with it that at the end of the meeting I

went up to Sachchida and warmly congratulated him upon it

. XVI
• »

With his cheery faca and blithe wa^s, Sachchida seemed to be very popular

with his fellows Uncommonly so with many of them
s>

• « » *
,

Not, however, with some of the Bengalis then in Simla. As one of them told me
point blar^k, they detested his ‘‘separatist tendencies" I

He was known [to cherish

designs upon the^ rich agricvdtural and richer mineral lands of Behar and Orissa

Ev?r sjnce he h^d returned frorg London as a full-fledged barrister, he had been
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affitatuiE for the teparaUon of theie from Beogal often through olhera msiited

Dr Sir Raih Behan Ghoih

Sachchida had never made anj' secret of hu ambtUon to raue Behar to the

atatoa of a separate province If he pushed forward friends of hit, it was not

because he wished to escape responsibility—or rather culpability for to it was in

his opponents vnew No A oenerout impulse actuated him He lonced that

•ome auociate of hu be he better qaalihed or not thonid obtain whatever

kudof micht be gome

In September 1910 I left Simla forthe Punjab 1 uai particular!) eager to

•ee what was happening in the **Canel Colonies**—to tee what sort of life was

developing in the wake of water brought by imgation engmeera. That region had

been a aeemingty interminable stretch of aandy waste m my childhood

By the train in which 1 was travelllag alto went down the Mian (Uter Sit)

Muhanraad Shafu He and hit cousin Shah Din then a judge of the High Court

had known me since 1 was a boy

NotwUhaUnding this a Scot friend had insisted upon introducing me lo SlinG a

few months earlier on the ere of my departure from London This was Sir

Theodore Menton who upon retiring from the Muhammadan Anglo'Onental

College (new the Muslim Uoiremty) et Aligarh, had been appointed to the India

Council. Struck with my success in world leumalitm. he wrote to hit friend in

Lahore of the Important newspaper commissions that were taking me to India

While in Simla SKaG would come up to ourroomt in the Rojal Hotel He was

generally accompanied by (Sir) ZuIGqar Ali Khan of Maler Kotla a little taler

the Pnme Minliler of Patiala We would chat away over a cup of tea ohltrlous

of the Bight of time I knew ih-t he hankered nftrr the Law Membership

I knew too Ihsl P^-ai Satyendra Prssanna (Isler the Baron) Sinhs was

spoken of by hu famllurs—was thoioughly sick of r ut jnh In mv view thr

duguit did not originate pnmonly ihfoogh financlst Ion

It is true of course thit h* had exchanged least practice that was said to have

biou,.ht him R* 20 000 per mensem, for the high olfice ||)| then avadshle tn

an Indun et Rt 6 f»00 a month lbs wife had never fnrfotten lKlt**lrvu so I

luH h en Attured ly Bhupen lUru who in n strav hat uwd now and niMin to

walk up the long flitht of •labs to tny rooms in the Royal ‘lottk

I am ready to admit that only an anr-*! eoutd forget tuch a sacrifire and

f •*
>,.ho at Grsl sight made me one of hit e«ele never lei himself up a* stteh

I am sure however that ha would not have worried •boot rt If hW pphiirs had

suited OUT Hj-pef.*ensrtiTe fie auff^ed are ile» at the entictrm that was

leratled at hl-n-»pMVen and writer* referred l*y hm at the manofactiurr tf ff«
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gags for the press and platform. They cliarged hnnj with complacently becoming

the bureaucracy’s tool for vitiating, through rules, such beneficent intentions as

Parliament had embodied in the Government of India Act of 1909

How miserable he used to look as my wife and 1 encountered him, nearly every

evening, %valking, generally accompanied by two of his daughters. That picture

shall not lose a line or a tone so long as anything of memory remains to me.

XVII

Lord Minto’s inclinations left no doubt m any one’s mind that the next Law
Member would be a Muslim, Who > Speculation was rife. Every Hindu I knew
said that no one of anything like "S P.’s” calibie could be found amongst Muslims

What Hindu was, however, likely to be heard in that matter ?

Shall did not obtain the coveted plum. Not just then It went to a Muslim

of whom most Indians had, at the time, heard little. That little had not predisposed

them in his favour. Nothing like it
*

Syed (later Sir) All Imam—to me for years prior to his death "Bhai Sahib”—was

Sachchida’s fellow-Behari and friend. It was whispered he was his “candidate’*

for the office.

Before this appointment had been announced, 1 was back in Fleet Street, 1

learnt through a source that, in journalistic cant, would be described as “un-

impeachable,” of the part that Sachchida had played He had actually borne the

“offer” to Ah Imam.

What wais more, he found the “Standing Counsel to Bengal Government's,

as Bhai Sahib at that tune was, very eager to throw up his job. That job, with

the fat fees attached to it, was far more lucrative than the Law Membership

of the Central Government. *3o Sachchida, with his genius for friendship,

found plenty of scope for exercising his powers of persuasion Well it was^that

he possessed these powers and exerted them for Ah Imam in that oflSce

rendered unforgettable service to the Motherland

XVIII

Some pressure was exeited upon me by several English and American editors

to go bac’k to India that autumn (191 1) to write up the Coronation Durbar soon to

be held at Delhi I, howeves, had witnessed the Coronation of King George V
and Queen Mary in thaWestmimster Abbey at his Majesty’s command I had,

moreover, had 1 1 months in the Motherland in 1910'! 1*

So I told my editor-friends that they would find me far more useful m London
than in D,elhi They did What a pot of money I saved them in telegraphic

expenses, not to speak of passages and train fares While seated in our flat near

Hampstead Heath, I manufac|ured for them columns upon columns of
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background raalter aa v^e rvould now aay m our joumcdiadc circlea If put
tocether they woald make a cood atrod volamc. Cheques, often drawn by
ffenerou* hands kept the kettle hoillns; over our coolottove for many a Ion? week

All Imam was credited with having worked (he oracle that led to the creation

of Behar as a separate province m exchange for tearing up the Curzonian parch
merit authorising the partition of Bengal Sachchida helped him to remove the

great stumbllnp block that stood in the way

The Bengal from which Behar and Onssa were to be parted enfoyed at the

time the Council type** of GovernmenL Though the Execubve Council was a

mixed blessing how could people who under the exlsling dispensation enjoyed

It be expected to surrender it cbeerfully>

If however Behar upon sepamboa rec«“ived this gift, there might be an out

cry from the province to the west, or from the Punfab They would demand
similar treatment T*his (he bureaucracy wonld not like

Sachchida it was who I was credibly Informed solved the problem. He did It

in a few hours Looking up books on eontbtutlonal law be found a way to

throw dust In nil prying eyes He u a great band at that sort of performance os

was Bhai Sahib Ah Imam I

HU propotibon was that Behar be given a Uentenanl Governor In Council

(there were no Governors then outside the two presldenaes of Bombay and

Madni) The legal and constitutional pundits would lamp to the conclusion the

moment they saw that phrase. Of that he was he said perfectly convinced in his

mind that it meant a Legislative Council In law however it signified joit one

(hlng—an Executive Council
^

Immediately Ah Imam heard Sachchida say Ihis he felt that Debar was at

good as separated from Bengal and endowed with nil the provlnelal attributes

that the most ambitious of Beharls *coutd desire Th^ one obstacle that had

seemed insuperable had been removed This fnddenl was related to fne by Dhal

Sahib himself (*) He chuckled as he remembered the chagnn of the lawyers they

foiled How wits sharpened In Inns of Court and courts of judicslure denre

ileltrlous i'*y out of such a performance

\l\

I heard oflencr from Sachchida than he did from me hurlng thos dsjs. Ms

work in Bntalm on the ConbnrnV In the UfltedStsles of Amenea Caosda and

Asia was both mentally abwfbint nnd physically nhaurtJaf

r * nsi t4Hi nnvaei't f StfbSTlKtry *xre« «ni\ esr r»*-ar4f!l3*».

ISeej'eH S* tit easslUalfc-r it iJiret *-ir«l J* rt*r\

I* \ e**
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Letters from him, many of which my wife has mcjnaged to preserve despite

the million miles or so that we have travelled since then, contain, I see self-

conciously, something in the nature of a complaint. He expressed disappointment

particularly at my inability to write for the Hindustan Review with the devotion

that I had showed for it in my American days. In one note that lies upon the

table at which 1 am writing this directly upon the typewriting machine, he seeks

to extract from me a promise that 1 would give him at least one contribution every

quarter.

The letters written during this period bnng back to me the warmth of his

gratitude for any slight service 1 was able to render him from that distance, “1

thank you sincerely," he wrote on February 2, 1912, “for your so kindly sending

me the December number of the ‘World’s Work’ containing the very appreciative

reference to my humble services.”

A little further on he added ,
“1 am grateful to you for the ex^hange^ you

secured for me with some of the leading Amencan periodicals ’’ He then asked

me to do him “a similar good’’ while in England. He proceeded immediately to

give me a list of publications the editors of which, he had cause to know, were on

friendly terms with me I wrote back to him on March 1, 1912

“There is an essential difference between the American and the English

editor The latter is very conservative and is, in addition, bossed by the manager,

whereas the former is far from being a conservative man and, as a rule, is editor

and manager combined Hard as it was for me to secure you American ex-

changes, 1 find the task here well nigh impossible However

Promptly came a letter from him letting me know that he would not be put

off—that from me he refused to Jjake a “no," h\3wever diplomatically phrased

I did my best for him and had his appreciation That 1 valued

XX
In 1914 Sachchidananda came to London In a letter bearing (so recent a date

as) September 29, 1 944, he reminded me of that visit. He wrote •

.1 recall at this moment with great gratification a dinner that 1 had with her

(my wife) ih your cottage in the suburbs of London, in the summer of 1914 ^just

thirty years back,* when my wife andd were there. You and 1 are, 1 believe, the

two oldest couple of frieftds going in thi^ country
”

What men^ories the^ words bnng»back of our jnerry meetings during that visit

of his to the Empire’s capital. He chose for his “digs" an apartment facing

Hyde Park , The prevailing colour in the sitting room, as 1 remember it, was old

(yietix) rose—warm to the eye a?id wmming to the heait. The furniture and hangings

served as an admirable background for our reunion. The easy chairs were very

n
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comfortable to »it in for a mar^ vrbo occupied a canc-ieatcd avnvel^hair ibc li\e

long day and half the night.

While dming in town vre had learnt that he had arrived Some one had
acltially aeen him in the atreet. So my mfe aaggeated that 1 loot in at hu apartment

before we went to Dulwich where we then dwelt in a house raodem in every

respect and only about forty minutea tram ndo from Fleet Street.

Sachchida and I got to his room* almost aimultaneouj!> He had been dining

at the Hair as bamsteri say There vane is served valh the meal—free- In

that pre-war era it was vnne that needed no bush

Not that Sachchida needed any artificial goad to geniality Four >eara had
elipsed aioc* we had been together at Simla. Across them correspondence had
thrown a “suspenthecn** bridge What letter even couched in his bright

phraseology could 1 however contentedly exchange for the sight of the '^dancing

little deviP t\iat popped every split second into his eyes and set his cheek aglow

as he recounted tome yam that had tickled his fanc>'*—that he thought would

interest me

X\l

We iUll were in the political stage that I desenbe os cry baby-cry ** At a lutty

yell from the infant India- the foiter*reother (that Bntannia was to us of her own
choice) would unbutton her blouie and the sustaiDlog milk would stream from her

breast Oar political belly filled with that gracious liquid we would be equal to the

task of running our affairs ourselves as a member of that benign dame a vait and

V'aned household. Thu belief had been superinduced in us by our Bniuh friends

most of them of the Liberal persuasion, and our own leaders brought up among

them—PhcToreshah Mehta fot*t)nc.

Sachchida had come on such a mother moving muslon With him was

Maxhar uhHaque Either paid his own expenses «

There were others loo They do not however concern this chronicle

1 , with my Fleet Street experience stretching over years and my contact with

patlisKwnUriaiu— contact intimate cnouc^ for me to have been witting their

qoesilons and giving them **briefs* for their speeches—had not much faith left

In these ’‘cry baby.ciy“ tactics !l was pleasant, however to nwet these and other

fnendi from the MotKerUnd ^

\\ niers for the preii would fret themselves to drsth if they did not learn I j

Uujh good nahneJIy at human foibles I watched my friends bdrfg soft-soaped

bv Engluh (many of them iraHy S*ottlth) we!! withers, without being attlcal of

the soft-soapers or iK* soft-soaped. Som* of the soaping was don^ In public

at partial given In h"nom of the stran^rs from 1*1*111 w» hfn s f sfe
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Of these there were no end—breakfasts, luncheons, teas ' and dinners, with

fixtinres for addresses sometimes thrown in between Fortunately for me, I did

not have to attend any of these in my capacity as a newspaper-man I was,

however, drawn to many of them as the givers were my personal fnends and

they would not take “No ”
. _

^

A letter from Mazhar that was written from the Hotel Cecil on May 20, 1914

gives an idea of the way they were occupied while in London. It runs, m part

• should be delighted to meet you and Mrs. Singh and to renew the

acquaintance made at Simla I also owe you a debt of gratitude for your exceed-

ingly appreciative remarks in the Weslminster Gazette and for which I should like

to thank you personally.

* My days are quite full of engagements and I can find no other day but the 29th

inst. on which I can come over and have tea with you. Will this suityou ?

Please let me know.”

' I am glad that this letter was saved. It gives me the date when Mazhar was
turning his face homewards In 'a postscript he wrote • “I am leaving London
on the 4th June for the Continent “ Sachchidananda Sinha must have gone

back about that time, too I cannot recollect straight away just when.

XXII
A

During the war years ( 1 9 1 4-J 8^ Sachchida kept an affectionate eye over me
from Simla, Delhi, Allahabad, Patna', in -fact, from any and every place he

happened to be at the moment “I quitf realise,” he wrote towards the end of

1917, how busy you must beat present with literary work both for the press

in England and in this country ” He had found “that more than one Indian

paper published “London Letter** from ray pen. **It is marvellous,” he com
mented, “how you find time to put in so much work." He did not know that

Mrs. Annie Besant, then * publishing New India, the Commonweal and several

' Theosophical organs, and Kasturifanga Iyengar, the owner-editor of the Hindu,"

had literally conscnbed me. Nor did he realise that I had to do some work for"

my wife’s people in the “good old U. S* A.” There the editors and publishers have

been appreciative of my writings for forly years.

I, at the other end, marvelled at the way Sachchida was able to keep up his

literary interests as he seemed to be doing. His wife had been ailing for a long

time He had been drawn deeper int^ politics

XXIU
Of the tragedy that had occurred m the Punjab in the spring of 1919, Sach-

chida knew much earlier than T did. Reports, if cabled from Amritsar or Gujran-

wala where these terrible events had occurred, must have been suppressed.
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the antliontlei had the aeiAe to hold op the ncwspapera containmc accounU of

the motaacTo and bombing from the oir wo should have remained In the dark

for even a longer period How long however can that kind of guUery go on ?

I am not ashamed to admit nearly a quarter of a centuiy later that tears ran

down my cheeks as I read the aurronoiy of these events In a London newspaper

—the Evening Star I believe—compiled from papers just received from India

It was a beat" C^acoop" in Fleet Street jargon) The exchange editor** had
had the sense to see the opportunity and the ability to make the utmost of it

E^win Samuel Montagu vraa miserable over the martial law excesses as he
called therm He was in despair about bringing the culprits to book. He told me
in the privacy of his large rooms at the India Office overlooking St James s Park

that no proconsul had ever been punished by Parliament no matter how that

proconsul may have shamed by committing temhle outrages upon people m some
outlyihg poition of the Empire. He called my attention particularly to Jamaica,

gave me detaOs of the happenings out there (dreadful* thesA details) and reminded

me that the Governor had escaped scot free

I felt that he was chary of taking strong action because of the e0ect he feared

such action would have upon his career He expected the Government of India

legislation that he had had on the anvil almost from the moment he came into

office to make turn immortal

Montagu had, however had the foresight and courage to bring Sankann Natr

to the India Office. As sUeot as he vras sturdily built was the knight from Malabar

That dour Scotsman," my friend Jos (later Lord) Wedgwood always called him

when we talked at my Heme Hill house or in his Chelsea flat, or io some quiet

comer in the Commons lobby* To me Sank^ran Nair had taken a fancy He
often talked to me how he had broken with the Governor General (Lord Chelms-

ford) over the policy his Govommoat had been pursuing towards the authors of

those tragedies. He even spoke to me of hia ambibons m life. This I took to

be a great compIimenL

Bhupen Basu, then on the India CounoJ, asked mo if I could suggest some

Punjab civilian whom Montagu could put on the Commission ho was appointing

to invesUgato the affiair The name I gave him made him gasp Well my dear

fellow ** ho remarked. Tie is one of the very men in%o whose condnet the Commi-

ssion will have to enquira** I foil sm^Il oven in my Vwn estimation I was,

however not the only person i^ Britain who was in thr dark as to^the details of

lint temhle affair

Hardly anything could he done in or from England while that Commission

was sitting The editors with whom I was then associated would say whenever

I urged some action that the case was sabjudlce^

C
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The mail brought me, however, the report of a' statement that Sachchida had

made m the Council at Simla on September 12, 191 9, in support of a resolution

moved by Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya. Lord Chelmsford, who presided

over the meeting, must have smiled wryly when he heard my fnend profess his

desire to make “a few temperate observations.”

Legal-minded though Sachchida always has been, even he could not have felt

very “temperate” at that moment. He knew that the Government of India had

been putty in the Punjab satrap’s hands. This he did say, from the floor of the

house, though not m my words. “The Government of India are believed to have

been associated too closely with policy pursued in the Punjab by Sir Michael

O’Dwyer,” he said Later he changed “associated” into “indentified.”

A subsequent mail brought me the report of another speech Sachchida had

made six days later in the same Council hall. The Home Secretary (Sir William

Vincent, once Secretary in the Department presided over by Bhfji , Sahib All

Imam) had brought forward a bill to indemnify officials who were implicated in

the Punjab tragedy. Alongside him sat John Prestwich Thompson, who, during

these happenings, had been O’Dwyer s Chief Secretary.

While at Cambndge, as Thompson himself told me, during his first or second

year in the Indian Civil Service, he had taken a keen interest in the activities of the

Union, frequently intervened in debates and if 1 can trust my memory upwards
of four decades later, was its President or Vice-President, Believed to be a

redoubtable speaker, (I only heard him in his room in the Hotel in which he

lived or in ray tent in'the Prince of Wales’s camp), he must have writhed at

the diatribes directed against him by the Pandit Malaviya, Sachchida and other

Indian members. He tried to hepkle my fnend ;®but Sachchida stood his ground.

1 particularly liked the passage, reading?

. there are behind* the Front Government Benches the serried ranks and
the solid phalanx of our official friends, 35 strong, who sit here for the purpose

of supporting the Government in any measure the latter like to bring in, whether

it affects the European non-officials or^e Indian.

^
‘Theirs not to reason why,

Tfieirs not’ to make reply,

» Theirs but to vote and die.’

‘What 13 the good in ja Council like this for any one of us to try and persuade
the Government ? Once they have made up their minds that a measure has to be
got through this Council, the old shibboleth of responsibility for maintaining law eind

' order being on the Government is trotted out and there are those thirty-five valiant

soldiers to vote dow^ any opposition th^t we may have to offer

O
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Being peihnp* of n more lengumo dupomdon I took thing* Kriooflly The
dulancet doubtlc**, added to the gravity of the situation in India dominated
by a few foreigner*, though the *ituabon wa* In all coiucionce grave enough,

1 did all 1 could to arouse the Britiah to a sente of their responiiblhty in India,

They bovreVer were Immersed in their own affair* This eelf-ab»orption inten*i

fled their trust in the man on the *pot” and “the man on the spot** took the fullest

advantage of the posibon

In order to keep abreast of the developments 1 wa* in cIo»e touch with many
of the leader* in India, among them Sachchidananda, The cablegram* from

London containing an appreciation of the situation and sometimes asking for

advice used to be addressed to my dear fnend Syed Hasan Imam (Ali Imams
younger brother) but at the end of each 1 often had inserted consult Sachchida.

XXIV
About tbi* bme Sir Edward MacLagan was going ont from Britain, where he had

been holidaying to govern the Ponfab The apostle* of the white man s harden

sought to have him pot on the shelf in the belief that he was pn>lndian and,

therefore, werJc. They wished their dearly beloved Michael O Dwyer to contmue

to be the master of all he had been surveying In the province of my bnth for £ve

year*.

I had fust met Su Edward in Simla in 1910 at the msistence of my old head

master Lala Sundar Das Sun who had just retired froip the educational service

and then was m that summer statioa. He took to me and I to him. He went to

great pains to enable me to form a picture of Indies agncnltural economy and

helped me with reports* After I went back to London, wo occaaionally exchanged

letters.

We were glad to meet each other in London It so happened that at the time of

my amval at the house m Harley Street where he wa* staying be was readmg an

article in the Ntw Siatennan c

It was from the pen of our eminent Indian scholar and thinker—Her Dayal

—

then living m Seandmavia. He was suspected of being concerned in terroristic

plots and was behoved to be closely watcheA by British secret service agents

I had read the article. The matter n* I remember it, ivas excoUont? So was

the manner I had always admued Har Dayd* wntijigs and he was partial to-

<yrards mine «

There was, however somethuy unusual in Jus contrihi^qp to this mildly sooa

listic wookly Many members of my cucle—and my circle was very large m that

considered that the author had gone back upon what he had* held dear since

he, In the flush of monhood, had cast away the Goveaament of India scholarship

at Oxford. It was a recantation of faith in substiyice, they said.
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My own view was much more charitable. This, llold them, was simply a case

of nostalgia. The Motherland was calling the exile.

I mention this matter here because 1 was deeply touched by the good word that,

some years later, Sachchida and Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru put in to pave the way for

Har Dayal’s return to India. They had first met him, 1 believe, in 1903, when they

were in Delhi for the Curzon Darbar. Then a student, he, they thought, gave

great intellectual promise. This promise was afterwards abundantly fulfilled.

» * * *

1 had hoped that Sachchida would come to London when the Joint Select

Committee on the Government of India Bill, set up, in 1919, by the.two Houses of

Parliament, was sitting in Room “A” of the Upper Chamber. He was just the man
to give evidence on the measure sponsored by Montagu.

A host of Indian leaders had made their appearance—many of them old friends

of mine. 1 had a hectic time listening to their tales, entertaining them and being

entertained by them.

Several of the members of the Parliamentary Committee were personal friends.

Some of them looked to me to “brief*’ them. Just going through the sheaf of

papers sent to me, in confiden ce, making precis and suggesting questions, took

up my whole week-end throughout the time the Committee was sitting

XXV
THE Hindusian Review that Sachchida always claimed was my “first love in

Indian journalism’ got shockingly neglected during this period. Beyond a good-

natured “dig” or two, however, he let the matter pass Letters from Allahabad and

sometimes from Delhi made me fear that his “first love”—current literature

—

was being jilted for Demoiselle Democracy. He told me of the speeches he had

been making in the Council and oatside it and sometimes let me have verbatim

reports These always interested me
1 was happy when he' Was elected the Deputy President of the Assembly set

up at Delhi under the new Act He richly deserved that honour

To my regret, however, he had departed from the Impenal Capital for the

province of his nativity by the time (February, 1 922) 1 arnved there in his Royal

Highness she Prince of Wales’s train, as correspondent for a number of British

and American papers This, was especially disappointing as engagements in

Southern India had pr^/ented me from going with the party to Patna, so 1 had
to content myself with reading a reprint of* the address Sachchida presented to the

Sovereign’s ei’dest son* <^n 22nd December, 1 9^1 Though I stayed on in the

country till June, 1923, 1 failed to contact him dunng that tour.

1 cannot, therefore, speak, from first-hand knowledge, of Sachchida as Behar s

Finance Member—the first Indin^i to hold that portfolio in any province Only

O
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when danne my present viit to fndia i ioumeyed to Patna and aaw aomethmg
of the permanent good that some of &e admmistratfre measure* for which he
was re*pon*ible had done, coold I forgive him for remamlng estranged from the
Mindtaian R€${ew for many years (reatly from (92 f to 1929) The Patna Mrucum
that he created vnU for one thing remain a great memonal to his official bfe.

Being within the ring for so many years gave him an insight into the bnreao-

crabc mentality and methods that he otherwise would have lacked. Judging from

a minnte that has been published, he must have sickened of dyarchy long heforo

dyarchy was discarded This ho wrote on 18th July 1924 m response to an
inntatioD sent by the Central Government to the Provincial Governments asking

for then reactions in respect of the Montagu-Chelmsford constitubon in actual

operabon His statement to the press in 1926 and hts speech at the India

Aasociadon on 3rd October 1927 were even a more merciless exposure of it

During the early portion of Sachchidaa deserbon of the it was edited

by a yonng Pan>abi—Kali Charan Mahmdra His father m law—Mr (later Rai

Bahadur and now Sir) Jai Lai—was on terms of friendship whh me since 1910

He himself used to tee me in London whenever he came down from Cambridge.

Shortly before sailing for home he had aaked my advice as to what to do with

himaelf upon his return to India 1 strongly recommended literatnre. Tins he pro-

mised to take np, but commerce in the person of Sir Rajendra Nath Mooker^ee

enbeed bun away from the Muse. I was glad when I received from him an mtuna-

bon that he had at long last taken op )onrnahsm as a **side line** and requested

me to give him literaiy support This I did in, 1 seem to remember good measure.

XXVI
I had had Jack wheo Smha nsited Europe It would have been interesting

for me to hear his reacdons to the conclave df journalists from all parts of the

world that he had attended in Geneva in Augnst 1927 1 had, however been

roving for year* over the Continent Canada the Unx^ State* of America, the

Far East and the Pacific Island*. In march of that year I went to Ceylon I refused^

on amval at Colombo to take up the editorship of the newspaper which I had

accepted I however was anchored there for three and a half year*.

Nor was I in London in 1935 whan he revisited the metropoh*. During a short

stay there ho apF>eared before tbe Joint Select Cpmmrttoo on the new Govern

mont of India Bill The evidence he gave should have caused the Commissioner*

funoualy to thinlt. I wonder if anything Uial any Indian wd did 1

Sachchida and I made up for Io*t umo when, in February 1937 we met under

hi* hospitable roof in Pataa. What chats we had by day and 'half way into the

night Even in nnddio age (would he ever grow aid ?) he was inclined to be

a night hawk
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We had to go over nearly a quarter of a century's happenings All the hours

he could spare from the administration of the Patna University—of which he

was the Honorary Vice-Chancellor—the running of the Hindustan Re\>iew and

attending to a certain amount of legal work, and I was not exploring among
the relics of the past, in which Behar is so^ uncorAmonly rich, we spent exchanging

confidences. It was to me a genuine joy that he had weathered so well

Radhakrishna, Sachchida’s (adopted) son, was, at the time, studying for the B Sc

of the Patna University I found him of a quiet, affectionate nature and remarkably

shrewd for his years. He has since married (I am happy to say) extremely well

,

has inherited Rai Bahadur Kanhiya Lai’s property , and is engaged in directing the

destinies of the Hindustan Review under his father’s indulgent but ever so shrewd

eye.

How Sachchida spoiled us during the few days we were with him ! He had an

uncanny way of finding out what dishes we fancied These would appear

without notice, at the appropriate meal

One evening, I remember, my wife’s eyes nearly popped out of their socketswhen

John, the faithful Goanese “gendeman” of this gentleman, appeared with a huge

silver platter. ^‘Kachi Biryani /” my wife exclaimed. “I love it I” Sachchida beamed

with ]oy.

As the first batch of phulkas (unleavened bread, the size of an American

panceike but silghdy thinner) was brought hot from the kitchen, he would take one,

fold It into four, close his fist over it, and finding it soft would say “well done ’.

Never was there a meal when he did not have at the table some one often

severed—of his friends, who, he knew, would interest me Many of them had

sought me out in England during their student jdays. I was delighted to meet

them again and to find that they had manfully breasted the storm-tossed stream of

life. The talk would flow tdl, through sheer physical exhaustion, we were

compelled to retire to the Bedroom in the self-contained smte that he had placed

at our disposal

There was hardly a day when th^re were no house guests in addition to our-

selves. Some of them were old friends of mine. I remember, for instance, that

Syed Mahr&ud came for a day or two I had first met him in my early Fleet Street

days, when he, with Jawahar*Lal Neliru, was a student at Cambridge. Mahmud,
Oong since a Ph D.) agr#ed with me that Sachchida’s house was one of the hvo
best hotels in Patna—the other bein^ Sultan Ahmad’s at the opposite side of the

town. Sultan'5 friendslnp, too, I continue to enjoy, despite all the vicissitudes

through which the? motherland has passed since we first met ages ago

Sachchida’s habit of working in the varandah had, I found, clung to him On our
side of the house he sat generally i^ the morning On the other side in the after-
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noon. In thu retpeet he wasVi perambulating fun-dial that laminar;' regulating hia

movementa. Or •>rai it the other way roand 7

It ^raa interesting to me to note how his methods of work were similar to

mine He would mark the papers with a red or blue pencih as I did- An
assistant would make the cutdogs end file them, as my good lady has done for me
during 40 years, Hehad drawers and drawers full of clippings** as she, in her

Amencan way calls them. He had also like mo been presemng pamphlets,

leaflets advertising brochures, bme tables, catalogues and lists. They he found

came in handy for reference. My own collection however contained theatre

programmes and even restaurant and hotel menu cards and the like. 1 must have

more than a million of papers of one kmd or another

Near his house was the **Snmati Radhika Sinha Institute and Library ** Most of

the books renewed in the pages of the Hindatian Rnleio he had given to the

Library to serve as the foundation

Sachchida nevertheless had a fairly large coUecbon of volumes m his house.

These were arranged according to a system that he found most convenient. We
sometimes sat in the library (though almost every public room in the house was

really a library as is the case in our littio nest in Dehra Don) and chatted about

\mring edibng publishing, travelling and running the world from an arm chair

xxvu
Sachchida is. I have found an editor in the real sense of the term. He u not

content merely with obtaming articles from writers of disbncbon. adding thereto

the pick of the ones received without sobatabon. sending all that he found usable

to the press, glancing casually through the proob and calling his job of work done.

No I He goes over “copy** with a microscopy If some bet or figure raises a

doubt in his mind, he looks it up If something that strikes him as being vital b

missing ho supplies It out of his head or makes a note of it and asks the author to

do the needful He docs not hesitate to use bis blue pencil where it is necessary

not merely to make dbe arbcle "sab** as regards the Press Act or the bw of

the hbel but also to avoid repebbons and eometimes to prevent mischievons or

silly statements from appearing in print.

I have known b^m to reconstruct ebuses, sentences, paragraphs and even

pages. Such work is not done in a high-paid review office m the West The

aibcles accepted for pubbeabon must be above such fobles. That is a cardinal

pnnaplo and speakmg from Belong and ocitonsivo oxpirbncc, th^ principle b

rigidly adhered to Even m newspaper offices in Europe and Amonca any

re-wnting that may be deemed necessary is left to a sub-editor Sachchida s

concept of hia editorial responsibilily would not p^mit him to delegate such a

function to his staff
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As I saw him at work in Patna, a letter I received from him in England rose

before my eyes. I had introduced to him a young Indian who had done rather well

at one of the Enghsh universities. Concerning the article that he sent, Sachchida

had informed me • “It is well wntten, but the figures are out of date and I have

therefore revised them where necessary and removed them where they were

unnecessary
’*

xxvm

SOME weeks or months (I cannot now say for sure how much later) after part-

ing from Sachchida I was sojourning in Bhagalpur The saloon m which I, through

the courtesy of the railway administration, had arrived was on the northern side

of the Ganges To obviate going back and forth across the river, my wife and

I were staying in the rest-house meant for railway officers near the Station

One morning, as I was getting ready to go out to see something of the remains

of the capital of the ancient kingdom of Champa, a card was brought to mejby the

servitor who went with the bungalow It was sent in by Asu De, a young lawyer who,

I found, was a grandson of my old editor and fnend— the Mahatma Sisir Kumar
Ghosh, one of the founders of the Amrita Bazar Patnka- He attended the local courts

only for securing the wherewithal to provide for the welfare and happiness

of his family and himself His heart, however, was in writing. “Asude” to call him

by his pen name, was clever, particularly at what my wife’s people call

“patter.” Some of it was brilliant Before we had been talking for any length of

time he pulled a typescript out of the portfolio he was carrying It was, I saw, in

the nature of an introduction that Sachchida had dictated to be used with a collec-

tion of the contributions Asu had made mostly to the Amrita Bazar Palrika, This bit

of my friend’s composition pleased me so much that I immediately wrote

off to him *

By return of post came Sachchida’s reply He appreciated my appreciation of

his writing. Asu’s father, ie informed me, had been his class-fellow in the old, old

days when they were at Arrah There they attended the Zillah school.

I could go on recounting instances of persons—not all young whom
Sachchidananda has put on the path of literary success C Y (later Sir Yashwant)

Chmtamahi was one of his “finds”. He had come to Allahabad originally as

sub-editor of the Indian Peopla (a weekly started by my friend) I have said here

enough, however, to serve as an indication of the good Sachchida has done to

X his fellowmen in help^n^ them over ^he literary and, I dare say, also the legal, stile.

XXIX
SACHCHIDA 13 one of the few Indians in public life who has kept his social

relationships untainted by political acerbity Banter aud bonhomie have enabled

him to get round awkward corncxS with agility and grace,
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An opUode me* before ray eyes. It relate* to ibe Hon ble Mr John Whltty
at that tirae the Vico-pro*ident of the Governor* Executive CounciL Many
raeature* ho ipoiuored had encountered atiff oppotition from Sachchida.

The Hansard contain* ample evidence of thia fact

Yet u fell to my fnend* lot to felicitate Whitty at a function held on 24th

March 1934 by the Con*btutionaI Nabonaliat Party Knowing the psychology
of our people Sachchida took care to aay on that occasion

Some of you will be surprised to learn that 1» of all persons should be an

admirer of a pronounced die hard like Mr Whitty Well 1 shall ex

plain ho^r it is. I have knoim Mr Whitty now for more than 35 yean
in different capacities and m different spberes of h/c- I Bnt met him
when ho was in camp a* a 5ab>divi8ionA] ofBcer in the earfy years of

this century I went to conduct a case before him and 1 was very pleased

* with hi* decision indeed. For although in ray opinion my client dc*or

ved to bo convicted Mr Whitty acquitted him. (Laughter ) I felt satisfied

that a rnagutrate and a member of the Indian Gvil Service to boot,

who would do that, howsoever poor ha knowledge of the law might

be possessed a really good heart. (Hear hear)

^Some yean later I met Mr Whitty in a wholly different sphere. I was a

candidate for election to the Council and he was a voter Now not only

did he not vote for me but told me straight off that be would not vote

for me. You may well aak me why did I admire him for that > Because

1 prefer a straightforward voter who tells me that he would not vote for

me. I then wanted to know the reason why he would not rote for rae

He said. You want such a monstrous apd heinous thing as the sepaia

tiOD of the pidiaal from the oxecotnre functions. I shall never vote for

a man who wants that (Loud laughter) 1 do^ not know if Mr Whitty

«tiil adheres to that now-*we have traversed a great deal since—bnt I

suppose he like the honest man he is. while not objecting to Dominion

Status for India, does object even qow to the separation of judicial from

the executive functioaa. That is my second reason for admiring him

(Renewed laughter )

Thirdly the reason why I admire tiim is t£is : That although ho and I

both are die-hards (each in a diffsifent sense) we get onweiy well in the

CounciL I have never ksd any diffitolty with hKn' He ib» the pmk of

politeness, a gentleman to his finger bp* and represents nie the ideal

Engbsh gentleman (Loud applause.) Although wo differ from him in

poUbes, we all admire him as the leader of tfio House without any elect

od following behind him—his foUowtfs being mainly the Governors
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nominees. I am, on the contrary, the Leader of the Opposition in our

mock parliament.”

He then went on to tell of the treatment that his Majesty the Shah Nasur-ed-

din of Persia had prescnbed for the Bnton who occupied, at the time of his visit

to the House of Commons, the post that was Sachchida s in the Behar Council

“Who IS that man opposite to the King's Minister asked the Shah.

“The ‘Leader of the Opposition’,” replied the interpreter

“What are his functions enquired the Persian King

“This gentleman criticises the Ministers,” the interpreter haltingly replied “He
points out their mistakes and the defects in the Government measures

“In Persia,” said the Shah, with a finality no one could miss, “that man would

be shot down straight away ” *

Since Mr Whitty had not directed that the Leader of the Oppositysn ki the

Behar Council (Sachchida) should be “shot down,” Sachchida asked the gentlemen

present to charge their glasses and drink to the Hon’ble the Vice-Chairman’s

“long life, happiness, prosperity and continued useful activities.”

No Englishman can beat my friend in that sort of chaff, at which our_ruIer8 are

supposed to be peerless

XXX
SACHCHIDA’S relations with his non-Hindu countrymen have always been

most cordial Mazhar was his crony, as I wrote earlier Ah Imam and Hasan Imam
were to him like brothers, I have also mentioned Syed Mahmud as one of his

social circle

These Muslims, it is to be not^d, are known to us all as strong Nationalists

Nationalism has, indeed, been Sachchida’s creed In 1932 he made a strong plea

for the institution of “joint electorates” in India.
<3

In his view the pernicious system of separate registers was forced upon us. It

certainly was not of our devising. It was manufactured partly by Britons in

India and partly by Bntons who had ^retired from India—to the India Office.

Parhament put upon it the seal of its approval How could Britons, therefore,

ethically absolve themselves from the mischief that this system has done to the

Indian body politic ?
’

An “award”* made by^lr. Ramsay MadDonald, while he was the Prime Minister

of Britain, gave ihe oppcAtunity to elaborate this poi.it. It had dealt

•• • • a death blow at the smooth working of responsible and democratic

government in this country, and the installation in its place of either communal or

* In my view it was something in the nature of a “reward’* to Indians who had boon backing

dway at the? nascent Indian Unity and a nieans to complete *‘the job

j
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comblned-groupi government, the result of vrhich in the long ran,

is hound to be disastrous In the work of admimstrabom WithoiU being unduly

pcssimisbc. 1 cannot conceal from myself the apprehension that the system now
saneboned will accentuate the already disruptive factors in the country intonai^

the working of the centrifugal elements in our public life thwart and ultimately

suppress the present, rather weak, centripetal forces and divert the proposed

contbtubon from that of the responsible type into one which will be just the

reverse of it, by reason of hi evoking an anh natlonahsbc spmt in the admimstra

bon
”

He enbosed also the form given to the document To hnn he said rt was --

“ amusing m that while providing representation for Muslims Sikhs, Indian

Chnsbans Anglo-Indians Eoropeant (British or Russian, as the case may be)

the depressed classes, commerce and tndnsby mining and planbng interests,

landlords, labour unreeraities and (last but not least) even our women—for all (m
fact) except labour by means of separate electorates—the award insists throughout

the document upon using the expression general seats meaning thereby those

reserved for the Hindu males (and the allied group of Jains and Parsis) As the

latter are residents in only one province (Bombay) the term general seats must

be taken to mean, for all pracbeal purposes the Hindus. Shipped of this verbiage

which Ihnita the Hindus themselves to representabon liy means of

aeparmte electorates and considering the separabon of all others, except labour

the number of separate electorates-^at present but a few^wxU be substanbalb’ iu*

creased in future to as many as fourteen and this fragmentabon will be unfortu-

nately based not only on racial lines (as between the Bnbah and the Indian) but

wlf, on religious and economic ones at enumerated above.’'

Sacbchidananda nationalism Has not however stood m the way of his being

a good Hindu. As the speeches he dehrered at caste conferences" and Hindu

Sebha meetmgs show he is anxious to see Hmdus marUi forward m every sphere

of life. If he could have hit way ho would purge our society of secbonal

invidiousness that keeps Hindus spbt up m-o seebons, often one antagonisbc (or et

least, apathebc) towards the others.

He is keen upon regenerate Hindmsm taking up in right earnest the noble and

ennobling mission of canying the message of 6ar anaent culture to the four

comers of the world Talks with him ^ vanoos tunes^havs shown mo that he

has followed with lively mteres^the actmbes of the HinrJu nussioijenes abroad. I

doubt if there is any one among us who honours the Swazm Vi^kananda, as our

torch-bearer in the West, as ho does.

XXXI ’

In the of books we have not had, I feel, as much from Sachchida as we
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have a nght to expect from a man of hia intellect, experience, energy and crafts-

manship. What we have had only whets our appetite for more.

His book on Kashmir (*) is an instance m point. It gives us a delightful

picture of “Asia’s playground", as he calls it

Then we have his speeches (t), collected in book form. To them have been

added important papers that he has written, as a Member of the Behar Govern-

ment, and the like.

This collection is to my way of thinking, far from complete. Even the arrange-

ment of the papers leaves much to be desired. It would be all the better for

careful editing. He is doubtless too busy editing other men’s writings to have

any time to edit his own. My experience tells me, moreover, that often when it

comes to editing his own “stuff" an editor requues the assistance of another editor.

Just lately he has added to these another volume (tf) In it he* has gathered

the sketches he has written about eminent Behans. With most of these life-stones

I have been familiar since they first appeared in print They were well worth

putting together.

I miss from these sketches, however, the name of a friend of mine and also

of Sinha’s—Tilakdhan Lai Had he been a little less genial, more would have

been heard of him in his life and even after his death in 1928

Even as it was, he, through his contacts in London, did much to further

the Motherland’s cause Dunng the dark days following the disclosures con-

cerning the martial law excesses in the Punjab, he was to me a great tower of

strength We often talked of Sachchidananda when he visited us at our modest

abode in Herne Hill or we went*to his palatial home in Hampstead

The introduction that Sachchida contributed to this work is, in itself, valuable

It gives an authentic account of the movement that led to the organization of a

portion of Bengal as a separate province and is an important addition to our

political literature
' XXXII

It 13 ntot without significance that the best of Sachchida’s energies have gone,

during recent years, into the ,educati6nal effort. Now, however, that, after running

the Patna University ^5pr four terms, he has retired, I fervently hope that his
- 2 !__i :: —
(•) Kaahv.ir "The ?lal/ground of Asia,” By Sachchidananda Sinha (Second Edition Revised

and Enlarged
) Ram Narain Lai, Publisher, Allahabad. Rs 5.

(t) Speeches and Writings of Sachchidananda Stnha, with a Foreword by 0. T. Chintamani
and a Personal Note by Rajendra Prasad Ram Narain Lai, Allahabad, Rs 5.

(tt) Some Emtiient Behar Contemporaries, by Lt OoL Dr Sachchidananda Sinha, M L. A
Bamater-at-Law, Yioe-Chanoellor, Patna University, Editor, The Hindustan Review
Hunalaya Publications, Patna, 194i.

,
»
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enthimasm aboandlng even in hia eeventy toth vrJI flow into Jouraalubc and
literary channels vnth fuller force than hitherto

#

I look forward to the f/Aidtu/on Re^rletc greatly benefiting from his concentrated

personal ottenbon to it I also await the pnblicabon of volumes containing

wnbiigs selected from that Rotleio Some of his wntings have gained m interest

with the passage of hme Of that I am sure.

I should like nothing better than that he should make a bosiness of dictating

his recollections. He was bom at a period when the old order was passing He
saw the ushering in of the polihcal movement that has roused our people through

out the country He witnessed the nse of revolt against age-old customs that

kept our society monbund. He hat in fact furthered that revolt in his own way

by marrying outside tbe nerrow circle within which he should really have found

his bnd^ The economic life of the people has within his sight, passed through a

revolubon that, in bme Is desbned to change the face of the land. He has been

on terms of inbmacy with men who have moved mountains of prepidice from our

country What he has to tell wilJ be of no small interest and mspuabon. He is

the best person to tell of bme- He will do so I devoutly hope, and that ere long *

May hiB years be many—years blessed with health, energy and joy 1

Right of farthn rsproJaetloa sod trsailstloo restrvsd bf tbe sotbor
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,K Sachchidananda Sinha has received such

generous tributes from former Governors of

Bihar, who knew him better than I can claim

to do, that I feel some diffidence in adding to them.

But I have known him by repute for many years as

an indefatigable journalist and publicist. His book

on "Some Eminent Bihar Contemporaries" was sent

to me as soon as my appointment as Governor of

Bihar was announced, and I read it with avidity,

much regretting to find that these famous men had

all passed on, and hoping that I should find them to

have left worthy inheritors of their glory.

The public speeches of Dr. Sinha that have been

made during the last few months show that he has

lost little, if any, of his old suppleness and industry

and he might well have been selected for the

honourable position of Interim President of the

Constituent Assembly on other grounds than those

of advancing years.’ It is in the fitness of things that

one who has painted for us such a revealing gallery

of his contemporaries should now be presented with

his own private gallery, in which a man of whom
most proud wiH be delineated from many

angles and in many different, but kindly,

Bihar is

friendly

lights.

HUGH DOW
Qovemor of Bihar )
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l^R. Sscbchidananda Sinha is one of those few
very great men of our province whose

7^ names will go down to posterity as the

maker of modem Bihar His devotion to learning,

his life of public service extending over almost half

a century, and his affable manners have made him

loved by all Venly he is the Grand Old Man
of Bihar I wish him a long life so that the province

may have the benefit of his advice and guidarxre in

the difficult years that lie ahead of us.

SRI KRISHNA SINHA
fPrimt Minister BUvstJ

®
AM glad of this opportunity to pay my respect

^ ^
ful tnlaute to Dr Sachchidananda Sinha who

T has, for half a century or more, occupied a

very promirrent place m the public life of the

province. Dr Smha has long ceased to be an

individual and has been an msutution fcjr decades.

In shaping the fate of the province, his master hand

has been in evidence almost in every sphere of

activity He has served as afeeckon light to gene-

rations of young men of the province and his name

and fame has always been an asset for Bihar

ANUGRAH NARAYAMhSINHA
(Ftnanre Member B^istr)
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^ ^
CONSIDER It a great privilege to have this opportunity of paying

J ^
my humble tribute to our great countryman, Dr. Sachchidananda

Sinha, who for a generation has profoundly influenced the

poliucal, cultural, social and educational life of our country. His

versatile talents have found full expression in the sphere of journalism,

education, law and politics alike and he occupies a unique position

among the public men of India. He is held in the highest esteem and

respect even by those whose political affiliations differ from his. As

the Finance Member of the Bihar and Orissa Executive Council, as

the President of the Provincial Legislative Council, as Vice-Chancellor

of the Patna University for the longest term, as the Editor of the

Hindustan Review, whatever position he has held in life, hs-ha^

shed lustre on it. As an elder statesman of the front rank, his wise

counsels carry great weight with all sections of our people. It was,

therefore in the fitness of things that none but he was called upon

by the nation to inaugurate the epoch-making session of the Indian

Constituent Assembly, which for the first time in our national history

was formed to draw up our national constitution.

In his private life he is the most lovable of all men. To know

him IS to love and respect him, and admire the sterling qualities of

his head and heart His sparkling wit, his smart repartees and retorts,

and above all his neverfailing fund of humour have enlivened his

social circle, and have been the unfailing source of delight to his

friends and admirers. His princely hospitality has been a byword in

India, and there is liardly any person of eminence in politics, educa-

tion, literature, science and arts, who has not found a ready and

warm welcome under his hospitable roof, and at his table. Such is

the man, who in his life epitomises the best culture and traditions of

the hast and West, in whose hor^otir this Commemoration Volume

IS being published *

May he livelong in the fullest enjoyment of health and vigour

and ma/he liv0^ be a citizen of Free and Independent India which

has been bis lifelong dream and endeavour.

SYED MAHMUD
* ' /^Minister oj Development, Bihar.J
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5 ? CONSIDER It a great pnvilege

2 1 for me to be allowed to assoa

T ate myself with the Committee

organised to bnng out a Commemo-
ration Volume in honour of Dr

Sachchidananda Sinha For now

fifty years or more he has been in

the forefront of the public life in this

provmce and countiy and has con

tnbuted as few else have done to the

making of what may be described as

modem Bihar He has filled various

distinguished roles and he has shed

lustre wherever he has been Alike as

a poliocran, a publicist and abcve all an

educationist his services deserve to be

remembered with pnde and gratitude by

generations to come I take this oppor

tututy of laymg at his feet my liumble

offerings of love and respect. May he

live long to help and guide us I

BADRI Nath varma
(MliistA of EdtxMhiu ond

Information, Bihar Jo
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^
5 Am grateful to the Editors of this volume

3 giving me this opportunity to express,

^ in a permanent form, my appreciation,

both as Chancellor of the University, and as a

Governor, of the services which Dr. Sinha has

rendered both to the University, and to the

Province, during a long and active life. In his

experience of affairs as Deputy President of the

Indian Legislative Assembly, President of the

Provincial Legislative Council, and Finance

Member of the Bihar and Orissa Executive

Council, and also in the field of journalism,

law and education, he occupies a unique

position among the public men of this Province.

He has held the important position of Vice^

Chancellor for no less than eight years, and

his services in that capacity are well known.

1 need only say » that his sense of public duty

was exemplified in his acceptance of his present

extended i:erm, at my special request, when he

was fully entitled, even in these exacting days,

to the leisure of retirement Now that he is

finally demitting office he takes with him the

good wishes of us ail

T G. P^UTHERFORD
governor of Bihar
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I^R Sachchidananda Sinha is

n/ a very old friend of mine

who has a Jong record of

valuable public service. Of this

service none has been more

valuable than the nine years

dunng which he has held the

post of Vice-Chancellor of the

Patna University from this post

he IS retinng in December next,

and It IS very appropriate that

this occasion should be marhed

by the presentation to him of a

volume of Essays and Addresses

by his numerous friends and

admirers. That volume will form

a fining tnbute to his long and

disDnguished career I am glad to

have this opportunityofexpressing

my appreciation of Dr Sinha s

work for Bihar atid for India

MAURICE HALLET
Governor Vnitei Ptovinetj
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f
HAVE been privileged to know

^
Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha for a

few years only, and there are

many others (as this volume will

testify) better qualified than 1 am to do

justice to his many-sided activities and

achievements. But these few years of

our acquaintance and, I hope 1 may

say, our friendship, have enabled me
to understand the unique position

which Dr Sinha has come to occupy

in Bihar, and the great esteem and

respect in which he is held not only

in his own Province but far beyond

It also. It is, therefore, in the fitness

of things that his many admirers should

have delighted to honour Dr. Sinha

by presenting to him this volume, and

I am grateful for the opportunity

which has been given to me of

associating myself with their tribute.

T. A STEWART
Ex-Governor of Bihar
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? JT IS equally my pleasure privilege and sisterly duty

2
t to send affectionate greetings to my old friend

T Sachchidananda Sinha Ours has been a long

steadfast and I may add inhented or rather transmitted

friendship for in their farwiff student days in Edinburgh

my husband and he were comrades and brothers

Sachchidananda Sinha is a man of wide interests

and versatile talents and his have been notable attain

''nients in many fields in law and letters )oumalisin

education soaal reform and public activities of various

kinds But not less admirable and valuable to our

generation than his intellectual attainments are his unique

social qualities, I know few men with his happy gift for

attracting the cordial and endunng regard of the most

diverse types of men and women A splendid host, he

has always been able to gather under his hospitable

roof of all races ranks religions m harmonious

intercourse irrespective of the most startling and bitter -

divergencies of personal and poliucal views on vital

problems. His ironic wit and humour have been the

delight of his large arcle of assoaaies end admirers

He IS a man of deep affections and generous loyalties

and has rendered to his counlty and countiymen signal

services which have earned well mented gratitude My

greetings to Sachchidananda Sinha on the rich harvesting

of his seventy four years

SARCXINI NAIDU
Hyderabad Ueecan-
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%

^ f
HAVE known Dr. Sinha personally only for

J a few years, but I remember sending in

T 1908 an article to him for publication in the

Hindustan review, a Review which he IS

still editing with remarkable zeal and persistence.

Among our older statesmen he is one of the

outstanding. He has been connected with all

progressive movements . social, cultural, political,

of Behar, and of India. He is the Vice-Chancellor

of the University today, and was for sometime

Member of the Executive Council and President

of the Behar Legislative Assembly. Though a

liberal in politics, he does not frown on members

of other persuasions. He has the liberality of

outlook which few liberals possess Every side of

public life of Behar has been helped by him, and

for his help been raised to a higher level. Meetings

of all political parties take place under his roof and

leaders of politics, and education, find in him a

princely host. There are few among our leaders

today whose interests are so varied, and whose

studies are so up-to-date. The library which he

has endowed, in the name of his wife, furnishes

ample evidence of his fine taste and discrimination.

May^e live long to adorn our public life.

S RADHAKRISHNAN
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f
AM very glad that it has been deeded to com

^ ^
memorate the work of Dr Sachchidananda

T Sinha as Vice-Chancellor of the Patna

Unrversily and his educational and other services.

As a politician pumalist statesman and educa

Oonist, he has excelled in many spheres and

those who are acquainted with him cannot but

realise how his heart beats in sympathy with all

human needs and suffenngs I wish the publication

all success

C P RAMASWAMI AYER

^ AM very happy to pay my humble uibute of

® regard and admiration for the invaluable

T services rendered by Dr Sachchidananda

Sinha to the province of Bihar He took up the

Vice-Chancellorship of the Patna University at an

advanced age and has been mainly responsible

for the very great expansioft of education in Bihar

which has taken place during his tenure of office.

I wish him a long and hapfy life in his

reurement *

A R.'DaLAL'
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HAVE learnt with much interest that my
Jill^ esteemed and distinguished friend.

Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha, will be the

recipient of a Commemoration Volume of essays,

on the occasion of his retirement as Vice-

Chancellor of the Patna University, which he has

served with such zeal and distinction It is a

very real pleasure to me to associate myself with

this effort to honour Dr. Sinha.

There are not many public men in our country

who can look back upon their career with

the same feeling of satisfaction as Dr. Sinha is

entitled to do. Dr. Sinha has laboured hard and

for many years for the good of his own Province

of Bihar and India in general His varied record

of public service as a journalist, a legislator, a

parliamentarian, and administrator and, latterly,

as an educationist, is one of which any Indian

may well Jpe proud.

1 had the great pleasure and privilege of having

Dr. Sinha as my guest_,earlier at Mysore, and more

recently at Jaipur and on both these occasions I

had the opportunity to know him intimately and to

value those great qualities of his which have

enablecthim to make a* name in our public life.

’ MIRZA ISMAIL
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^ HAVE known Dr Sinha for many years His has been

a life of sweat and toil I first knew him as the Editor

* of the Hindustan Review Since then, I have come to

know him more intimately The more I know him the more

I like him. In politics he is a great stalwart of liberal ideas afraid

of none neither the Government nor the people and always

bold and free to speak out the truth as it stnkes him He was

bom to wield influence in whatever department of life he chose

t9 v^k and whether as a lawyer polmaan or literary man this

feature of his life has come out forcibly Last year when 1 stayed

with him for a few days, on the occasion of my visit to Patna

to deliver the University Convocation Address 1 could see how

popular he was and how silently he could influence a number of

important movements in hts province The way in which he

conducted himself in the presence of European offiaals of the

highest rank was surprising His independence dignity

uibanity and courtesy appeared admirable in these days when

many Indian leaders verged on one esnreme or another He
was trusted by (ill who knew him The feature which struck

me most was that the public revered him although they knew

that he was a merciless enbe of popular foibles and pretences.

1 do hope that he will be spared to the Province for long time

yet and now that he will be free Atom the trammels of the Vice-

Chancellor s office I trust that he will be able to devote more

time to pursue his permanent interests m literature which dunng

recent times have been comparatively starved ovung to his other

preoccupations «

M R.JAYAKAR
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^ ^
AM delighted to know that a Com-

J ^
mittee has been formed to publish a

Commemoration Volume in honour

of Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha who laid

down in December the office of Vice-

Chancellor of the Patna University which

he held with great distinction during the

last 9 years. I have known him only

through the typescript of a remarkable book

he has written on the poet-philosopher

Iqbal and the letters he and I exchanged

about it. I have not as yet had the good

fortune to meet and shake hands with him.

I am sorry, therefore, that 1 am unable to

write to you, anything more than what

I learnt of him from the draft of a single

book and a few letters. His encyclopaediac

knowledge, cosmopolitan sympathies and

world-wide interests simply astounded me.

That IS all.

AMIN JUNG BAHADUR
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? ? AM very glad to Icam that fnends and

^ ^
admirers of Dr Sachchidananda Sinha are

T proposing to present to him a commemoration

volume on his retirement from the exalted office of

Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University

1 have had the privilege of knowing Dr Sinha

for the last 40 years. Since 1904 when 1 met him

for the first Ome at the house of the late Lala Lariat

Fkai at Lahore have always chenstied the highest

esteem arxi regard for him Though he has spent

most of his life outside the Punjab, he has had

close connection with this Province and counts a,

large number of Punjabis among his fnends His

frankness of manner and suavity of temperament

and almost affectionate regard for those who come

in contact with him have won for him deserved

populanty with all classes of people. He has been

a stalwart congressman of the cJIden type and has

always been looked upon as a politician of sound

views His services to the cause of education

journalism and literature, no less than to the cause

of law and justice will be Ibng remembered by his

countrymen 1 wish him health and happiness and

trust that he will long enjoy ho well-^med rest after

his retirement from a disttngjjished career ^

' G C
t
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® HAVE known Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha for

nearly tfiirty years. He also knew my father,

I Raja Sir Harnam Singh,, and from time to

time used to come to our house in Simla. When 1

first met him, he was a prominent member of the

Imperial Legislative Council and as such was always

liberal and progressive in his views He was and

IS a well read and widely informed man. Together
""

with these qualities, he had and still possesses the

saving grace of humour. His has been a household

name both in Bihar and the United Provinces, which

are his second home, for a generation. Dr. Sinha

has solved the problem of advancing years by

retaining perpetual youth. ^His outward appearance

has changed less during the last thirty years than

almost any other person whom I know. A Finance

Member in the Bihar Executive Council he showed

a mastery of facts and figures as well as independence

of thought vj His many friends, among whom 1 have

the honour to count myself, will congratulate him

on the completion o^ his term of office as the

Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University and will

wish him many more years of service to his

country

Maharaj Singh
li
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4
^

^ DEEM It a privilege to assoaate myself with this

^1^
Commemoration Volume and to have an

T opportunity of paying my mbute of deep regard

for Dr Sinhas lovable personality It is not for me to

speak of his abounding pamotism and public spmt hts

facile pen his great qualities as a joumatist, a man of

letters and a politiaan or of his unique position as

one of the makers of modem Bihar These as well

cs his distinguished career in many spheres of activity

are too well known to call for repetition I wish to add

my personal testimony in regard to one or two aspects

of his character which have drawn me closer to him

They almost appear to be antinomies but they wonder-

fully harmonize to make up his individuality He is

nghtly known to be an uncompromising Biharee but

in actual life he is truly cosmpolitan—his friendships nse

high over all bamers of caste, creed race, pnwincialism

or nationality In politics he is an uncompromismg

Liberal but his house is the rendezvous for all shades

of political opinion, and there is hardly anyone m Bihar

who does not, in an hour of crisis refon to him for

guidance and good counsel Among his followers and

admirers he is a ventable • autocrat—unsparing and

exacting But while exacting work from them, he never

fafls to enjoy their increasing love and admiration

Such is Dr Sachchidananda Smha as IToiow him Long

may he live as the centre of ihfluence m Bihar which he
^ ' —

undoubtedly is.

P If SEN
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t
EVV men in India could claim such a long

and honourable record of public life as

'r Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha. Not to speak of

his professional success, he has distinguished himself as a

journalist and publicist of a high order. As a member of

the Imperial Legislative Council, as the first elected

Deputy President of the Central Legislature and as the

President of the Bihar Legislative Council, he has made a

name for himself as one who has always kept in view

high parliamentary traditions in the discharge of hiS

duties.

It was quite an agreeable surprise to his many friends

that he vvas given the charge of the Finance Portfolio

when he acted as member of the Executive Council of

Bihar. As an active Vice-Chancellor of the Patna

University he has rendered no mean service to the cause

of education. His life has been one of varied activities

and his public service has been quite noteworthy. I

am glad of the opportunity given to me to join his

numerous friends and admirers in different parts of the

country to felicitating him on the completion of his

long term of office as Vice-Chancellor of the Patna

University.
^

I wish my distinguished and valued friend.

Dr. Sachchidanapda Sinfia many more years of active

service^ to^the motherland*

G. A. NATESAN.
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CONSIDER It a pnvnlcge lo contribute

to the oibutes being paid to the

T services of Dr Sachchidananda Sinha

spread over a penod of we/I nigh half

a century There is no sphere of public

activity—law journalism legislation

pxjlitics administration soaal services,

literature education—in which Dr Sinha

has not made his mark An earnest patron ,

of learning, scholars seldom sought his

help and advice in vain May he live long,

hale and hearty and continue to give us

the benefit of his nch experience.

K. SRINIVASAN

f
AM glad that a Cijmmernoration

Volume for Dr Sachchidananda

Sinha IS being prepared J have

known him long , enough to say he amply

deserves this He has my best wishes for

his long life and service to his countrymen

he may be enabled to do dunng that

penod
M V JOSHl
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5? AM very glad to have an opportunity for

^ ^
sending a few lines for the Memonal volume

T which It IS proposed to bring out on Dr

Sinha s retirement finom the Vice-Chancellorship of

the Patna University Dr Sinha has played an aciive

and constructive role in the maJang and development

of this University ever since its formation He
has now retired from the office of the Vice-

Chancellor after the University has celebrated its

Silver Jubilee and can look forward to a career of

evep greater usefulness and accelerated develop-

ment For the tasks ahead the Univenity will have

to be re-organized and new forces brought into play

in order that Bihar may coninbute greatly to the

making of a free and progressive India Fortunately

for us Dr Sinha in spite of his years is in very good

health and we will have the mvajuable benefit of

hiimg hts nfe Aod ssge adsoce as®.ilBb.lc

for the educational reconstruction that all of us have

to plan and work for I like every one who realizes

how much we shall need Dr Sinha’s guidance

in the immediate future earnestly hope and

wish that he may be in our midst for many years

and see the further development of the University

in particular and the growth and progress of the Pro-

vince in general— i e. the fulfilment of his hopes

and efforts m a very larg»ifleasure.
*

GYAf^SplSWD
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DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA
By

The Rt Hon’ble Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru

^ p
WISH I had the time at my disposal to write fully about Dr. Si'nha, for I

f have known him at very close quarters during the last forty-'Seven years of

- my life. 1 must, however, having regard to the pressure on my time,

content myself with a very short note.

Among my friends there is only one other gentleman left whom I have

known for a few years longer, but during the forty-seven years that I have known

Dr. Sinha my affection and respect for him has grown year after year. I do not

recollect a single occasion when, either in the private sphere of life or in the

public sphere, there was even the slightest estrangement between him and me.

When, in 1898, 1 came to Allahabad to settle down here in practice, 1 heard

a great deal about him from people who knew him. 1 was an obscure young

man and felt considerable hesitation in encroaching on his time, but when 1 did

see him in November, 1898, it did not take me long to realise that he was a con-

genial soul. He received me most affably—and indeed cordially—and within a

short time of this acquaintance we began to appreciate each other. As time went

on, within a few months my relations with him were cemented by bonds that have

stood the strain* of time. They are as firm today as they were" at any time before.

Dr. Sinha never received any education at any University in England, or* for

the matter of that in India, and yet I doubt whether there are half a dozen men in

India, who can claim to possess that broad-based and varied culture, which has

been the outstanding feature of his life. ^He is an exceptionally well read man.

He has thought very deeply over social, intellectual, educational and political

problems, and it is always a treat and a pleasure to discuss such issues with him.

When you are talking to him you always realise that you are talking to a man who
can shed some light upon? the issue you are^ discussing with him. Of him it may
truly be said that he wears all the weight of the learning, that he possesses, lightly

like a flower. As a, companion he is the most agreeable person that you can
come across in life. He is never dull, never morose, and he is always brimming

with sparkling wit and humour The fund of his anecdotes is inexhaustible.

1 do not know whether there is a single man in the country, who could wnte

the history of the last fifty years of our public lite with more direct knowledge
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than Dr Sinha He knew every one of the leaders of the earlier generation at

first hand, and I wish some body could persuade him to wntc his memoirs.

As a lawyer he achieved signal success at Patna but he never excluded

other interests from his attention or claim upon his time. In public life at one time

he adorned the Legislative Assembly and the old Legislative Counal and his

speeches were listened to with great respect and attention The one distinguish

mg feature of his speeches in those days was luadity and the other the impartial

view of the issues that were presented for discussion In the first Legislative

Assembly he sat on the non-offiaal benches and I on the offiaal and for a good

portion of the time he stayed with me. I shall never forget the time when we
were thrown together so closely

To the service of Bihar he has devoted his great talents and practically all

his life. He achieved distinction as Fmance Member of the Bihar and Onssa

Government but I personally think that m no walk of life has he shone to

greater advantage than in the educational field. For no less than four terms he

had been the Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University and if the Pama Umver

sity has acquired today -a distmct posiuon among the Umversines of India it is

no small measure due to his stewardship of that University

There is only one thing more that 1 should like to say about him and

that IS his genius for fnendship and hospitality Dr Smha is over 73 now but

he has the outlook energy and vigour of a young man of 37 May he live sail

longer to the joy of his friends and to the benefit of his country is the heart

felt wish of a devoted and old fnend.



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SiNHA : A PERSONAL NOTE
By

Dr Rajendra Prasad

Pv. Sachchidananda Sinha has had a most distinguished and a varied

public career. He started life as a social reformer when, as the first

Beharee Hindu of his generation, he took courage and crossed the seas*

in 1889 as a youth of eighteen and went to England for study. On his return after

being called to the Bar, in 1893, he had to face serious opposition from his

community, but remained firm. He took another advanced step in the direction

of social reform when he married, in 1894, a lady of a distinguished family at

Lahore, but belonging to a different sub-section of the Kayastha community.

At the time, both these steps were considered revolutionary , but the community,

as a body, has since then accepted both these reforms as necessary and formally

sanctioned them. To-day, crossing the seas appears to be such an ordinary thing

that we are apt to think as if it had always been the same. Those who can

recollect the great agitation which followed the re-admission of Hindus on their

return from Europe, 1n the first decade of this century, will remember what a

tough fight the reformers had to put up. Marriage between the members of

different sub-sections of Kayasthas has not yet become so common, but it is no

longer tabooed amongst them. To Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha belongs the credit

of being a pioneer, in his own person, in respect of both these important items

of social reform.

It is not, however, a% a social reformer only that Dr. Sinha is known in

the country. He is perhaps the sole surviving member of that noble band of

Beharees who, since the nineties of the last century, had been so prominently

associated with the public life of Upper India, and particularly of Behar. Dr.

Sinha was the principal worker among those who started the movement for the

creation of a separate province of Behar. It was much misunderstood at the

time, and was looked upon as a movement for securing the loaves and fishes of

office for the Beharees. But those who entered into the spirit of it knew, and the

events that have happened since have shown, that it was necessary for the self-

expression of Behar. The ideay underlying the creation of Bihar as province, was

accepted" by the Congress itself when it divided the country into provinces on the

basis of linguistic differences. It is now being gradually given effect to by the

Government also. Behar (with Orissa) was cireated as a separate province in
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1912, and Onssa and Sind were similariy constituted separate administrative units

in 1936 Other such provinces are yet to come

Dr Sachchidananda Sinha was prominently assoaated with the Congress
for a long time, and was Secretary of the Session held at Patna in 1912 and was
later for many years the President of the Behar Congress Committee. He parted

company with it only when the Congress embarked in 1920 on a programme
of non^roroperation and civil disobedience But he has never ceased to asso-

date cordially with Congressmen and his house and hospitality have been always

available to them His benefecoons in the shape of his splendid gift of a great

public Library and a Town Hall at Patna are only a public expression of that

essentially generous nature which has never cared to earn and amass for himself

and has always felt pleasure in giving to others not only good and dainty dishes,

but also the far more valuable gift of his ame and energy and of his great talents

and abilities. Dr Smha has been a distinguished advocate at the Bar, but it is

well known that his heart and mind have been set far more on a study of public

quesDons and affairs than on learned treatises on legal lore, or authoritative rulings

by distinguished )udges A keen and devoted student of the Victonan literature

he possesses despite his professions to the contrary a deep and abitfing interest

in Hindi and Urdu bteratures and one has only to step into his bedroom to see

a collection of the works of masters nicely bound and tastefully set; in an open

book-case near his bed.

In recognition of his varied public services the University of Allahabad

conferred on Mr Sinha, in 1937 the degree of Doctor of Literature honorit caxaa

Smce 1936 nil 1944 he had been the Vice-Chancellor of the Pama Umversity, his

appointment havmg been renewed three times after Ihe complenon of the first

term In that capacity he rendered invaluable service to higher education in the

provmce. Not only his term synchronisedwith the establishment of several new

colleges at vanous places, but the Univenity turned a new leaf by establishing re-

search scholarships. May 1 express the hope that Dr Sinha will be spared to see

at least the beginnings, if not the full fruition, of a tiue University which does not

confine its activities to examining studenfe but also partSapate in teaching, and,

above all acts as a centre and nucleus of research work and for advancement of

knowledge
i

It 13 joumalism, however, whidi has been Dr Smha s gfeat love. He has

been conducting, as its fbunder-edhor a high-class monthly, smce July 1900 (first

under the name of the Kayastha' Samachaf, and then as the Hmdustan Review
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Since 1903) with the exception of the period of five years when he was a member

of the Executive Council of the Governor of Bihar and Orissa. He has been a

member of the Imperial Legislative Council, the Legislative Assembly, and Provincial

Council for several terms, and has held the high office of the first elected Deputy

President of the Assembly, and of the President of the Behar Legislative Council.

He has presided at the Behar Provincial Conference, the Agra and Oudh Provincial

Conference, and the All India Kayastha Conference. He has appeared as a

witness before various Committees and Commissions. In all these capacities he

has had opportunities of writing and speaking on varied subjects of public import

tance Of these, I may specially refer to his evidence, in support of the claims

of nationalist India, given (in 1933) before a sitting of the Joint Parliamentary

Committee, in Londgn, in the course of which he substantiated his statements in

cross-examination with such knowledge, skill and resourcefulness as to have extort-

ed the admiration of his critics and opponents. His writings and speeches are

always enriched by a wealth of quotations from authoritative persons and sources.

In his speeches, uttered under varying conditions, one would notice (in his statement

as, say, the Finance Member of the Government of Bihar and Orissa)

the restraint and the limitation which such an office imposes in the present condi-

tions of our country but in his presidential and other addresses we see the genuine

nationalist speaking out his mind. Again, in his minutes recorded by him even

as a Member of Government we find the advanced nationalist putting forward,

with conviction and emphasis, the demands of India. Dr. Sinha also commands a

fund of humour, —some fine specimens of which the reader will find in the

collection of his speeches and writings. In the Hindustan Review, one of the

most attractive features is the editorial survey of the events and happenings of the

month, and there are not a few who read that periodical more for that than for

the excellent articles it contains from the pen of the eminent contributors. We
may not agree with all the views held and expressed by Dr. Sinha, from time to

time, on all public questions, but we can all profit by a study, of the opinions of

one who has devoted his life-time to their study, and stated them in a style at

once trenchant and attractive. ,



DR SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA AN APPRECIATION
B,

Thi Hon blb Siu Sted Fail Au

Ty\P>- Sinhi needs no introduction to us and therefore, I shall not attempt to

il/ give a detailed account of his life, but will merely refer to some of the

outstanding facts relating to his distinguished career In 1937 Dr Sinha
delivered a discourse on law and literature at a local club and in that discourse

he quoted an observation of Lord Macmillan, a distinguished member of

the Judiaal Committee of the Privy Council as to the value of literature

to those who follow the profession of law The observation quoted by him
was in these words For the preservation of our position as a learned profession

and for the promotion and effiaeiKy in the art we practise it is essential that the

lawyer should be steeped in literature and keep his mind constantly refreshed and

renewed by contact with thinkers of the pasL So only can he attain to eminence

Dr Sinha is one of the few lawyen of our ume who can be said to be

steeped in literature in the true sense of the expression and this is not only

apparent from his speeches and wntings but is also demonstrated by the fact that

almost every one of the many thousands of volumes of his enormous Lbraiy bears

his familiar pencil marks showing what an omnivorous reader he is It is no

wonder that in recognition of his great literary talents the University of Allahabad

deeded to confer and did confer on him m 1937, the degree of Doctor of

Literature honoris caustn '

Dr Sinha has not only attained envnence at the Bar but is also a great

loumalist and has for nearly two generations played a prominent part in the

public life of this country He has been conducting a high class journal called

the ‘Hindustan Review since 1900 and was ulvited to represent the Press of

India at the first International Press Conference held m Gtneva in October 1927,

and organised by the League of Nations. As to his public fflviaes they are too

many to be detailed here but it may be mentioned that he was a member of the

Impenal Legislative Council the Legislative Assemljly and the Provmaal Counal

for several terms and was the first elected Deputy President of the Assembly and

President of the Bihar Legislative Counal He was also for a period of five years

a member of the Executive Counal of the Gdvemor of Bihar and Onssa
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In 1936 Dr. Sinha was appointed Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University

and his appointment was renewed thrice since the completion of his first

term. Looking at the record of this University one cannot fail to notice that

during the period of his Vice-Chancellorship, there has been a marked advance

in higher education in Bihar. The number of students in the different colleges

has considerably increased and as many as seven new colleges have sprung up

during the last three or four years of which three have since been raised to the

degree standard and a fourth will probably be raised to that standard in the near

future. Among these institutions there is also a Women’s College, teaching up

to the degree standard.

A very notable event associated with Dr. Sinha^s term as Vice-Chancellor was

the inauguration of a new scheme of research scholarships and fellowships under

which as many as 15 research scholarships of the value of Rs. 100 each, and 3

Fellowships of the value of Rs 150 each, per month, are now available in the

different faculties of the University. Another notable step taken by the University

during this period was the creation of a new faculty of Commerce. This subject,

which was not taught in any college before, is being taught in five colleges now,

which augurs well for the future, because with the rapid growth of industries during

the -war period as also to meet the needs of the post.'War industries, the demand

for commerce graduates has been growing rapidly and this demand can now be

. met to some extent from amongst those who take their degrees in these colleges.

There are.two other schemes for which also credit must go in a large

measure to Dr. Sinha—these being, firstly, a scheme for the institution of a course

of technological study and, secondly, a scheme for the development of Hindi and

Urdu literature by encoupaging original work in them as well as the work of

translation from foreign languages into these two languages.

Dr Sinha is undoubtedly one of ^e greatest and most cultured men Bihar

has produced, and is also one pf the most distinguished Vice-Chancellors who
have guided the affairs of the Patna UViiversity for which the University as also the

Province of Bihar a^e q^ider a deep obligation to him.



TRIBUTES TO DR SACHCHIDANANDA SlNHA*

s,

S® Fhahcb MuDa

SinBa whom we propose to honour has been Vice Chancellor of the

Patna University for the long term of more than 8 years and he has
rendered eminent services not only to this University in that capaaly but

also to this province in an astonishing number of other ways. Dr Sinha s reaerd of

public service as a lawyer ivnter politician administrator and finally as educa
tjonist over a penod of 50 years must be almost unique. He has touched nothing

that he has not adorned. Not only is education his latest public activity but it is,

in a sense a culmination of his work in other fields.

A University covers a wider field even than the law which has been Dr

Sinha s vocation, and there is nothing which relates to human nature and
human activity which is not of value to a Vice.Chancellor He must

It the same time be learned and practical He must appreciate the oudook of

he true scholar who pursues learning for learning s sake and at the same time give

hill weight to the practical advantages of educaUon He must attend to the

mmute details of administration without losing the vision necessary to inspire youth

Moove all, a Vice Chancellor must be human and must appreciate life and com

line the wisdom which is to be gained only by expenence with a readiness to

develop new ideas. <•

In Dr Sinha all these somewhat conflicting qualifications are combined in a

remarkable manner He has the broad outlook of the scholar and a man of the

world and, at the same ame, possesses the grasp of detail necessary for an

administrator of public funds He has raised both the standard of learning in the

Unarersity and mcreased its balances And above all heflias retained his interest

in life. For the last 50 years Dr Sinha has played a prommenTpart in the public life

of the province and has been inornate with most of the great figures in Northern

India and to talk with him is like turning over the pages of modem Indian history

Yet he has retained a freshness of mind and a sense of humour- which, in these

•Spoooli dellTOTsid on the occasion of the unretUng of Dr SaohoUdanando Sinha

peertraU In tha Pitna TJnlTerritj BenAe Hall
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somewhat disappointing days, are apt to be associated only with youth. May he

live long, not only to enjoy the honour in which he is held by his fellow country-

men, but to appreciate, as he so evidently does now, the drama of life as it unfolds

Itself before him.

1 take this opportunity of giving expression to my admiration for him, not

only as a great Vice-Chancellor and an elder statesman of this province, but also

as a man.



SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA SOME REMINISCENCES

s,

Khwaja Si* MoHAijiiAD Noon

am very glad to learn (hat a committee has been formed to present to Dr
Sachchidananda Smha on his retirement from the office of the Vice-Chancellor

of Patna University a volume of essays and appreoiadons in commemoration

of his services to our country He has played an important part in the history of

India and particularly of Bihar and it is m ffie fitness of things that we should ex-

press our appreciation of him both as a man and as a public worlicr Bihar is im-

mensely indebted to him and I very gladly make my humble contnbuUon to the

work by giving my own reminiscences of him.

1 came to know Dr Smha in the closing years of the last century when as a

young barrister he used to appear in cases before the courts at Gaya. Gaya in

those happy days was a very lucrative field for the young and promising barnsters

of Patna which was then m fact though not in name the capital of Bihar Dr

Smha s eloquence attracted my youthful attention m those early days and I began

to admire him though 1 was then a student and too humble a bemg to be m close

touch with him But every one who was of any consequence in Gaya was of

definite opinion that there was a bnght future tefbre him Soon after 1 lost sight of

him as Dr Smha shifted his pracuce to Allahabad and combined loumalism with

profession of law by edmng Hindtalan Repkw whose fbrable articles were very

much appreaated Dr Smha entered into politics very early I remember his mov-

ing an important resolution at the Calcutta Session of the Indian National Congress

m 1922 held under the presidency of Sir Dinshaw Wacha. He took a very promt -

nent part m the agitation for the separation of ffliar from Bengal. It is an open

secret that it was to a very large extent tfirough his influence on the late lamented

Sir All Imam that Bihar becan\e a separate ptovinoe. I well remember that m the

)omt address presented by the Gaya Muniapal and Distnct Boards to Sir Alexander

Mackenzee. the then beutenant Governor of Bengal (
whicfi then mcluded Bihar

and Onssa) the separation of Bihar was suggestfed but Sir Alexander treated the

suggestion with contempt and characterised it as the talk of the silly season But

through the untmng efforts of ttyse who had set their hearts upon the separauon of

whom Dr Smha was the most prominent, the separation was brought about m 1912

V
it
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In the year 1909, Dr. Sinha presided over the second session of the Bihar

Provincial Conference held at Bhagalpore. The Morley-Minto Reform was on the

anvil. Lord Minto, in reply to the Muslim deputation, had practically assured them

that they will get separate representation. This was resented by the Hindus. It

is not for me to discuss here the merits or demerits of separate electorates. I am
only referring to the fact, namely, that while the Muslims demanded it, the Hindus

opposed It. It was at this juncture that the second Bihar Provincial Conference

was held at Bhagalpore I was present at it. The late lamented Mr. Gokhale

attended this session by special invitation. Dr. Sinha, enjoyed the fullest confidence

of the Muslims of the time, and under his able guidance the proceedings of the con-

ference were smoothly carried out without in the least creating any disruption

among the two great communities of Bihar. The two communities worked shoulder

to shoulder for many years thereafter. Unfortunately now the things have changed

but It is refreshing to recall how controversial problems were solved in those days,

when the prominent Muslims and Hindus of Bihar worked together. I well

remember the feeling of delight expressed by Mr. Gokhale in seeing the cordial re-

lations existing between the two communities in 'Bihar, The credit of this“ was

entirely due to a few prominent men among the Muslims who are, alas, 'no more,

and to the tactful handling of the problems by Dr. Sinha whom God has spared,

and to whom we are paying our humble tribute on this occasion.

About a year later, the Morley-Minto Reforms were introduced, and the

Legislative Council of Bengal was given two seats in the Imperial Legislative

Council. We were proud that one of the two representatives of Bengal, Bihar

and Orissa was our Dr. SachchidaVianda Sinha. For a full term of three years he

worked in the Imperial Legislative Council shoulder to shoulder with most of the

prominent men of India. In various debates he fought our battle courageously,

advancing most forceful arguments, and putting searching questions in the cause of

the public. When Bihar and Orissa bec<ime a separate Province, and the Legislative

Council of the new province was formed in the beginning of the year 1913, the

people of Bihar strongly felt that thgir representative in the Imperial Legislative

Council from the Legislative Council of Bihar and Orissa should be no other than Dr.

Sachchidananda Sihha.°^ It, however, so’happened that the late Mr. Madhusudan,

Das, who later became Minister for Bihar and*Orissa, became anxious to go to

the Imperial Legislative Council, though he was already a nominated member of

the Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council. It was then felt by the prominent men

of Bihar that nothing should be done to wound the feeling of Orissa, and

everything done to conciliate it, as there was some agitation amongst a section of

Oriyas on account of Orissa haying been attached to Bihar. 1 distinctly remember
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the conference held at Patna in the house of Dr Sinha. I was present there as I had
been returned to the newly formed Legislative Council The situation was at once
realised by Dr Sinha, and he showed a very commendable spmt of magnanimity

by retmng in favour of Mr Madhosudan Das. Later, when the successor of

Mr Das in the Impenal Legislative Counal, was appointed a member of the

Provinaal Executive Council Dr Sachchidananda Sinha was again elected to the

Impenal Legislative Council, and worked vwth zeal and energy which are his own

On the introduction of the Montague Chelmsford Reform Dr Sinha was
elected a member of the LegislaUve Assembly of India and in the fitness of thmgs

was elected, early in 1921 its first Defxity President which post he held all his

appointment as a member of the ExecuUve Counal of Bihar and Onssa where he

held the most importarlt portfolios of Finance and Justice. During the five years,

when he controlled the finances of the provmce of Bihar and Onssa, the naticti

building departments of Government received most generous considerauons and

the grievances of the Ministers that the allotments of the public revenue to their

departments were not adequate were to a very large extent removed For about

a year he held the office of the President of the Legislative Counal along with the

Executive Counallorship Even then he had die fullest confidence of die non

offiaal members of the Counal ( succeeded him as the President of the Counal

He was a tower of strength to the offiaal benches. I remember that on a number

of occasions when the non-official element m the Council was m temper and a

storm was expected his intervention with a humorous speech smoothed the

situation During my time of the Presidentship of the Council he, m turn occupied

both the offiaal and opposition benches In bxflh capaabes he worked admirably

to the satisfaction of all concerned.
•

Dr Sinha s publx: services did not cease on his relinquishing the Executive

Counallorship of Bihar He served in the Legislative Counal and later in the BSiar

Legislative Assembly of which he is still a member He was a member of the

committee appointed to define the boundanes for the proposed provmce of Onssa

Here again he worked tactfully and med to satisfy (he aspuatioos of Onssa without

causing damage to Bihar In the year 1936, he suerSeded me as the Vice-

Chancellor of the Patna Univeriiy which pbst he held for eight years, dunng

four terms. This appointment was very appropnate. Irfimediately on the

separation of Bihar a strong committee under the presidentship of Mr (afterwards

Sir) Robert Nathan was appointed by the Bihar Government to recommend the

establishment of a University for Bihar Dr Sinha was a promujent member of this

Committee j
Though for vanousireasons (which need not be referred to now) the
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University established at Patna was not of the type recommended by that Committee,

Dr. Sinha never deviated from the opinion he had then formed, and he gradually

did his utmost to bring the Patna University, as far as possible, on the lines

recommended by the Committee.

The public services of Dr. Sinha are too numerous to be enumerated. I

have only mentioned those in which I had the honour of being more or less

associated with him, or his work or services which 1 had seen myself. The

Allahabad University honoured Bihar by conferring upon him a Doctorate in the

year 1937. The Sinha Library and Radhika Sinha Institute at Patna are living

monuments of h\s generosity and public spirit. He has founded medals to be

awarded to the students of the Patna University in the name of his father, wife,

and other members of his family.

Dr. Sinha's hospitality is known throughout India His house and table are

open to the visitors to Patna irrespective of their political views. Though an old

member of the Congress, he had to sever connection with it, yet among both the

Congressmen and the Muslim Leaguers he has many personal friends and enjoys

their confidence. I have refrained from expressing my admiration of Dr. Sinha in

stronger terms, as he is a very intimate friend of mine. He treats me as a brother

and I am afraid if I write more panegyrics, it may be said that every one is a hero

to his valet. May God spate him so that he may serve his country and province

for many more years.



“SOBER AND MELLOW ’

Bf
‘

Sm Kailas Nakatan Haksab

»
HEN the doughty requintioner of this tnbute of respect and affection sent

forth his fiat to me he said If you do not know Dr Sinha so intimately

I as to be able to wntc an appreciation you may wnte an article on any
subject in the Sinha Commemoration Volume "

He could not have used a sharper spur to egg on a jaded war horse than

the affront of his seemingly accommodating suggesooa Yet in finding a caption for

my theme 1 have mad to maintain the pretence of choosing his other alternative

Steadfast of aim tenacious of purpose with a capaaous heart and a

distinctive vein of idealism—such a man is the veteran lawyer journalist and

polmaan addressed as ‘ Bhai Sahib" by those to whom he has endeared himself

It IS more than forty five years ago since I broke bread with him at his

house (7 Elgin Road Allahabad) in thecompiany of two very interestmg men who
had already become notabilmes—Bertrand Keightley and Bishan Narain Dar, the

latt* President of the Calcutta Session of the Congress held in 191

1

The evening opened with sallies of wit on die part of the guests, while

their solicitous host remained busy with providing for their creature comforts

Sinha— 'Keighdey I have ordered vegetanan food for you as I presume

that you do not eat meat”

Keightley
—

‘ 1 do not eat it when I do not get it"

Sinha— Bishan, Will you ha/e vermouth or shejry ?

A wag— What about the bottle of whisky at the bottom of the trunk
’

So passed a hapjiy evening dunng which we were regaled with a piece of

majestio verse in Urdu entided Faalat a Ifm

In Allahabad, Mr Smha kept an open house and being in the heyday

of youth lived very fashionably—a well appointed bungalow smartly-dressed

seivants and Japanned trays and boxes, for the transport ef his papers. Outside

m the grounds was a tennis court to which flacked all the young hopefuls from the

local ' Bounteous Mother" •

At die Bar, Mr Sinha was a smart junior quite the coming man But he had

varied interests outside his bnefs e. g Kayasth Pathshala and hayoilh Samachar,

the latter (smce 1903) known as the Hhdmlan Jiitleu) As happens in life

Mr Sinha was parted from his friChds of the Inns of Court and had put behind
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him the giddy life of London town, but they all—scattered though they were over

the four corners of India—still remembered the lively person they used to call

“The Black Lion". I wonder if this sobriquet will recall to Mr. Sinha's mind,

should he chance to read this effusion, and enable him vividly to picture the

riotous scenes of his life in London and the friends who fondly, even if rudely,

gave him that pet name.

Mr. Sinha, the Barrister, young as he was, had a reputation for mother-wit,

trenchancy and courage. He carried this reputation to the Imperial Legislative

Council. During a heated debate on the Panjab disturbances of 1919, I remember

him saying from the floor of the House, with peculiar aptness, about the then

official block who voted solidly each time :

—

"Theirs not to reason why.

Theirs not to make reply.

Theirs but to vote and die.’'

In due course, Mr. Sinha, much to the regret of his friends, shifted himself

to Patna—his home in Bihar. He continued to be interested in politics and

became Finance Member in the Provincial Government. As such, he showed

strength, always formed his own judgments, refused to be a piece of putty in the

hands of his Secretaries, or even the Governor—with the result that he has

remained “Mr." Sinha I

Dr. Sinha now belongs to the category of our elder statesmen. The
fire of patriotism which burns in his breast is no longer a scorching blaze :

nevertheless, it is a steady flame, as it needs must be in every honest man of affairs

who has seen much, experience^ much and accomplished not a little. But apart

from the service to the country given unflaggingly and ungrudgingly, Dr. Sinha

IS a person who compels, affection by his fidelity and his constancy. A devoted

husband, he has raised a memorial to his late wife which provides varied pabulum

for scholars; while to his' friends he^is still a staunch, devoted and warm-hearted

companion and adherent that he ever was and is, by his nature.

Dr. Sinha's genuine affection, his typically oriental quality of attachment and

his many little acts of kindness form d silken cord which binds his friends to him

even though thousands of miles lie between him and them Long may he live as -

a refreshing example of western knowledge and culture super-imposed upon the

scale of values of life peculiar to his country.

"To whom is glory justly due ?

To those who Pride andVlate subdue.

Who when reviled, their tongues restrain

And- injured, injure not again’’. ^



dr sachchidananda sinha an impressionist sketch

B,

Sm C Ramaunoa Rtddt

t|\Pv. Sachchidananda Sinha u one of the most remarkable contemporary
personalities in India—a big man in cveiy way and hearty big if not in body
big in mmd and biggest of all m heart. 1 don t know of any one so genial

so lovable He is utteriy without pose pretence and affectation of any kmd always

simple straight and sincere, calling a spade a spade, and refusing to accept mystic

valuations that contradict consaence and common sense. Like dl healthy muided
rationalists he abhors saints and all that savours of moral and spintual

attitudinising, a posiuvist to the core and no camouflages He laughs with leonine

roar |okes and en/oys (okes, but this lightness of manner is allied with senous

pairpose and mtense humanism Indians are apt to think—we arc a melancholy

race—that no one could be senous that is not also grave. More robust folk take a
different view and act differently Dr Sinha is one such He was Finance

Member in the Government of Lord Smha and his successors and his calculations

were as minute as those of a Bania. He practised at the Bar and vay successfully

too. He has made plenty of money and ts even now not a bad hand at that

pursuit—proof that levity of manner has not interfered with his capaaty and

application for business More than earning he has known the art of philanthropy,

not only as a theory but as something remarkably well illustrated by himself The

splendid libraiy which he has donated to the City of Patna is evidence of two of

the finest traits that human nature is capable df—devotion to wife and promotion

of public culture. He was the Vice-Chancellor of Pama Univeisity for a

long number of years and he governed it with as much wit as wisdom Boredom

and Smha can never go together He is ever alive and keeps everybody lively

He IS the host of Patna—and more lavish <5f hospitabty than most individuals and

generous to a fault If a list of all those that stayed as his guests, and would not

depart in a hurry is made it would be an impressive catalogue of contemporary

persons of ment, national and foreign His house is an international fraternity

where questions of pith and moment affectmg India, and the worid are talked over

brilliantly as well as profoundly Dr Sinha s boyishness is the effect of his ever-

youthful spirit his effervescence of mmd and heart, and his insatiable curiosity

vvhich keeps on expanding his range of mterests and takmg him to fresh fields and

pastures new There was once m anaent Greece a laughmg philosopher We
have in Dr Sachchidananda Smha a laughmg humourist.

‘Far may you search before'you find a heart so noble and so kmd
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MY RELATIONS WITH DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA
^ •*

By

Nawab Mirza Yar Jung Bahadur

IS with pleasure that I contribute to the Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha

Commemoration Volume. I have had very happy associations with him.

T Situate as we are, I seldom get occasions to meet my old friend Sinha, well

known to the public as Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha. But distance, time and space

have never chilled my love and admiration for him 1 love him because his

company has been so genial and cheerful to me in the past. In the words of

Ghalib I can speak of him in the following terms

"It is one of the conditions of Islam that faith should be practised quietly in

solitude without show. Oh ! my friend, though thou art absent from me, yet thy love

has ever been my faith
'* Such is the nature of my relationship with him. Again

I admire him for all the services that he has calmly and quietly been rendering to

our common motherland There is hardly a field of public activity in which he

has not taken part during the last half a century. The thing which strikes me most

about him is his non-communal attitude and outlook on life. Amongst Muslims he

can count as staunch friends as he can do amongst Hindus In view of the forces

of disruption that are working today, I may be excused for a little diversion on

the subject of Hindu Muslim unity, for knowing Dr. Sinha as I do, I feel that in

doing so I would really be pfacing his views before the public.

The unity, not only amongst different communities but even amongst

members of a family, descended from a common stock, may be liable to spasmodic

jerks, but such jerks can never be sufficient evidence to refute the general

proposition that Hindu-Muslim unity is essential for the very life of India You
kill this spirit and India.,dies That this • upity did exist between Hindus and

Muslims in the past is irrefutably established by the manner in which our old

villages, towns and cities grew up Take any big city of India— Lucknow, Delhi,

Benares or Agra. If one were to mark every Hindu house with the letter ‘H

and every Mohammedan house *with the letter ‘M’ in a big city like Lucknow, and

then fly over it, he will find these letters so intermixed and huddled together as

the builders of those houses actually were. The /elative position cf their houses
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Will reflect how much intenAwen they were in their soaal life At some places

even their places of worship may be found ad;acent to each other These are

immovable pieces of evidence of inter-communal relationship in the past. Could

those people have so founded and populated such aiies svithout the existence of

that bond of unity and fnendship which drevif them so close together ? Could

they adopt that form of living without creating ties of fnendship and respect for

each other ? Social intercourse reciprocal exchange of sympathies on Occasions

of |oy and sorrow are the necessary concomitants of such forms of livmg If

our aties afford general evidence of such unily personaliiies like those of Dr

Sinha furnish special evidence of close ties of friendship and unity that exist

between members of these communities. In the history of my country there has

never been a penod more cntical than the present one

It seems to me that the forces that are working in the world today

will soon raise the question not only of nations against nations but of

comments against continents or even of West against East. In such a

contmgency dissected India means its absorption in some outside centripetal

force. Umted India may not only prevent such a cataslrophy but may

place It in a position of leadership in the East It is a queston of now

or never No mdtvidual province of India can resist the world wide forces

stating m its face. But all the provinces of India united together may repel them-

successfully provided Hindus and Muslims could live together feel together and

work together If Hindus and Musbms could live together in our villages towns

and cities for centunes m the past, could they not live tog<-ther m the bigger

area of a province in future ? For creating^ mentality amongst membets of

both communities no man is better fitted than Dr Sinha In leading the youth

of India on this path he has been a guiding 1 am against any scheme

which closets Hindus and Muslims m separate water tight compartments, in the

shape of Hindu provinces and Muslim jjtovinces It is true (hat Hindus and

Muslims do exist in this country in the form of two communities with their

rebgious differerKes but this arcumstance never separated them in the past and

should not separate them in future. Is there any thing inherent m Islam or

Hmdmsm which serves as a bar or pjevents soaal mterspurse between the two

communities ? I can say that Islam has never been a bar to it On the other hand

my reading of the history of Islam leads me to the conclusion that its success

in this world depended very much upon the pireaching and pracMmg of

equality amongst human bemgs Does Hinduism stupd in the way ?

As shown above old Hinduism did not so stand in the past If so

Hinduism of today should Jie far foom it as its ever growing tendency
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is to break through the shackles of caste etc. Feelings of Indian nationality

have been growing by leaps and bounds. They strike Indian youths pointedly

the moment they leave the shores of their country. Whether Hindus or Muslims,

they carry the common stamp of Indian nationals on their foreheads wherever

they go. The duality of these communities does not destroy the individuality

of the Indian Nation. There is nothing in the conception of duality itself

to prevent the formation of one individuality out of two parts. The whole

body of man is formed of two parts—two hands, two eyes, two ears—sometimes

varying in their strength and formation. But in the scheme of Providence, the

existence of these two sides did not prevent the formation of one individual with

these very two parts. In no country in the world today religion alone is the test

of nationality Muslim Chinaman in Buddhist China is found leading armies

against Buddhist Japanese of Buddhist Japan. The soil of India has become the

the hearth and home of Muslims as much as of Hindus. Mere immigration is no

test. History shows that the ancestors of more than half the population of

England today were immigrants at one time. Even Hindus originally came as

immigrants to the soil of India. The life of Dr. Sinha illustrates how it is possible

to serve India as one body while retaining his connection with the Hindu

community. India has been giving birth to many sons of this type. Raja Ram
Mohan Roy, Ranade, Tyabjee, Surendranath Banerjee, Gokhale, and Tagore may
be quoted as instances only. I have ever believed in Hindu-Muslim friendship.

This is my personal experience. When I was a student at the college, the whole

of-my future career was moulded by a Hindu friend of mine, stronger than whom
my brother could not love me. My personal experiences of Hindu-Muslim relations

in the past have made me an optimist in this respect. I doubt very much whether

the division of India into''twci parts—Muslim India and Hindu India—is the proper

solution of Hindu.'Muslim problem Firstly, it is not practicable Secondly, as

Hindus will continue to reside in Muslim^India and Muslims will continue to reside

in Hindu India, the problem will remain unsolved Even if such division be made

possible, It will breed germs of unhealthy competition and rivalry between the two

.

parts which may affect the interests ’of the whole. Instead of bridging the

gulf, it will widen. It ^The possibility of fpture union may be thrown still further

back The artificial common platform of Federal Government may become a

battle ground for both the communities, and even in this platform, schism may be

created of a character which it will be difficult to remedy in future. The wound
may soon assume,^an ugly shape It is doubtful whether the Muslim intelligentsia

as a whole takes the division theory very seriously. Dr. Sinha possesses a character

which would not make him a party to such a scheme Now, take the question of
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maionty rule in the future consutution of Government of India When a question

arises between the two communittes, which stand in the position of majonty and
minonty then to make the votes of the majonty community the deciding

factor IS to clothe one of the two parties with the position of a judge It is

unfair on the face of it Therefore, tn my opinion, the solution lies in framing a

constitution under which fmwcr ijiay be so divided between these communities

that one may never be able to wield it in a manner detnmental to the interest of

the other that on some communal questions, the majonty votes of the community

directly affected should serve as ratfa declJenJi while on others ad hoc committees

may be constituted in such a manner that the voting capacity of both may be

equally balanced TTie majonty rule will of course stand m some form or

another but its mode of working will be adapted to the arcumstances pirevailing

in the country 1 as a Muslim would not hesitate to make Dr Smha an arbiter

on all such communal questions relating to the future consttulion of India for

1 believe diat as a judge he will nse above all communalism. Such is the

confidence which the character of Dr Sinha has inspired in me as a Muslim The

life of such an Indian deserves commemoration In my ofsmon the solution of

Hmdu Muslim problem lies also in meeting and understanding each other as of

old It lies m disseminating knowledge of the forces which can swallow both

the communities if they remain disunited It lies in reverting to the old system of

cultivating close friendship between Hindus and Muslims. My friend Sinha is, I

know a diampion of this cause, and a living illustration of how a member of one

community can command the love and resjiect of another The sincere and

frank talks of Sinha his jovial disposition his disjaassionate vi^s even on

communal questions whether he agrees with you or not, his disregard for ostenta-

tion and show his sirxiere desire to serve the country,his feadessness in expressing

his views are some only of the many good traits of his character which has

endeared him to many of his friends, "[hey appeal to me equally May he live

long to serve our mother country India I



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA
By

Dr. Sir P S. Sivaswamy Aiyer,

the many public men in India, in the present generation, who have done

yt# distinguished service to the country, Dr S^chchidananda Sinha is one of

the foremost He has served the country in various capacities, and has

done so with conspicuous success in all of them By his high character and

attainments, his capacity for friendship and the generosity of his disposition,

of which his munificent gift of a public library and a Town Hall to the capital of

Bihar are only some of the instances, he has acquired a high place in the esteem

and affections of his fellow-citizens. The fact that he seceded from the

Congress when it embarked on a programme of non-ooperation and civil

disobedience is an indication of his courage and independence of spirit.

The same independence had been displayed by him. when he went to

England for study at the age of eighteen, and married a lady belonging to a

different section of the Kayastha community As founder and editor of the

Hindustan Review for fortyfive years, as Finance Member of the Executive

Council of Bihar, as Vice-Chancellor of the University of Patna for four terms, as

a Member of the Imperial Legislature, and also of the Provincial Council, as

President of the Bihar Legislative Council, and in numerous other capacities, his

opportunities for acquiring experience and a knowledge of public life were

uncommon. The fact that a second edition has been callecd for of his

speeches and writings is itself sufficient proof of the appreciation which

they have met with at the h%nds of the public. The speeches of public

men generally create only a temporary interest, and it is seldom that they

are read years after their original delivery. It is only those that possess except

tional merit that tempt the public to read them over again. It depends upon

literary merit, the nature of the topics, they deal with, the value of the views and

opinions which they express, and the esteem in which the speakers or writers are

held. Tried by all these tests, the speeches and writings of Dr. Sinha are entitled

to claim the attention of the reading public, as his views on public questions are

the result of wide ^ncl, careful study, a wejLbalanced judgment, and a desire to do

justice to all aspects of a question. JHis extensivo knowledge of English literature,

his abundant sen^ of humour, and his literary flair combine to invest his style with a

charm of its own. His knowledge and experience of public affairs and the sobriety

of his views are jpound to aopeal to all critical readers. A man of very loveable

personality, he has been justly described by my friend, the late Sir C. Y.Chintamani,

as one “who never lost a friend or iT>ade an eqemy”.



DR SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA
B,

(Tm Lati) Raja Sib Nabendba Nath

5 ?HAVE known Dr Sachchidananda Sinha for the last fifty years. He had mamed

2 ^
a lady belonging to a distinguished family In Lahore I was on terms

T of intimate fnendship with his father in law the late Lala Seva Ram
whose sudden death at Calcutta came as a shock to all who knew him Though
I have not come into frequent contact with Dr Sinha, yet I have watched his

career with interest He took to the profession of Law but his literary tastes

drew him towards loumalism for which he evinced a marked predilection

Hindustan Review on account of Dr Sinha s continued and unabated interest in it,

has come to occupy a disanguished place amongst Indian penodicals He was

the Vkc-Chancellor of the Patna University for more than eight years

He was selected by Lord Sinha to be one of his Executive Councillors in charge

of finance.

Dr Sinha is a keen soaal reformer He is one of those who thmk that

political reform should go hand m hand with soaal reform that polices is a

branch of soaology and that the two cannot be divorced. In his public life

Dr Sinha has acted on the dictum of Aristotle that the middle course is the best

and the wisest to adopt. He does not belong to that school of thought who

believe that unless the reasons are good for an extreme case they are good for no

case at all He is honoured and respected by all schools of thought amongst

poliOaans and publicists He has throughout been independent and though he

occupied high posiCons he has never beeo a persona grata with the bureaucracy

He supports everything m the Congress creed which appeals to his balanced

reason and in the Mahasabha so far as it stands for the protecdon of the legiCmate

nghts of Hindus He has maintained his independence of thought by rejecang

everythmg in a creed whether of the Congress or the Makasabha which savours

of extremism and is the result of emocon whether conaliatory or militant and

whKh he considers to be devoid of any permanent value "He claims respect

from Congressmen Lberals or Hindu Mahasabhaits^thout parcapaeng with them

m condemnatory vituperacons against other parties. He does nor compromise hts

pnnaples in theory or practxx, in giving expression to which he avoids offensive

language
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The above trait of his public life is attributable to his temperament in which

rationalism plays.a prominent part. Reason and experience of human nature

determine his views and his course of action He is one of those who attach

more value to reason than to emotion, passion or sentimentalism, the outbursts of

which, in his opinion, serve a temporary purpose and in most cases handicap the

course of normal progressive evolution. We need more public men of his type

who will be able to reconcile mutually hostile schools of thought which are not

altogether devoid of substratum of truth. The divisions amongst our public men

are due to lack of breadth of outlook which Dr. Sinha possesses in an eminent

degree. I join with many friends in congratulating Dr. Sinha on his completing

his tenure of office as the Vice-Chancellor of the Patna Universityj which he has

held with such distinction for four terms. I hope he will be spared long to serve

his country in his unostentatious manner. I am glad his friends and admirers

have joined in presenting him this Volume in appreciation of his public life.



SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA
Bt

Mr. Syid Abdul Am

f
HE proposal to commemorate the regime of Dr Sachchidananda Sinha as

Vice Chancellor of the Patna Universily by presenting to him a volume
of Essays and Addressess wntten for this occasion will be greatly

appreciated and widely supported by people in general and in

particular by his fnends and admirers who have known him intimately Dr

Sinha 15 one of the vastly read men His knowledge of a large vanety of sub;ects

his literary ability, legal acumen remarkable power of expression manifest in hts

words both spoken and written, have given him a fame which has not been the lot

of many to enjoy He was called to the English Bar when there were very few

Barristers in India He never applied himself senously to hts professional work.

His numerous occupations of public character militated against that success whxdi

he was capable of acquiring in the legal profession But, mspite of his disindt

nation or feilure to attend exclusively to his profession he did nse to an eminence

at the Bar, which took him out of the category of mediocre lawyers by virtue of

his general knowledge strong commonscnsc and mastery of two elegant languages

English and Urdu Hts writings speeches, and even conversation are seldom

without an amusmg anecdote or personal icmchfs They are often interspersed

with wit and humour which someumes carry sting But the parties affected by

them do not mind them much, as his remarks however pungent, are always free

from, ill will
‘

Space prevents any account of his pubbc services and social life extending

over a penod of now fifty years but I cannot refrain from stating a special feature

of his soaal conhibution which has not only added to the happiness of the people

who came m contact with him but has often proved a source of political

advantage and public good He not only maintains an opgn iable but invents

excuses to hold private dinness or publiofuncticos to entertain fnends, visitors

and public workers. The cordiality of his telaticcis with the iKluslims is rarely to

be seen in the new generation of an unfortunate^age. He combines m himself

the culture and tradition of the old times with the accompltshmen^ of the modem

people m dimgs which arc useful and beautiful A unique relation that

subsisted between Dr Sinha and the late Imam brothers, Sir All Imam and Mr
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Hasan Imam, strengthens my belief that Hindu Muslim unity both for political and

social purposes is not impossible to achieve. Sir All and Mr. Hasan Imam, at the

very commencement of their professional career included Dr. Sinha in their family

group and the three proved and came to be known as brothers. Sir Alfs father,

Nawab Shamsul Olema Syed Imdad Imam, who survived his two illustrious sons

was always called and treated by Dr Sinha as father.

I came to know Dr. Sinha when I was brought from my native place to

Patna for education over forty years ago- He was then living in the same house

with Sir All Imam. The three gave promise of their future greatness and

soon came into prominence. Ever since I came in contact with Dr. Sinha I have

treated him as a closest cousin, and during the last three decades we have borne

deepest attachment towards each other. I have always addressed him as ''Bhai’'

(brother), and he always calls me by the pet name given to me by the elders of

my family. And ever since 1 came to know Dr. Sinha when 1 was a student in

my teens, I have regarded it as a great privilege. It was to me a matter of peculiar

pleasure that I, in the capacity of Education Minister, should have been instru.-

mental in having him in the first instance, as Vice-Chancellor of Patna University.

His profound learning and successful administration of the University affairs have

ed to his appointment as Vice-Chancellor for the second, the third and the

fourth term. This is a rare honour and we all pray he may yet live to serve the

best interests of the University for many years to come.



dr SACHCHIDANANDA SlMHA A PERSONAL TRIBUTE

Me. N C. Keuuk

5 ? FIRST came into personal contact with Dr Sachchidananda Sinha at

^ ^
Allahabad in 1905 when I was cm jny way to Benares on a pilgnmage both

T religious and political For that was the year of the Congress session at

Rcnares under the presidentship of Mr G K. Gokhale Even before that time

I was known to him as Editor of the Mahralla and he was known to me as

Editor of the HlnJuilan R colew Our acquaintance soon grew into personal fnend'

ship I have occasionally contnbuted to the Hlndatlan Ifeolew, and have always

admired the way in which that Review has been conducted

Living in different Provinces and far off places, we have not had many
opportunities of coming into dose personal contact in the field of active politics.

But I have known Dr Sinha as a very sane, level headed politician, who
[Sossesses ardent public spint and patnoosm and vdio has been a veiy forceful

though reasonable cntic of the GovemmenL I do not think he has even cared to

be an avowed leader or ally of any particular political party But well known are

his sympathies with any political group or party in India, which in his view, works

and strives for political freedom for India By his own personal ment and

qualifications he has earned the honours in puWic life both offiaal and non

offiaal which he received And he was one if the few men to my knowledge,

who escaped bitter public cntiasm in the conduct of public affairs which were

entrusted to him He loves independence but does not parade it like a glorified

free lance. His detachment anses out of his toleration And his fnendliness is

due to his wide sympathies
*

I should like to end this appreciation on a note of personal senbment He
IS one of the few fnends whom 1 may claim to possess outside of Maharashtra

It IS not often that we wnte letters to each other But tha/ew letters from him

which 1 have received and preserved breathe a spint of cordiality and fnendli

ness which transcend formality and are a source of sincere goodwill He is

older than me in years and also in achievement
J,
wish him long life.



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA . AN APPRECIATION

, By,

Mr. Kalinath Ray

^KSiHERE are some public men who adopt journalism as a career, or for the

j y
propagation of their views, and there are some journalists who become

T' public men in the course of their evolution. I have followed Dr Sachchida-

nanda Sinha^ public activities for the last forty years, and have known him fairly

intimately for more than twenty years, but I have not so far been able to decide

in my mind whether he is a public man first and a journalist next, or a journalist

first and a public man afterwards. Nature appears to have marked him out at

once for public life and for journalism, for he has shown equal aptitude for

both -
-

,

i

When 1 say’ this I am not forgetful of the fact that besides the active and

prominent part he has taken in the foundation of several newspapers in the

United Provinces, and in Behar, and contributing numerous articles, from time tp

time, to various newspapers on topical, and especially political, subjects. Dr.

Sachchidananda Sinha^s journalistic work has, for the most part, consisted in the

editing of the Hindustan Review, while as a public man he has not only been an

active and very useful rnember V both the old Imperial Legislative Council, and

the present Central Legislative Assembly, but held with equal credit and distinc-

tion such important offices as those of Deputy President of the Central Legislative

Assembly, President of the Behar Legislative Council, members of the Behar

Executive Council, and Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University, and he was

specially invited, while in England in 1933, to appear as a witness before the

Joint Parliamentary Committee on Indian Reforms, and submitted a memorandum

on the Wnite Paper from the point ’of view of constitutional Nationalists, which

evoked widespread interest and much admiration But while his work as a public

man has been of great and enduring^value, and it* is a matter of no small credit

to him that he •was the first Indian to be appointed Finance Member of a Pro-

vincial Government in the days of Diarchy, it is impossible to ignore the equally,

if not even more, valuable work done by him in educating public opinion through

his writings in the Hindustan Review and his articles in the Press, which have

invariably been characterised by sanity, candoyr and independence, and have

exercised a steadying influence upon contemporary Indian thought and life at a
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time when there have been so many forces at work to unsettle men s minds and
dnve them to extremes in thought and in action

Whether as a public man or as a wnter on cui^nt topics the unfailing

characteristics of Dr Sinha’s utterances indeed have been their refreshing

candour and outspokenness on one side and their complete freedom from malice

and bitterness on the other These may appear commonplace virtues to the

dispassionate reader because they are so )usf and proper but if the dispassionate

reader ever tnes, he may find the virtues not so easy as they look Dr Sinha

is one of the select band of wnters and speakers on current and controversial

topics who can wnte or speak with the utmost strength and vigour without

exaang venom or animosity This is partly due to the fact that besides having

an equable temper he has a fund of that indefinable gift of humour which the

large majonty of wnters and speakers conspicuously lack. I do not remember a

single important article wntten by him or a single important speech made by him

m which I have not noticed an abundance of this quality and which for this very

reason has not been at once effective and enjoyable.

Another thing which has partly contnbuted to the same result is that all these

speeches and wntings are the product of an essentially literary mind one

distinguishing characteristic of which is its capaaty for dealing in a lighter vein

with all sorts of subjects including even those in which it is profoundly interested

With all his strength of conviction and his eagerness to improve men and things

the man of letters is perpetually alive to the fiitity of trying to effect large changes

m human affairs merely by the seventy of the spoken or the wntten word Nor

for that matter does he mistake mere strong words for strong judgment. On the

contrary he sees only too clearly that sanity moderatioh and restraint are qualities

in a speech or article which are far more telling in their ultimate effect and of

far more enduring value than the use of words that by their very vehemence

arc calculated to alienate rather than persuade those to whom they are

addressed

To these qualities of Dr Sachchidananda Sinha s 'ftntmgs and speeches

1 must add a third to give a con^lete idea of what I have in my mind when

I think of his pubic work. It is the happy blendmg of the ideal and the real.

Dr Sachchidananda Sinha as every one knows, though no longer a member of

the Congress shares fully the Congress ideal w complete ipdependence for

India But he IS realistic enough to joerceive that complete national mdqiendence

m thei sense of severance of dje British connection even if it were a desirable

object, as to which two opinions are possible and two opinions do exist JS
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impossible of realisation by the Congress method of non-violence, which is the

sole method open to India at present. He knows that willynilly India must pass

through the intermediate stage of Dominion Status before she can hope to reach

the goal of isolated independence, if, indeed, she wishes to reach that goal at all,

because it is only as a Dominion that India can either develop the strength to

cut the painter or maintain herself In an independent state after the painter has

been cut. To talk of isolated independence at the present stage is to betray

one^s profound inability to understand the elements of the problem. Dr.

Sachchidananda Sinha has never made that mistake, though he believes as

firmly and as passionately in the goal of India’s complete national and constitu-

tional independence as any Congressman can do. Such a man is at all times,

and specially at the present time, a valuable asset at once to journalism and to

public life. In offering my warm felicitations to Dr. Sinha on this auspicious

occasion, I hope and pray that he may live long to serve his country and people

with the special and uncommon gifts with which he was endowed by nature and

which he has so assiduously cultivated and improved by practice



DR. S SINHA AN APPRECIATION

B,

Diu Radha Kuuud Mooranji

9OTNE feels like ‘painting the lily or gilding refined gold in having to wnte on

the life and work of a person of the eminence of Dr Sachchidananda Sinha.

Hu life u so nch in its events in the range and vanety of its activities that

It IS impossible to give an adequate account of it within the limits permissible on

the present occasion It is difficult to wnte on a man who represents in himself so

much of the history of hu country. Dr Sachchidananda Sinha easily takes hu rank

as one of the makers of modem India and of Bihar in particular It is to him and

to hu senior and closest fhend the late Sir Syed All Imam that the province of

Bihar owes its very existence. Its origin came as a constitubonal consequence of

the annulment of the Partition of Bengal by the Government of India under the

Viceroyalty of Lord Hardingei who had Sir Syed All Imam as the Law Member

of hu Executive Counal Sir Ab Imam and Dr Sinha lived like twm brothers,

always thinking and acting alike The current joke was that there was between

them one soul animating two bodies It may be presumed that these two political

leaders put their heads together, and planned the creation of Bihar as a separate

province as one of the changes that should follow the momentous event of

reconstituting Bengal as a linguistie unit Today, Dr Sinha stands out as the first

citizen of Bihar by his senionty, his expenence, and hu contributions to public

life

But Dr Sinha should not be viewed qnly as a Bihan He is today one of the

foremost Indians He was the first Indian to be elected to the exalted office of

the Deputy President of the Impenal Legislative Council in 1921 In fact hu all-

Indian and purely provincial actiyines ale very much interlocked He was for

sometime the Speaker of the Bihar Legulative Assembly f^e was the first Indian

Rnance Member in the Government of Bihai under Lord Sinha.

Hu activities are equally pioneenng and fruitful in the field of joumalum. Hu
HbiJiatan RcOlew u the earliest monthly of India, and it was hailed with warm

approval by that consummate English journalist W T SteaePof the 'Rttkio of

Rettaa He was minted to represent the Indian Newspapers at the first Inter-

national Press ConferefKe, converfed by the League of Nations and has now been
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elected to represent the Bihar Press on the Government of India's Pi ess Advisory

Committee.

He has had also an active connection with the Indian National Congress,

in the days of its Liberal leadership. He was the Secretary of the 27th session

of the Congress held at Patna in 1912, while he also filled for years the position

of the President of Bihar Provincial Congress Committee.

Many are his political utterances and occasional addresses which rank as

contributions to literature both for their matter, and the manner, in which they are

presented To cite only one instance, the speech he delivered as a Member of

the Opposition in the Bihar Legislative Council on the Report of the Joint Parli-

amentary Committee ranks as a classic of its kind, and recalls the burning elo-

quence of Milton in his Areopagitica. Fortunately, there is now available a perma-

nent record of some of his best speeches and writings in the form of a publication

which IS a most informing and instructive book on modern India and its problems.

- Dr. Sinha is singular among Indian leadeis today in his combination in himself,

with conspicuous success of a number of different, and sometimes contradictory,

capacities. A combination of contradictions is the true mark of a genius It is Dr.

Sinha’s synthetic and comprehensive genius that can bring together in a natural

combination so many diverse functions and capacities. He is at once an Advocate,

Politician, Journalist, Legislator, Administrator, Orator Man of Letters, Philanthro-

pist, and a Conversationalist, all rolled into one.

The latest but not the least important sphere of his public work is the Univer-

sity of Patna which he has buJt up with such signal success during his four

consecutive terms of its ViceiChancellorship extending over a period

of over eight years. The Patna University has achieved under his Vice-Chancel-

lorship remarkable expansion in different directions, in the number of its students,

of the colleges affiliated to it, of its buildings, and in its progress in higher study

and I'esearch. '
,

One wonders how Dr. Sinha has been able to render such conspicuous services

in so many spheres of national life, whqre ordinarily only one such sphere* of work
IS enough for a worker The secret of his success in so many different fields of

work lies m his HavifTg a method in life. Heaps of work melt away before

method, planning and system. Dr. Sinha is essentially a man of method. One
feels inclined to s’^y that sometimes he drives method to madness, but there

IS a method m that madness T® the outside and superficial observer, his daily life

and activities seenyto be overmechanised, but a closer and deeper view will reveal

that behind the rigour and regularity of his system, there is an irresistible touch

of the romantic, and even the revolutionary, of which the first proof he gave in his
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early life when as a tender youth he took a deliberate plunge into the unknown

and embarked upon the danng adventure of leaving the shores of India for-educa

tion m England by escaping from his home in secret. All his method and

mechanism are rooted in an innate idealism A warm heart improved by an

unbending idealism is always beating under the outer cloak of his method There

IS an element of romance of abandon and generosity beneath the superficial

coating of the normal and the formal in his personality

I have had the singular good fortune of observing him in close quarters many

Arnes in my life when I was honoured with his hospitality which is known all

over the country for its unbounded generosity, and I trace his uncommon capacity

for work to hts daily habits and time table in which the secret of his greatness is

fully revealed Private life is too solemn and sacred in some of its phases and it

would be sacnlege to give it publicity I therefore content myself with giving

only aTew of its features and details as follows finishing about half a dozen

Dailies before Tea Tea at 7 30 and office at 8 both breakfast and rest between

11 30 and 3 ,
Tea and guests at 5 dnve at 6 smdy after 7 p m. up to

1 1 30 p m with a break for dinner at 8.30 It is fins timetable which explains

Dr Sinhas success and capacity to achieve so much in so many fields of public

work.

He IS easily one of the best read men among the poliocal leaders of modern

India His knowledge of men and things is unique. A most well-stocked

bbrary at Patna ts among his many public gifts but of all people he uulises

this gift most. Hts knowledge of books is# remarkably up to date the latest

amval at this library are first perused by him and somedmes profusely

marked tn red and blue before they ate accessioned

With his rare combinahon of so many funcAons and qualificauons Dr Smha

has become an instituAon by himself one of the generalised individuals and a

representauvE character of his age. Truly^as it been said that the history of the

world IS the biography of its great men and that great men also incarnate the

history they create Dr Sinha is a living embodiment of a large part of the history

of his country and province m the makmg of which he had jiuch a large share.

May he live long uptn the ptesqib^d V^dic span of life of 1^)0 years in full health

and happiness for the good of the country is the earnestprayer of his many

fnendi and admirers of different communmes and provinces united on the present

occasion m offenng their inhute of appreciation to tme who has always placed his

people above party community above caste and country above creed 1



SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA’S PERSONALITY

By

Dr. Sir Shapaat Ahmad Khan

the ancient capital of Behar, a unique figure has reigned by his

V intellect and grace' ; a salon has existed in a quiet corner which has

united for a long time, the most varied personages, into which even the

most insignificant have the chance to enter. You find there the foremost

men in all spheres of life—politicians> University teachers, Urdu and

Hindi scholars, and Dr. Sachchidanamda Sinha is the literary centre and focus of

this gathering. This kind of literary creation, which humanises the relations

betvyeen the two communities, and gives free play to the difficult art of conver--

sation, has no parallel in India. Similar institutions may be found in selected

circles in Calcutta, and in some welhknown houses elsewhere, in the country. Bu'f

Dr. Sinha"‘s salon is of a different variety. It is distilled spirit fixed in all its

essence : one cannot take much of it at a time. Napoleon wrote to his brother

Joseph, then king of Naples, who was too fond of men of letters : "You

associate too much with men of letters and learning. They are coquettes

with whom one should maintain a gallant intercourse, and of whom one

should never dream of making either a wife or a minister." To this it may be

replied, that Dr. Sinha is not, and ^has never been, a narrow, lynx-eyed, and

dried-up specialist. While he strokes and dissects the texts of MSS, and studies

the literature of the penod with the minuteness of a pedant, he soars, embraces,

generalises. He has the conceptions of an artist and the passions of an orator.

Nor is this all. Very few persons in the country are gifted with his versatility, and

in his semi-retreat, there js a window fooking upon the University office, and a

door still half open to politics, while another window looks upon the garden of

literature, where you find literature and fine arts, English and Urdu writers,

taking an earnest pa^t in conversations which Dr Sinha lights up with sympathy.

We find there also people of the world like himself, ^y/hom Dr. Sinha has snatched

for a few moments, by dint of persistence, from their laborious tasks.

It IS sometimes said that Pn Sinha amuses himself by harnessing lions and

teasing them. This is a complete misunderstanding of the functions of Dr. Sinha’s

salon One finds there naturalness, sympathy, and understanding, a capacity for

entering into the spirit of the speaker, and an instinctive feeling for the prejudices
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of his cosmopolitan gathenng Hi5 literary taste is excellent A French wnter

has defined taste as the literary consaence of the soul Judged by this

standard Dr Sinhas style of wnting and speech shows exquisite taste and

ludgement It has voice soul space and free air words that bring their place

with them.

1 have not had the pleasure of listening to Dr Sinha s speedies in the old

Imperial Assembly or m the Behar Legislature and 1 am not in a position to form

an opinion In most cases, however as Cicero has remarlted it is the wnter who
contributes to form the orator As a mere boy Dr Sinha had taken Hannibal s

oalh against tyranny and in/ustice, and he has waged eternal war and hatred

against abuses. It is said that Dr Sinha s speeches lack fire and enthusiasm To

this It may be replied that unless enthusiasm is tempered by caution bnlliancei

and grace any one may carry his audience off his feet if he has sinews, bile,

blood and pnde. Febnle enthusiasm is not eloquence There have been

moments in Dr Sinha s life when a sedate Chamber has forgotten its gravity in

endiusiasm, and all the reserved thoughts, o^dinanly suhxonscious and veiled,

suddenly acknowledged their brilliant expression and revealed themselves Dr

Sinha it is true no longer speaks from the front of the political stage but fills

does not trouble him at all as many of the objects of his affecton, to which he

dedicated his intellect have been realised and are now interwoven with texture of

our daily life



Dr. sachchidananda sinha

By

Dr. Narain Prasad Asthana

^ interest in the Kayastha Social Reform and the Kayastha Pathshala brought

Y V,/ me in contact with Mr (now Dr.) Sinha in the ninetees of the last century.

T Mr. Sinha was then practising at Allahabad and while engaged in many

other activities, political and journalistic, had also a hand in the management of the

Kayastha Pathshala. When the late M. Gobind Prasad was elected its President,

Mr. Sinha became, the Secretary and from that date his interest in the welfare of

this premier institution of Kayasthas has continued upto this moment During his

Secretaryship he planned several tours to collect funds and in one of those, that

of Pvajputana, I was selected by him to be his companion. How well do 1

remember the happy days I spent in his company visiting prominent Kayasthas in

the vanous Indian States of Rajputana. It was a great experience. We were

given right royal welcome wherever we went and it was not an insignificant sum

which we collected. But more than this, we carried the message of Kulbhaskar

to the farthest land.of Kayasthas and evoked enthusiasm in this far flung commu-

,

nity for the cause of education.

In the early ninetees when I ^sed to come from Agra to attend the meetings

of the Kayastha Pathshala, I usually got asylum in his house at Allahabad—7, Elgin

Rogid—a place well kno\yn in those days as the meeting place of all persons

engaged in literary pursuits or in social or political reforms. For, next to the late

Pandit Moti Lai Nehru, Mr. Sinha was^a great social figure at Allahabad. It was

here that during my visits I had the occasion of meeting many eminent persons

of Allahabad and 'of other towns in Northern India and Behar. The late Dr.

Satish Chandra Banerji, and Sir Tej Bahdaur Sapru had already been known to

me from <my collegp days. Mr. Sinha used to be surrounded then by a galaxy of

intellectual men, whom it was a ^pleasure to know and a privilege to converse

with. As one practising in those days in the Moffusil at Agra, it was a great

eye-opener to come in-'contact with the then Provincial Leaders. I cannot

sufficiently repay the gratitude which I owe to Mr. Sinha for affording me such

valuable opportunities of widening my views and improving my knowledge. In

Mr. Sinha, I found then and as I find .even nov^, a man who could give you

information on any subject under the sun—^so vast is his information and so wide
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his knowledge His conversation is always delightful and informing To be

near him is to be inspired Often have I sought advice from him and never

failed He IS a valued friend who will stand in good stead whatever the arcum
stances and whatever the trouble. When I accepted the post of Advocate General

offered by the Congress Government over the head of and to the great displeasure

of Sir C, Y Chintamani Mr Sinha had the kindness to call upon me at my
residence and advised me not to reject the offer

Mr Sinha is an indefatigable reader and jierhaps there comes out no new
book on literature, politics or economics or of general interest which does not pass

through his hands carefully marked by blue and red penal, which shows his wide

grasp of the subject and his cntical faculty in finding out the nght passages. He
IS eminently a literary person whose knowledge is encyclopaedic and profound

When the Allahabad University conferred upon him a doctor’s degree in

literature it honoured itself in honounng him It is but a fittmg rccognibon of

his ments that he has been four times appomted the Vice-Chancellor of the Patna

University

Mr Sinha s aptimde for despatch of work is marvellous With his manifold

activities in several fields of life and with his vaned interests, it is simply wonderful

how he manages to keep pace with his work. Perhaps his vast exfienence of

human life and human affairs comes to his aid Everybody who comes to him

goes satisfied and every work he puts his hand to is effiaently done. It has been

a great privilege for me to enjoy his friendship^for such a long time and it has

afforded me sincere pleasure to have seen him advanang from jDosiBon to

jxoition m the service of the country

Pr Sinha has justly earned a reputation as a journalist, and it is for journalists

to assess his menu I can only say that the Hinhulan Reeiae (then as the

Kayailha Samachar, organ of the Kayasiia Pathshala) had since 1900, achieved

under his editorship phenomenal success His masterly pen has always been

used with great effect m denouncing evil sqpal customs and eradicating

them His humourous and sometimes pungent observations fjave had tremendous

influence upon the readmg puIjLc—sfieaally the students. Ais speeches on pobtical

and soaal matters have illumined many hearts and served a beacon Lght to

those who have worked or desired to work in those fields. It was a great wrench

when he left Allahabad to settle down at Parntf though he had also kept fus

house at Allahabad all these years. But what had been Airahabacfs loss was

Patna s gain His munifioence to Patna has been great and the Radhika Smha

Library will ever remain a monument of his benefaction to that city i
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In the political field. Dr Sinha has been for the last many years a disaffiliated

sort of worker. He has had no party affiliations lately, although in earlier years

he used to take part in the Congress movement As a member of the Legislative

Assembly of Behar and afterwards as its President, Dr. Sinha distinguished himself

by his thoroughness, good humour and tact. It was left to the late Lord Sinha

to discover him and to recommend to the Secretary of State to appoint him

as the Financ® Member of the Behar Government. In this high office requiring

great mastery of facts and figures. Dr. Sinha acquitted himself with great credit,

although his independence and anxiety to do good to the country brought him

unpopularity in official circles.

Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha is one of the pioneers in Kayastha social reform,

having married out of his sub-caste in days when such marriages were not looked

with favour His work as a social reformer was recognised by his election to the

Presidentship of the All-India Kayastha Conference held at Delhi. The learned

speech which he delivered on the occasion will ever remain as one of the best

and will repay perusal by all who wish to work for the Kayastha community.

Such is Dr. Sinha, whom we all felicitate on the termination of his distingushed

regime as Vice-Chancellor, and our prayer is that he may live long for the good

of the country and the comrnunity to which he belongs.



A tribute

B,

Dr Hadi Hasan.

f
AWYER pobaaan aesthete bibliophile, educationist admincfrator, statesman,

wnter speaker thinker seer,—these Dr Sachchidananda Sinha definitely is

and equally definitely he is cultured—with a blending, marvellous and

admirable of the twin cultures of the East and West magnanimous, like KaLdasa’s

Qoud —
To thee the thirsty Qiatakas complain

Thy only answer is the falling ram

And soil such answer from the good proceeds

Who grant our wishes not in words but deeds

bnlliant like a terrestnal sun which has been shedding light and lustre upon the

planet for more than half a<entury and selfless like the Rishis of whom the Rig-

Veda smgs

—

The sacnfice of calm, of truth

The sacnfice of peace of ruth ,

Of Life serenely, purely spent,

And thought profound on Biahma bent

—

Who offers these may DeatH defy

And hope for Immortality

And actually Dr Sachchidananda Smha has attained immortality m both senses

here are Aulfe/it, hawanhl hamat (good words good deeds, good thoughts) and

here are good looks fur Dr Sinha loolrf like fifty and like one who is about to

assume and not lay down the reins of office. What surer mdex an there be of

the pure mind the pure body ? For his life is gentle, and the elements so mixed

m him that Nature might stand up and say to all the world This is a man



SOME ASPECTS OF DR SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA'S LIFE

' Bij

The Hon’ble Mr P. N. Sapru

4
MONG the many eminent public men that this country has produced. Dr.

Sachchidananda Sinha will surely rank high For me it is a peculiar pleasure

to pay my humble tribute or respect to him, for I have known him ever sfnce

1 was a little child, and 1 have always looked up to him as an uncle. No one

who has met Dr. Sinha, who has cared either to read his speeches or his numerous

writings, can deny his ability, his literary skill, his capacity for lucidity of thought

and expression, his utter sincerity in everything that he writes or says. Success has

crowned his effort in many walks of life—law, politics, journalism and education.

He has had a rich and varied life, and politics has been but one of the many

directions in which his versatile genius has expressed itself.

As a statesman Dr. Sinha belongs to that school which combined idealism with

realism. He has dreamt dreams, and seen visions but he has kept his feet firm

on the earth. He has aspired high for his country, and he has worked hard for

realising those aspirations. And surely'it is a great tribute to him that he is

universally respected by all parties, and by all sections of the community as a

man who has put country first b^ore everything and has striven to serve it with

ability and zeal.

Dr. Sinha was a memb®r of the old Congress, but though in its later years he

had to sever his connection with it, this does not at all mean that his views on

pubbc questions are not of an advances! character, or that he has not been an

independent and severe critic of the policies of the British Government. There

Are few men who can claim to be as advanced in their political thought as

Dr. Sinha is. His independent* way of looking at things, however, did not make

It possible for him to work with any organization after he left the Congress. And
today he is the supreme example of sa real non-paPty man who can bring to bear

upon every publicjquestion an absolutely unprejudiced and dispassionate mind.

That a man of his mature experience should be a little cautious in his approach

IS perhaps inevitable. What is surprising is not that he is not cautious but that

he has a mind broad, tolerant and elastic enough to appreciate any new idea and

to adapt it as his own, if he js satisfied th^t it wJj work* It is this catholicity of
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mind, this capaaty for ad)ustment, for movement which distinguishes him from

many men of his generation, and which enables him to keep himself perpetually

young

For youth is Dr Smha’s strong point One can never feel in his company

that one is talking to a man of seventy four He is so full of life, so full of vigour

so vivacious in his approach and in his conversation A master of good English

prose his speeches and wntings vibrate with wit and humour —uncommon among

Indian statesmen and politicians bfe for him has been a senous business but

he has held fast to the view that a lovial temper and a little humour add not

only to the gaiety but also to the nchness of life No public speaker who wishes

to understand how a sarcasm or vnt and humour can add to the utility of public

discussion, can afford to miss Dr Sinha s speeches or writings

Most lawyers find law an ejtacling mistress and they are hardly able to give

any time to public work Such has not been the case with Dr Sinha In his

own profession Dr Sinha attamed a posiaon of eminence He was a leading

lawyer for a long senes of years in the Patna High Court, and there is no doubt

that he is an accomplished advocate. Great as has been his success m the

profession of law his success in loumalism and politics has been greater And

It IS in these spheres that he has made most useful contnbutions

Dr Sinha was for years a member of the old Impenal Counal Central

Legislative Assembly and the Bihar Legislative Council Many and vaned were

the contnbutions that he made to discussioris in those bodies Always his

speeches were characterised by sturdy mdepenoence freshness of outlook and

sparkling humour For the great quality of Dr Sinha is that he can make you

lau^ He can joke and what is more difficult, enjoy a* good joke. As a speaker

he IS full of anecdotes and he has a very telling manner of using them for dnvmg

home his points. His literary skill is of arf uncommonly high order He knows

the nght use of words and the magical effect that expression has in solving life s

oomplicatcd problems Dr Sinha has not oply played a useful part in public life

as a legislator but he has also been an administratbr For more than five years

he was a member of the Bihar and Onssa Executive Council ' and was the first

Indian to hold the portfolio of Finance m any provincial government. Not even

die most advanced leftist could have brought to bear upon*his work

independence. His mmute of dissent on the working of the Montagu^Chelmsford

constitution shows that even as a member of Government he never forgot e\^

for a moment that he was an Indian nationalist whose duty was to advance

country s interests. And it is a well known feet that his independence was not
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liked by his official colleagues, as he was often a source of embarrassment to

them.

He founded in July, 1900, the ^'Kayastha Samachar”, which (in 1903) became

the '"Hindustan Review'’. He was the founder of the "Indian People ,
which

has now become the chief daily in these provinces, the Leader. Throughout

his life he has been a frequent contributor to the Indian press. And no profes-

sional lournalist can excel his qualities which make a good journalist—knowledge

of men and affairs, felicity of expression, wit, humour, sarcasm, balanced judg-

ment, clarity in judging men, scrupulous regard for truth and fair dealing, and

deep faith in normal values. He can, without exaggeration, be described as one

of India's foremost journalists.

For more than eight years he had been the Vice-Chancellor of the University

of Patna, and there can be no doubt that he has handled delicate sitotion^s in t at

University with tact and wisdom. Respected alike by his colleagues and students, e

has rendered a good account of himself as its head.

having a Vice-Chancellor of his varied accomplishments. In
1
^7, the A>'^hab

University honoured him on the occasion of its Golden Jubilee by an honoraiy

degree of Doctor of Literature. In doing so, it honoure itse

Dr.Sinha's intellectual gifts are of a very high order, ^hile Ws intellectual

gifts are worthy of admiration, the moral qualities which accompany that intdlect

and which enable it to be of use to the community, deserve even

dation. For Dr. Sinha is essentially a good man. He is one of God s gentlemen

You will never hear him say an unkindly thing about any one. ou

hear him think uncharitably of others. And you will ^ear h m t^k in

private conversation of him*self or of his own achievements. °

witty and humorous. Dr. Sinha has a deep understanding o uman '

his tolerant mind enables him to sympathise with all and to give
‘

J
good causes. His private charities have been numerous. There i hat ly a book

on literature, philosophy, history, travel, or biography wort rea

not read A book-lover all ’his life he has given h.s hbraiy, one of .he most

magnificent in India, to the city of Patna fir public use,
®

efficiency
library which he has gifted to the pu&lic is maintained in a state of efficien y.

It will need all the skill of a literary artist to describe

distinguish Dr. Sinha as a conversationalist. Wit te
,,r-

(Mrs ) Saroiini Naidu, there is perhaps no one to equal him
,

,

.

Lion. -He can spread cheerfulness around, him; he likes to be surround.o b.
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cheerfijl people, and if you come depressed to one of hu dinners you may be

sure that you will go back home with a different outlook of life He has so

much to tell you about all things in general and you have so much to learn from

himi His houses both at Patna and at Allahabad are always full of guests.

Indeed one of the hotel keepers at Pama is reported to have said jocularly that his

hotel could not flourish because he had a rival in Dr Sinha.

Dr Sinha can look back to the years that he has lived with pride. May God

spare him for his country and fnends for long years to come 1







DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SiNHA AND THE INDIAN LIBRARY
MOVEMENT

By

Khan Bahadur K. M. Asadullah

[THERS may be interested in Dr. Sinha or his activities as an administrator,

an educationist, a lawyer, or a politician, but for a Librarian, Dr. Sinha

IS to be studied as a lover of books and promoter of library movement in

the country. Many persons do collect books, and even possess libraries ; but

in so many cases these only serve as appendages to their greatness. With

Dr. Sinha, however, the fondness for, and the collecting of, books has been an

altogether different matter He, as a litterateur, a journalist, a politician, and a

lawyer could not do without books, and as such did collect a fairly big library

which would be a credit to any lover of books, or possessor of a private library.

Its number ran into thousands of volumes. Dr. Sinha, as a selfless person, didn’t

want to restrict the use of such a valuable collection to himself alone, but very

wisely looked into the far distant future and discovered a much better and wider

use for them. He endowed the entire collection, which at that time comprised of

about ten thousand volumes, to found the Sinha Library, in conjunction with the

Pvadhika Sinha Institute (in memory of his deceased wife) as far back as twenty

years. There could not have been envisaged a better use for this collection. But

it should not mean that Dr. Sinha’s interest in books or book-collecting ended there.

He is still the proud possessor of a fairly large pnvate collection which is intended

for his own daily use, for a man of his activities cannot do without books, as his

habit of study is not on the decline.

Dr. Sinha did not stop with the endowing of his collection of books for

the founding of the well*-known Sinha Library of Patna (the collection was

valued at about one lac of rupees) ; but gave in cash two sums amounting

to fifty thousand rupees for the upkeep of the said library. His wife, in

whose memory the above-named Institute was founded, endowed another sum

of fifty thousand rupees, which enabled Doctor Sinha to have the beautiful buildings

of both the Institute and the Library built with that money. Besides the library

which provides a big Reading Room, the Institute provides a big Hall, which is

used for holding meetings and other public fiAictions. The Reading Room

provides both Indian and foreign journals along with newspapers^ of which tne

number goes upto one hundred. The library has facilities not only for reading

books on the spot, but, under certain conditions, they are lent out to persons

wishing to take them but of the library. The uulity of the library is on the

increase day by day.
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The Institute and the Library are under the management of a representata/e

Board of Trustees with H E the Governor of Bihar as its Patron The Government

also provides financial help yet for a "growing organism' like a library more

money is required The first Libranan of the Smha bbrary was deputed to the

Impenal Library for getting training in modem methods of the upkeep of Iibranes

which is a clear proof of the fact that those responsible for the management of

the library are not oblivious of their responsibilities in any way, and have always

the good of the library at heart

This IS enough to prove the great mterest of Dr Smha in the advancement

of the library movement of the country if proof was needed m this respect If

our country is to make progress educationally and otherwise, many more libraries

like the Smha bbrary will have to be founded either by Government or we shall

have to wait for more Smhas

Dr Smha s interest m furthermg the library movement will also be evident

from oertam other of his doings as descnlsed below

At the request of the wnter of this note Dr Smha promised to arrange for

the holding of a session of the bbrary Conference at Patna and its fulfilment

came m 1940 when mainly through his efforts as Vk»Chancellor of the Palna

University, the Indian bbrary Assoaation was mvited to hold the fourth All India

bbrary Conference at Patna m 1940 His personal mterest in this connection

could be discerned from the fact that he himself looked mto all the details of the

arrangements, which factor was mostly responsible for the great success of the

said Conference which was presided over by Mr John Sargent, now Educational

Advisor to the Government of India, It was the unanimous verdict of all who
attended that memorable session of the Conference that no Conference till then

did achieve such a success as the Pama Conference did

It was m this connection that the wnter of this article had occasion not

only to see the Smha bbrary and its working in all its details but had also the

honour and pleasure of being a personal guest of Dr Smha This afforded good

opportunity to see and study Dr Smha at close qDarters His hospitality is not

to be easdy forgotten if one is lucky enough to enjoy that pnvilege His regular

habits, his punctuaLty, his gfenial tempfer&ment, and his pleasmg manners are

object lessons for so many of us ,
especially the regulanty of habits and

punctuality which are wantmg m most of the modem Indian youngmen

They may also take a lesson from this “Overseventy-yeasold youngman

hoW to achieve one’s objectives -or how to make la success of one s

life Industry and diligence are*two characteristics which sull guide htn In his
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undertakings and which have played no mean part in attaining for Dr. Sinha,

the position that he holds to-day in the literary and academic world.

Whatever other improvements he might have been responsible for introdu-

cing in the University during his tenure of office as Vice-Chancellor, from

August^ 1936 to December, I944> the University Library had due share of his

attention. On the post of the Assistant Librarian, University Library falling

vacant, the Librarian of Sinha Library, who had previously been trained

in modern library methods, was appointed to that post, and later,

the much needed improvement Diz. transferring the charge of the

library from an honorary Librarian to the person who actually runs the library

was introduced, with the result that the University Library is now in the hands

of a trained and qualified Librarian, as is the case with practically all other

University libraries. Since the appointment of the -said Librarian, a comprehen-

sive scheme for the re-organisation of the University Library has been framed,

which includes the framing of suitable and necessary rules ; laying down the

functions and duties of the Librarian and the staff ;
the re-classifying and re-cata-

loguing of the library etc. The stock-taking of the library has also been done,

and the preparation of a shelf list for checking the stock in future is in contempla-

tion. Other less important improvements have either been introduced or are

under consideration to be introduced. But whatever improvements in this con.

n.ection be introduced, the credit for those must go to the then Vice-Chancel"

lor, for It was his inspiring personality that Was responsible for infusing enthusiasm

in those who were working under him.

Dr. Sinha was also connected with the administration of the premier library

of India, the Imperial Library, Calcutta, as a member of its Council. This

body, was reconstituted T^y the Government of India in 1929, and according

to the revised constitution, the Council was to have on it representatives of

Provincial Governments, besides those of Bengal and the University of Calcutta.

Dr. Sinha was nominated a member of the first reconstituted Council of the

Imperial Library in 1929, and barring a gap of one term (1932 to 1935) he

continued to serve on the said Council upto August, 1944. Dr. Sinha s connec-

tion with this premier library extending over a period of twelve years is proof

enough of the deep interest that he always displayed in the affairs of the library.

He is the only person who worked for such a long period on the Council and

this could not have been so if his presence on the Council would have b^en

of little use. His advice on matters pertaining to the library, and his interest in

its progress were appreciated by all conneqted with this institution, and this is

why he was held in great esteem both by the Chairman and his colleagues.



sachchidananda sinha

B,

The Hon'bie Mr. Husain Imam

'PKR. Sachchidananda Sinha s versatility of genius and many sided ments,

Jt7 make it no easy task for his admirer to put a mark of apprcaanon at any

one point Bihar justly pndes on this illustnous son of hers who combines

in himself two outstanding qualities—that of an excellent litterateur and a most

soaable personage. If I were asked to point out an individua] Biharee who
could rejsresent the best of Bihar I would unhesitatingly name Sachchidananda

Sinha. Like the great and sacred Sangam he is all gold, ancient and glittering,

in as much as he stands for the Mother land’s sublime social order and at the

same ume he is all silver, sterling and bnlliant with the modernity that enhances

the beauties of his sociability with its superb linings He has had the enviable

privilege of spending the best part of his bfe in that society which did not know

communalism with its hateful and dreadful traits. No wonder if he remained

unspoiled by his contacts with the present day strifes. He wonderfully manages

to keep to his old moonngs of essentially Indian culture, as the centre and pivot

of the Hindu MusLm unity m Bihar

Dr Sinha can feel no difficulty in living up to this tradibonal position, as his

mastery of the language of unity namely, Urdu—the sacred hentage of Hmdu-

Muslim culture— is combined with that strength of character which makes It easy

for him to give expression to his views regardless of anything but truth only If

one would care to scan the pages of the HinJmtan Review of the first decade of

this century, he will find ample evidences 6f Dr Sinha s mastery of Persian end

Urdu literatures both in prose and poetry

An outstanding personality like Dr Sinha is cc great asset to the countiy of

his birth and his numerous fnends and admirers will join in the chorus to wish

him long life of useful public aativities.



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA . A REMINISCENCE.

By

Mr. K. S. Venkataramani

S. Sinha is- my first friend in North India. It was the first decade of this

JT^ century—the budding flower was not yet frosted by the two great world

wars. Europe lived in contentment and peace, fed sumptuously on the

sweated toil of Asia and Africa, particularly India.

In India, those were the spacious days of Lord Curzon who ruled us with

relentless energy like the great Mogul. His grand viceroyalty was abruptly

drawing to a close as the result of a tussle with L ord Kitchner. George Harvey,

the influential editor of the North American Review wrote in his journal a

generous appreciation of Lord Curzon's viceroyalty, as a token of grateful friend-

ship. It was reprinted in almost all the Indian papers, with indignant comments

by the Nationalist press.

In this momentous period, 1 was an aspiring student, fretting with idealistic

urges of Indian renaissance, at the Madras Christian College in the first year

class. In the true Curzonian manner, I waS' also verbose and rhetorical by

word and pen at every turn of political events. I remembered the partition of

Bengal in my fervent patriotic high school days. The partition of Bengal gave

birth not only to Indian nationalism, but also to my maiden speech largely

undelivered. Like a patriotic juvenile I was choked with emotion at the high-

^
handedness of Lord Curzon, and could not deliver my speech. Still the

hastily summoned meeting of boys was nevertheless a success, thanks to the

choice of pilferings 1 made from Bandemataram, then edited by Sri Aurobindo.
t

•

How could I think, with such traditions of public work, to allow to go

unchallenged George Harvey’s panegyric of Cuszon’s viceroyalty. 1 took my
pen, dipped in the^cid prose of Junius and Burke, in whom I then specialised,

wrote a rejoinder at white heat on "George Harvey and Lord Curzon’ and sent

It to the Hindustan Review which my Students’ Home Reading Room subscribed

for. If published, what a joy, I dreamed—my fellows would have a taste of the

new comer. ;
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The Hindiatan Tieoino was got up sumptuously m dainty feather-weight

paper in the grand style usually associated with Dr Sinha I posted the manus
cnpt to the Hiniutlm Heoitw before the ink was dry

The postman brought me the next fortnight a lucky packet which contained

a copy of the Hlndialan lieoicw It was the Special December number and

unusually bulky My article covered three pages of tnumphant luvenalia in

featherweight paper The pnnt looked like immortal script on marble: My
|oy knew no bounds— 1 was in Heaven and had a taste of the celestial

1 soon fell into a meditative trance and prayed for the long life and

prospenty of Dr Sinha now nearly forty years ago I am grateful to Providence

that 1 now enjoy the pnvilege of commemorating TJr Sinha s seventy fifth

birthday 1 always bow my head in gratitude at the mention of his name.

Dr Sinha s services to Indian public life and journalism are great and

mesumable. His is the work of a pioneer with all the stedmg qualities of a

pioneer As a politiaan legislator statesman editor journalist and pxiblic

worker his is a life of crowded activities and achievements spread over a long

joenod of now more than fifty years. I wish him a soil longer lease of life

and service



THE GRAND OLD MAN OF BIHAR

By

Dr. H. C Mookerjie

$
OPvN in November, 1871, Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha joined the Middle

Temple in 1890 and was called to the Bar in 1893, in which year he

commenced his practice at the Calcutta High Court whence he transferred

his activities to Allahabad three years later. It was after a successful career as a

lawyer for two decades here that he made Patna his home where too he created

a unique reputation for himself as an advocate amassing in the course of this

period an immense fortune. The money he earned he knew how to use.

Besides the very large sums he bestowed as private charity, he enriched Patna

by his gift of a great public library and a town hall.

II

It was as a young student of law that Dr. Sinha was advised not to confine

his studies to professional books only, but to acquire culture in its broadest sense

by familiarising himself with the best specimens of literature. That this is not

generally the case with the professional man, even in the West where one would

expect another and a different state of things, is proved by what Dr. Herman

Finer has observed, on page 455 of the first volume of his welDknown book,

''The Theory and Practice of Modern Government," where he says that "people

are often shocked when theV observe for the first time” that many capable and,

from the pecuniary point of view, successful "medical practitioners, engineers,

clergymen, solicitors, bank managers, * lawyers," etc , are "quite uneducated

outside the narrow sphere of their own activities."

That unlike the majority of such men, including advocates, Dr. Sinha did

not allow himself to become pre-occupied w^th his profession to the exclusion

of other interests, is abundantly evident from the "^elections from his Writings

and Speeches," the second edition of which has been recently published by

Messrs. Thacker, Spink ^ Co , Calcutta, as well as from the last sentence of a

speech he delivered at Patna on the 3rd December, 1937, where, at a meeting

presided over by the Chief Justice of the Patna High Court, quoting Lord Macmillan,

a distinguished member of the Judicial Committed of the Privy Council, he said :
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It IS essential that the lawyer should Tie steeped m literature and keep
his mind constantly refreshed and renewed by contact with the great thinkers of

the past So only can he attain true eminence.’

We shall presently see the results of the observance of this rule in the

case of Dr Sinha

That Dr Sinha appreaates the value of English and is in favour of its

study by Indians desirous of keeping abreast of the latest developments m
philosophy, economics literature, saence art, etc is proved by what he said

about Its utility in the Convocaaori address delivered by him at the Nagpur
University in December 1937 Master of a vigorous and clear style in English

with an enviable command over a large and expressive vocabulary Dr Sinha

has not, inspite of all his admiration far it been content to confine his studies to

books wntten in this language only

Many of the pieces included in the volume refemed to above contain

verses from Persian translated mto flexible English verse in which unlike ordmaiy

translations the spnt of the onginal is retained unimpantd We have the

evidence of Dr Raiendra Prasad an old friend of his who has contributed a

personal note that Dr Sinha has a deep and abiding interest in Hindi and Urdu

which IS proved by the fact that their masterpieces occupy an honoured position

in an open bookcase near ho bed to which he turns again and again for

relaxation

But his appreciation and admiration, deep as th^ are for Hindi and Urdu

litejature have not blmded Dr Sinha to tbeir limitations as regards their utility

as lingaa franca That the view he holds are more or less public property is

proved by the fact that the Hindustani Academy elected him its Ffesident m its

thud session which met at Allahabad early in January 1936 It is more than

probable that he was asked to occupy this onerous position as the organisers

were aware that the views he bolds as regards the suitability of Hindustani for

popular use would find acceptance from the champions of bothfdmdi and Urdu,

as It was well known that he is an admirer of the two vernaculars on which

Hindustani is based and that rf he advi^edJhe^ popularisation of Hindustani

for a definite purpose it was not becauS^j^'Ufadi^-.'special axe of his own

to grind
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Dr. Sinha's recognition of the difficulties created by lovers of Hindi and Urdu

to the emergence of Hindustani was well put when, quoting Sir William

Marris, he said :

"The ideal would be for every writer in Hindi to write as if he wished

to find Muslim readers and vice versa If for example, Urdu writers import

into current literature highly artificial Arabic phrases, or if Hindi authors strain

themselves to load their vocabulary with heavy elements of Sanskrit, then they

are both committing a two-fold misdemeanour. In the first place, they are deli-

berately pulling themselves and their readers a step further away from the other

half of the community. That, no doubt, is an offence against civic relations

rather than literature. But in the process, they are also making th>eir books in-

comprehensible to the average man."

IV
/

It is the breadth of his culture which has made Dr. Sinha take interest in

Indian music and the Ayurveda system of medical treatment, on which he has set

forth his views This same factor had also the effect of not only making him a

believer in social reform but also a pioneer of it in two of its aspects in Bihar at a

time when heterodoxy entailed heavy pains and penalties. After his return from

England, he had to face the hostility of the Kayastha community of which he is a

member; but he remained firm. Not content with merely maintaining that it was

not wrong to cross the ocean, he married a Kayastha lady of a distinguished

family of Lahore, but belonging to a different sub-section—a thing unheard of in

those days. Once again, he horrified orthodoxy but refused to yield. The rea-

sonableness of his position cpupled with his firmness in sticking to his convictions

led to the result that today what at one time had been considered revolutionary

has found acceptance.and formal sanction from the Kayastha community.

In 1920, Dr. Sinha supported the motion of Mr. V. J. Patel at a meeting of

the Imperial Legislative Council for referring his Hindu Marriage Validity Bill to a

Select Committee It may be recollected that this measure which aimed at lega-

lising marriages between so-called higher knd lower social groups inside the

Hindu fold, was strenuously opposed by orthodox Hindu members of the Council.

It was in the course of the speech delivered on this occasion that he pointed out

the inconsistency of those people who demanded political concessions from

Britain but, at the same time, were opposed to the granting of social concessions

to their own people. While he did not hesitate to state that Bihar and Orissa

which he was representing were against the propbsed piece of legislation and that
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the support he was giving w&s m hts personal capaaty Dr Sinha stated that he

was doing so as he believed that it is the bounden duty of every human being

to try to improve his conditions and surroundings, whether political or soaal or

moral, and to advance further and funher to higher ideals

Dr Sinha lived to see the day when he came to be recognised as an All India

leader of his community and was accorded the honour of being elected

the President of the All India Kayastha Conference at its thirty fifth session

whict) met at Delhi in 1929 In the Presidential address he delivered at this

gathenng, he not only dealt with the speaal problems of his community but

panted out that Indians must depend not on an alien administration but on

themselves foyhe removal of social defects Drawing attention to the necessity

of the removal of purdah and similar disabilities he pleaded for the fusion of the

subsections of his community by mamage as a satisfactory method for the estab-

lishment of a larger unit, the merging of such units in their turn leading ulumately

to the development of a United India Apparently here Dr Sinha was thmking

on lines similar to those of Jawaharlal who in his Aatohhgra/ihy has thrown out

the suggestion of the biological soluBon of communalism

One particular aspect of Dr Sinha’s zeal as a social reformer in the matter of

raising the status of Indian women is found in the emphasis he has laid on their

education In the Presidential address delivered by him at the Delhi All India

Kayastha Conference, he drew the attention of his hearers to the imperative

necessity of the physical and intellectual emanapation of our women Referring

tp the same theme m his Convocation address at the Nagpur University in Decern

ber, 1937 he stressed the importance of educatmg our women on account of the

very important part they must play in giving a definite shape to our home life.

V
Dr Sinha’s interest in fee sphere of 'education is not however, confined to

merely pointing out its necessity for women only Recognising its importance m
developing India s economic and political possibilities he has devoted himself to

Its popularisation in his own provmce in all its stages—primary, secondary colie

giate and post-graduaie. When he Was elected President of fee Conference of

fee Secondary School Teacheft Conference, Bihar in Febniary 1941 he while

dealing wife fee problems of secondary education in his own province and pant

mg Out the disabilities firom which it suffered did na fail to refer to the wider

aspects of education His mterest m education and fee value rf the suggestions

he had to offer on its problems found recogruBon when he was requested to

deliver fee ConvocaBon address Of fee Lucknow University m 1935
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This address is remarkable for the frankness with which Dr. Sinha gave

expression to his views on a matter, the Act of 1935, which at that time was

exercising the mind of the Indian public greatly. After showing that English

education had been the most important factor in giving rise to the Indian demand

for political freedom, he stated that it was wisdom to combine enthusiasm and

idealism with realism in its pursuit, he regretted the ignoring of the views of even

Indian Moderates like H. H. the Aga Khan and Sir Tei Bahadur Sapru when the

Government of India Act, 1935, was passed, condemning, like the genuine nation-

alist that he is,
" the manifold multitudinous and complete " safeguards vested

under it in the Governor-General and the Provincial Governors. At the same

time, he did not fail to point out that, in his view, it was desirable that Indians

should work in such a way as to enlarge their powers.

Referring to the greatest weakness in our public life, communalism, Dr. Sinha

drew the pointed attention of his hearers to the responsibility of the British admi-

nistration for its recognition in legislative measures and showed what educated

men and women could do for its removal. The concluding portion of this

address is an eloquent exhortation to the alumni, new and old, to utilise

the education they had received for the benefit of our motherland, a duty

as important in his eyes as the earning of a living or the acquiring of a

competence.

VI

The Bihar Government, recognising his interest in education and desirous of

utilising his abilities for the spread of higher education in that province, appointed

Dr. Sinha Vice-Chancellor of the Patna University in 1936. So great was the

progress made under his leadership that he was re-appointed in 1939 and again in

1941 and 1943. The encouragement give^i by him to higher education has led to the

foundation of several new colleges in various towns while a noteworthy departure

is the establishment of research scholarships in this centre of learning. It now

remains for him to convert th® Patna University from an examining to a teaching

body with an adequate and qualified staff of teachers directing their students and

engaging themselves in research worit. *

The authorities of the Allahabad University showed their appreciation of the

valuable services rendered by Dr. Sinha to the cause of education as well as his

services as a public man by conferring the honorary degree of Doctor of Litera-

ture on him in 1937. This synchronised with,an invitation to address the Con-

vocation of the Nagpur University the same yeir.
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This address is worth reading, as here Dr Sinha proved the fallacy of the

popularly held opinion that the extension of technological studies or the replace-

ment of University by technical education would solve the unemployment problem

The glowing uibute he paid to University education and his reasons for doing so

would warm the heart of any University man The peroration in which he asked

the new graduates to see visions and to dream dreams" as regards the future

honourable position of India in the comity of nations is remarkable for us idealism

and the powerful appeal it must have made to his heaidrs, young and old

VII

Journalism attracted Dr Sinha from almost the beginning of his career He
founded the Kayastha Samachar’ about 1899 when he was practising at

Allahabad The name of the penodical was changed to "Hindustan Review

in 1903 He has been editing this journal continuously upto the present, except

for an interval of five years when he was a member of the Executive Council of

the Governor of Bihar and Onssa

Dunng the last 45 years this very ably conducted English monthly has pro-

vided a forum for the expression of all shades of opinion, political economic

social and philosophical and continues to find a large arole of readers m and

outside India. Probably the best tribute paid to the services rendered by the

Hindustan Keview was that from the (Wi of the late Mr W T Stead who

in his Review of Reviews said

The Hlnitalan Reviev is of special value as lifting the brain cap of India

and lettmg us see the thoughts that are moving in her educated mind
’

This labour of love has not only made heavy and continuous calls on the

time and energy of a very busy and hard working man but has also made Dr

Sinha responsible for large financial obligations for the maintenance of this

penodicaL The Amnta Bazar Patnka of Calcutta was refernng to this fact

when It said in an editonal

‘ Mr Sachohidananda Sinha is a lawyer by profession and training, but a

journalist by conviction and sympathies The law has given him^ a fortune, while

journalism has made him a prodigal certainly journalism is Mr Sinha s hobby

nor has it been a trade with him yielding the producer s surplus
’

That Dr Sinha has won recognition as a journalist is proved by the fopt that at

the first International Press Confetroce oiganised by the League of Nations m 1927
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he was invited to represent the newspapers of India. We also find that he was

invited by the profession to open the Press Exhibition at Allahabad in 1935, where

the thought-provoking address he delivered showed how deep is his insight into

those problems which specially pertain to Indian journalism. Still another proof of

the esteem in which he is held by Indian journalists is afforded by the invitation

extended to him in 1940 by the working journalists of his province to address them

on the legal and other disabilities of journalism in India and the ideals which

should guide them in their daily work.

VIII

As editor of the "Hindustan Review/' Dr Sinha supplies regularly a

thoughtful survey of the month which most of its readers regard as one of its most

valuable features. From time to time he also contributes signed articles, some of

which appear in his collected speeches and writings.

These cover a variety of subjects proving the diversity of his interests. For

instance, an appreciation of Sir George Grierson, well known as an authority on

linguistics, stands cheek by jowl with an article on “Dogmatism and Sufism in

Islam.” An appreciation of Sir Mirza Ismail, the successful administrator of

Mysore, followed by a thoughtful and illuminating review of Dr Ambedkar’s book

on Pakistan, in which, basing his conclusions on the facts and figures supplied by

the author. Dr. Sinha shows the insuperable difficulties which stand in the way of

implernenting it.

Another noteworthy set of contributions are concerned with reviews of books on
India from the pen of such Englishmen as are opposed to the conceding of larger

political powers to Indians, an attitude greatly resented by Dr. Sinha Attention may
be called to the criticisms, strong and yet in perfect good taste, of books like AI

CarthilPs host Dominion and Garden"^ of Adonb, and of Sir Michael O'Dwyer’s

Memoirs—books which are not ordinarily studied by the younger race as they

deserve to be. The nationalism of the true Indian, however, is still more clearly

manifested in his articles “The Alleged British Conquest of India" and “King

Edward VII and India,” in which he has displayed not only intimate knowledge

and grasp of historical facts but also* resentment with the position taken by Lord

Curzon and King Edward VII that Indians are not fit to occupy responsible

positions.

It would, however, he a mistake to suppose that Dr Sinha is incapable of

gliding easily from “grave to gay,” for many of his signed articles in the
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‘Hindustan Review’ are humorous in character as for instance his survey, in

prose and verse, of the Sapru Samuel Hoare controversy which appeared m 193Z

IX

This brings us to the question of the kindly and yet telling humour of which

Dr Sinha is a perfect master The cunous thing is that those who come in con-

tact with him casually would not dream that he possesses this rare gift of poking

good natured fun at all Including himself This faculty of laughing at himself is

shown in a very humorous contnbution from he pen entitled ‘ The Woes of the

Impenal Coundlors, which appeared in the "Leader of Allahabad in 1910

Equally witty and telling was the speech Dr Sinha delivered m the Bihar and

Onssa Legislative Council m September 1934 while supporting a motion for the

appointment of a Committee to examine the exase policy of the Government,

thus proving the spontaniety of his humour That advanang age has not dned

up this rare gift is shown by the address on Bulls and Blunders he delivered at

the Bihar Youngmen s Institute, Patna m 1940

All this has been said merely to prove that Dr Sinha continues to retain a

young and cheerful heart m a body no longer young Many of his friends feel

that the physical health, the intellectual alertness and the capaaty for continuous

hard work which characterise him are due not only to the regular life he has

been leading but also to this attitude of his towards life.

X

No reference will be made in the present article to the services rendered by

Dr Sachchidananda Sinha to the cause of Indian nationalism which are so varied

and so valuable as to need a separate treatment. The only thing which should

be observed in that connection is that, whether as a Congressman or since 1920

as a constitutionalist, he has always stoocf for the enlargement of India’s political

nghts and that in doing so he has never departed from or compromised with the

ideals which have always guided his activities as a pubbo man

The collected vmtmgs and speechey of Dr Sinha taken as a whole deal with

such a large and interesting vanety of subjects and are illustrated with such a

wealth of facts gathered from sources not generally known to • ordinary readers,

and his arguments are strengthened by so many apt quotations from recognised

authonbes, that the contents of this volume are bound to appeal Jo readers of all

tastes and opinions It is also correct to state that few among the public men of

India can claim to have paibctpated n so many types of public work and to have
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thrown so much light on our problems. This volume should, therefore, appeal

equally to the Indian and to the non.-Indian, desirous of acquainting himself with

the attitude of the educated among us to such questions as have come up for dis-

cussion for the last three decades.

Sir C Y. Chintamani, in his Indian Politics Since the Mutin^j was perhaps one

of the first to refer to the present-day tendency to either ignore or belittle the

valuable services in various directions rendered to India by the elder race of

Indian public men. It is also undeniable that, carried away by their immediate

preoccupations, Indians belonging to this nil admirari category are only too apt to

overlook the difficulties they had to surmount, difficulties inherent in the small

measure of political power we enjoyed formerly, as well as indifference of the

Indian public to our social, economic and political problems. When we remem-

ber the work of these men, we are compelled to regard their detractors as pigmies

compared with the giants whom they criticise so foolishly and so glibly.

Most of these men have passed away, so that today one may count them on

one’s fingers. Among the survivors we have today Messrs. Srinivasa Sastri, Sapru,

Natesan and Malaviyaji and last, but not least, Dr. Sinha, the Grand Old Man
, of Bihar. Those of us who are younger than this noble band of unselfish Indian

patriots but older than the present race of workers in the national cause and who
are more familiar with the extent and value of the work they did, cannot but look

with trepidation on their disappearance from the public life of India. Let us

all hope and pray that they may be spared long to carry on their activities and to

establish a tradition of devoted work from which there will be no departure now
and hereafter.

XI

Dr. Sinha is one of the few survivors ’of the old race of Indian politicians who

have served our country in various directions and various capacities.

Dr. Sinha has told us that when he was only seventeen, he attended the

fourth session of the Congress held at Allahabad in 1893. He was associated with

the Congress for nearly thirty years oin various capacities. It was as a Congress-

man of the old school that he supported resolutions for the separation of judicial

and executive functions in the Lucknow Congress of 1899 and the Lahore

Congress of 1900. Elected twice to the Imperial Legislative Council, he pleaded

for reduction in the military expenditure in 1910, followed it up next year by the

request for an equitable adjustment between Britain and India of the expenditure
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involved in maintaining the Bntish section of the Indian Army and, in 1912 urged

the throwing open of the commissioned ranks in the army to Indians now an

accomplished fact under the stress of the present war

As Secretary of the Patna session of the Congress m 1912, Dr Sinha displayed

unusual powers of organisation Elected President of the Provincial Congress in

1912 Dr Sinha delivered a noteworthy speech in which he discussed the minimum

poliuoal reforms likely to satisfy Indians the policy of repression adopted by the

administration and the steps which in his opinion should be taken to meet it

After a searching cntiasm of the bureaucracy he made it absolutely clear that

the goal was Home Rule for India and method for its attainment constitutional

agitation which, in his view was a more practical method than passive resistance.

As a Congressman, Dr Sinha opposed the Seditious Meetings Bill in the

Imperial Legislative Counal m 1910 and 1911 in well-reasoned speeches and the

Punjab Indemnity Bill m September 1919 under which offiaals who had dealt

with the Punjab disorders were to enjoy immunity In the course of the speeches

delivered on the last of these occasions he pointed out that the passing of the Bill

widi the help of the Government bloc was not calculated ‘ to convince the people

that the action of the Government was nght sfieaaJly as under one of its

clauses the ordinary aile of evidence would be completely reversed He referred

in very strong terms to the humiliations imposed on Indians and enquired whether

It was nght for Government to pass legislation which would allow those guilty of

objectionable conduct to escape the consequences of their acts

The same passion for the preservation of liberty was displayed once agam long

after he had ceased to be officially connected with the Congress in 1933 when

he led the opposition in the Bihar and Onssa Legislative Council against the Pubbe

Safety Bill which sought to curtail the legi/imate bberties of Bntish Indian subjects.

Reference has been made to these facts to show that whether as a Congressman

or as a constitutionalist. Dr Sinha has always been consistent in maintaining a

high and a courageous standard in his public utterances

Xll

TTiough Dr Sinha s active pamajjation with the Congress ended with the

non-co-operaaon movement he did not cease to sympathise with it. With the

adoption of responsive co.<iperati6n. Congressmen fought the elections in 1926

and captured a large number of seats all over India At a banquet given by him

after the general election of 1926 he referred to the 45 out of a total of 75 seats
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captured by the Swarajists in the Bihar and Orissa Provincial Council and explain-

ed It as being "^due to the fact that the Indian National Congress has a very strong

hold upon the mass of the people in Bihar and Orissa'', fortifying his opinion by a

quotation from a book written by the English President, of the Imperial Legislative

Assembly.

Here Dr. Sinha felt no hesitation in referring to ''the strenuous—I had said

sinister—systematic and organised effort made by some very influential classes, of

whom some are legally precluded from taking an active part in elections, to keep

out of the (Provincial) Legislative Council the representatives of the educated

community". Probably readers, like the hearers of Dr. Sinha, will experience no

difficulty in identifying the people who made an unsuccessful effort at rigging

the election.

Many of us have found fault with those nationalists who, like Dr. Sinha,

found it difficult to remain inside the Congress after its official adoption of non-co-

operation. In reply, it may be said that politicians and publicmen cannot, if they

are conscientious and practical, be always expected to be consistent in the

strictest sense of the term. If there is an honest difference of opinion, the

dissentients may remain inside a political organisation and try to convert the

majority to their way of thinking. This may be looked for only where the diff-

erences are on minor points. If, however, they are fundamental in nature, the

dissentients have to walk out. If they do so, they can do only one of two things.

They can either retire altogether from politics or, in association with like-minded

people, continue to participate in the political work of the country in such ways

as seem proper in their eyes. The Liberals and constitutionalists, among whom
one would class Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha, chose the latter alternative.

•

Reviewing Sir C Y. Chintamani’s Indian Politics Since the Mutiny, published

in 1937, Dr. Sinha replying to the authors argument that the history of the world

does not supply a single instance where direct action such as non-co-operation

or civil disobedience has given liberty to a subject nation, referred to Mahatma

Gandhi's contention that constitutional agitation also has failed equally in the

achievement of freedom. Dr. Sinha held that wisdom lies in allowing each party to

adopt the technique, in which it believes, without condemning the methods of

others, the more so because the aim of all is the same.

XIII

As a member of the ^ Executive Council, Dr. Sinha appended a minute dated ,

the 1 8th July, 1924, to the despatch of the Governor-in*CounciI of Bihar and
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Onssa in response to the India Government s letter aslcing for the opinions of the

various Provinaal Governments on the working of the Montagu-Chelmsford

Reforms from 1921 to 1923 Here he differed from his non Indian colleagues thus

demonstrating the independence of his character He also proved that he

attached greater importance to the interests of his country than to the retention of

offiaal favour by refusing to fall in with their views.

In this minute he observed "India has started on the road to responsible

government there is no half way house in the Provinaal Government between

the old system now superseded and foil provinaal autonomy, i e^ a constitu

Bonal Governor and a responsible Ministry

The paper read by Dr Sinha before the East India Assoaation, London on

the 3rd Oaober, 1927 vvas certamly the best indictment of Dyarchy presented

before a predominandy Bntish audience being a very frank exposition of its mher

ent defects based on his inside knowledge as one closely associated as an official

with Its working m the province of Bihar and Onssa.

The appointment of the Simon Commission called forth a statement from

Or Sinha in November, 1927, in which after explaining how the presence of the

Bnosh acted as a wholesome and benefiaal imtant to the growth of Indian

Nationalism he pointed out the extremely limited influence the Indian Commitees

of the Central and Provinaal legislatures assoaated with the Commission would

have in shapmg its views He objected to the procedure adopted because ‘ the

view underlying the appointment of the exclusive Bntish Commission is that the

question of the political progress of India is one to be determined by the Bntish

Parliament and the Bntish Parliament alone, and m which therefore, India cannot

expea to have lot or part

Dr Sinha concluded that in the araimstances the only proper and digni

fled course open before a self respecting people can be to have nothing to do

(at any stage or in any form) with the Commission, precisely m the same way as

the Bntish Government has chosen to treat us by our complete exclusion from a

body appointed to daermine the future polmcal destmy of our country

Here we find how with alLhis love for constitutionalism. Dr Sinha no believer

m direa armon was goaded mto advising his countrymen* to adopt nonxx>

operation or at least a variant of it

XIV

The plea of joint electoral issued through the- press by Dr Smha on the
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publication of the Communal Award given by Ramsay Macdonald, the opposition

he offered to the proposal of a Second Chamber in Bihar and Orissa in January,

1933, his constructive suggestions on the proposals of the White Paper in March,

1933, his memorandum submitted to the Joint Parliamentary Committee, London,

in June, 1933, and the speech he delivered when opposing the Joint Parliamen-

tary Committee's Report in the Bihar and Orissa Council in January, 1934, show

that Dr. Sinha was unable to reconcile himself to any measure which promised any-

thing less than complete autonomy to India. It was in the course of this speech

that, after criticising the numerous safeguards and quoting a statement of Lord

Salisbury condemning them, he observed

" You say it is self-government ; I say it is ludicrous ; it is self-government

with a strait waist-coat. Self Government with safeguards is a meaningless term

As a young man I learnt from Tennyson that in the British Empire freedom

broadens down from precedent to precedent. But as an old man I have lived to

learn that in India, at any rate, freedom narrows down from safeguard to safe-

guard.
"

XV

The dissatisfaction which Dr. Sinha, as an Indian politician, felt with the

provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935, found expression in the Convo-

cation Address he delivered at Lucknow on the 30th November, 1935, in the

course of which he observed :

"The Conservative majority in the Parliament may have acted to the best of

their judgement in framing the new constiturion for India, but if in doing so they

have not kept in view the essential condition of a successful constitution as

emphasised by General Smuts—that 'of securing for the scheme devised the free

consent of the governed ’ —then, 1 fedr, it may be but another case of their

having sown the wind to reap the whirlwind."

The old Congressman, not to speak of the practical politician, was clearly,

cliscernible when, continuing, he said ; ,

"Nor can wider political rights be bestowed upon one nation by another by

way of a largesse*or a bukhshish , for they can be secured only by contesting

every inch of the ground with those in power."

After a two months* holiday at the Simla Hills in the course of which he

acquainted himself with the policy of the Central Government in the matter or
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IndianuBtion of the Services he issued a statement m July, 1937, supported by

irrefutable facts and figures fhem which he drew the conclusion that the repeated

assurances given by the-BoUsb Government as regards the increasing association -of

Indians in the higher branches of the admimstratjon were not always sincere

The Home Member had said that ' there is no use in being impatent. Under
these arcumstancas Dr Sinha felt that Indians had the nght to assume lack of

sincenty on the part of the British Government when it persisted in importmg

foreigners for filling these posts specially in the presence of a sufficient number cf

qualified Indians Obviously, Dr Sinha was giving expression here to views held

very widely by Indians

Like all Indian nationalists Dr Smha is unable to bear with patience the

supenonty affected by the Bntish offkaal and in that connection observes

TTie assumption that these district officers and their supenors were ideal men

—

gods on earth as it were— is ei\urely wrong They were but human beings, some

venal some crack headed some well intentioned some good some bad and

some indifferent and many of them if not all, of the earth earthy Their assump-

non of supenonty was insufferable, and the old system is as well abolished

The nationalism of Dr Sinha has however found expression m its most intel

ligent form in fiis reviews of Al Carthdl’s Ltat Dombikm and Sir Michael

O’Dwyer's remmiscences published under the title of InJta As / Knew IL”

After enumerating all the matenal benefits which have come to India on

account of the Bnnsh connection, incidentally pomnng out that these were not

one-sided as is often indirectly implied Dr Sinha says jhat perpetual subjection

even to a well intenOoned and effiaent bureaucracy is too high a pnee to pay for

all these advantages.'
^

Thus will India continue a Bntish dependency with fields watered by canals

constructed and managed by the Bnush with a flourishing trade controlled

and exploited by the Bntish, with impartial courts and tribunals but presided over

by the Bntnh with secure frontiers wtell guarded by British soldiers and Indian

sepoys (of course) under BotisH officers and Bnush Governors with education

organized and run by Bnush educationists, agnculture by Bnush agncultunsts,

m^ical relief by Bntish doctors and so on and so forth, all done by the BnUsh

for the Indian nil the crack of doom

Refemng to the implicauons off this state of affairs he observes
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"What IS the price you expect us to pay for what you have done for us ? Is it

eternal submission to, and prepetual dependence on you ? Your own teaching is

against this doctrine, and you cannot expect us to say :
" Thank you for what

you have done, and please carry on as before*. All the dangers you point out

in the way of a free India may be true, though we believe they are grossly

exaggerated We are determined to learn by our mistakes, by our failures, and

by our sufferings... All will suffer, but then ultimately they will come out of the

struggle for freedom purer and stronger, as gold passed in the crucible through

the fire.’'

The two most important arguments which have been urged by the British

administration for its refusal to grant self-government to India viz., India's inability

to defend herself agafnst aggression and her communal differences have been

answered very ably by Dr. Sinha.

Referring to the former he points out, in no uncertain language, that India

has been prevented from taking such steps as are calculated to fit her for this

purpose, and in that connection he observes

"No Indians are allowed even today to enter the Artillery or the Air Force

and, till recently, none was taken as an officer in the Infantry and the Cavalry.

We are told we have no military traditions, no power of leadership, no organi-

sing ability, and Heaven knows what besides. But are we never to develop these

qualities, or is it that we are endowed with a double dose of original sin require

ing us to remain till the crack of doom but the slaves of an alien bureaucracy ?"

Dr. Sinha’s pronouncement of the political difficulties arising out of our

communal differences is ecfually logical. Contending that they are neither insupe-

rable nor insurmountable, he proves the unreasonableness of their implication as

understood by the British when he says ^ "It would be far better to scrap even the

Montford Reforms, and revert to the old system, in which the ' paternal' District

Officer, ruled his district, treating the people like so many naughty children to be

given cane and jam alternately."
* >

Dr. Sinha’s position is that if Indians have defects peculiar to them, such as

selfishness, superstition, religious fanaticism, so have the people of other countries

including even Britain and if their presence in the case of the latter is no bar to

the enjoyment of political and economic freedom, these should not prevent us

from the enjoyment of the same privileges in our motherland While recognising

our shortcomings, we will not allow ourse^es to be deterred from pressing
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onwards towards our goa]^ we will overcome these obstacles which stand in the

way and shall surely evolve stable governments on democratic lines in the long

run

It IS not suronsing to find that Dr Sinha, a disaple of Gohhale and believer

in constitutional agitation as the most satisfactory technique for the realisation of

India s political aspirations has been disappointed again and again by the unsynv

pathetic attitude of the Bntish administranon to the extent that after quoting Prof

Lowell s well known maxim that the foundabon of Government u faith not

reason he found himself compelled to observe that nghtly or wronglyi India

has lost ftuth in the Bnash Government which is always pointing out the foolish

ness of getting impatient at the slow rate of our political advancement. In that

cxxinection he repeats what is felt by many men of his way of thinking even

today when their last efforts to end the present political deadlock are being

ffustrat«xl by the obstmacy of the Bntish Government, its agents and nominees

1 wish that the Government of India realised the consequences of their unwise

and unaist policy It is not for nothing that extremism has entered through the

mam door while moderation is being dnven out through the wmdow



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA : A PERSONAL IMPRESSION

By

Mr. K. G. SAraDAiN
i.

I

% pT seems something of a presumption for me to write an appreciation of Dr.

^
Sachchidananda Sinha, as I cannot claim the privilege of a long acquaintance^ with him. He is senior to me by two generations and his name had been

public property as far back as my memory can serve me. There is, however,
one advantage that I can claim. While friends and acquaintances of long standing
have the temptation and privilege to be either unduly critical or unduly flattering,

any one in a position like mine is likely to take a more detached and balanced
view

.
1 do not, however, propose to take any 'View’', as that somewhat pretentious

historical function is sure to be taken by many others more qualified to do so. I

shall confine myself to giving a brief impression of Dr. Sinha as he has
struck me—namely, as a man of great culture and of arresting personality.

1 first came into contact with Dr. Sinha a few years ago as a member of the
Bihar Educational Re-organisation Committee and of the Bihar Hindustani Com^
mittee He was a distinguished member of both the Committees and, whoever
might be the de jure Chairman, he was always the de facto Chairmap, guiding the
deliberations with his mature judgment, his wide experience *of men and affairs and
his good-humoured and disarmingly courteous way of brow-beating opposition.

Both the Committees were composed of rather heterogenous elements and some
of the members had a certain weakness for raising fundamental issues which, to tell

the truth, had’ been settled as ,far back as the days of Plato and Aristotle. We
had limited time at our disposal *; some of us had other work to go back to and
th<i discussion of fundamentals is ap> to be rather contemptuous of
time ' So an effective way out of the difficulty that suggested itself to us was to go
over to Dr. Sinha's*house and discuss the Agenda with him informally, eliciting his

point of view and giving him our own. This done, the rest was plain sailing. Dr.
Sinha would take up the cudgels on behalf of the agreed point of view and the
work woul^ proceed merrily on, inspite of certain colleagues whom I may call the

‘'fundamentalists”.
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Another point that has impressed me about Dr Stnha is the breadth of his

cultural and intellectual interests The aad test of culture, I think js a freedom

from all kinds of narrowness which, in its essence implies a preference for the

small and the trivial over what is big and significant Dr Sinha has been brought

up m a cultural tradition which has borrowed large-heartedly from the vanous cul-

tural streams that have ennched Indian life—the Hindu the Muslim and the

Western and unlike many of his distinguished but really unfortunate contempora

nes he has not tned to ' liberate' himself from these wider influences. He has a

progressive ’ and forward’ outlook he is not a revivalist who would reject

the gifts of later history and hearken back to a distant past as the only source of

his inspuauon and the only centre of his loyalty That is why for example he has

a due and lively appreciation of the valuable contnTiutions made by

Urdu and Persian literatures and he joins issue with those who seek to punfy
’

the Hindustani language of Arabic and Persian words "because they are of foreign

ongin’’ Culturally that policy and outlook would be suiadal, because the enrich

ment of a language is possible, not through a purge which makes it anaemic but

by welcoming generously all the words that would harmonise with the genius of

the language. Simflarly he is up in arms against those who would as a retaliatoiy

measure against the Sanskndc revivalists, introduce unfamiliar and unnecessary

Persian and Arabic words in their speech and wntmg without canng whether

they were suitable or generally understood

I have given this example of his attitude to the language problem just to mdi

cate the quality of his cultural outlook I think the same breadth and catholicity

charactenses his reactions to other problems Hu personal life too has the same

spaciousness—his house is palatial hu hospitality u most generous his private

library has more books on food and drinks alone than f have seen anywhere else 1

This IS an interesting sidelight On his character as in these days of rush and

huny, busy and well known public men are often unable to find time even to eat

their meals in peace, much less to study the art of good living in which— 1 under

stand—the question of food plays an important part But Dr Smha s conception

of the good life” is too comprehensive to despue like the ascetic—anything that

makes for the full enjoyment of life, whether on the intellectual the aesthetic, the

.practical or the gastronomical p^ane.

1 I have sometimes a hauntmg feeling that hu u a type U'hich the stress of

modem conditions and the growmg conflicts and tensions of life m India are

makmg scarce if not extinct. And that would indeed^ be a great piiy from the

cultural as well as the intellectual fxiint of view He u certainly one 'of the "last

of the great barons” '



SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA : A STUDY.

By

,
Mr. M. S. M. Sharma.

t
HAT ardent nationalist—Mazharul Haque, who had moved with him

intimately for well nigh half a century—KDnce told me that Sachchidananda'

X Sinha had at least half a dozen merits, each of which by itself was alone

sufficient to raise him to the pedestal of
'

greatness he had risen to. Sachchida-

nanda Sinha, the creator of Modern Bihar, is a journalist of outstanding merit,

a first-rate politician, a successful administrator, an elderly statesman, an eminent

advocate, a perfect host, and a number of other things. He is a pillar of Indian

journalism, but belongs to the older type of journalists who (like the late"

Mr. Spender of the "The Westminister Gazette") are convinced of the spiritual

and exalted mission of the editorial article, in preference to news, for moulding

public opinion. ‘

i V

Sachchidananda Sinha’s personality is writ large in every page of his great

monthly magazine which had long moulded the opinions and aspirations of Young

India It is, of course, true that not all the 'articles that appear in that excellent

Review are Sinha’s own; but his impress is visible in almost every one of them; for

unlike some other editors of magazines or reviews, Sinha is not content to let his

contributor choose his own subject. He has a definite mission, and his "Hindustan

Review” has a definite place, as an instrument for the expression of his cherished

ideals. Many of the public*men of India today owed their interest in a career of

public service to this excellent magazine. It must not be supposed, however,

that Sinha, because he has a strong personality, is intolerant of criticism', or closes

his journal’s columns against those who have an opposite view. Assuredly he

IS not an- intolerant person. If he advocates a cause, he takes good care to steer

clear of personal attacks and personal prejudices, thus making it impossible for the

opponent to give a convincing reply.
^ 1

And, true to is name, The Hindustan Review embraces all India in its scope

and survey. Its contributors are drawn from all provinces alike. Every conceive

able subject of paramount interest to the Indian community is discussed threadbare

by highly qjdalified writers in its columns. - The Review, moreover, reveals to us

Sinha m an essential light—as. a vivacious man, who manages to keep his listeners
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or readers interested, which is reflected in the pages of The Hindustan Review

'

also fXillness is never encouraged although it may be very learned If a parti-

cular essay is not going to interest the average reader, it is not worth publishmg

Unlike Lord Northcliffe, Sachchidananda Sinha is not afraid of popular frowns,

but (like that famous loumalist) he believes in giving the reader what the editor

thinks his reader ought to want. But the difference is essentially this Northcliffe s

services to Journalism were for things of the moment Sinha s on the other

hand, are intended to be more enduring One thing must be accepted

—

that no student of Indian affairs can afford to miss the files of The
Hindustan Review Sinha has not only guarded his Review from provinaalism,

but also saved from communalism "The Hinduslan Review is also a record of

the glorious attempts at unifying the tveo great communities For many a long

year, this Review had inspired many a partisan in this connection But Sinha s

contnbunon to the solution of the Hindu Muslim problem had been by no means

confined to The Hindustan Review He was the power behind several other

Journals and had inspired many classic pleas for communal uniiy in the land. Smha s

belief in the possibiliOes of Hindu Muslim unity are not mere theones With him

it B religious conviction, in connection with which I should like to relate an

anecdote to show his genuine desire to promote Hindu Muslim unity in the land

The All India Hindu Mahasabha Conference was held in Patna in Apnl,

1927 Dr B S Moon)e presided over the deliberations. LaJa Lajpat Rai was

present as a delegate. He was the guest of Sachchidananda Sinha. The presi

denoal address was to have been delivered at 1 o dock in the afternoon But

advance copies had been available to a section of the press and to the leaders of

the Hindu Mahasabha. Lajpat Rai had got one, and at lunch discussed or read

the address. A paragraph jarred on Sinha s ears He, therefore asked Lalaji

to read that portion once again Lalaji complied On heanng it, Sinha at once

shot forth "It IB all right for Dr Moorije to seek to protect Hindu interests- but

should he be needlessly offensive to the Musbms > No of course not* re-

plied Lalaji, "but the offence emanated from the other side This he said to

support Dr Moonje. Perhaps * retorted Sinha ‘ no noise was ever made

unless two hands dapfied One could never make noise however much he waved

It m the air That was a clincher So the ihatter was discussed for some minutes-

and it was ultimalely deaded to advise Dr Moonje to delete the" portions objected

to. Lalaji was put into a car, and despatched post haste to the ConferentSe

pandal The thing was done accordingly but it devolved upon me later to

retelegrkph to all the clients of the Assoaated Press of India to delete d?e portion

referred td above In the meanithile, 1 wanted to give the readers a scoop as to.
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how and why the passage had to be deleted. [, therefore, approached Sinha.

Of course, I had the interview asked for, but with the stipulation that it ought

not to see the light of day. You see, arglied Sinha, " the whole- purpose of

the interference will be lost, if you give out my coming into it.
*' The story

has a sequel. I repeated it a few days afterwards to my old friend and chief,

Mr. Mazharul Haque, who replied :
"1 expected nothing less from Sachita

( Mr. Haque always called him thus ). He has lived up to his great traditions,

and high reputation This little incident is illustrative rather than exhaustive of

Sachchidananda Sinha's sincere attempts to establish Hindu Muslim unity in the

country

111

Whatever his faults, Sachchidananda Sinha is not given to what many a

' public man even today believes to be the harmless oblivion of the respect due

to the members of the fourth state. While yet the votaries of the press in the

rest of India had to fight the inferiority complex forced upon them by beyond"

control circumstances, they of the United Provinces and Bihar had already built

up a status for themselves as early as the first decade of the present century. This

was mainly due to the fact that Sinha—one of the tallest amongst them-was never

afraid of owning in public that he himself was a journalist Although an eminent

advocate, and a first-class politician, he .takes pride in the fact that he is an editor

and a journalist.. His dealing with the less fortunate in the profession is not of

patronage 1 remember with pride even today how he introduced me to a

fellow-member of the Government of Bihar and Orissa. I was unemployed then,

but It did not stand in the way of Sinha’s introducing me to his Civilian colleague,

as a " fellow journalist of mine. This attitude corrected the obvious short-

sightedness of the Civilian eye He is almost the only man whose mission may be

said to be to give an opportunity to the uninitiated, and to train them to the pro-

fession of journalism. Nor is his self-irnposed task confined to Bihar. It is almost

a truism today that, whenever the editorship, or any other responsible position,

in any North Indian newspaper falls vacant, the employer invariably approaches

Sinha to choose or suggest a suitable person for the vacancy.

The quality and quantity of Sinha^s daily output are truly amazing. One often

wonders how he ^inds the time therefor, in the midst of his multifarious enagage-

ments. His writings rarely mislead the reader. He is never ambiguous. Even his

satire has always a human background. It is employed to build and not to destroy.

In more s^ses than one,’ Sinha is a genuine publicist. He is a lover of his craft;

he sees dignity in his work as a journalist. Although his personality is writ large
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in every page of his excellent Review, he hardly ever thinks of his Review as a

pulpit and of himself as the bearer of a message. Its pages or columns are devoted

not for dogmatisauon, but for the purpose of provoking thought and samulating

discussion It has been truly remarked that Sinha s dming table and his monthly

Review are but the expression of his inner soul Whoever said this has hit the

truth correctly But his dining table and his drawmg room are probably the

manufactones of " The Hindustan Review
, and can, therefore, be overlooked

for a bit of Bohemianism which one cannot fail to observe therein. Whether

by design or acadent these are the places where the raw matenals for the finished

product are examined put to use or rejected In the drawmg room, and at

the dinner table Sinha is a kind of sophist and journalist combined He is also a

man of great charm, and of winsome manners. His drawing room therefore

has been fiittingly desenbed as a centre of ideas and discussions. Young men

who frequent Sinha s ever hospitable dinner table invanably acquire a grace and

charm of manner Even the philosophically minded are struck with the grace

and naturalness of the unsuspected mission of Sinha’s lavish hospitality Nor are

his visitors drawn from any one particular section or exclusive class.

A high ofSaal dignitary and a clerk often rub shoulders under Sinha s

roof This carefully careless selection of guests has effectively cured the aijerage

Bihan of any infenonty complex that he may suffer from m his youth If Sinha’s

drawing room has been a school for urbanity and good manners, it has also

proved to be a school for naturalness. The greatest jxoof of Sachchidananda

Sinha s attraction lies in the multitude of his distmguished friends who include

all or very nearly all, those eminent m the country ’m literature m society

m business or politics who happen to visit Pama.

IV

Sinha IS a bnlliant man of many parts He is never sectarian In his case

certainly, ‘ talent has been cultivated assiduously and there is an odd contrast

between the passionate enthusiasm of the man and the ngid disapline of the

artist. Sinha anecdotes agree that he is one jourrialist who can command sleep

without much wooing That is at once a great tnbute to his disposition, and his

sense of humour His humour sometimes Bohemian has never been satumme. In

Seed Sinha IS almost the only person of my acquaintance, oPwhom it may be

said that the world has conspired 'to speak always a good word and in praise That

may be due to the fact that his kindness and his geniality, which are always pro-

nounced and never vague, are ever free from snobbishness And s^ Sachchi

dananda Sinha is the one connecting link to-day between four generations of our
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public life. 1 have often told him that he owes it to his country; if not to himself,

that he must write a book of his reminiscences Such a book will be bound to

throw a good deal of light on many a dark corner of Indian history of recent

times. If he gives us an autobiography, it is sure to be free from bitterness.

Having never been guilty of personal ambition at the cost of the country, he is

sure to give us a connected link without prejudice or favour. He is known for

his study of contemporary politics in a scientific spfrit, and a reasonable temper.

Despite his age, he is not yet too old to undertake the task. I hope that he

will add to his services to the country and the profession by writing 'his autobio-

graphy which is long overdue, and which is bound to be equally interesting and

instructive. ^
^

Sinha’s work has been thus of an enduring character. Hundreds, if not

thousands, all over India have blessed him for his helping struggling journalists in
»

times of need. His contribution to journalism, and to the country's cause, is truly

an enduring work, such as Daniel Webster referred to, when he said on a memor-

able occasion : "If we work upon marble, it will perish; if we work upon brass,

time will efface it; if we rear temples, they will crumble into dust ; but if we work

upon immortal minds, if we imbue them with the principle of love of our fellow-

men, we engrave on these tablets something that will brighten to all eternity.

These memorable words are appropriate to the work of Sachchidananda

Sinha, who is an institution by himself. He compels you, by his magnificent,

natural and incorrigible generosity and hospitality, to fall in love with him, often

despite yourself. For, almost the first thing which Sinha does, as soon as one gets

into touch with,him, is to discover how far, and in what ways, he can be helpful

to the visitor. Even if you were such a prude as would not apply to him for help,

even then you could not possibly be free from his welcome attentions, because

Sinha would not rest until he had helped someone or other in some way. Nor

is he patronising about it. Far from resenting his interference with your affairs,

you actually feel grateful to him

. V

’=AA/ithout meaning any disrespect, 1 would call Sachchidananda Sinha a vampire,

for like the honey in the lotus which “ attracts busy bees from all over, he manages

to attract decent crowds of the best men around himself. One wonders how he

manages it. I remember, as if it were yesterday, what Dr. Ansari said of him, in

1934. If was on the occasion of the All India Congress Commitee meeting which,

at Gandhi^s instance, suspended Civi^ Disobedience in favour of a parliamentary

programme. Quite a large number of people^ were staying as Sachchidananda
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Sinha's guests and included Dr M A Ansan, Dr Bidhan Chandra Rdy Mr
Satyamura, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu Mr & Mrs Asaf All and Mr S A Brelvi, not to

speak of Tulasi Goswaini and quite a good conangent from Bengal 1 fancy there

must have been at least forty to fifty guests besides an equal number who enjoyed

his hospitality every day But this was nothing compared to the weekly feasts In

Sinha s house in the unforgettable days of non-cooperatton All those who were

worth knowing in Bihar could be found in his hosjaitable house at Pattia

Congressmen! non-Congressmen moderates, mdifferents and even reacttonanes

—

all those found a haven of refuge at Sinha s and he a member of the Executive

Council of the Governor of Bihar and Onssa the first Indian Rnance Member,

also the Member in charge of the portfolio of Jails J

Sachchidananda Sinha, I presume is about the only man in our public life who
can boast of having filled with distinction and success the exalted position of an

Executive Counqilor in a provinaal Government and yet escaped the enviable

‘ Honours ’ list. Excepting for the honorary doctorate, conferred on him in

1937 by the AJlahabad University he conunues to be without any of those

prefixes and suffixes usually associated with Executive Counallors on the retired

list Simdarly, his nearly nine years highly successful administration of the Patna

University did not bnng him any offiaal recognition An English gentleman,

who did not quite like Sinha s advanced poliacs but had great respect for him,

once told me the secret of Sinha not being knighted 1 was discussing Sinha

with the gentleman because he happened to be at that time Secretary to Govern

ment in the Finance Department of vfhich Sinha was the head He told me.

The truth is, if you must have it, that Sinha would not act as the cat s^w
for us. We knew his immense populanty, and naturally we expected him to

give us some information about political affairs Bui Sinha would not even

humour us ” No wonder then that Sachchidananda Sinha is content to be

what he is.

Without neccssanly violating the ngorous provisions of the Official Secrets

Act, one may yet usefully narrate an anecdote or two to illustrate Sachchidananda

Smha s robust patnotism, even when he was a limb of Government of the

Government of Bihar and Onssa. Sinha resisted successfully according sanction

to the prosecution of Mazharul Haque, at the instance of Golonel~the them

Inspector General of Prisons, in Bihar The Colonel would have undoubtedly

succeeded m launching a prosecution had not Sinha withheld sanction on

unassailable, legal grounds, to prosecute Haque Sinhfi mumphed tp the end

but It was not without courting ijipopulanty with his official colleagues VVhar
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Civilian bureaucrats failed to realise was that Sinha was himself a public man of

no mean order, and was not likely to agree to the muzzling of the press, or the

prosecution of public workers, except on valid legal grounds. And so ended this

sensational episode which shook the political world in Bihar in the days of the

' first non-co-operation movement.



A FEW SNAPSHOTS OF DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA

Bt

K. lawAUA Durr

^ HAVE a grave doubt if Dr Sachchidananda Sinha will really be pleased to

be the recipient of this Gjmmemoration Volume, it would be more correct to

T say that I have no doubt in my mind about his unfavourable reactwn to our

well meant token— for it is an unpardonable reminder that he has after all

become old. His whole life is one long and sustained revolt against the stupid

tendency of growing old—especially, growing oldish If Dr Sinha is out to defy

the law of Nature and fight the very idea of aging—and all that it unfortunately

means—this Volume gives him away and reveals what he so zealously guards as

a secret not out of any defeatist mentality but because of the indomitable spint

diat makes him feel young The veteran Dr Johnson insisted that he was a

young fellow , Holmes maintamed he was 'eighty three years young Dr Sinha

belongs to the same heroic breed. If Dr Smha has fsassed sevtntyTbur without

recognising the mischief of time he has retained the generous vision of youth,

without getting tired of his benevolent outlook on life. He is a forgivmg man

—

and he will not mind the impertinence of well meaning friends who have ventured

to pay him the obeisance that the venerableness of age demands as a nght or

commands with grace. He has never denied them indulgence and will be too

good to deny them the privilege of offenng him in however small a measure the

token of their love, admiration esteem and gratitude—Tove for his qualities admi

ration for his gifts esteem for hts personality and gratitude for his services

« * • • •

I should be sorry for the young journalist who has not known Dr Sinha, and

somer for the young journalist who has not attracted his notice for the very simple

reason that Dr Sinha has done in life ijotfung more enthusiastically than discoier-

mg and fostering talent, and rushing to the rescue of journalists thrown out of

harness, or flung mto cold streets. Nobody has treated journalists with greater

concern Whatever else he was of was not, he has been a journalist par excellence

(though he has been unlike journalists in other respects) in penodical journalism

which owes much to him and as the founder of the Hbuialan Retieep^ which is

Its 46th year of pubiK&tion and also of the Indian People which wasnow in
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later incorporated in the Leader, and gave ChintamanL his first foothold in the

North.

* ^

Dr. Sinha is a lawyer by profession and completed in January, 1943, half a

century of call to the Barj nevertheless his heart had been in politics and journalism

—the two poles to the ladder of fame He belonged to the generation which

found legal eminence a profitable investment in politics; took his place among the

dignitaries of the Congress from its earlier years—when tail coats and top hats

dominated the scene—till 1920, when it came under Mahatma Gandhi's control.

The additional role of a publicist,* and the sovereign boon of affluence, reinforced

his rise in the larger arena of public life. Wherever he lived—at Allahabad or

Patna—his home at once became the ready rendezvous for the intellectuals. Till

the Montford era in politics he was an active Congressman ; since then he has

studiously kept aloof from the currents of party politics, and functioned as a

genuine Independent, owing allegiance to none and critical of all, though in the

friendliest spirit. He has kept pace, however, with new tendencies in thought

and action in various spheres of our public life. Decades have passed by, regis-

tering mighty changes in the Indian scene, but Dr< Sinha remains the same oJd

genial soul, a sympathetic, if a trifle detached, observer of life's pageant in the

country.

^

An extremely welhread man, the core of his thought and the style of speaking

and writing are perhaps mid-Victorian , but his delivery is cadenced, and his

diction mellifluous. In his speeches and writings there is solid thought—and a

plethora of apt and apposite quotations. He is at his best in select company and

in congenial atmosphere, where, by his fund of anecdotes and his natural wit, he

shakes laughter out of his hearers. His presence is an antidote to one s depression.

His talk is one continuous stream of good humour. The collection of his writings

and speeches (published in 1942, by Messrs Thacker, Spink & Co. of Calcutta)

contains a selection from his essays and addresses which take a high place in

humorous literature.
-..A

* # p * ^
* *

It is difficult t6 picture Dr. Sinha without his books which go on multiplying

exasperatingly, week by week. They cover every aspect of life, and constitute

a mighty arsenal of knowledge. As each book passes from his hand to the

magnificent library whicli is his princely gift to Patna, it bears the well thumbed

marks and multi-coloured markings of a voracious reader. Of all things in life.
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nothing IS more difficult than keeping ones books for, in the mattef of books

one s best friends are one s worst enemies It is one of Dr Sinha 5 wise mottoes

that he is a fool who lends a book, and a greater fool is he who returns it, nnd he

acts according to his convictions It Is the good fortune of Dr Sinha s many friends

that he does not limit his generosity to the food to the mind He reacts spon

taneously and profusely to men’s inherent weakness for palate A host in himself

as a host he is a class apart In the culinary firmament he is a lone star shinmg

resplendent all the day of the year and all the hours of the day

• » • • #

It IS a wonder how amidst all his multifanous activities Dr Smha manages to

cope with his volummous correspondence. For filing papers and disposing of

letters there are few men who could beat his record He has evolved a system of

his own and retained the habit of a life time which wellnigh exasperates hu* friends

His promptitude and thoroughness are truly shocking A wonderful man in

every way, Dr Sinha is one of the few surviving giants of an India that peases to

be—not long from now A friend of mine tells me often much to my own

comfort, that even fine wnting comes next to fine living Ah, that is the phrase I

fine living—that is Dr Sinha s greatest blessing as well as most inspinng example.

His residence, his papers, his books, his dinners his friends and his nototis talk

—

they have a fullness that one hardly comes across.

« * • • •

A journalist with no expenence of poverty, a poliucian with no elaoent of

bitterness a Vice-Chancellor with no salary a veteran publicman and publicist

with no tide, and a man with no enemies—Dr Smha is a rare fiersonagP- Both

by what he does and what he is he gwes us a pieep mto the Better Lancf vvhose

denizens are supposed to find life a blessing and not a burden and who shower

their blessmgs too on those around them in a prodigal spmt It is imjsossible not

to love this grand old man this consummate entertainer this king of good

company



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA AS I KNOW HIM

By

Mr. S. Haider Imam, M. L. A. (Central)

®T was in the year of grace 1914, more than three decades ago, when first

I had the privilege of meeting Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha. I had matri-

T culated then, and was about to take my admission in the Patna College. Mr.

Sinha, as he then was, happened to be a member of the Governing Body of that

institution. My father asked me to go to him to pay my, respects. Not knowing

that close and very intimate friendship existed between him and the members
of my family, I wrote a formal note requesting him to spare a few minutes to see

me. Immediately an affectionate rebuke came in reply to my letter intimating

that I should have addressed him as Uncle Sinha, and not as 'Dear Mr. Sinha.'

This incident will show what a great amount of regard he has even for those

who do not belong to his community.

Dr. Sinha, in those days, used to occupy the house facing the Patna maidan.

I was amazed at the huge collection of books in his library, and the large number,

of newspapers, magazines, and periodicals he was literally surroupded by. He
received me with extraordinary kindness and courtesy, and gave me some useful

advice. This happened to be my first impression of this great Bihari, who has

been worthily playing such an important role in the social and political life of

Bihar for now more than five decades.

In the field of journalism, Dr. Sinha undoubtedly occupies a unique place of

eminence, honour and distinction not 5nly in his own province but in the country

at large, as the founder^editor of "The Hindustan Review'* a monthly journal of

international fame, which has now existed under his editorship and control for

nearly half a century. Above all, Dr. Sinha has a keen sense of humour,

arid his writings abound in flashes of* subtle wit which are highly liked by his

innumerable readers. *

His public activities are so numerous, and of such varied nature and character

that they cannot be adequately described in the limited space at my disposal. It

will suffice to say that hardly anything of importance has taken place in Bihar

during the last four to five decades in which Dr* Sinha has not taken a prominent
i
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or conspicuous part. As an Executive Gjunallor of his province his regime

of benevolence and goodness to all classes of people irrespective of narrow

communal considerations, is sail remembered though he reared from office as far

back as 1926, after puUing m a full term

As the Vice^hancellor of the Patna University, it is admitted on all hands

that he has been a tremendous success so much so that His Excellency the

Chancellor persuaded him for the fourth time to bear the burden of the responsi

bility of his office. Ever smee he had been the head of the University he had

seen to it that the interests of all important secaons of fieople were properly

represented on the Senate which had naturally given saasfacOon to all concerned

The students not only looked up to him with respect as an elder statesman, but

treated him as their 'friend philosopher and guide" As a host, there are very few

who can surpass him. His table is most generously open to all His hospitality

has become proverbial Few that 1 know had entertained so lavishly and with

such largeJieartedness as he had done all his life People in Delhi sdll remember

his hospitality when he was member of the Central Legislative Assembly, and its

first elected Deputy President m 1921

To Bihar it is a matter of particular pnde and )oy that a man of Dr Sinha s

great and versatile personality was born brought up and educated in the provmce

and honoured it as the venue of hts vaned activities and achievements.



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA. A FEW REMINISCENCES

By

C. V. H. Rao

t
T gives me, as to many others, great pleasure to know that in order to pay a

^ ^
tribute to Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha’s public services it is proposed to present

r him with a Commemoration Volume. It is, in my opinion, the most appro.*

pnate tribute that can be paid to one like Dr. Sinha who, more than anything else,

IS a distinguished writer and scholar. I consider Dr. Sinha as also an outstanding

figure in the profession to which 1 have the honour and privilege to belong—the

profession of journalism. As a journalist he, however, stands in a category different

from most others who are designated as such, in that journalism to him is more a

hobby than a profession, but a hobby which he practised and still practises with

such assiduousness that he can lay claim to be a master-craftsman in that line. He
also never had to struggle for a living as a journalist, as most others who worship

at the shrine of that profession in India are forced to do His claim to be called

a journalist rests on such solid foundations as his long-standing position as the

editor of an important magazine in India, the Hindustan Review, the part

he played in the building up of papers like the ‘ Leader^ of Allahabad and the

‘ Searchlight ’ of Patna and also by the numerous valuable and highly interesting

contributions he has made from time to time to newspapers and magazines in

different parts of India. Apart from his love of journalism he has a love for

journalists to which every one who is engaged in the profession and who has

approached him for some kind of help or assistance can testify. At the same

time, Dr. Sinha has other strings to his bow also besides journalism. He is a

lawyer, a politician, an educationist and an administrator. It is given to few to

win distinction in an equal measure iq so many and such varied and diverse

spheres of activity. That Dr. * Sinha is one among these few is, however, the

one thing that marks him out from the rest!
* •

I now proceed to give a few of my reminiscences of Dr. Sachchidananda

Sinha. I have had the privilege of knowing him intimately and personally ever

since I went to Patna to join the ' Indian Nation." But my first acquaintance with

him, which »dates back to’more than 12 years ago, was through correpondence.

I used to contribute articles to the ' Hindustan Review " on various political
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and economic subjects and quite a number of them found publication therein

I was then just fresh from college and without any recognisable employment, I

have a feeling that Dr Smha used to like my contnbutions and in a certificate

which I wanted from him and which he very readily sent me he was very

complimentary about my wntings and said some very encouragmg thmgs which

were flattenng to a young man like myself The estimate of Dr Sinha I formed

(fom his letters to me dunng that lime substantially tallied with the impression 1

formed of him after I got personally into touch with him later on He has ever

been kmd and considerate to me and gave me sound advice on all those occasions

when I approached him for such advice.

Durmg the penod 1 was at Patna the one occasion which brought me into

mtimate contact with Dr Sinha was the last general election to the provincial

Legislative Assembly towards the end of 1936. Dr Sinha stood for election from

the University Constituency The Indian Nation as representing an mdepen

dent nationalist policy deaded to lend the fullest support to Dr Sinha s candida-

ture. 1 used to see him in this connection rather frequently and 1 was struck

dunng those days with Dr Sinha s vigorous mind his capacity for organisation and.

his fair dealing in fighting the election The victory of Dr Sinha in that election

was in fact a victory for commonsense, for independence and more than all

fiar his personality A learned constituency like the University vmdicated its name

for judging the person who is to represent it by deciding the question on its ments

instead of being earned away by the political appellations the candidates earned.

Since then 1 had come somewhat more closely in touch with Dr Sinha and

several tunes it has been my privilege to enjoy his hospitality at tea. And tea at

Dr Sinha s place is not the mere conventional thmg th^t it generally is it is more

often than not an occasion for exchanging information for making new acquam-

tances and for meeting old ones. As f host Dr Sinha is ideal and admirable.

He IS very careful to ascertain the tastes and requirements of his guests individually

and provide for them as far as possible. 1 as a vegetarian am a bit difficult as a

guest in a house where vegetananism is note fad. But m Dr Sinha s house these

difficulties were always got over by the personal attention he bestowed on gettmg

some things prepared which I could take without offence to my vegetarianism.

The same must be with every other person who is pnvileged to stay with

Dr Sinha.

One of Dr Sinha s qualmes that has always exated my admiration is his great

attention to detail and the regulanty of his habits. The ikay in whidi he deals

with his correspondence is wortl^y of emulation by most others who are inclined
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to be careless or indifferent about acknowledging letters or replying to them. With
Dr. Sinha, however, the case is different. When you write to him about any

matter, invariably you can expect an acknowledgment in the next few days if not

immediately The reply may not be as helpful or encouraging as one likes

;

in point of fact, it is impossible to expect it in all cases. But a reply you will have

and as often as not it will contain a word or two or a sentence or two to make
you feel that after all there is one who has attempted to understand your point

of view and is willing to help if he can. Then again, the way in which he

arranges his cuttings of newspapers, the neatness with which he maintains his files,

the order in which everything is arranged in his office room and his study, display

a proneness to order and cleanliness which is enviable. You can get any cutting

on any important subject from his files without much difficulty , every thing is

ready at hand. The whole system of keeping files and cuttings works with an

almost clock-work regularity.

Dr Sinha is very punctilious in matters of social etiquette. Each one has his

place in his social scheme of things. For example, supposing he is giving a dinner

to the Governor as Chancellor of the University. Invitations are extended only

to the people directly connected with the University bodies, besides, of course,

those who are members of the family. Or supposing he is giving a party to

journalists, only those principally concerned with journalism and newspapers will

be invited and so on. No one can deay that there is a principle and a method

in this manner of doing things

And lastly, as regards the regularity of his habits, the fairly good health Dr.

Sinha maintains even at his present advanced age is due mainly to his regular

habits, the regular daily routine he follows. Everything has a time fixed for it

and It will be done and has to be done at that time. That is extremely helpful,

as will be readily conceded, not only to himself in that it enables him to preserve

his health in tact but also to those who want to see him and to those who have to

do business with him. It will be difficult for many to follow so regular a routine

with such undeviating success, , But that it has a merit of its own and is worthy

of ^ulation IS undeniable. '

,

In Patna, on the whole. Dr. Sachdiidananda Sinha is an institution in himself.

If we leave out th^ acerbities created at the time of the last election. Dr. Sinha is

in the happy position of being in the confidence of all parties. Congressmen like

Dr. Rajendra Brasad or Mr Sn Krishna Sinha feeling as much at home in his

company as* a Congress dissenter like Mr. Munshi or an independent politician

like Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru. It is well knqwn that during the Congress
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ministry’s regime, the ministers and others connected with the Congress party

used to consult him whenever they had any knotty problem to solve His admi

nistrative expenence his knowledge of constitutional procedure and his trained

mind were a great asset to themjn tackling those problems. His past career as

a publicman may not have been free from political controversies m fact there

was a number of occasions when he was the centre of bitter controversies. But

at this moment he occupies the position more or less of an elder statesman whose

advice is available to all who may seek it, though he is himself not actively

associated with any particular party or group.



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA : A SKETCH

By

M. P.

2

^[|^ALK to him on any subject—literature or language, music or painting, his^

tory, politics, economics or philosophy—you will find him equally at home
in every one of them.

Take out any book from any shelf in his house—and there are books galore in

every corner of it, the number of those in his bed room alone would make ano^

ther proud of his private collection—or any in the large public library which he

has built and endowed, you will find unfailingly inside it lines marked with a

steady hand in red or blue.

• You cannot mistake it. These marks are all Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha's.

I was in Bihar when the Franchise Committee visited Patna, and 1 happened

to be present one evening when some members of the Committee, his guests, and

several high-placed officials and distinguished non-officials, were gathered in his

room. Some one wanted to refer to a Blue Book, but did not remember which it

was. He asked Mr. Chintamanfs help. Mr. Chintamani referred him to Dr.

Sinha. 'He will tell you which book it is, and will also produce the book from

one of his shelves in no time'. This I regard as a great tribute to Dr. Sinha's

versatile scholarship.

The true mark of education, it has been said, is how best a man spends his

leisure. Dr. Sinha's life of cultured ease should provide an object lesson to

numerous aristocrats who»have plenty of ease but—may I say—great lack of cuh

ture. From early morning to 1 1 -30 at night, his daily programme proceeds with

clock-like regularity. Before many of us open our eyes, he has done with half a

dozen morning papers brought to him straight'from the railway station Punctu-

ally at 8 in his office, bath and breakfast from 12-30 to 1-30 then rest, in office

again at 3-30, tea and visitors at 5, drive at 6, and from 7 to 1 1-30 amidst his books

with an hour's interval only for dinner at 8-30. And what amount of work he ,

goes through > Method is its secret. There is method in all that Dr. Sinha does,

and, makes others’* do. There is not a straw in his house, of which there is no

record, not an article which is not in its proper place. He receives as many

newspapers, morning, afternoon and evening, as are received in a daily news-

paper office’. His personal dak is as heavy as of ten other men. But within an

hour and a half, his table is clear again. Write to him, and you receive a reply
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by return of post—sooner than you expected if you did not know him He has

inborn dispatch and regulanty Dunng his visits to England he has no pnvate

secretary or stenographer but his friends receive letters m his own hand with the

same regulanty and his gnevance remained that others were not wnting to him

frequently

But he IS no goody goody sort pnvate and social virtues notwithstanding. Scho-

larship has not made him soft. His speeches in the Impenal and Provincial

Legislative Councils are not only noted for eloquence and feliaty of expression but

also for literary polish and mastery and marshalling of facts. There is a strange

vigour in Dr Sinha s speeches He has his own manner of attack Hrs wit is

devastating He is generally cool, but God help the member on Government

and nominated benches who may go out of his way to excite him

1 remember a European offiaal who seemed bent on proving that he was no

respector of persons. His attacks against Dr Sinha—then the Leader of the

Opposition—were in manner and substance similar to those against other mem
bers. He uivanably got it back. But he outshone himself during the debate on

the Joint Parliamentary Committee s Report The issue was vital The Governor

I and many others from Government House were in the gallenes. Dr Smha rose

to reply I shall never forget the scene on that occasion Dr Sinha s home-

thrusts, the sarcasm and the ndicule directed against the official sent, every two

minutes, the whole array of European ladies of the Government Hrause and

many others in the gallenes into paroxysms of laughter, and the victim seemed

to be sinking in his seat.

He IS a masterful personality would be nothing.but the boss, and he must

have his way whatever office he occupies. He gave proof of it as the first

Indian Finance Member of the Bihar Government, as even his opponents in

that Province recognize. He has also given proof of it m other positions.

He knows what he wants and if he sets his heart on it he will brush aside

all opposition and succeed.

With all the demands on. his time—politics profession, journalism and art

and literature,—he manages to find time for soaal life. Men of all schools of

political thought and all walks of life—officials and non-offiaals. Congressmen

and non Congressmen politiaans and journalists landed aristocrats and landless

middle class men and professors and teachers—all flock to him in thb afternoons

and evenings His hospitality Is unbounded We read in newspapers- of
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' political circles ’ and ‘ social circles. ’ What the expressions mean, you can see

at Dr. Sinha’s house. There, at some time or other, you can meet any one

worth knowing in Bihar and some in the whole of India.

Of a piece, perhaps, with his love of method is his love of form. ^
I attach

more importance to manners than to brains, ’ he once remarked in effect. Let,

for instance, any student dressed in Indian style go to him without a cap on !

But with all his love of form, he is also very unconventional He is untroubled

by some common human vanities. Whatever the assembly, he would insist on

talking to Biharis in his and their own dialect. He has an abhorrence of

Persianized Urdu and Sanskritized Hindi and never hesitates to give a bit of his

mind to him who indulges in this artificiality m his presence—whoever he may be.
1

Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha is completing his seventy-fourth year, and that he

shouldered the responsibilities of the office of Vice-Chancellor, for a period cf

nearly nine years, amidst his other pre-occupations, speaks volumes for his spirit of

public service. He was the first non-official—Sir Sultan Ahmad was Government

Advocate when he held the Vice-Chance!Iorship-to be appointed to that honorary

office in his province and his record of achievements in this capacity have been

magnificent indeed.



SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA A PERSONAL STUDY

Bt

M*. M. C. Sauaddak

t
oo and Humour are perhaps two incompadbles But they have made a

perfect combination in Dr Sachchidananda Sinha long the Vice Chancellor

of the Patna University (Bamster-at law editor of the monthly Hinduilan

Reoiew, Doctor of Literature, honorb cataa, Allahabad University 1937) whose

74th birthday we will all be celebrating on the 10th of November 1945 His

ego IS not the expression and glonfication of his own self above all but the laying

bare of his soul before all It is not a pedantic egcr even a child will know him,

understand him and to know him is to love him, to admire him to revere him

Otherwise how could I a young loumalist of only eight years expenence

aged only 31 chat (he is such a good talker) with perfect equanimity with this

grand old man of Bihar yet green m heart who had been four times Vice-

Chancellor of the Patna University in succession had addressed the Convocations

of the Lucknow, Nagpur and Utkal Universities (1935 1937 and 1943 respec-

tively), had been the Rnance Member m the Executive Council of the Governor

of Bihar and Onssa from 192 1 to 1926 and the Secretary of a session of the

Indian National Congress held at Patna in 1912 as also the first elected Deputy

President of the Central Assembly (1921), and so on and so forth

1 am no student of psychology But 1 think that humour comes out of kind-

heartedness (doctors would say that it is the result of a good liver) If it were

not so how would Dr Sinha rebulf the students (and elders too) who would

gather round him every mommg and evening, into silence and then proceed to

enquire kindly of their troubles and difficulties ? Or is it all due to cyniasm, both

the ego and the humour arising out of carelessness a care-ffeeness ?—I am not

certam

A personal study is not a catalogue of events and achievements

But I cannot help it for even a mere enumeration helps one to

understand this man, how van&l have been his activities, how divergent

have been his thought-currents, how wide has been his. afjpreaation

Here are some though not in chronologica! order in addiaon to those already
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mentioned :—President, 3rd session, Hindustani Academy, Allahabad, 1936;

President of the Alhlndia Kayastha Conference, 35th session, Delhi, 1929;

President of the Bihar Conference, 1941; invited to represent the newspapers of

India at the 1st International Press Conference at Geneva, organised by the'

League of Nations, 1-927; represents the Bihar Press on the Press Advisory Comm-
ittee formed recently by the Government of India; opened the Press Exhibition

at Allahabad, 1935; President of the Bihar Provincial Congress Committee

(previous to 1920); connected with the Non-Party Leaders Conference; President

of the Bihar Provincial Conference, 1909; President of the Agra and Oudh
Provincial Conference, 1913; Chairman, Reception Committee of the 4th session

of the All India Library Conference, Patna, 1940; President, Bihar and Onssa

Legislative Council (1921-22); Temporary Speaker of the Bihar Legislative Assem-

bly, 1937; Chairman, Reception Commitee, 20th session, Bihar Co-operative

Federation Congress, 1938, President, Allahabad University Music Conference,

1934 ; Chairman, Reception Committee, Bihar Provincial Hindu Conference,

Patna, 1927; performed the opening of the (1942) session of the All-India Medical

Conference, Patna ; President of the (i) Bihar Young Men's Institute, (ii) Patna

Music Club, (in) Bihar Association (iv) New Patna Club ; appeared as witness^

before (i) The Muddiman' Committee (ii) Joint Parliamentary Commitee in

London, 1933, (in) Bihar Education Reorganisation Committee, (iv) Niemeyer

Committee ; was the Chairman of the Benares State Constitutional Reforms Com-

mitee ; has read a paper before the East India Association, London, 1927; has been

an I. C. S. Examiner—I don’t mind if something has been missed.

II

Before I- go back to my reflections, let me recount, in barest outline, three items

in Sinha’s life*story—(A) Chronology
,
(B) Philanthropic activities, (C) Record of

journalism. In the last I will quote an interesting line from one of his own

speeches, recently delivered at a meeting of Allahabad journalists.

A. Education School at Arrah and .T.K. Ghosh's Academy at Patna; College

Patna College and City College, Calcutta ; legal practice : called to the Bar

(Mfddle Temple) in 1893 ;
joined Calcutta 'High Court in 1893 ; Allahabad High

Court in 1896 ; Patna High Court in 1916.

B Founded the S.hrimati Radhika Sinha Institute and Sachchidananda Sinha

Library at Patna ; Chair of Economics at Kayastha Pathshala University College

at ‘ Allahabad with an eridowment of Rs. 50,000 ; Science Scholarship at the

University of the Punjab with an endowment of another Rs. 50,000.
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C. Edited the English edition of the Kayatlha Samachar from July 1900 to 1902

in January 1903 the Kayaitha Samachar converted into the Hlnititlan KeuJeui-

collaborators in the Kayailha Samachar—Pandit (now the Rt. Hon Sir) Tej

Bahadur Sapru and Satish Chandra Banerii) /nJ/an Pedpk started at Allahabad

first as a weekly in January 1903 subsequently changed into a bi weekly, then

trl weekly—with the late Sir C Y Qiintamani as Assistant Editor in 1909 the

Indian People is merged into the Leader—Sinha is one of the first directors of the

Leader connected with the Beharee, Behar Times Searchtlghl, Indian Nation—
as a Director or on the Editonal Board

Here is Sinha s confession

The only amount I have earned in my life by my wntings was the

magnificent sum of diree guineas (about Rs 40/-) which the Manchester Guardian

paid me, in 1934 for a speaal aracle which I wrote at the request of the Editor

reviewing the Report of the Joint Parliamentary Committee ’

1 cannot desist from quoting another line from the same speech I do not

know why—but most probably because they substantiate my contention—or am 1

overdoing it ?

‘ ™A11 loumalists have to work. Although I am conducting, as I have done

for 43 long years a Monthly I am working as much as anyone else at the age

of 72 to maintain the high standard of that Journal On an average 1 have

spent about Rs 5 000 each year on the maintenance of the Hindurlan Review for

about four decades ’ The two quotations taken together reveal one of his best

sentiments that he has cherished

in

The ego perhaps spurred him to go to England m the late eighties of the last

century in spite of tough opposiaon from his relations Soaal prejudices, could

not also deter him from marrying a lady of a different sub caste, a taboo at that

time.

Sinha wntes a big and bold hand A handwnnng expert may fathom out

many a secret out of a reading 6f this handwnhng But to me it seems that it is

certainly truly expressive of Smha s personality and temperament

His flair for details as also his nationalistic aspirations espeaally bis achievement

of the dream of a separate province of Bihar are typified ih his admonition to any

Bihan youth who would go to him without a cap on
«
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The Hindustan Reoiew is not his only hobby. Teas and dinners to his

friends are a second nature to him. And all the dishes will have to be prepared

with meticulous care, under his personal supervision. Good food, good liver;

good liver, good humour—for the guest as well as the host I

He IS completing 74, which, in Bengali adage, is the age for loss of memory. But

Dr. Sinha's brain even now is like a good dictionary—full of accurate details , but

certainly not inflexible.

And what indefatigable energy too 1

\

His voracity in reading has also not diminished At the moment that 1 am
writing this out, perhaps Dr. Sinha is reading a book and blue-pencilling it, or

making cuttings of the newspapers and periodicals that he receives daily, and

they are legion Like Tilak, Sinha has a nice cuttings library. Quotations are so

easy after that. Of course, they have to be classified. Well, in Sinha's library,

they are 1



DR. SACHCHIDANANDA SINHA

B}

A JotniNAUST

f
N the realm of Indian Journalism there are hardly half of a dozen

^ ^
names that shine with that bnlliance or meet with such an admiration

T amongst the country s intelligentsia and leading intellectual lights as that of

Dr Sachchidananda Sinha, whose name as founder and editor of the Hindustan

Review has spread not only throughout the country but also m different parts of

Europe and America

Dr Sinha always had a passion for newspaper work from a very young age,

and this has only grown wiih years unabated by the many changing conditions

in the soaal and political life of the country In fact to no small extent has the

politioal and soaal life throughout this great land been enriched by ho entry

mto (oumaJism The ‘ Hindustan Review —the most popular monthly devoted

to soaal, poliaoal and literary topics—is a magazine that enioys a reputation

for Its fearless frank and progressive views expounded by some of the best

brains of the country It was started in July 1900 by Dr Sinha when he was

barely 30 years old, and yet had clear cut ideas with regard to the future of the

country

Very few had the unagination in those early days to use to public benefit and

national profit a powerful instrument such as a journal It must be

said to the credit of Dr Sinha that he had both the vision and the foresight to

understand the power that a journal can wield if properly conducted, and the

Hindustan Review ’ has certainly contributed much to bringing alround progress

and establish a noble tradition for itself Besides this journal the Indian People

was started by Dr Sinha at Allahabad as a weekly in 1903, and later converted

mto a twice weekly with the late Sir C Y Chmtamani as the Assistant Editor

This was indeed a great and harmonious pombmaaon for thus came together

two patnoDc men, who worked assiduously and gave their very best of vast learn

mg to their readers With Dr Sinha it was then as it is even now a literary

and mtellectual pastime seekmg neither fame nor fortune out of it But he does

admit that it has enabled him to come mto contact wth all the great men of

India durmg the last forty years of his active journalistic career Even in those
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early days there were many independent thinkers and writers who used to con--

tribute to the “Hindustan Review'", and enliven the ideas of its vast circle of

readers.

II

At a farewell party given just the other day to Mr. Justice Wadia, on

his retirement, at Bombay, Dr. Sinha was one of the honoured guests who was

specially invited, being just then a visitor, to the city Though Dr Sinha had

entirely forgotten, his memory was somewhat refreshed and he was given a

pleasant surprise when Mr. Justice Wadia in a friendly and reminiscent mood

remarked how so far back as in l907 and 1908, he used to be a frequent contri.'

butor to the Hindustan Review ’’ This is only a casual instance which will

show how Dr. Sinha has come to be known among various ranks of society. It is

no exaggeration to say that almost everybody who is anybody in Indian life,

—

whether official or otherwise,—in the social or political sphere, is known to Dr.

Sinha. It may seem that this is at a very heavy cost, for instead of earning money

out of his journal. Dr. Sinha has all along made huge sacrifices by sticking to his

independent principles and political views The temptation no doubt may have

been very great and almost anybody without such a staunch character and firmness

of ethical principle as he possesses would have succumbed to the desire to make

money out of the publication. But, on the other hand, during this period of forty

five years, the “Hindustan Review” has entailed an expense of nearly a lac

of rupees. This is the heavy price that Dr. Sinha has paid for maintaining the

purity of his ideals.

Born of a welUbred middle class family on the 10th of November 1871, Dr.

Sinha was first educated in his home town, Arrah, and finished his education

in Patna College and later in the City College, Calcutta. From very young age

he showed forensic abilities and possessed a rare power of speech that befitted a

great lawyer. Naturally, though still young, he proceeded to England while

barely in his eighteenth year, and was called to the Bar (Middle Temple) in 1893.

As a lad of 18, while in London,’ he joined the Northbrook Indian Club,

wHch was started by Lord Northbrook, an ex-Viceroy of India. Though

young and beset with many ' attr^ictions of western city life and the lure

and glamour of l,ondon, the sterling character of young Sinha was unshaken.

Instead of spending his time frivolously like many other youths, young Sinha

would devote himself to serious study pouring over many books from the diff-

erent public libraries and he breathed much of the higher intellectual life of the

British capital. He absorbed all that was good in English life and institutions,

and he made the fullest use both of his stay in "England and of his vast travels in
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difFerent parts of the continent of Europe. Dunng his sojourn and his travek

abroadi there was no time that young Sinha was not in constant touch with his

country studying her vaned and growing problems and making a comparative

study of the same with those that he observed abroad He used to receive Indian

and Anglo Indian papers from Irtdia which followed him practically wherever he

went. He has kept the same habit of reading dunng the last fifty^ine years and

there is no paper and magazine of importance that he does not closely go through

He IS a voracious reader and his literary taste is versatile.

There is no Indian journalist of any ment or eminence who is unknown to

Dr Sinha, or who does not know Dr Sinha Dr Sinha enjoys his rejxitation as a

lawyer of extraordinary abilities and has built no small fortune from his vast

(iractice. As an advocate practising in the Allahabad High Court and afterwards

in the Patna High Court, his legal talent has been the envy of many others in the

profession He is, undoubtedly one of the seniormost advocates in India having

jomed the Bar so far back as 1893

The political life of Dr Sinha is a long and uninterrupted one interspersed

with great honour and offices which he held which betoken the great trust in

which he is held by a vast number of people. He is a staunch nationalist and

has been so even from his younger days. He was for a long time President of

the Bihar Provincial Congress Commitee and his name had been recommended

for the Presidentship of the Congress Of course, this was jsrevious to 1920

when the Congress embarked upon Cml Disobedience and Non^xMiperation

movements. Dr Sinha a man of independent views, neither seeking favours

nor in fear of any party or person seceded from the Cpngress, but refused at the

same time to join the Lberal or any other party although pressed to do so by

much great stalwarts as Sir Surendranath Banerjee. He has always since then

kept aloof from ell Party activities, but has by word and deed frorrj the platform

and the Press preached Indian unity and progress.

Dr Sinha was the first Indian to be elected the Deputy President of the

Central Assembly in 1921 He was also the first Indian Rnance Member m
any Bntish Indian Province, holding the important portfolio as member for Bihar

and Onssa from 1921 to 1927 The Muddiman Committee presided over by

Sir Alexander Muddiman ( who afterwards became the Governor of the United

Provinces ) sjsoke highly of his achievements as finance Membp- and the

Committee ( which consisted of Sir Tej Bahadur &pru Sir Sivaswami Iyer and

Mr M A Jinnah amongst otljers) unanimously declared that his work as
L J 1 - ^
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Finance Member compared far favourably with that of any Civilian Finance

Member in other Provinces.

The wide recognition of his great talents and the thorough grasp which he

has over educational matters is- revealed from the fact that he was appointed

Vige-Chancellor of Patna University in August 1936, at first for a term of three

years and again given three successive extensions of two years each. This is,

indeed, a unique honour for any one individual, and amply testifies his extras

ordinary intellectual abilities.

Dr. Sinha is a man with a large heart, which is evident from his many bene-

ficent chanties In memory of his wife he established and endowed, in 1924, the

Sreemati Radhika Institute and Library at Patna at the cost of nearly three lakhs.

This building houses one of the largest public libraries besides a large public hall in

Patna, and contains a splendid collection of classical and current works in English.

He also founded a chair of Economics at Kayastha Pathshala University College,

at Allahabad, with an endowment of Rs. 50,000, besides the founding of a

Science Scholarship in the University of the Punjab, with an endowment o^

Rs. 50,000. This is a clear testimony of his broad, national outlook, free from

sectarian or communal tinge It is no wonder, therefore, that he is considered as

one of the prominent figures of our country, respected and regarded as such all

over India.
/

No man is more responsible for the creation of a new Province of Bihar than

Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha, who has used his position, his talents and his fortune

to the setting up of this province, thus fully deserving the honour and the name

of the ' Maker of Modern^’Bihar ’

,

He is indeed one of those whose work will

endure, -spread and grow and entitle him to the love and honour of his

countrymen.
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HOW TO BE HAPPY THOUGH RETIRED

By

Sin T, ViJAYAI^AOHAVACUAI^Y A

f
HERE was a storry current in my boyhood in Southern India—I do not like

to say how long ago it was—that a Hindu Government official, who had

T' attained fifty-five years of age and had, therefore, been retired from service

the previous day, was sitting at dinner . His Brahman cook served him the

usual quantity of ghee on the leaf. He told the man, “Look. From today I am
on the retired list My pension is just half of what I drew as my salary. Hereafter

everybody in this household will be served with only half the ghee hitherto

allowed to him. Ghee is about the costliest article in the Hindu vegetarian

meal and the ex-official thought he would start with retrenchment on that item.

Now the Brahman cook in Madras has always been an independent type of

of man. He told his master, “Very well, Sir. Hereafter you .will get half youi*

usual allowance of ghee. You have retired. But I have not. 1 shall continue

to consume my usual quantity.
"

Another story told in my boyhood relates to another aspect of the problem

which faces the government servant, who after a life of busy activity and power

suddenly finds himself, on the attainment of the fatal age of 55, placed on the

shelf. In this case, it was a revenue man who had spent all his official life in his

native district exercising considerable authority over the village officers. He owned

lands Within his jurisdiction^and *by virtue of the position he held, he was exempt

from paying the usual mamools or tips to the village servants which the ryot pays or

used to pay on the occasions of festivals, such a^ the Dipavali or Pongal. He retired

and when Dipavali came round the village officers presented themselves for their

tips. The ex.'officer remonstrated on .the ground that hitherto he had not been

accustomed to pay. He got back the reply, “Sir, then you were the Tahsildar.

Now you are a non-'official, but we are still* officials.
”

» 1

The Oxford ckctionary defines “ climacteric as a critical stage in human

life ; a period supposed to be specially liable to change in health or fortune.
“

So far as the goyernment servant is concerned this stage is, with a few exceptions,

rigidly fixed and m most ^departments of the State, it is the age of 55. So far as

health is concerned, I ’ do not think there is any reason for a marked deterioration
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in health in the man who has come to that age. But definitelylhere is a decline

in fortune, a sharp decline. The larger the salary which ihe man enjoyed, the

deeper is the fall I know of a few fortunate individuals vAo served not under

Government but in a City Corporation or in an Indian State, in whose cases a

grateful employer relaxed the ordinary rule and granted them pensions equivalent

to their salanes on active service These exceptions, however, only prove the

rule (and as the fateful age approaches the mind of the man whose offiaal life is

ebbing past, is harassed by the perplexing problem of how a standard of living

based on his salary ts to be reduced to one based on anything from a half to a

fifth of that income.

It may be urged on the other side speaally by people who take the view

that salanes in India are pitched too high that the man fully aware of a ngid

regulation fixing the date of renrement should have exercised forethought and

begun to save long ago so that when retired his pension could be matenally

supplemented by the yield from his investments The argument sounds very

plausible so plausible indeed that the sympathy which the retinng man is

expecting may be turned into a cnaasm of the supposed extravagant life he has

been leading This objection does not however take note of the fact that we are

living in a.penod of transition and that the present day Indian who earns a

comfortable income be he a Government servant or a man engaged in what are

called the learned professions or in business has to meet two lands of expenditure.

He has acquired quasi European habits or what some people may call civilised

habits of life such as living in a house situated in its own grounds instead of in

a street house, furnishing it in a suitable manner, and m addition to the copper,

brass bell metal, sever utensils and vessels which a middleclass Indian house

hold owns he goes in for China crockery plates forks and spoons pots and

all the other appurtenances or encumbrances of the western way of livmg His

wife will not cook, expensive cooks who throw about things and break china and

brass with impartial zeal have to be engaged His daughters disdain household

manual work, clothe themselves fashionably they have dressing tables equipped

with perfumes powders and paints which will do credit to an English girl and

go about shopping and paying calls Not content with the time honpured

ceremonial or wedding dinness, the modem man has acquired the Engbsh habit

of routine entertainment The ancient Ayurvedic or Unani physiaan with his

modest composition fee is no longer in favour The European system tramed

doctor with his daily fee varying from Rs 5/ to Rs 16/- has taken his place.

The more ambitious type of parent is not satisfied with the education he himself

got in the school or college in his district or Presidency town His sons must go
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for their elementary schooling to Mussoorie or Dehra Dun and for their’ higher

education nothing less than Oxford or Cambridge, or failing these, London,

Manchester, Leeds or a ^cottish or Welsh University, will content them 1 must

candidly admit, however, that in some of these cases there may be a good reason

for sending the family hopeful abroad The boy may have found his own Indian

University unsymoathetic. A couple of unsuccessful attempts at home examin-

ations IS a pre-disposing factor to a decision to let the boy have his chance in fhe

more liberal and sympathetic atmosphere of an English University.

While the modern Indian is thus incurring expenditufe based on a European

standard of what is the right way to live, and what is the right thing to do by his

wife, daughters and sons, he is at the same time not free to evade the obligations

that the older Indian notions of living and of what his duties are towards his poorer

an4 Isss fortunate relations cast on him His nephews and nieces, his sisters,

their husbands and their children, if in difficult circumstances, have to be helped

occasionally; the occasions tend to increase rather than decrease as the bread-

winner gets older. His daughters, as I have already pointed out, may be wester-

nised in their outward habits of life, but they all have to be married, and that as

early as possible, subject to the limitations imposed by the Sarda Act and the •

prospects of catching a desirable husband Even in the old days, rnarriages were

an extravagance. In the modern age, the cost has been increased, to an incredi-

ble extent, by the price exacted by the intended bridegroom or his parents. Woe
betide the unfortunate father of the bride if her fiance happens to have had an

expensive education in a foreign University and obtained admission into one of

the all-lndia or Central Services. The bride's father has, in many cases, to dis-

charge the expenditure already incurred by the young man, not to speak of the

numerous recurring occasiods in the future provided by a kindly and thoughtful

Hindu Law or perverted custom. An old saying in Southern India was to the

effect that even a King would have to seek relief under the insolvency law if he

was blessed with five daughters. Three would be quite sufficient to accomplish

the same purpose at the present day.
$

Itjnay be asked, " All that you say ma^ be true. But what is the remedy

you propose ^ Under what items would you advise the man who is retiring

from service or a profession or business to retrench his domestic budget ? We
know what you government servants are. VVhenever you complain of your

financial straits arid embarrassments, it is a preludo to a demand for a larger salary.

-In this case we suspect yc3u are going to put forward a request for an all-round

enhancenrient of pensions,*' No, Believe me. I’ have no such subtle purpose in

ft
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my miftd For one thing any scheme of this character would not be an ade

quate solution The financial difficulties I have explained are not peculiar to

the man retinng from a government service They are shared by his brother

Indian retinng from professional practice or a business career My soluuon is

intended to meet the cases of all alike. And like all good solutions may I say

so with becoming modesty it is a simple solution The difficulties of all these

classes of society arise, as I have already stated, from the double life that they are

leading No offence is meant when I use the phrase double life I merely

mean the super imposition of a European standard of living on a mode of living

which in fundamentals still conforms to the ancient Indian thought and feeling

When you retire from an active life, make up your mind to return as far as

possible to Indian ways discarding whatever of European habits you can give up

without an undue sacrifice of your comfort I say ‘ as far as possible
, because

I am not an extremist, and I recognise that it is impossible to return altogether

to the fashion of living of your forefathers What particular things you can give

up and what other things you must suck to if you are not to make the evening

of your life miserable depends on mdividual taste and feeling A root and

branch reform which will enable you to balance your budget straightaway is to

give up living in a aty and take up residence in a rural area You can have a

comfortable cottage and spend much of your time in the open air you can do

without a motor car now that buses are eveiywhere to serve you on occasional

journey to the nearest town In a village you are free from the supjaosed

nec'Ssity to keep up appearances On the other hand you may be so urbanised

in thought and habits that you would be bored to death if you had not your

cotfeeTiouse to go in the morning and your Club in the evenings. Or your

sons may soil be in college or earning a living in a town But even so it is

P'ssible to do without a motor.car, which next to a town house is the most

expensive item in the domestic budget Large town now a.days, boast of

tramway and bus services and th^re is no loss of respectability even in an ex high

official or prosjoerous ex merchant using them A village has this advantage.

A change from town to village makes it easier not only for you but for the mem
bers of your household, to discard artificial habits and to learn the value of using

one’s hands instead of employing sefvants.

1 wonder how many have heard the story of the English Cabinet Minister

who went to the French Riviera on a monrn’s holiday He had been working

bard and in order to insure a perfect holiday he left stnet instructions that no letters

or papers should be forwarded. The first day after his arrival be enjoyed the

unwonted freedom frojn officiaJ job seekers and office files The second was
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equally restful. On the third day he wondered to himself if just a couple of

visitors and two or three cases which could have been dealt with in a leisurely

way would not be an agreeable incident of a holiday. On the fourth day he had

a positive feeling^ that they would be agreeable. By the time a week was over

he began to feel that an unbroken holiday, ail play and no work, was something

of a bore. As the days of the second week went round, his sense of monotony

increased. At the end of a fortnight, he could endure the holiday no longer.

He cancelled the rest of his leave and returned to London.

Then there was the case of the official in the^ Indian Civil Service serving irr

one of the provinces of India, He was a very hard-working man . he played no

games, he had no hobbies, his mind was absorbed wholly by his work. He was

all brains and no physique, the type that is destined for the Secretariat. After a

year's work in the districts, he was taken up in the Secretariat of the Provincial

Government and the rest of his service of 35 years in India was spent all there

He kept up his habits of steady and rigorous industry, right through his whole

career.
^

I met him for the first time when he was Chief Secretary. The junior

Under-Secretaries stood in awe of him. None of them could work as long hours^

as he did. He came to office earlier than any of them and left it lortg after them.'

In conversation with me, I was a junior official in the districts then, he impressed

on me the importance of hard work, and complained of the* way in which district

officers were apt to concentrate on the executive side of their work and on their

tours to the prejudice of the office work at headquarters. He told me that in

28 years' service he had only once taken *' home " leave, and that was for four

months to get married A year after I saw him, he had his first illness. The
doctors, aware of his incredible industry, naturally pounced on that, said it was a

protest by Nature against his practice of all work and no play and ordered a

perfect rest in bed. After three days of complete inaction, the patient could stand

his enforced idleness no longer. He got worse instead of better One of the

doctors in attendance was a shrewd man with a sense of humour. He ordered

that files should be sent to the ^Datient’s bed from the Secretariat, and that, com-

bined doubtless with the doctor's drugs, rpade the Chief Secretary all right in

a week.

Having related two stories of Englishmen, it seems only fair that I should

how turn my attention to an Indian Official 1 recall the case of the able official

who after a^lorlg servicq in British India was called up to be the Diwan of an

Indian State. Irj his own way he was as hard,a worker as the Chief Secretary I

mentioned before. The quantity of midnight ^oil that he consumed was prodi-
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gious and the Diwan s office had to keep two personal stenographers for their

Chief, one for the day the other for the evening He stayed on in service till he

had put in forty years of it and then die mevitable day of retirement came as it

comes to all of us including even those who arc so young now and who will be

so old, alas so soon The Diwan chose for his retirement a little village, prettily

situated on the bank of a over nestimg amongst coconut and mango groves far

from the busy world The nearest Post Office was three miles away and as for

a telegraph office one had to go to die railway station fifteen miles distant. The

Diwan’s medical advisers had recommended that after a strenuous offiaal life, he

should avoid a city with all its hurry and spend the evening of his life in a

sequestered spot far from the madding crowd s ignoble stnfe A year after his

retirement he fell ill An inDmate friend a lawyer practising in the Presidency

town came to see him The doctors who were in attendance on him could not

diagnose his illness and were worried as to what to do. After a weok’s stay the

lawyer who found that his stay had done his fnend good persuaded him to buy a

large farm in the neighbourhood The district was unsurveyed and the boundanes

of farms were indefinite. The Diwan Sahib’s new acquisition soon involved him

jn disputes with the farmen cultivating land adjoining his own farm The disputes

after acrimonious correspondence landed the Diwan in suits in the avil courts.

Thanb to the liberal provisions of the Cml Procedure Code, and the considerate

indulgence of the officers presiding over the courts the suits took years to be

disposed of Meanwhile the Diwan was kept busy, consulting soliators and

attending courts and he had never felt so well since he rebred His lawyer fnend

had diagnosed his illness and presenbed an effiaent remedy He was suffering

from boredom and boundary disputes with his neighbours were the nght mediane.
•

Years ago before expenditure by provinaaJ governments was ngorously cut

down the provinces used to issue quarterly civil lists some of which showed the

dates of rearement of officers whb had served in the All India services The

names were mostly those of Englishmen It was amazing the number of men

who had reared many many years ago had Hved to draw their pensions. I

used in idle moments to make a calculaaon of the total money they had received

as pension In several cases it exceeded ihe amount they had received as salary

for active service. No such list was published of officers of die provinaaf and

iubordmate services It is not possible, therefore, to make exact comparisons But

from obituary nonces in the provinaal newspapers and from personal knowledge,

the Indian proportion of those who survive long to enjoy their pensions must be

small One reads so often in the papers of Indian officials who served their full
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term of 30 years or over, dying suddenly for no very definite cause soon after they

relinquish their offices. It would be a valuableanquiry if some provincial govern-

ment put somebody on to the task of compiling a list of Indian officers of the

superior services- who retired on pension, and classify them according to the

number of years they survived their retirement. 1 suggest as a basis for classifica-

tion, those who served for a year and under, for five years and under,

for 'ten years and under and so on, by steps of five-year-periods, till

we come up to 50 or more. There should not be many pages required

for the last class. The reasons for this difference in the period of survival

betvyeen retired English and Indian officials have often been discussed in Indian

official circles. Usually they are content with the explanation that the English-

man’s physique is better, that he eats more nourishing food, and that the country

in which the Englishman spends his retirement is cooler and sanitarily better looked

after than India. I violently disagree on the question of the superiority of the

Englishman's diet. I do not know why the Indian vegetarian is fo defeatist in

his attitude and succumbs so readily to the very doutful argument that a meat-eater

eats more nourishing food than a vegetarian. A balanced vegetarian diet, I mean,

a diet, properly composed of proteins and carbohydrates should be as good as a

diet in which meats preponderate In fact, for a hot country like India, vegetarian

diet should have obvious advantages over a meat one. The official class I am

speaking of, is able to afford a balanced diet of which plenty of milk, milk products,

fresh vegetables and grams and pulses should form a part as well as cereals.

There is some thing to be said for the argument that England is sanitarily

better administered and that the sanitary conscience, of the Englishman is more

active than that of his Indian brother. Look at the ado that, is made and the

outcry that is raised when some English port .gets cases of small-pox. Witness

the bother that was given some years ago, to the public health authorities in

England over the outbreak of typhoid in Croydon. In India, we do not worry

about them. Typhoid and small-pox. are like the poor always with us Even so,

the classes I am referring to five in conditions not so exposed to epidemics, and

the number of deaths amongst this class from this cause cannot be large. As for

England’s cooler climate, it is true* I doubt, however, if an Indian, or for the

matter of that an English official who has served in India for 25 or 30 years

would prefer the climate of an English winter.

f

My explanation of the difference is that th^ English civil servant has, generally

speaking, interests, physical, social and intellectual outside his official work, and
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these interests keep him alive m his retirement The Indian offiaal, again generally

speaking has a single track mind He has rto hobbies In my opinion it is

extremely dangerous for a man who has lived the best part of his life m a

strenuous intellectually active way to drop it all and relapse at an anthmetical

point in his life into a complete restful existence when his mind haS nothing to

play with It IS not so much the absence of an office to go to, the absence

of favooweekers and of Itoerled chapriots that kills the retired Indian

official as the feeling of boredom The remedy
1 propose is culnvauon ol

hobbies less absorption from the beginning in the work, In the glamour

and in the ambitions of office and a larger contact with Unoffici^ life, if

you cannot cultivate a hobby buy a piece of a land in a village preferably

in an unsurveyed tract of country and get into a law suit, like my fnend, the

Diwan



SIR WILLIAM WATSON

By

Dr. Ajia-R Na.th Jh\

The Victorians—poets and politicians and prophets—are, for all their solemnity

and solidity the object now of ridicule or at best of gentle' superior criticism. They
are so distant from the stern realities of today, it is said they lived in such an attract

tive imaginary earthly paradise; they so ignored harsh truths and preferred to pin

their faith to God in his heaven; their comfortable belief irt the federation of

the world has been proved to be so false; their major problems. Free Trade and
Protection, the education of women, the Tractarian movement, the Bulgarian

atrocities, the War in Crimea, seem in the retrospect so petty; they, were in short,

so Victorian that it seems, except for historical reasons, hardly worthwhile atterrd-

ing^o them. But it is no use forgetting that today is the heir of yesterday, and,

whether we like it or not, we are descended from the Victorians. Is it, however,

quite clear that they have no intrinsic worth ? Are they not worth study for

their own sake ? Is there not in them largeness of utterance, nobleness of vision,

healthiness of outlook, energy, power, grace and the other qualities that ensure

permanence P The robust humour of Dickens; the tragic intensity of Thomas

Hardy; the moving eloquence of Newman, the clear, keen insight of Matthew

Arnold, the encyclopaedic range of Tennyson^s interests; the psychological

studies of Browning; Swinburne's impassioned and elemental energy; William

Morris* dreams of tomorrow’s uprising to deeds that shall be sweet, the tender

lyrics of Christina Rossetti ; the perfection of the prose style in Walter Pater ;

Yeats, whose melody never failed him—is one to ignore all this merely because it

IS Victorian ? " Q ", a sure ‘judge of liter-ary - excellence, a man of letters more

than a mere professor, says. .
. , ^

“After many months spent in close study of Victorian verse, I rise

from the task in reverence and wonder not only at the mass of poetry

written with ardour in these less-than-a hundred years, hut at the amount

of It,which is excellent ; and the height pf some of that excellence ; in

some exultation too, as I step aside and—drawing difficulfbreath I—gaz$
- - fift^r the stream of young runners- vtfth thefr torches,”
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I remain that at no penod of English history has so much been produced and

so much of real excellence. They had defects too " thick in the words of

Tennyson,' as dust in vacant chamber , but under the dust under the dead

weight of contemporary rust, there is pure gold

It IS of a late Victonan that I wnte in this paper I have not cared to obtain

knowledge of his life I have contended myself with a study of his published

work Sir William Watson is a wnter whose work can be appraised without

any reference to the arcumstances of his career I do not know if he was bom

in a well to^do family if he went to a University what job he had
,
what, in

legal pharaseology, his ostensible means of living were where he lived
,
whether

he was marned and had children Nor is any of this information necessary in

order to enjoy and cnucisc his literary veork

Watsons first volume The Pnnee s Quest ’was wntten in 1880 and his

active liter'ary career continued for half a century His intense patnotism his

transparent sincenty his manly outspokeness his sense of the high dignity of the

poetic muse are characteristics that one can notice in all ihe stages of his career

One notices too the marvellous felicity of phrase—a little too polished, loo faultless

for lync passion and energy indicaung rather thought deliberabon, enoasm

than abandon liveliness and vivaaiy There is eloquence and grace and a

uniformly high standard of finish There is no trace anywhere of slovenliness or

haste. The poet seems to have thought carefully over every phrase and every line

and given to it a polish and a grace that may appear a little cold a little too

perfect but that is a testimony to his skill as a verbal artist Scattered all over

his work are jewelled phrases, verbal gems such as

' The mystery we make darker with a name.
’

And little masters make a toy of song

‘ Keats on his lips the eternal nJse of youth

The earth was all in tune, and you a note

Of Nature s happy chorus

“
I have seen the mom one laugh of gold „

O lives that nameless conje and noteless go
”

' Who tilled not earth save with the harrow of war ,

But while he is obviously in love with words he is no lover of many words.

As he says in -the ‘ Preface " to the Poems Bnef and New he has studied

biwty He succeeds in packing many thoughts jnto a line and a whole
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landscape in a few phrases. His opinion on the subject is expressed in the lines ;

“ Since life is rough,

Sing smoothly, O Bard

Many of Watson’s poems are distinctly literary, owing their inspiration to

literature and men of letters, reminiscent of great passages, and yet characterised

both by originality of expression and freshness of approach. In " Wordsworth's

Grave" written in the eighties, we have for the first time an endeavour to combine

elegiac emotion with penetrative criticism. In one stanza, he distinguishes

Wordsworth from other masters .

" Not Milton’s keen, translunar music thine.

Not Shakespeare's cloudless, boundless human view

,

Not Shelley’s flush of rose on peaks divine ;

Nor yet the wizard twilight Coleridge knew ".

He goes into the heart of Wordsworth’s poetry when he says ;

" Thou hadst for weary feet, the gift of rest

In the same volume he refers to “ the frugal note of Gray ”, surely a more fit

phrase than Matthew Arnold’s
—

" he never spoke out And how exquisitely

he describes Burns :

" On life’s broad plain the ploughman’s conquering share

Upturn the fallow lands of truth anew

This IS how he sums up the main features of the poetry of the eighteenth

century
; ,

"Thenceforth she but festooned the porch of things"

— eternal decoration, touching but the outer surface of life, not

plumbing the deeps, playing but on the porch, never venturing to

enter the heart. On Shelley’s Centenary in 1892, he described

"the ineffectual ^angel "* as

A singer, who, if errors blurred

His sight, had yet a spirit stirred
*> 0

By vast desire.

And ardour fledging the swift word

With plumes of fire

*

On the death of Tennyson, he wrote “ Lachrymae Musarum , the poem by

which perhaps Watson i§ be§t known* Obviously he took as his model
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Tennyson’s Wellington Ode but the poem is unquestionably a nobli* and sincere

tnliute from a younger poet to the most picturesque and melodious singer who
had dominated literature and stirred the popular imagination for over half a

century He laments that the life that seemed a perfect song is o er he mourns

for the singer of undying songs is dead

" For us the autumn glow the autumn flame

And soon the winter silence shall be ours

Him the eternal spnng of fadeless fame

Crowns with no mortal flowers

Here are two passages culled from different poems on Shelley

‘ Who pre-eminently of men
Seemed nourished upon starbeams and the stuff

Of rainbows and the tempest and the foam ’

• • «

The hectic flamelike rose of verse

All colour, and all odour, and all bloom

Steeped in the moonlight, glutted with the sun
”

Here is a sentence on Keats

Great

With somewhat of glonous sunlessness

In the fioem entitled In Laleham Churchyard , where Matthew Arnold is

buned there is msufTicient appreaanon of his poetic achievement and madequate

cntiasm but the followmg lines are a fair summing up of his main gifts

And rugh to where his bones abide.

The Thames with its unruffled odd

Seems bke his genius typified,

—

Its strength its grace.

Its lucid gleam, its sober pnde

Its tranquil peace’

Lander’s Hellenics” he desenbes as

‘ the bland Atoc skies

True mirrored by an Engliih well
'

On Burns
‘ A Shakespeare flashing o er the whole

Of man s domain

TTie splendour of cloudless soul

I
And perfect brain ’

, , ,
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And again :

“He came when poets had forgot

How rich and strange the human lot,

How warm the tints of Life ; how hot

Are Love and Hate ;

And what makes Truth divine, and what

Makes Manhood great

A dreamer of the common dreams,

A fisher in familiar streams,

He chased the transitory gleams

That all pursue ;

But on his lips the eternal themes

Again were new
“

There appeared in the 1893 edition of “Lachrymae Musarum” a bitter poem on

Oscar VVilde, which Watson omitted from his "Collected Poems’k Here are four

lines on him

.

»

‘'And as for us—to our disgrace.

Your stricture's truth must be conceded ,

Would any but a stupid race

Have made the fuss about you u)e did
2"

Another ungenerous poem appeared in the 1890 edition of “Wordsworth's Grave
’

—an uncharitable attack on Ruskin

“Yes, you haye carried, we are well aware,

Up to its highest point of cultivation.

The art of talking nonsense with an air

Of inspiration”

The epigram has not had a prosperous career in England, particularly in verse.

Sir William Watson has written many excellent, pithy epigrams which have much

of the effectiveness of those attributed to Martial. Indeed, one may look upon the

epigram as Watson's most successful /yric form There is a large range of themes

and invariably the style is distinctive. He tried to follow the view which he

expresses in one of his critical essays that Passion plus self-restraint is the

moral basis of the finest style.” Of the achievement of the poet, of the iscovery

of poetic beauty in unexpected places, of the
^
communication of love mess to

unpromising material, he says : ,
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And again :
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How nch and strange the human lot,

How warm the tints of Life ; how hot ^

' Are Love and Hate ;

And what makes Truth divine, and what

Makes Manhood great ..

A dreamer of the common dreams,-

A fisher in familiar streams,

He chased the transitory gleams

That all pursue ;

But on his lips the eternal themes

Again were new

There appeared in the 1893 edition of “Lachrymae Musarum" a bitter poem on

Oscar Wilde, which Watson omitted from his "'Collected Poems^'. Here are four

lines on hirh

.

“And as for us—to our disgrace.

Your stricture's truth must be conceded ,

Would any but a stupid race

Have made the fuss about you we did ?"

Another ungenerous poem appeared in the -1890 edition of “Wordsworth's Grave"

—an uncharitable attack on Ruskin •

“Yes, you haye carried, we are well aware,

Up to Its highest point of cultivation,

The art of talking nonsense with an air

_ Of inspiration”

The epigram has not had a prosperous career in England, particularly in verse.

Sir William Watson has written many excellent, pithy epigrams which have much

of th^ effectiveness of those attributed to Martial Indeed, one may look upon the

epigram as Watson's most successful fyric form There is a large range of themes

and invariably the style is distinctive. He tned to follow the view which he

expresses in one of his critical essays that "Passion plm self-restraint is the

moral basis of the finest s^le." Of the achievement of the poet, of the discovery

of poetic beauty in unexpected places, of the
^
communication of loveliness to

unpromising material, he says : ,
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The Poet gathers fruit from every tree,

Yea grapes from thorns and figs from thistle he.

Pluck d by his hand, the barest weed that grows

Towers to a lily, reddens to a rose.

On The Three Kinds of Song he expresses his partiality for the kind that

supplies nourishment both to the spmt and the mind, that satisfies the intellect as

well as the heart, that is both thoughtful and emotional

“Song have I known that fed the soul.

And Song that was liker a foaming bowl

,

But the Song that I account divine
*

Is at once rare food and noble wine.

'

Thete are some bitter lines on modernist verse and specially on its formlessness,

Its deliberate defiance of metrical laws and the delight it takes in irregular patterns

I bought one day a book of rhyme

One long, fierce flout at tune and lime

Ragged and jagged by intent

As if each Ime were earthquake rent
”

I may also draw attention to ‘ A Recipe—or hints on how to wnte poetry such

as may please certain contemporary palates

Let metre eternally jump jolt and lurch.

For infinite crudeness make infinite search

So beware lest a line inadvertently scan

And of course be as odd and as queer as you can.

And wnte in fashion that makes men of sense

At the mere name of Poetry, haste to fly hence.

Two epigrams more—both rather bitter in tone—may be quoted The first is

entitled, "Loves and Hates

1 love the poet of cloudless ray ,

Love too the folded golden Vapour

,

But hate the humbug who all day

Serves up deliberate fog on paper

The other is addressed To a Successful Man

"Yes titles, and emoluments, and place.

All tell the world that you have won life s race.

But then ’twas your good fortune not to start

Handicapped with a conscience or a heart”
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A devoted disciple of Wordsworth, Watson learnt much from nature and speci-

ally celebrated the beauty of nature. There is no evidence that he learnt from it

anything of moral evil and of good, nor that he read any philosophy into it. He
is content to see and feel and drink in its beauteous sights and sounds, and
sometimes find in them a reflection of his mood and a picture of the life of man.
The following quatrain best illustrates his nature-poetry

"'Spring, the low prelude of a lordlier song .

Summer, music without hint of death :

Autumn, a cadence lingeringly long '

Winter, a pause,— the minstrel—year takes breath.

Here are some pretty lines to April :

"April, April,

Laugh thy girlish laughter

,

Then, the moment after.

Weep thy girlish tears •

April that mine ears

Like a lover greatest.

If 1 tell thee, sv;eetest,

All my hopes and fears

April, April,

Laugh thy golden laughter,

But, the moment after,

Weep thy golden tears

In another poem he speaks of Nature "who never negligently yet fashioned an

April violet" and ‘'who suffers us pure form to see in a dead leaf's anatomy
' The

contrast between man and nature is brought out in the poem entitled ‘"The First

Skylark of Spring"—evidently inspired by Shelley :

"We sing of Life, with stormy breath

» That shakes the lute’s cjistempered string .

We sing of Love, andioveless Death

» Takes up the song we sing

But am fettered to the sod,

^ And but forget my bonds an hour

In amplitude of dreams a god,

A slave in dearth of power.”" , -
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The same contrast is expressed m an epigram

'Toiling and yearning, ns man’s doom to see

No perfect creature fashion d of his hands

Insulted by a flowers immaculacy

And mock d at by the flawless stars he stands
’

In a different key is the poem The Lark and the Thrush -reminiscent of Words-
worth’s Lesser Celondine and The Green Linnet'

‘O from too far and from too high

In too pure air above.

Doth the great Rhapsodist of the sky

Utter melodious love. '

Bird that from neighbouring tree docs pour

Songs of less heavenly birth

'Tis thine thine that can pierce me mote

Sweet Rhapsodist of the Earth

Both Shelley and Wordsworth have their share in the fashioning of the poem
entitled Rejuvenescene”—the Immortality Ode and 'The West Wind" must

have suggested tbe underlying thought

The Day is young, the Day is sweet

And light IS her heart as the tread of her feet

The Day is weary, the Day is old

She has sunk into sleep through a tempest of gold

Sleep tired Day I Thou shalt nse made new.

All splendour and wonder and odour and dew”

I shall quote one more specimen of Watson’s nature-poetry a viwd and powerful

word picture of a storm from the poem entitled Midst the Seas”

Many have sung of the terrors of the Storm

I will make me a song of ip beauty its graces of hue and form -

A song of the loveliness gotten of Power

Bom of Rage in her blackest hour,

When never a wave repeats another

But each is unlike bis own twin brother

Each IS himself from base to crown

Himself alone as he dambers up.
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Himself alone as he crashes down ;

When the whole sky drinks of the sea's mad cup

And the ship is thrilled to her quivering core.

But amidst her pitching, amidst her rolling.

Amidst the clangour and boom and roar, .

Is a Spirit of Beauty all-controlling.’’

Watson took at one time, quite early in his career, a lively interest in politics He
was no supporter of Jingoism. He was a firm believer in the value of freedom

for all races and not only for England. He passionately denounced all those who
stood in the way of other nations attaining freedom Naturally verse witten as

part of current political polemics can have but a transitory interest and can hardly

be of any value once the ashes of controversy are cold. Watson did not raise

any issues that are permanently engaging man's attention , this portion of his

work IS the one least likely to last. One of his collections, published in 1897, is

entitled 'The Year of Shame". He says .

"Never henceforth, O England, never more

Prate thou of generous effort, righteous aim, ,

Whose shame is that thou knowest not thy shame 1’^

In another poem, written ‘‘during estrangement’*, he says, “as architects of rum

we have no peers", and

‘ Redder from our red hoof-prints the wild rose

Of freedom shall afresh hereafter spring
''

In connexion with the South African War, he says

“Ah, not today is Nature on our side I

The mountains and the rivers are our foe.

And Nature with the heart of man allied

Is hard to overthrow."

In “Harvest", he says .

>

“A naked people’ in captivity ,

' A land where Desolatior/ hath her throne ,

The wrath that is, the rage that is to be :

Our fruits, whereby we are known."

And in ‘-The True Imperialism" :

• ‘^Vain IS yoiir Science, vain your Art,

Your triumphs and your glories vain,
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To feed the hunger of their heart

And famine of their brain

In Metamorphosis ,

‘‘Shouting her own applause, if haply so

She may shout down the hisses of the world

But this mood did not last long In the ‘Ode on the Coronation of Kmg
Edward VII , he says

‘ Proudly, as fits a nation that hath now

So many dawns and sunsets on her brow.

This duteous heart we bnng

Naturally, scattered over the pages of Watson’s several books, are many pieces

that deal with weightier matter, have a considerable ballast of thought and medi

tation, and touch the depths of life. There is no obligation for a lync poet to be

a philosopher Indeed, should he lose himself in the mazes of divine philosophy

however charming it might be, the less poet he 1 But the best poetry is a combi-

nation of thought and fancy and melody If we read Watson with care, we
shall find him frequently expressing a mood of discontent with things as they are

of deep dissatisfaction with the hard terms of human life, of despair that one

must fret one’s soul “with crosses and with cares ’
It is not the ' pale contented

son of discontent” of which Keats speaks in ‘Lamia’' The following lines

express the prevailing mood

‘ Man only, irked by calm, and rent

By each emotion s throes

Neither m passion finds content

Nor finds it in repose
’

In another poem he states the same \incertainty about the

nature of existence on earth

On from room to room I stray

Yet my Host can neer espy.

And 1 know not to this day

Whether guest or captive I

‘

The concluding stanza of the poem entided The Hope of the World” is m the

same strain

Here where perhaps alone

I conquer or 1 fell
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Here; o’er the dark Deep blown;

1 ask no perfumed gale,

1 ask the unpampenng breath

That fits me to endure

Chance, and victorious Death,

Life, and my doom obscure,

Who know not whence { am sped, nor to what port I sail”.

That some sorrow is inevitable and that luck consists in the number of errors one

can avoid is the theme of the lines "'To a Friend” :

"For they are blest that have not much to rue—
That have not oft mis-heard the prompter's cue,

Stammered and stumbled and the wrong parts played

And life a Tragedy of Errors made”.

The glory of the past and the brightness of the hope for the future sustains man's

faith .

'And 1 count him wise.

Who loves so well Man's noble memories

He needs must love Man's nobler hopes yet more''.

That IS an expression of the nineteenth century creed of Progress which, in

”A Death in the Desert'’, Browning says, is

"Man’s distinctive mark alone.

Not Gods’ and not the beasts' ; God is, they are;

Man partly is, and wholly hopes to be”.

John Morley, looking back, in the evening of his days, to the period when he also

shared passionately in this faith, asserted that Progress stands for a working belief

that the modern world will never consent to do without. In the poem entitled

"The Dream of Man", Watson also^ puts forward the view that struggle, effort,

aspiration are what make life liveable. Man is shown in it as having conquered

Death, but that gives him no satisfaction Life without any necessity for conquest

seems empty. At 'his dreadful zenith’, he cries for help to God;

"And Deity paused and hearkened, then turned to the undivine,

Sayfng, "‘O man, my creature, thy lot was more blest than Mine.

I taste not delight of seeking, nor the boon of longing know.

There is but one joy transcendent, and I hoard it not but bestow.

' - ~ ' Lhoard^it not nor have tasted, but freely I gave it to thee— -

- . The joy of most glonous striving, which dieth in victory’'.
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I have menboned earlier sonie of the brief criticisms of some men of letters

which Watson has put into verse- a word may now be said of the volume which he
called 'Excursions in Cnticism , and which he descnbed as ‘ the prose recreations

of a rhymer It was published in 1897 Two cntical dicta deserve to be

speaally noted ‘ True criticism, when it approaches the work of the masters can

never be quite cool it is the cntic $ business to feel just as much as to see

And, secondly ‘There can be no doubt that style is the great antisccpbc in

literature—the most powerful preventive against decay" Two other short sentences

may be quoted—this on Saintsbury— Mere ease of style often gets more credit

than IS Its due It is ease with power, or ease with splendour that is the valuable

thing”, and this on James Russell Lowell
—

‘ It is delightfully fresh and tonic with

a certain saline shrewdness in it reminding us that it has come across the ocean’

But two more elaborate passages will illustrate the quality of his enneal judgments

and specially the earnestness which mark them Wnang of Burns he says

All Burns's qualities are on the great scale. Look at his

humour His laughter is no crackling of thorns under a jjot, but a

sheer blazing and roanng of piled up faggots of fun It is the very

not and revelry of mirth there is something demoniacal about this

hilanty Even the coarseness that goes with it hardly offends us it

IS so manifestly and naturally of a piece with the utter licence and

abandonment whicfi this lord of literary nonsense has for the nonce

decreed

This of Ibsen

"He shows us little but the uglmess of thmgs, the colour seems

to fade out of the sunset, the perfume seems to fiensh from the rose

in his presence. But if power and impressiveness are their own

justification Ibsen IS justified for whatever else he may or may not

be he IS powerful he is impressive To those enthusiasts however

who would place him on an equality with the greatest dramatists,

sane and sober cndcism can only repfy No this narrow intensity of

vision, this preoccupation with a part of existence is never the note

of the masters they deal with life he deals only with death in life.

They treat of society he treats only of the rotte'nness of society

Their subject is human nature—his human disease
’

1

Watson does not attam the eminence of the maiters He has not their

spontaniety, nor their breadth and" depth But as one who upheld the dignity of
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the Muses and strove to serve them assiduously,, as a skilled craftsman, he holds

a high place. As he says himself

:

“Not mine the rich and showering hand, that strews

The facile largess of a stintless Muse.

A fitful presence, seldom tarrying long.

Capriciously she touches me to song

Then leaves me to lament her flight in vain.

And wonder will she ever come again’^



A BIRD’S-EYE-VIEW OF ANCIENT INDIAN EDUCATION

Dtu A S AiTnCAR

5 iN a volume which is intended to commemorate the distinguished services ren

^ ^
dered by Dr SachchidanandaSinha to the Patna University it will not be out

T of place to make a general survey of the features and achievementsof Anaent

Indian Education We often forget that the history of ancient Indian education

extends over several millenniums and its features were not always the same during

diis long pcnod What was true at one stage was not so at another The

absence of this correct knowledge, however often creates a wrong impression in

the public mind For the purposes of this survey, we shall therefore divide the

anaent Indian history into four penods The first one will be from prehistonc

times to 1000 B C It may be conveniently descnbed as the Vedic age, as

most of the Vedic literature was composed during this penod The duration of

the second penod may be conveniently taken to be c. 1000 B C to c. 200 B C
This age may be converaently called the age of the Upanishads and the Sutras.

The third penod will be the one extending from c. 200 B C to o 500 A D
and can be descnbed as the age of the Smntis. The fourth period will be taken

to be the one extending from c. 500 A D to c. 1200 A D and may be called

the age of the Puranas and Nibandhas We shall now proceed to descnbe the

condition and features of education as a whole in each of these penods.

THE AQE OF THE VEDAS.

This age marked the beginning of Indian culture literature and saenoe and so

naturally not much striking progrels was made in the different departments of

knowledge People of this age had however, a keen desire to make a rapid

progress m the different departments of knowledge They were convinced that it

was the intellectual effiaency and equipment that was most essenual for achi^-

mg progess in knowledge. It was emphasised that gods will be the friends only

of those who are wise and learned. Those only were regarded as learned who

could not only reate the texts of the books but could also interpret them Every

householder of the age therefore naturally regarded the education of his children

as a sacred duty No distmction was made in this conn&uon betweeh boys and

girls the education of both received the same attention at least upto the higher
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stage. Ordinarily the guardian discharged his duty to teach his wards so regularly
and successfully that no necessity was felt for a long time either for the profe-
ssional teacher or for the public school.

,
Secular literature was yet to be developed and so the literaiy course was

predominantly religious. People, however, had a free and open mind and were
eager to explore new realms of, knowledge. Great emphasis was laid on the pro-
per development of debating powers; boys and girls who were successful in debates
were highly honoured. Education, however, did not produce mere talkers

; it

produced men of action who managed to spread the Aryan culture in the country
in a short time. The Aryan'communitx was a compact one during this age, and
so there was not much difference in the educational level of the different classes.
Priests, however, used to specialise generally m literary and religious education.
Warriors and agriculturists also received some literary education, but it was
naturally not so deep or wide as that of priests or poets. They used to devote
the greater part of their educational course in mastering the art of war or the
processes of agriculture or the methods of arts and crafts The followers of the
latter were held in high esteem ; some of them like Asvins and the Ribhus were
even deified The educational system of the age was successful in for*ming cha-^
tacter, developing personality, promoting the progress in the different branches of'

knowledge and achieving social efficiency and happiness.
(

THE UPANISHAD-SUTRA PERIOD, (c. looo B C.toc -200 B. CJ

This age can justly be regarded as the most creative period of Hindu culture

and literature, art and sciences The foundations of whatever is the most glorious

in Hindu culture were laid down in this period. Metaphysics made remarkable

progress, as is made evident by the Upanishads, and the Jain and Buddha
systems

; the foundation of almost all the later systems of philosophy were laid

down in this age. Philology and grammar were well developed and the literary

activity in the legal literature started. Speculations in the sphere of political

thought were useful and original. Astronomy and mathematics, medicine and
surgery, mining and metallurgy began to be cultivated and sculpture and archi-

tecui^ recorded remarkable progress, especially towards the end of the period

Effort was also made to popularise culture and knowledge by transforming the epic

of the Bharata war into an encyclopaedia of reigion and ethics.

These manifold activities in the different spheres became possible because

Indians had Still an open,*free and enquiring mind and were making strenuous

efforts to extend the bounds of knowledge and to’ensure its transmission to posterir/.
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With a view to enlist the help of soaety for this work Upanayana ntual was made
obligatory for the whole Aryan community at about the beginning of the age.

This gave a great impetus to the spread of both literary and higher education

As learning became more and more extensive in the course of time education in

the family became impracticable and society began to encourage distinguished

scholars to become regular teachers. They used to organise private schools for

higher studies relying mainly on the voluntary contnbutions of students taking

their advantage. Brahmacharya disapline was still vigorous, but towards the

end of the penod the marriageable age of the girls began to be gradually lowered

which adversely affected female education Dunng the earlier part of the penod

however, there was no dearth of women philosophers and scholars some of whom
used to organise schools and hostels for girls Co-education, however was un

known Majonty of girls received their educaooo at home as was the case

with boys also dunng the earlier penod The educational system paid as much

attention to the cultivation of the Vedic studies as to that of grammar and philo-

logy mathematics and astronomy, epics and legal literature. Professions became

speaalised towards the end of this penod, and society began to feel that they

chould become hereditary in oftler to encourage further effiaency The ordmaiy

soldier and the agnculainst used however, to receive a fair amount of culwral

educaaoo The training imparted to the doctor and the sculptor was fairly effi

aent and practical and the average intelligence of the artisan was fairly high

The skilled worker was respected by society Education was regarded as a

senous proposition and society was anxious that its benefits should be extended to

as large a class as possiblei Various steps were being proposed and adopted to

see that the students did not stop their studies at the end of their courses. The

educational system continued to be successful in forming character budding up

personality extending the bounds of knowledge and preserving the hentage of the

past It undoubtedly promoted soaal happiness and efficiency It enabled India

to be the vanguard of the contempbrary world and repel and subjugate the piower-

ful Greek enemy

THE AGE OF THE SMEITIS (c soo B C lo 500 A D )

I

This may be desenbed as the age of the cndcal reflection and sjaecialisation

Tbe achievements of the preceding creative period were cnacally examined and

special systems like Sankhya and the Yoga the Nyaya and Vaisheshika the

Vedanta and the Mahayana Buddhism were evolved This undoubtedly marked

considerable progress in critical thought The creative vein was however,

sail active though in a less ijiarked degree than before. Its activity was
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particularly noteworthy in the realm of classical literature and sacred laws,

painting and sculpture, mathematics and astronomy A considerable part of

the religious literature was now canonised, but Hindus had still an open, free and
enquiring mind. Philosophical systems continued to be called orthodox though

they had no place in them even for God Heterodox systems like ihe Jainism

and the Buddhism were studied by the Hindus and the theories and the dogmas

of Hinduism were analysed by the Jams and the Buddhists. This led to considei-

able progress in logic and metaphysics. Greeks were no doubt regarded as unholy

foreigners {Mlechchhas) but nevertheless their achievements in the realm of sculp-

ture, coinage and astronomy, were carefully studied and assimilated, which led to

considerable progress in all these sciences.

There was, however, a distinctive setback to the cause of education as a

whole during this period Child marriages became the order of the day towards

Its end and so female education suffered considerably. Only daughters of high

class families received any education worth the name. The lowering of the

marriageable age of girls naturally involved the lowering of the marriageable age

of boys also. Brahmacharya discipline consequently became slack and nominal

towards the end of the period. The educational system could produce only a

limited number of young men possessing a developed personality, characterised

by self-confidence and self-reliance. During this period, the Upanayana of

Kshatriyas became a mere formality ; this gave a severe blow to the general

level of culture in these classes. This reduced the general efficiency of the

sculptor and the weaver, the warrior and the agriculturist. The education

of these classes began to become more and more narrow. The same defect

arose in the course of time in general education also. There was too much

specialisation in logic and philosophy, astronomy and mathematics ; there was

no broad-based secondary course education The educational system was

still able to promote social happiness and efficacy and secure the preservation

and spread of national culture j it enabled society to absorb a number of

foreign tribes whom it could not drive out by military force. Towards the

encW)f this period the higher education j of cultured classes received a great

impetus by the rise of organised * educational institutions. On account of the

liberal support '^/hlch these institutions received from the state and society,

they were able to impart free education. Several colleges for higher educaii-^n

were started, which in the course of time began to attract students from abroad

well. The training in the practical sciences like sculpture and architecture, n.eJi-

cme and metallurgy was still very efficient^ if somewhat narrov.',
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THE AQE OF THE FURANAS ( c. 500 A D 10 1200 A D )

India continued to en)oy the reputation of an Internationa] centre of education

dunng thu period also Down to th' end of the 9th centuiy Chinese scholars

used to flock in her eastern Universities, and her doctors used to be summoned to

Baghdad to organise and supervise over the hospitals and to teach mediane to the

students in the country Education had not become mere book learning, Indian

teachers used to exate the admiration of foreigners by their remarkable powers of

explanation and exposition Graduates of this pienod were remarkable for their

mastery over Sansknt, though it was no longer the spoken language. Facilities for

highter education continued to be ample if with the decline of Buddhism the

number of monastK: colleges declined, the nse of the temple colleges more than

compensated for the resulting loss. Brahmacharya disapime no doubt became

nominal owing to early mamages even mamed students, however showed com

mendable perseverance in punuing protracted courses of studies. Poor students

continued to maintain themselves by begging, if necessary the number of teachers

eager to follow the high code of the profession which en)oyed free tuition still

continued to be large Soaety s earnestness about education was sdll remarkable.

Though thus higher education prospered, the educauon of the masses suffered

dunng the penod Upanayana now completely disappeared among the Kshatnyas

and this gave a set back to their cultural education reduced the percentage of

literacy among them and made their education narrow Useful arts and professions

began to be regarded as pldiian and were boycotted by the higher classes As

the services of the highest classes of soaety were no longer available for the

development of arts and crafts, they ceased to make any progress worth the name.

Growing orthodoxy of the age disapproved dissection and condemned agnculture

on the ground that it involved the lulling of insects at the nme of ploughing

Medical education became less efficient , surgery went out of vogue and agneui

ture became a plebian and neglected profession The marriageable age of the

girls was further lowered down dunng this age. Girls were ordinanly mamed at

the age of 10 or 1 1 and this gave a death blow to female education A few

ladies no doubt appear as poetesses duijng the penod they were, however excep-

tions rather than the rule. Education could not reach masses as the medium of

higher education was Sansknt which was no longer the epoken language

No spnous and concerted effort was made to develop literature m vernaculars m
order to faalitate the infiltrauon of knowledge to the masses. Ip the sphere of

higher education speaalisanon was earned to too great ab extreme , the logiaan

the mathematiaaa and the rhetonst, for instatxie, did not possess much knowledge
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of the problems and achievements of one another. The preservation of ancient

literature and culture was the mam concern of the educational system ; it was

unable to produce scholars who could substantially enrich it. The creative vein

in the Hindu genius could still be seen in the realm of poetics, and to a less

extent, in those of philosophy, literature and astronomy. It was, however, quite

feeble as compared with its strength in the preceding ages. The situation deteriora.*

ted further by the growing selTconceitedness of the scholars of the age and their

refusal to be benefitted by the knowledge and experiences of the outsider. They

had no longer a free, open and an enquiring mind ; they would refuse to accept

what was not in consonance* with the views expressed in the sacred scriptures.

This stood in the way of progress in the sciences like astronomy, medicine

history and geography During the mediaeval times great importance was attached

by the Indian Pundits, as by Jesuitical scholars, to the cleverness and skill in

merely wordy warfare; a person was hailed as a great scholar, if he could perceive

distinction where none existed and silence his opponent by the display of the

resources of a welhtrained memory Depth of scholarship thus often went

unrecognised and shallow and unscrupulous persons could often pass as great

scholars. The general state of affairs regarding education further deteriorated^

during the period 1200—1800 A. D. owing to the growing impoverishment of the

Hindu society and the withdrawal of the active state encouragement to its

educational system during the period of Muslim ascendancy.



RECONSTRUCTION IN INDIA

Bt

(The Late) Dr. Beni Prasad

^ ^HERE IS a soul of goodness in things evil The world wars of 1914 and

j ^
1939 have seived to draw attention to deep-seated maladies and malad-

T [ustments in the body politic and to stimulate plans of reconstruction

Many thinkers and statesmen experts and administrators are busy with the shape

of things to come and a new order of soaety is no longer a distant vision It is

worth while to glance at the multitudinous problems to which it gives nse to

observe their inter-connection and to indicate broadjy the lines of solution

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT

It is impossible in any plan of reconstruction to lay too much emphasis on

economic improvement, that is, on the abolition of the gnnding poverty which

has made the Indian peasant a by-word for a low standard of living The
average national income in India has been vanously estimated—probably it stands

somewhere in the neighbourhood of Rs. 65 per annum per capita. In any case

It IS low enough but the average for the agncultunsts works out at only Rs 22/

‘Nothing IS more urgent than the modemisanon of Indian agriculture and horticul

hire improvement of the breed of cattle, consolidation or collectivisation of the

present uneconomic holdings immediate and statutory scaling down of long

standing and oppressive defats co-operative marketing and credit- It is equally

necessary to enhance facilities for imgation through wells tube wells, anicuti

tanks and canals to develop means of transport to dense schemes of afforestation

in order to prevent erosion of soil and to tram the courses of rivers, speaally m
Bihar and Bengal and to eliminate devastating floods so far as possible. Reform

of tenancy and inhentanoe laws are necessary to ensure to the pnmary cultivator

the just share of the produce, adequate secunty an incentive to continuous im

provement self respect and digruty m soaety Landlordism has been a serious

incubus on agricultural prospenty and calb for drastic revision It is no less

necessary to elicrt the peasants co-operation in their uplift by encouraging the

growth of peasant unions. With proper plannmg and other improvements it would

be easy to surmount the food shorta^ which at present keeps more than 70

millions below the margm of subsistence and exposes the most indigent among

them to starvation in any emergency

INDUSTRIALISATION

About 70 per cent of the people m India are at present engaged in agnculturc-

Mechanisation or rationalisation means a great saving of labour Mechanisation
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of agriculture would release a large number of tenants, specially of labourers from
the land. It should be practicable to absorb them into industry—cottage industries*

as well as mechanised industries Industrial expansion alone can relieve the

pressure on the land. There is also a more weighty recommendation in its

favour. With provision of adequate clothing, shelter, furniture, leisure and enter-

tainment, facilities of travel and education to the entire population, it can transform

the erstwhile economy of pain and toil into one of plenty and comfort It is an

essential ingredient of welfare economy to equip the country with an up-to-date

system of transport and communication by road and rail, steamship and aeroplane,

so that exchange of goods and services may be facilitated, cultural intercourse may

be fastened and national solidarity may be promoted.

PLANNED ECONOMY

Here it is desirable to take stock of the devices of planned economy which

have been tried with great success in Russia and elsewhere. It is intrinsically

easier and at the same time much more necessary to plan the initiation or expan-

sion of enterprises in a comparatively simple economy like that of India than to

balance production and consumption in a highly developed economy like that q^f

the United States, But the former entails difficulties of its own. On the one

hand, it may be necessary to look to foreign countries for part of the initial

capital outlay for heavy machinery and the services of experts. On the other

hand, a backward country exposed to foreign competition, must join planning

to an appropriate scale of customs duties and protection from foreign dumping.

Large-scale planning which involves plentiful borrowing and industrial regula-

tion must be supported by an appropriate, expansion of currency and regulation

of exchange. It may be necessary 'to revise the policy hitherto followed by

Government of India in settlement of some of the outstanding points concerning

the Is 6d. ratio, the sterling exchange, the sterling balances and consuls, and

the Indian public debt. Similarly, it is necessary to chalk out a banking policy in

conformity with the changing requirements of indigenous agriculture, industry and

commerce. Banking has to be socialised or brought under social control to

finaace large scale as well as cottage industry in accordance with national plans.

,
SOCIAUSATION AND SOCIAL CONTROL

Recent experience, specially that acquired during the world wars of 1914 and

1939, has demonstrated not merely the desirability but also the feasibility of

socialising the larger me'ans of production and of establishing social control over

the non-socialised industries Socialisation and social control, regarded not as
j
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ngid dogmas but as flexible modes of organising capital, labour and resources as

well as of eliadng talent, judgment, initiative and public spint can be applied to

any branch of agnculture industry banking and uansport in accordaiKC with

the exigencies of production, inadence of consumption, current of public opinion

and standards of administration The soaalised and private sectors call for ap

proximadon to each other in regard to conditions of work pay amenities and

insurance. Neither the one nor the other presents an automatic solution of the

economic, much less of the soaal problem in its entirety In socialised as well

as in unsocialised works it is necessary to guarantee a minimum rate of wages as

high as the industry can bear, prescnbe something like a 40 hours week, provide

for wholesome conditions of work housing and enterjainment, inaugurate a

nation wide scheme of insurance against sickness old age, unemployment and

acadent as part of the wider plan of establishing maximum and effective equality

of opportunity for all atizens and of an equitable distnbution of wealth leisure

and education Part of this jorogramme is contingent on regulation of units of

habitaaon in terms of personal development One of the most urgent tasks of

avilisation is to plan towns and villages, to limit the size of the former, wherever

necessary, to clear existing slums and prevent the growth of new ones. Decentr

alisaoon ' of mdustry wherever jxjssible, will considerably help in this direction.

FUNCTIONAL ORQANISATION

It IS obvious enough that neither labourers nor peasants can dejoend entirely

on the government for amelioration of their condition They must combine

among themselves, if they are to receive their due share of the soaal dividend and

to exerase their pull on affairs. Trade utuons and other functional organizations

such as those of techniaans and capitalists would also serve to suggest discuss

and amend details of plans, to mediate their execution, to ventilate ideas and

gnevances foster a sense of dignity in the occufiation m short, to supply the

middle term between individualism and staosm

THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT

Another fruitful line of organisation is co-operative soaeties of producers^d

consum^ for purchase and for credit ^or mvketing and for belter living They

will go a long way towards eliminating the evils inadental to private capitalism as

well as to state capitalism

COrTAQB INDUSTRIES

A more 'important move in the same direction is representM by cottage

industnes like spinning and weaving the manufacture of utensils furniture, toys)
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paper, etc. The industrial revolution has often forced personality into unwhole-

some conformity to the exigencies of mass production and profit It is desirable,

especially in a warm climate like that of India, to adapt industry to the open

spaces of the country-side and to the spirit of craftsmanship, h is now feasible

to carry electric power to villages or small towns and enable them to produce

many commodities for internal consumption and, may be, for export too. Small-

scale industries engage about 15 million workers at present as against less than

2 nfiillion in large scale industries. But they admit of vast development and can

furnish employment to an almost equal number of unemployed adults. This will

also help the village or township to retain or regain the community character

which^ IS often lost by the destruction of local industries and the consequent emi-

gration of talent and ambition

HEALTH

Economic measures would in no small measure raise the standard of health

and longevity in the country. They must, at the same time be supplemented by

a deliberate plan for the eradication of malaria, cholera, small-pox, tuberculosis

and the other ailments which take a heavy toll of life and lower the spirit and

vitality of millions of sufferers. Recent scientific investigations confirm the common
observation that the majority of the people are under-nourished and that their diet

IS rather unbalanced, especially in the eastern and southern parts of the country.

It is absolutely necessary to introduce the requisite amount of calories and

vitamins into the diet partly through increased consumption of vegetables, fruits

and dairy products, to organize a campaign of hygiene and sanitation, to bring

medical aid within the reach of all, through a network of dispensaries, hospitals,

clinics, maternity homes and nursing homes. In the interest of physical as well

as moral health, it is also necessary to encourage temperance, through local option

or prohibition.

DIFFUSION .OF EDUCATION

It IS obvious that agricultural improvement, industrial planning and expansion,

co-cperation, trade unionism^ and a high standard of health, dignity and self-respect

can be sustained only by universal education. Ignorance and illiteracy chain the

population to a low plane of living, neutralise the effect of any reforms imposed

from above, induce an attitude of helplessness and open the way to exploitation

and oppress^oj;^ by holders of land, credit and office. Education, free and universal,

not merely upto the primary but up to the secondary stage, supplemented by

adequate facilities for technical instruction^ by university education and by adult
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education is indispensable to the acceleration and durability of any reform and to

the moral growth of the soaety It is germane to stress that education

produces its best effects not when it progresses as in India from one miserable

percentage to another but when it is rapidly universalised as in modem Russia

and Turkey

QUAUTV OF EDUCATION

While the quantitative aspect is extremely important it is impossible to forget

that much depends on the quality of instruction Ever since Macaulay penned

his famous minute more than a hundred years ago, Indian education has been

haphazard in growth lackmg in social direction and outlook. It is nme that it

should not only be brought abreast of the latest researches m child psychology

and of methods of learning through manual training on a basis of coordination

of the vanous sciences and arts but should also be integrated with the cultural

milieu and spintual aspirations of the people. There must be education not for

a small minority or training for a limited sphere of activity, but for the entire

population and for the conduct of life as a whole. Universal education and

economic amelioration contain the substance of a solubon of the problems of the

aborigines and the depressed classes, though they also call for other supplementary

measures.

POUnCAL REFORM

It has lately been csbmated that free and compulsory pnmaiy educabon in

India would cost about 300 crores of rupees a year Higher and techracal

educabon would mean a considerable addibon to the amount. But a generabon

inured to astronomical sums of war finance u likely to discover ways and means

of defraying high expenditure not only on educabon but also on public health,

soaal insurance and other services The inmal outlay on them all as well as

economic plans can be met by borrowing, enhanced taxabon, proceeds of

soaalised enterprise and a light inflabon Thereafter expenditure can be balanced

enbrely by the increased nabonal dividend. High taxabon however called for a

degree of courage and public support which are possible only to a government

based on general consent and enthusiasbc allegiance. Such a government is

also indispensable to the mobilisatxjn of political talent, and pOblic spmt for the

service of the community Apart from these practical exigenaes, it is clear that

polibcal freedom is essenbal to that nabonal self respect which sejtains all con-

certed endeavour and to the national morale which nses equal to any external

danger Nabonal freedom would enable the country to pull its weight in
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international peace conferences, and in international institutions--cultural, economic,

juridical and political National freedom may incline the world to better

appreciation of the ethical and spiritual ideals which a long line of thinkers have

worked out in India.

THE WELFARE STATE.

Indeed, no discussion on India’s future can proceed far without reaching the

conclusion that the country needs a government deriving its vitality from the

people devoted to the good of the people and responsible to the opinion of the

people. A bureaucratic administration, controlled by the British Government,

SIX thousand miles away without any knowledge of Indian conditions and without

any obligation to foster Indian welfare, errs necessarily on the side of safety

first", restricts itself to a few and elementary functions, provokes disaffection and

alienates popular sympathies by repression. Such a negative government must

in the logic of progress be replaced by the positive government appropriate to a

welfare state, actively and untiringly fostering culture and prosperity. The organi-

zation, adequate to the purposes of a welfare state raises all the problems of

authority, liberty, public opinion, of relations of the expert and the amateur of

checks and balances; of modes of representation at the centre, in the provinces,

in the Indian States, in districts, municipalities and the villages.

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM

In the first place, it is desirable to organize a thorough going system of local

self-government from the village or the town to the tahsil or the taluka, right up

to the district, functioning under provincial statutes, advice and, where necessary,

supervision and control. In the second place, the central and provincial adminis-

trations, their branches or sections as well as the divisional and district adminis-

trations should be associated with a series of Advisory Councils^ nominated so as

to comprise experts on the subjects in question, spokesmen of the interests

affected and some representatives of the general public. These bodies may be

distinct from any standing cornmittees*, of the Legislature or elective boards and

may constitute bridges between the standpoints of the bureaucracy on the one

hand and thos^ of the public or its various sections on the other. In the third

place, the administrative and technical services, central and provincial, and also

those under district and municipal boards should, for the most part, be recruited

on a basis of open competitive examinations and tests conducted by a gradation

of non-poUtt^al Public Services Commissions Fourthly, schools of regular (rain-

ing should be established for recruits to the Cyentral, Provincial and Local Boards

Services.
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EXECUTIVE COMMISSIONS

The political executive may be assoaatcd with a Planning Commission con

sisting partly of experts and partly of nominated spokesmen of vocational associa

tions and working whenever necessary, through committees A National Invest-

ment Board should be charged with the function of assisting through loans and

purchase of shares agricultural and industnal enterprise in consonance with the

national plans as finally approved It may derive its resources from Government

savings banks the public share in the profits of subsidized enterpnses and from

loans It would also work in collaboration with the C^tral Bank and through

It, with the other pint-stock banks P ensure it that adequate capital at reasonable

rates of interest was forthcoming for agnculwral and industnal development

Similarly, boards can be established for the management of the tariff railways

and means of transport forestry etc. Their operations would be subject to

parliamentary scrutiny in connexion with the grant of supplies and appropnations.

They would function within the limits of statutory enactments and their members,

mostly experts appointed by the executive would be removable before the ex

piry of their normal term, on the presentation of an address by the legislature But

siHbject to these provisos they would enjoy a large measure of auPnomy and lift

numerous questions from the heat of party stnfe to the dispassionate atmosphere

of saentilio investigation They would integrate themsdves with the administrative

tradition and soon gam a position analogous to that which publp services commis-

sions already occujoy in some counmes. They would relieve the political execu

ove as well as the ordinary permanent offiaals of a vast amount of work for

which they are not usually fit They would not only represent the pnnaple of

science in govi-mment but would also make for exjaedition of business

SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Large scale reform, political administrative, educational and economic de

mands a corresjxinding sense of soaal justice, a practical recognition of the infinite

worth of personality a living faith in spintual values' a ceaseless endeavour P in

corporate those values into everyday life and social organisatioa It implierthe

abolitran of pnvileges and disabilities based ton accident of birth effective and

maximum equality of opportunity to all, respect for the nghts of ‘mmonties free

dom of religious belief worship language, literature and culpre to all, equality

before the law eqJality in political rights and tolerance of differencas^^ Inter aba.

It implies equably of staps between men and women, and appropnate amend-

ment in laws on mamage divorce property and inhentance. Success in soaalisaticm
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and in economic planning depends largely on the substitution of social service

and co-operation for motives of individual profit and power.

IMMEDIATE START

Economic improvement, educational advance, political reorganisation, social jus-

tice, moral and spiritual endeavour are inter-dependent and correlated aspects of a

single programme of human welfare which should forthwith be taken in hand and

should not be postponed. There is a tremendous lag in Indian development;

reform and reorganisation have long been overdue and the lee-way should be

made up as quickly as possijple.

PROBLEMS

Every aspect of the programme briefly indicated above raises a multitude of

problems, of their attitude, adjustment, organization and correlation. A close

study of them from the practical point of view will represent a contribution to-

wards the much needed association of knowledge with public affairs.



OAUTAMA BUDDHA AND BIHAR

Bl/

Tin Hon’bw Db. Kailash Natii Kattu

7̂ 2?ANY places and tracts of land in India are renowned in Indian history by

y v/ their speaal sanctity Mathura Vnndavan, Divarka and Ayodhya arouse

our religious fervour because of their assoaauon with Shn Knshna and Ram

Chandra None with a soul so dead whose blood does*not begin to course more

rapidly m his veins when he treads the ground of Chitor hallowed by the blood of

innumerable heroes and martyrs and thinks of the valiant deeds of heroism and sacn

fice wrought there by brave men and women who preferred death to dishonour and

subjugation and to whom a free Chitor was dearer than their life North Bihar

IS to me particularly sacred ground It is assoaated with nvo of the greatest

religious teachers of all ume and the greatest Emjjeror of all nations and countnes

There was preached the noble and excellent doctnne of non violence by Gautam

Baddha and Mahavnr And there reigned Empieror Ashoka who deliberately

forsook war and violence as an instrument of national policy and preferred

VKtones of Dharma and peace and goodwill among men over conquests of lands

and seas by slaughter of innocent men women and children

Gautam Buddha preached the eternal truth of non violence and non injury

to all living beings for over fifty years travelling up and down in North Bihar

Every town and village in that tract is in the Buddhist annak hallowed by the

touch of the feet of the Master Every place in the eyes of the devout has its

own significance because of some particular discourse preached there by the

Buddha. For a thousand years Buddhism flounshed in India It travelled beyond

the confines of India, north and south, east and west. The faith conquered the

hearts of people of many lands notably the Chinese and the Japanese But

strangely enough thereafter in the land of itS birth it became almost an alien reli

gion But better times are ahead and 1 rejpice at equalise all signs of reviving m^erest

in Buddhism in India Dunng the last 120 years mankind has become nch beyond

compare by the recovery from oblivion of those noble edicts, breathing universal

love and sympathy left by Emperor Ashoka on impenshable rocks and stones so

that they might endure for ages. History of mankind does not record any
messages so humane, so direct and so penetratmg by thdr sincenty'Snd benevo-
lence. The voice of Ashoka has transgressed all limits of time and goes straight
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to our heart. It is, but fitting and proper that we in India should reverently

remember and worship the great teacher who gave mankind the healing message

of love and non-injury 2,500 years ago. The temple of peace called the Muh
gandha Vihar at Sarnath grips my imagination strangely. 1 fancy I see before me
the noble figure of the Master as he turned the wheel of the law for the firs

time in the Deer Park, and can there be anything more calculated to touch the

imagination than the young Banyan tree, so vigorous and green, by that Vihar which

takes us back directly through its ancestry to the famous tree in Ceylon and the

great Bodhi tree in Bodh Gaya where Buddha silently meditated and discovered

the root of all evil for all tirhe. The world had been lately in the throes of a global

war and unbridled violence held the field. It is only proper and in keeping with

the traditions of this ancient land that once again here in India the old message of

non-violence and non-violent resistance to all evil should be preached by the

greatest living moral teacher of the world.

It IS sometimes said that Buddhism was in some way responsible for the

emasculation of the Hindu race and for the loss of the freedom of India and

Its subjugation by foreign invaders. I do not share that view. I think the

reasons for our decay were wholly different. Buddhism and the noble

doctrine of non.'injury preached by Buddha had nothing to do with our fall.

It is said that the Buddhist doctrines made men timid and unheroic.

That IS a complete misunderstanding of the whole of the Buddhist teaching.

Gautama Buddha knew not fear and he taught mankind to banish

fear, become absolutely fearless and to return evil by good. That is the lesson

that humanity in these days of tremendous upheaval is painfully learning, the lesson

that force and violence and bloodshed lead nowhere and settle nothing. Hatred

begets hatred and each war has in itself the seeds of another, still more terrible.

The other day, Mr. Churchill described the flying rockets which Germans

sent over England and he said that each rocket had at least a ton of high

explosives, shot up in the stratosphere 50 or 60 miles above the earth, travelled at

a speed of 3000 miles per hou/, and when it struck the ground it had a flying speed

of 2000 miles per hour. This is the advance of science. This is how the

macKine-monster has overwhelmed and overpowered mankind. The atomic

bomb had appeg^red almost at the fag end of the war. The next war will begin witn

atomic bomb and goodness only knows with what terrible weapons it will end. It

is dawning ujpon all nations that if the human race wishes to survive, then

non-violenoe and non^co^-operation with evil are the only panacea for all the ills

to which our species is exposed. Whatever .advance we may have made in the

realms of science and material welhbeing during the last 2,500 years, it is sad to
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Tm Hon’blb Dr. KAiuin Natii Katju

f
ANY places and tracts of land in India are renowned m Indian history by

their speaal sanctity Mathura Vnndavan Dwarka and Ayodhya arouse

T our religious fervour because of their assoaation with Shn Knshna and Ram

Chandra. None with a soul so dead whose blood docs' not begin to course more

rapidly in his veins when he treads the ground of Chilor hallowed by the blood of

mnumerable heroes and mart>TS and thinks of the valiant deeds of heroism and sacn

fice wrought there by brave men and women who preferred death to dishonour and

subpjgafion and to svhom a free Chitor was dearer than their life North Bihar

IS to me partcularly sacred ground It is assoaated with two of the greatest

religious teachers of all time and the greatest Emperor of all nations and countnes

There was preached the noble and excellent doctnne of non violence by Gautam

Bisddha and Mahavir And there reigned Emperor Ashoka who deliberately

forsook war and violence as an instrument of national policy and preferred

vetones of Dharma and peace and goodwill among men over conquests of lands

and seas by slaughter of innocent men women and children

Gautam Buddha preached the eternal truth of non violence and non-m)ury

to all living beings for over fifty years travelling up and down in North Bihar

Every town and village m that tract is in the Buddhist annals hallowed by the

touch of the feet of the Master Every place in the eyes of the devout has its

own significance because of some particular discourse preached there by the

Buddha. For a thousand years Buddhism floonshed in India It travelled beyond

the confines of India north and soutli, east and west. The faith conquered the

hearts of people of many lands notably the Chinese and the Japanese. But

strangely enough thereafter in the land of it4 birth it became almost an alien reli

gion But better times are ahead and I rejoice at equalise all signs of reviving interest

in Buddhism in India. During the last 120 years mankind has become nch beyond

compare by the recovery from oblivion of those noble edicts, breathing universal

love and sympathy left by Emperor Ashoka on imperishable rocks and stones so

that they might endure for ages. History of mankind does not record any
messages so humane, so direct and so penetrating by their sincenly^d benevo-

lence The voice of Ashoka has transgressed all limits of time and goes straight
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to our heart It is, but -fitting and proper that we in India should reverently

remember and worship the great teacher who gave mankind the healing message

of love and non-injury 2,500 years ago. The temple of peace called the Mul-

gandha Vihar at Sarnath grips my imagination strangely. I fancy I see before me
the noble figure of the Master as he turned the wheel of the law for the first

time in the Deer Park, arid can there be anything more calculated to touch the

imagination than the young Banyan tree, so vigorous and green, by that Vihar which

takes us back directly through its ancestry to the famous tree in Ceylon and the

great Bodhi tree in Bodh Gaya where Buddha silently meditated and discovered

the root of all evil for all tirhe. The world had been lately in the throes of a global

war and unbridled violence held the field. It is only proper and in keeping with

the traditions of this ancient land that once again here in India the old message of

non-violence and non-violent resistance to all evil should be preached by the

greatest living moral teacher of the world.

It is sometimes said that Buddhism was in some way responsible for the

emasculation of the Hindu race and for the loss of the freedom of India and

Its subjugation by foreign invaders. I do not share that view. I think the

reasons for our decay were wholly different. Buddhism and the noble

doctrine of non-injury preached by Buddha had nothing to do with our fall.

It is said that the Buddhist doctrines made men timid and unheroic.

That is a complete misunderstanding of the whole of the Buddhist teaching.

Gautama Buddha knew not fear and he taught mankind to banish

fear, become absolutely fearless and to return evil by good. That is the lesson

that humanity in these days of tremendous upheaval is painfully learning, the lesson

that force and violence and bloodshed lead nowhere and settle nothing. Hatred

begets hatred and each war has in itself the seeds of another, still more terrible.

The other day, Mr. Churchill described the flying rockets which Germans

sent over England and he said that each rocket had at least a ton of high

explosives, shot up in the stratosphere 50 or 60 miles above the earth, travelled at

a speed of 3000 miles per hou/, and when it struck the ground it had a flying speed

of 2000 miles per hour. This is the advance of science. This is how the

machine-monster has overwhelmed and* overpowered mankind. The atomic

bomb had appes^red almost at the fag end of the war. The next war will begin with

atomic bomb and goodness only knows with what terrible weapons it will end. It

IS dawning upon all nations that if the human race wishes to survive, then

non-violence and non-co-operation with evil are the only panacea for all the ills

to which our species is exposed. Whatever, advance we may have made in the

realms of science and material well-being during the last 2,500 years, it is sad to
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think that in matters, spintual and moral, we have made no progress at all

Scratch the thin veneer of the so^Iled modem ovilisation and you find the savage

and the brute and the beast still unconquered within us

In the interest of humanity at large I wish that the teaching of Buddha—the

noble four fold truths and the eight fold path—should become a living and

effective force in the guidance of our life, individual as well as national and

collective. Let us in India make an effort to bnng back the Buddha to his native

land once again Legend says that he passed many years of his life in Ra)gir and

Viashali and when at W he saw old age creeping , over him he deaded to

undertake hn last loumey toward Kapilavastu He passed through a place on the

bank of the Ganges where strong fortifications and forts were being constructed

by the order of the Emperor Ajatshatru On enquiry he was informed that the

Maharaja was founding a aty and a fort at that place The legend says that

Buddha with sadness and pity and commiseration in his eyes, said that the aty

under construction would be liable to shocks of earthquake and to fire and that

Its people would be prone to quarrel among themselves That place subsequently

came to be known as Patafiputra. Pataliputra has passed through great vicissrtudes

of time. It has seen great dynasties and empires nse and fell It has been the

scene of much glory and splendour, much damage and devastation The
prophecy of Buddha has been repeatedly fulfilled to the letter The turning wheel

of time has once agam brought prospenty and good fortune to Patna. It has

become the seat of a Provmaal Government. It can take pnde in many noble

edifices and its leadmg atizens are well known all over the land And one of

them B Dr Sachchidananda Sinha whom the contnbutors to this volume have

gathered to honour The contnbuoon of Dr Smha to the feme of Patna as a

seat of learning has been great and distinctive. He has ermched the town with a

magnificent library 1 suggest that the most appropnate method of commemo
rating the services of Dr Smha to the province of Bihar would be to equip that

library with a complete collection of books on Buddha and Buddhism The Pama
museum has a unique collection of Buddhist sculpture and it would be fittmg if

Patna had also a complete collection pf books on Buddha I do not know
whether any public library m India contains a suitable collection of books on

Buddha and Buddhism, but of all places m India Bihar is the province and Patna

IS the aty, which should have a library of Buddhist literature and a more worthy

house for such a noble library cannot be concetved than the Sfichchidananda

Smha Ubrary at Patna.
^ ''
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The study of zoology and veterinary science in
MEDIAEVAL INDIA

iV < I'

^ , Dr. K. K. Basu, M. A., Ph. D.

OOLOGY and veterinary science were not al ogether unknown in mediaeval

India.' Animals were domesticated, trained and well cared for in those days

Works on animal pathology were not uncorr mon.

'The prudent people", says the author of th| Siral4-Firoz Shahi^, a work

written in the fourteenth century, "are aware of the art of seizing and keeping

animals.' They can diagnose their maladies and heal them. The beasts of

forest and birds, such as lions, deer, hares, hawks, ducks and kites are domesti-

cated and trained. Some of the birds can be made to speak like men and some

made to serve as messengers. Trained animals display wonderful feats of skill.

Birds fly high up the heavens and come back near 'heir trainers."

Stories are related of Firoz Tughlak, the Delhi Emperor, who took keen

interest in his pets. It is narrated how the Emperor once recognised one of his

' falcons that had been stolen from his aviary a year before and again brought to

' his court: by an individual as a royal present. For the purpose of satisfying the

cunosity-of his scrupulous courtiers by producing an infallible evidence in his

favour he asked the new-comer to let the bird go. To the surprise of all present,

the bird came near the Emperor and perched on his hand.
- i L

' In ’addition to his qualifications as a sportsman. Emperor Firoz Tughlak was

well-known for his interest in his pets and for his expert knowledge of animal

’ diseases.' There was hardly any animal or bird hat he had not bagged or

domesticated. ' He .could not only find out what ailment a particular animal

suffered from but could also suggest a remedy for the troubles. The book

named Shikarnamah-UFiroz Shahi is said to have been written at the dictation of

Firoz Shah. Mainly a book on sports, it alstfdeal^ with the animal kingdom and

Its pathology. Unfortunately, however, the said w<prk is now lost but if the search

for the book is prosecuted ‘and if there is ever a discovery of the work, it may

thrc^ a valuable light on the subject of zpology ard veterinary science and reveal

the progress which the two branches of science had made in Mediaeval India.

j

The Shikarnamah describes the method of seizing and training hawks and

- falcons of every species. It relates the nativity oi the birds and gives their

physical characteristics. , It discusses their colour and other peculiarities, the

«
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places where they generally build their nests, their method of giving birth and

rearing up their young , it describes the manner and mode of protection offered

to the young against the enemies by the parent bird and the nature of food

supplied by the latter to the former it lays down how the falcons are to be

taught to attack the prey which species of felcons are to be placed on the hands

and what are the signs and charactenstics of a good falcon

The Shikarnamah, as we have already observed deals with the

pathology and the remedy for arumal ailments. It deals with the diseases

falcons in the head, eyes, ears and beak the maladiej they suffer from

spnng and other seasons such as catarrh, swelling of talons, dry scab or

and the like

It further provides remedies to diseases of leopards and dogs both young and

old, such as, scabs, abcess, sore in the anus distortion of limbs, troubles of the

eyes and the neck, cough dipthena cholic worms, cold in the lungs etc. It

states which part of the country supplies excellent dogs for the hunUng purposes

and what are the characteristics of such dogs. It deals with the symptoms of

the diseases of the dogs and suggests medianes m cases of hard breathing,

diseases due to heat and cold scab, and diseases of the head and throat

With regard to the season or time best suited to purposes of hunting, the

animals and birds have been divided m the said work into four categones accord

mg to the influence of the governing planet constituting the sign of the Zodiac on

the animals. The animals that are influenced by Anes possess nails and are

carnivorous Persons desirous of hunting these animals should avail themselves

of the time when the moon is m the Anes. Leo and Sagittanus have similar

properties like the Anes. Animals that are influenced by the planet Cancer Lve

under water such as fish crocodile crab and tortoise Some of their species live

on land as well For purposes of hunting sudi animals people should set out on

their enterprise when the Moon enters the planet Cancer Scorpio and Pisces are

the two other planets that bear similar propdpes like the Cancer Agam, animals

that bear connection with and are influenced by the planet Virgo generally l|ye on
grass and have bisected hoofs. The time when the Moon enters Taurus is

deemed propitious for hunting such animals Taurus and Capneomus possess

similar properties like the Virgo

Gemini Libra and Aquanus have similar propeijies Animals that are

influenced by these planets move op wings. When the Moon moves to Libra

the feathered vertebrates should ba bagged.

animal

of the

in the
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF AFGHANISTAN

Dr. Hadi Hasan

I

f
ONTRARY to popular opinion, the one word that represents Afghanistan in

all Its phases and aspects is PROGRESS : it is true there are no railways

but there is also no National Debt and no unemployment ; no multi-

millionaires but also no slun^ ; no race-courses but also no suicides. The National

Constituion is the simplest : the provinces elect their deputies and the deputies,

their president—the President of the National Assembly: both His late Majesty and

His Majesty, the ruling sovereign, were elected by unanimous voice of Afghanistan,

expressed through her accredited representatives—-can limited Monarchy go farther^

The royal charter guarantees the incorruptibility of Afghan officials, the teetolalism

of Afghan nationals, universal equality of rights and privileges (without distinction

of caste or creed), the continuance of friendly relations with foreign powers, the

maintenance of law and order, the security of the subjects, the tranquillity of the

kingdom : these are not idle words but actual and positive facts ; the police Is

smart ; the army, welFdisciplined , the king, the shepherd of his flock. Whilst

in other countries cabinets come and go, the Cabinet of His late Majesty still goes

on in Afghanistan, enjoying the fullest confidence of the King and his people.

Who could have thought that to take a lesson in political stability one could

profitably turn to Afghanistan ? His late Majesty Muhammad Nadir Shah, the

Ghazi, the martyr, was appropriately styled by his beloved subjects: the

Saviour of the Country, the Defender of the Faithj
the Preserver of National

Independence, the Restorer of the Memories of the Glorious Past, the Lover

of Education and Progress, the Patron of Culture and Civilization titles

which have passed to his son. His Majesty Muhammad Zahir Shah, who, young

in years, mature in judgement, has already proved by his actions that he is

pre-eminently the greatest of the sons of Afghanistan. Of his king-becoming

graces, I shall not speak, lest my words be construed as flattery, but here is the text

of the'inviolate, the inviolable vow of His Majesty befo're the highest assemWy in

the land, the Natjonal Assembly of Afghanistan : "By God and the Holy Quran

we promise that in all our acts and actions, facing God the Creator, we s a

strive to preserve the religion of Islam, the independence of Afghanistan, t e rig ts

of the people, the constitution of the Motherland, and shall promote t e progress

and prosperity of the country'*.
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II

I saw Afghanistan under the best of conditions as a royal guest and in the

charming and fasanabng company of the late Sir Muhammad Iqbal the late Str

Ross Masood and Moulana Sulaiman Nadvi This was in October 1933 dunng

the reign of His Late Majesty Muhammad Nadir Shah the Ghazi the martyr

Leaving Peshawar by car about eleven in the morning, we reached the Frontier

shortly after noon. "It is dangerous to cross the Frontier , says a notice on the

Indo-Afghan frontier but I found it the safest of crossings A wooden pole cuts

India off from Afghanistan a child could lift this pole
,
actually it was lifted by

two big buriy frontier Indians who insisted on ,re.examining the passports

which had been stamped a few yards away, almost in their presence On this

side of the frontier, the road is tarred and metalled on the other side there is

neither tar nor metal but the continuous stream of traffic has pulvenzed the stones

and the car moved on without jar or jerk to its haven under the hill

Afghanistan is a mountainous country this is not an onginal idea nor did 1

have to go to Afghanistan to discover that the counSy was mountainous bull did

have to go to Afghanistan to discover that the mountains were bare and bleak of

vegetation Over and across and around the mountains, goes the motor road

now like and, more often like an S and Z dll it comes to a valley and there

nesting in the cup of a valley, lies an Afghan town Then once again the

mountains once more a valley and another Afghan town Here and there for

some twenty miles or so, the ground is flat , but flat is not the epithet that denotes

Afghanistan The country is rugged, steep and high and the inhabitants like the

country high and lofty alike in their vision and stature Keen is the air of A^hanis-

tan but keener is the eye of the Afghan

Peaks and cones like pins and needles the mountain stream like a thread of

silver visions of the golden Journey raised by the long stnngs of camels the

opal of the sky melting into the turquoise of the dusk, we had barely time to take

tea at Dakka before we were speeding along on the road to Jalalabad It was

late at night that we reached the royal palace, lying m the celebrated garden of

Babur an enormous building marble'floored with the basements converted into

barracks and the ujjper floor of some 30 rooms thrown open to accomoCiate 4
Indian guests Everything in Afghanistan is on an enormous scale but there is no
scale to measure the hosf«talty of the Afghan

Leaving Jalalabad at dawn we reached Kabul the same evenmg Represen

taOves of the Government and the Kabul Academy had^^rranged a reception in a

summer joavilon that stands some five miles away from the capital mynads of
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electric lights, bunches of grapes, bowls of melon the melons that Babur was

unable to get in India, being too delicate to be transported—these remain imprinted

upon my mind. Afghanistan is the Switzerland of Asia ; and when a railway is

constructed, Kabul will be the tourists’ paradise.

The best view of Kabul is obtained from Babur’s garden : above everything

else, the Mughals loved gardens and running water; and for his love of running

water and gardens, Babur was a Mughal par excellence. He sleeps in his garden

under the vault of heaven, the blue of the sky mingling with the blue oHapis-

lazuli, which marks his tomb Adjoining is a miniature '‘Pearl Mosque the

marble mosque of Shah Jehan, but the roof has obviously been renovated and

ill becomes a royal mosque built in commemoration of the conquest of Balkh and

Badakhshan. Standing in this mosque, with tears in my eyes, ‘'out of India and

still in India’, thought I—for such was the magnitude of the Mughal Empire.

Modern Kabul is ultra-modern : the Darul-Aman avenue is rightly claimed to

be the longest boulevard in Asia, and it is easily as wide as the mam boulevards

of Paris. The Museum contains archaeological relics from Bamyan, Tappah-i-

Khazaneh, Maranjan and elsewhere ;
further, there are over a score o

in the capital of lapis-lazuli, sulphur, paper, sugar, woollens, boots, bu tons,

furniture and carpet-manufacture ; one fine example of an Iraman

by students of the School of Arts and Crafts was presented y is ate j

to the Muslim University, Aligarh. Arts, Science, Military

Frln^ch or

Medicine, Surgery, Technology are taught in

German as a second language in the various colleges-Arabic MJ^
College, Medical College. Agricultural College. Training HaU^
Istiqlal, Nejat etc. For higher scientific and technical studies, A

g
^

are sent to Europe, Japan and America. Petrol has een
j|^g

the fields have been located ;
the oil analyzed ,

and economic exploUa ion o the

fields IS only awaiting the mobilization of internal

‘Safety First' the slogan of Afghrtnis.an is 'consolidation before expansion.

!n 1933, the scars of Bachche.i;Saqqa-s Civil War --
f ''

present regime J;ias. therefore, effected
order out of old

not merely converted the old order to new, ^ ^ , ol l Mahmud
confusion. Their Royal Highnesses Sardar Hashing Khan J^a^

Khan, the Premier and the War Minister respecuvely. are

of speech, quick of ' action, and withal, humble, unassumi g.
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human His Excellency Faiz Muhammad Khan, the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

was then also offiaaling as the Education Minister like a modem Nizamul Mulk

who whilst controlling the foreign affairs of Alp Arstan and Malikshah, was

creating schools and colleges, a University in Nishahpur, another in Baghdad

Afghanistan is supposed to be nch in mineral wealth (there are mines of silver

copper, lead, coal, etc., apart from the world's supply of lapis-lazuli which comes

from Afghanistan) but she is richer m the intellectual wealth of her sons take

for example, Sayyid Jamaluddin Afghani, who died within living memcxy and

left a ahimng furrow like a streak of lightning in the minds of all Muslims from

Kabul to Cairo Pans to Tehran If I am asked to naine two outstanding qualities

of the Afghani 1 would lay Sincerity and Patnotism And these qualities are

not m inverse ratio to woridly status on the contrary the nobler the Afghan, the

greater his sincenty and patnotism The late king, we know, was a saint and

he died a martyr

The king met us in his Kabul Palace “for once ’
I thought ‘ the onginal is

like the photograph , for he was the very picture of his pictures He was a

Itnguiit and spoke English, French Urdu Persian Pushtoo Arabic, with equal

fluency his dream of a Kabul University has not yet matenalized but his love for

Aligarh is attested by the generous grant of Rs. 3 600 per annum which the Mus^

lim University receives from His Ma)esty Muhammad Zahir Shah

The intellectual life of young Afghanistan is focussed in the Kabul Academy
Persian is the medium for debates lectures papers publications The Kabul

Magazine has a high literary standard and its annual number registers the cultural

political and administrative achievements of the country

With Its gardens and natural fbuntains Paghman is to Kabul what Qulhak is

to Tehran To give the effect of this summer wmter capital in Indian terms Simla

would have to be shifted to Delhi

And so, after a week of crowded life tve started on the return journey via

Ghazna and Qandahar

They lay tho Hon and tlM lizard ktefi

The court! where Januhld gloried and drank deep

And Bahrain, the great hunter the wild ass.

Stamps o’er his head and he lies fast asleep
) 1

^

Ghazna, the Imperial City of Sultan Mahmud, was sacked and burnt by
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'Alauddin Ghuri, Jehan-suz in 1149; there remains, therefore, only the tomb of
the great conqueror, with its covered dome and marble sarcophagus ; but even
this is easily out-rivalled by the enormous cenotaph in syenite marble of Sultan

Mahmud's Court-Poet, Firdausi, recently erected at Tus, in the environs of

Meshhed. According to the current story, Sultan Mahmud promised the poet one
gold piece for each couplet of the Shahnamah ; whereupon the poet produced
60,000 couplets ; who could have thought the old man to have had so much
blood in him ? Those were the days of the golden age of Islamic learning, when
for example, alchemists were engaged in the transmutation of metals, and though

they failed in converting qujcksilver into gold, they succeeded in establishing the

important proposition that chemical actions were reversible, and the Sultan,

curiously, succeeded in the reverse process ofconverting gold, quickly, very quickly,

into Sliver. Sixty thousand silver pieces were accordingly conveyed to Firdausi,

and he distributed this amount in tips and went into voluntary retirement at Tus.

Eventually , indigo worth 60,000 gold pieces was sent to Tus but even as the

treasure caravan entered the Rudbar gate, the corpse of Firdausi was being borne

forth from the gate of Kazan.

Sanai, the great mystic poet, also sleeps in Ghazna. ‘4 do not desire weali?h

and worldly goods", sang he when he was living, ‘1 merely desire'the intellectual

eminence of Avicenna." And I could not help feeling, as I stood at his tomb,

how completely the desire had been realized.

Qandahar, the bone of contention between Mughal India and Safawi Iran,

no longer retains its celebrated fortress before which stood the armies of Prince

Aurangzeb and the Emperor Shah Jehan. There is the tomb of Ahmad Shah

Abdali ; there is also the Royal Palace, the largest of royal palaces in Afghanistan.

But the main object of interest is the Rock of Qandahar which rises like a needle

and overlooks the city. The final ascent is made by steps cut into the rock, and

the peak is hollowed out into a chamber, the rock'hewn picnic^pavilion of

Mughal Emperors, Here they sat aijd ate the grapes, melons, and pomegranates

of Qandahar ; and here sits the tourist today to lament over the ephmerality of

human greatness. ’

There is much in Afghanistan to interest both the traveller and the historian ;

but the supreme glory of Afghanistan ^is the Afghan '‘speaking in deeds, and

deedless in his tongue ; his heart and hand both open and both free, for what he

has he gives
"



THE FUTURE OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

B,

(Thi Lati) Rai Baiiadu* D*. Ram KnHORB LL 0
Ex Vicc'ChancelloT Vntveniiy of Delhi

SMHE war that had been raging in Europe has shaken our complacency as a

nation We have been trying our best to correct our perspective and

X* revise our ideas, beliefs and habits of thinking in various spheres of life.

It IS not merely the preoccupations of the present post war emergency which now

hold our attention We have begun to think of the shape of the things to come.

A New Order is no longer a piece of abstraction which has been imported from

the West—It IS a rallymg point for all of us however divided we might be

otherwise We are trying to look ahead in every sphere of life "and we are

determined to face the future however black, with courage and unshackled by

attachment to systems of thought and action to which we have grown accustomed

c ft IS worth while speculating at this juncture on the future of University

education in this country There is a good deal of complacency in our attitude

to University education and at the same nme there is much loose and fallacious

thinking that bars our approach to the problem of higher education m India. I

propiose to touch upon a few issues which are germane to the solution of this

problem.

It IS very commonly supposed that University education stands sdf-condemned

tewlay The products of our Universities it is said are poor specimens of a

hybnd culture which is remote alike from reality and from the needs and

impulses of our naOonal life. A great many of our University students do not

imbibe anything at all they acquire a superfiaal veneer which is mistaken for

culture and pass out of the portals of a Univeraty to face a life of frustration and
even starvation Since the education that they receive is academic and

essentially literary they are unfitted for martual work and useful vocations, eihd

cannot generally, occupy any other positions except those reserved ^ automatic

brain workers. Thus the products of our Universities grow up neither as prO'

ducove units nor as effiaent members of soaety All this implies a tremendous
waste of intellectual and moral energy which could be harpessed to productive

activities but which given a certain atmosphere tend to flow into channels of
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subversive activity. What perhaps is worse, according to critics, is that University

education accentuates class diffeiences and widens the gulf between the so-called

intellectuals and the so-called lower classes who form the mass of the population

Apart from everything else. University education on Western lines is too

expensive for a poor country; and if it is a choice between University education

and primary education, a truly democratic country knows at once what its rational

choice should be.

It is not generally known that such ideas and opinions have gone beyond the

stage of academic controversy. Mahatma Gandhi, originator of the famous

Wardha scheme of education, has given a definite lead to public opinion in the

matter of University education. He recommends that “higher education should

be left to private enterprise and for meeting national requirements whether in the

various industries, technical arts, belles-lellres or fine arts. The State Universities

should be purely examining bodies, self-supporting through the fees charged for

examinations. Universities will look after the whole field of education and

prepare and approve courses of studies in the various departments of education

.University charters should be given liberally to any body of persons of >

proved worth and integrity, it being always understood that, the Universities will

not cost the State anything except that it will bear the cost of running a Central

Education Department The foregoing scheme does not absolve the State from

running such Seminaries as may be required for supplying State needs.'’ Thus,

according to Mahatma Gandhi, higher education, including University education,

is not a social necessity urgent enough to require the help and guidance of the

State. So far as it is a luxury, its cost should be borne by private enterprise and

philanthropy. So far as it has a utilitarian character, as in the case of applied

science and technology, it should be left to be subsidised and exploited by trade

industry.

>

Since these revolutionary ideas carry the weight of Mahatma’s personality and

very well form the education plank in the programme of the Congress Govern-

ments in the near future, they come within the range of practical politics and as

such should claim the earnest attention of ediicationists.
>

A basic fact whiah should not be missed in this controversy is that University

education or, for that matter, higher education of the right type, has not had a

fair trial in our country. Higher education has had a bad odour about it because

of Its historical ' associations, * Its origin is to be found in the need for an

’^educated" class which was essential for running fhe British administration in this
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country The narrow minded view taken of higher education at the initial stage

and laid: of adequate finance perhaps explain its lop-sided growth At the same

time, lack of economic vigour, enterprise and initiative absence of an mdustnal

atmosphere and slow economic development have contnbuted towards making

higher education stereotyped and largely infructuous Higher education of the

Western type is still at an immature and experimental stage and cannot be said

to have had a long past. Hence we should be lacking in sense of proportion if

we condemn it as something which is so outworn that it should be discarded

1 should like to comment bnefly on the recommeniiations ofMahatma Gandhu

1 think that the most fundamental point raised by him is that higher education is

not a social necessity important enough to come within the scope of the bene-

ficent activities of the State. Those who have been thinking in terms of the new

order are too consaous of the fact that the State must do all it can to sustain the

centres of free thought and culture represented by Universities in the present

crisis of civilization The Universities must be the nursenes of a new civilization.

They must stand for values which cannot be wiped out by force and aggression

This 1$ the reason why in all occupied countnes University teachers and students

boldly faced the savage btutaLty and repression of the Nazi regime and

had to be crushed before the political hold of that regime could be securely

established We hear the same story in China where Universmes have stood for

national regeneration and culture. Even the Nazis understood that no conquest

was safe unless it was based on cultural domination, and we used to hear of

attempts at intensive propaganda in favour of German culture m the realm of

Opera and music in all occupied countnes Hence University education of the

nght type is a great social necessity particularly at the present time and increased

State expenditure on Universities is more urgent now than perhaps at any other

penod in human history

It 15 obvious that the Universmes 1 have in mind must be teaching

Universities which are centres of free thought and culture and exist for

advancement of learning To suggest that State Universities should be purely exa

mining bodies self supporting through \he fees charged for exammations” is to

misconceive the true purpose of Umvemties which the State should foster Again

the suggestion that private corporations should be chartered to carry on University

education is fantastic. Is it senously suggested that private monopolistic enter

pnse should be permitted to support itself finarraally by means of examination

fees ? 1 am aware that m the cafe of at least one big Indian Unwersity the in

come from exammation fees is a great help in finanang post graduate teaching 1
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also admit that most Indian Universities have depended too much on State aid and

have attracted too little of public endowment But to suggest that higher educa-

tion should depend precariously and entirely on individual charity and individual

enterprise and that. Universities should exist as mere examining bodies is really

going to extremes. A University will be an examining body, but not merely so.

It will certainly attract public endowment ; but it cannot always depend on tha^t

alone. There la room for individual initiative in the development of a University;

but it should not depend only on the whims of enthusiasts some of whom may in

fact be cranks, charlatans, adventurers and careerists. Moreover, the suggestion

that applied science and technology should develop, not under the fostering care

of Universities, but undar the patronage of Big Business and Big Industry is based

on a serious misconception'of the role which Science is going to play in the near

future in the building up of a new civilization. The root cause of the malaise of

modern civilization is the exploitation of applied science and technology by power

politics and by Big Business and Big Industry, so that Science has not been allow.-

ed to serve a truly social purpose. It is in an atmosphere of detachment in State

Universities that Science will have a chance of fulfilling its mission and its social

function. On the other hand^ if the Scientist degenerates into the lackey of the.

Capitalist he is likely to cause greater havoc and misery till civilization is com-

pletely eclipsed by barbarism.



BENGAL AND BIHAR

B,

Dn R. 0 MAJDJiDAn

^ I^HE consntution of Bihar (with Onisa) as a separate province from Bengal

^
^^in 1912 marks the end of a long and close assyaaPon between these two

T temtonal units In view of the gradual estrangement between the two

peoples that has followed in the wake of the political separanon it -would perhaps

be of some interest to make a histoncal review of the vanous bonds that united

them since time immemonal

We may begin with the polipcal unity Our definite knowledge of the history

of Eastern India begins with the account of Alexander s invasion According to

classical accounts the two naaons Prasioi and Gangandai, who occupied respec-

nvely Bihar and Bengal formed a close political assoaaaon The king of the

Prasioi and the Gangandai is referred to by some ancient writers as the kmg of

Gangandai and somenmes the two peoples are represented as one naaon called

the Gangandai In spite of minor discrepancies in the classical accounts it may

be regarded ^as almost certain that there was a close political tie between the

peoples of Bengal and Bihar, and even if they did not owe allegiance to the same

monarch they made a common cause against Alexander

The exact status of Bengal in the Maurya empire is not known to us with

certainty but there are good grounds to believe that the Gupta kingdom since the

very beginning comprised a portton of Bengal and Bihar This kmgdom grew

into a powerful empire embracing a large part of Northern India but even in its

later decadent days a portion of Bengal formed an integral part of the Gupta

kingdom Early in the seventh century A D Sasanka the long of Gauda {ruled

over both Bengal and Bihar Under the Pala rulers of Bengal Bihar ancj, Bengal

formed integral parts of a kingdom for nearly four hundred years. The Senas of

Bengal maintained this unity to a large extent and an era assoaated with

Lakshmanasena was used all over Bihar and is still in use m its northern parts. It

IS mterestmg to note that the aaes like Pataliputra (Patna) and Mudgagin

(Monghyr) formed favounte places of residences of thtf Pala kings and a Sans

knt text of this period even refers to Champa (near Bhagalpur) as the capital of
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Gauda. It may also be added that more than three-fourths of the records of the

Pala kings of Bengal have been within the precincts of Bihar.

The Pala kings of Bengal were the great patrons of Buddhism and their

kingdom comprising Bihar and Bengal formed the last refuge of that great religion

when It lost its hold over the rest of India This formed another close tie between

Bihar and Bengal during the four centuries of Pala rule from 750 to 1150 A.D.

The famous monasteries of Nalanda and Vikramasila in Bihar flourished under

the patronage of the Pala rulers, and were closely associated with great monas-

teries like Jagaddala and Somapuri in N. Bengal. Famous Buddhist teachers i a-

bhadra and Dipankara of E? Bengal also shed lustre respectively on Nalanda and

Vikramasila, and the Tibetan Texts have preserved the names of numerous other

teachersofbdthBihar and Bengal who not only maintained the high traditions

of Buddhism in India but also carried them to Tibet and other foreign countries.

Art formed another tie between Bengal and Bihar. Of the various schools o

art that arose in different parts of India after the downfal of the Guptas there

was one that flourished in Bengal and Bihar. It is difficu t, i not '

classify the products of this school on regional basis,
^

®
^

p.ahth

that marked the fundamental unity of the art of Bihar and Bengal from the e ghth

to the twelfth century A.D. also distinguished it frorn those in the rest

The linguistic association between Bengal and Bihar is no ess

a

With the gradual Aryanisation of Magadha and Bengal

language became the common speech of the two peoples. e

was evolved out of forms of late Magadhi Prakrit or Magadhi

spoken during the period 600-1000 A D and it was not till after this period that

we have, what may be properly called, a Bengali ernacu ar.

and
it W.I1 thus be seen that almost throughout

unity was kept up during the Muslim period and
-“-J

Bengal and Bihar formed parts of one the^The Mughal tradition continued during the B
has ceased, the

the present century, and even though P
. Rihar testifies to the

large number of Bengali speaking people Nyit

the Biharis and

old association. The growing cleavage in recen
y happy relations

the Bengalis constitutes a serious problem and t e res o

j of both the

between them is a -er of considerab. ,he two

xr—

“

the problem which is growing acute from day io ay.



WORDSWORTH'S LETTERS

Oy

N K SlDBAKTi

*
N embarking on a comprehensive study of Wordsworth s letters one has

to face two serious difficulties which have to be noted at the outset F5rst

^ ^ the most interesting letters belong to the pencSd before 1810 when his

creative powers wcte most vigorous and dunng this penod they are intermmgled

with the correspondence of his inseparable companion his sister Dorothy “Many

of his letters are composite ones, partly the work of the sister and partly his own

and in numerous cases more of the poet is revealed through Dorothy s letters than

through his own This brmgs us to the second difficulty which has been noted by

Wordsvrttrth’s biographers. These letters are marked by gravity fullness of

front, and a direct reference to first pnnctples but he does not seem to have

revealed in them his innermost feelings We find in his poems a sincere ex

pression of his real self, we find him unlocking hts heart in conversauon with his

sister or chosen friends but rarely in the letters which have survived and been

published The impression might have been different if we had all his letters to

his sister and to Colendge but in the absence of these we are left with a feeling

of disappointment after a perusal of all his correspondence.

We begin our survey with noting the young Wordsworth s love of Nature in

descnbing his travels to Dorothy in 1790 ‘It was with regret that we passed

every turn of this charming path where every new picture was purchased by the

loss of another which we would never have been Bred of gazing at The shores

of the lake consist of steeps, covered with large sweeping woods of chestnut

spotted with villages some clinging from the summits of the advanong rocks

and others hiding themselves withm their recesses. Nor was the surface of the

lake less mtereshng than its shores part of it glowing with the nchest green and
gold the reflection of the illuminated woods and part shaded with a sofT blue

tint. After all this we had the moon It was impossible nijt to contrast that

repose that complacency of spint produced by these lovely scenes with the

sensations 1 had expencnced in passing the Alps.

In the letters of the next few yeais beyond the ordinary commonpfaces of m
formation and comment we find him reflecting on the French Revolution and on
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Life and Manners. In 1794 he is planning the publication of a periodical and
describing the scheme in a letter to Malthews : '‘Each number should open with

a topic of general politics. Here it will be proper to give a perspicuous statement

of the most important occurrences, not overburthened with tnte reflections, yet

accompanied with such remarks as may forcibly illustrate the tendency of parti-

cular doctrines of government. Next should follow essays upon Morals" etc.,

The scheme in itself is of no interest to us but we are eager to obtain materials for

reconstructing this formative period of the poet^s life and his correspondence is of

some help to us.

The poet's letters from Alfoxden and Racedown are, on the whole, disap-

pointing, Dorothy's being far fuller and enabling us to form a more vivid picture

of their life during this period. In one of the letters from Alfoxden early in 1798

Wordsworth speaks of his projected confession and reflection in verse which later

developed into the Prelude^ The Excursion and The Recluse: "I have 1300

lines of a poem in which I contrive to convey most of the knowledge of which 1 am
possessed My object is to give pictures of nature, man and society. Indeed I

know not anything which will not come within the scope of my plan.” We hear

of plans of a tour in Germany in company with the Coleridges but of the mos^

momentous event of the year we have a bald mention in a communication of

Dorothy on 13th September: "(William’s poems) are printed, but not published.

(They are) in one small volume, without the name of the author , their title is

‘Lyrical Ballads, with other Poems’. Cottle has given thirty guineas for William's

share of the volume.’'

The first letter to Coleridge is from Goslar in December,'98 or January, 99 and

IS a joint composition though it is all in Dorothy's hand. The interesting part

of the letter is not in intimate communication but over a hundred lines of verse

with the first draft of some of the Lucy poems. The next letter to Coleridge

has some illuminating critical comments on a \;ariety of literary topics, on Lessing .

and Shenstone, on Burger and Theocritus, on Burns and himself, but if we want

intimate self-revelation we turn, to the “portion of the letter written by Dorothy

discussing German brandy and Goslar peasants, Burgomasters and sausages. The

letter from Grasmere written a few months later is much fuller and goes beyond

pure literary discission. There is a beautiful piece of landscape painting on which

one would like to linger :
" twas a beautiful morning with driving snow-shower^

that disappeared by fits, and unveiled the east which was one delicious pale

orange colour. A sweet. little valley opened before us, with an area of grassy

ground, and a stream dashing over various lamipa of black rocks close under a
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bank coveted with firs The bank and stream on our left, another woody bank on

our nght, and the flat meadow in front from which, os at Buttermere the stream

had retired as it were to hide itself under the shade We were tempted to look

back perpetually on the brook which reflected the orange ligh{ of the morning

among the gloomy rocks with a lightness varying according to the agitation of the

current. (A water fall) appeared to throw itself in a narrow line from a lofty

wall of rock the water seeming from the extreme height of the fall to be

dispersed before it reached the bason, into a thin shower of snow that was

toss’d about like snow flown from the roof of a house. On the summit of the

cave were three festoons or rather wnnkles in the ipck which ran parallel to

each other like the folds of a curtain when it is drawn up , each of them was

hung with taoles of vanous length and nearly in the middle of the festoons the

stream shot from between the rows of tacles in irregular fits of strength and with a

body of water that momently vaned Above the highest pointof the water fall large

fleecy clouds drove over our heads and the rtxJts on each side which loining

with the sides of the cave, formed the vista of the brook were checquered with

three diminutive water falls or rather veins of water each of which was a minia

ture of all that summer and winter can produce of a delicate beauty
“ One

i5 tempted to continue, for such an elaborate piece of Natural desenpoon is found

only on occasions and may be compared with the well known passages of verse

in his Nature Poems

An mterestmg letter of 1801 is addressed to Charles James Fox whom Words-

worth had so far known only by reputation and here Wordsworth exjflams his

position in the composition of poems like Tht Biothcri and Mizhatl Had our

task been to discuss Wordsworth $ treatment of mystic life we would have some

matenals from passages in letters of this type. But we would rather linger on the

inumate details of letters wmten to a brother or to Maty Hutchinsoq of which we
have not too many The first of these wntten to the latter is a joint composioon

of Dorothy and William and William s contnlxition is chiefly a few stanzas on
“Lucy , Dorothy’s correspondence with her being usually more revealing

On the matter of Wordsworth s theoncs about poetry there is a passage in ^ letter

(1802) to Wilson, a Windermere fnend cannot be neglected ‘You
begin what you say upon The Idht Bay with this observation that nothing is a fit

subject for poetry which does not please But here follows a question does not
please whom ? Some have little knowledge of natural imagery of any land and,
of course little relish for it some are disgusted with tjie very mention of the

words 'pastoral poetr/ sheep or shepherds , some cannot tolerate a jooem with
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any ghost or any supernatural agency in it ; others would shrink from an animated

description of the pleasures of love, as from a thing carnal and libidinous
, some

cannot bear to see delicate and refined feelings ascribed to men in low conditions

of society, because their vanity and self-love tell them that these belong only to

themselves and men like themselves in dress, station and way of life ; others are

disgusted with the naked language of some of the most interesting passions of

men because it is indelicate, or gross Some take no interest in the des^

cription of a particular passion or quality, as love of solitariness, genial activity of

fancy, love of nature, religion, and so forth, because they have nothing of it in

themselves. I return then ^o the question, please whom ^ Or what ? I answer:

by stripping our own hearts naked, and by looking out of ourselves to (men) who
lead the simplest lives and those most according to nature ; men who have never

known false refinements, wayward and artificial desires, false criticisms, effeminate

habits of thinking and feeling ” A passage like this helps us to understand the

thesis of the preface to the Lyrical Ballads and may be taken as part of Words-

worth’s critical creed, but we do not come to a poet's correspondence simply to

gather materials for literary criticism.

Some of Wordsworth's letters to literary contemporaries, e. g., those to De

Quincey or Scott, are, however, less formal and reserved and this in spite of the

fact that friendship with them was of comparatively recent growth Towards

the end of 1803 Wordsworth started a correspondence with Sir George Beaumont,

a connoisure and patron of the fine arts, and some of his longest letters during

the next few years were addressed to Beaumont In February 1805, Wordsworth's

brother. John, was drowned and his letters written immediately after this tragedy

are profoundly affecting and show more of Wordsworth’s domestic affections than

anywhere else. The letters written at this time to Beaumont, Southey and others

reveal Wordsworth's deepest feelings of grief and they are exceptional among

Words-worth’s letters in the intensity of self-revelation. Nothing can be more tou-

ching than a passage like thisl ‘M can say nothing higher of my ever-dear Brother

that.he was worthy of his sister, who is now weeping beside me, and of the

friendship of Coleridge, meek
,
affectionate, silently enthusiastic, loving all quiet

things... . I shall do all in my power to sustain my sister under her sorrow,

which IS, and long will be, bitter and^ poignant We did not love him as a brother

merely.......We have had no tidings of Coleridge. I tremble for the moment when

he IS to hear of my brother's death, it will distress him to the heart, and his poor

body cannot bear sorrow.”

This personal note is* absent again from later letters and while we can always

collect crumbs of literary wisdom or satisfy our curiosity about the personal relations
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between literary celebndes of the tune we cannot obtain the proper pleasure of self-

revelation from many of them The little touch (in a letter to Gilendge) of a

visit to the Lambs with a Ms, and his refusal to read it as Hazlitt was there is

piquant but there are not too many of such references and we search in vain

for details about the breach with Colendge though Dorothy gives us some informa-

bon It IS the same reticence that charactenses the correspondence of all his later

years and it is with a feeling of considerable disappointment that we come to the

last of these epistles and feel that he who had attempted to reveal his inner self

through thousands of lines ol confessional verse has not chosen to take his inter-

locuton into confidence while penning the most informal epistles to friends

colleagues and patrons.



NEW WRITING

DnVA^ Chand-Bharma
»

I

«
R. C E. M. Joad. in his autobiography, discusses the problem of reading

and says that he reads books of three kinds, those which keep him up-'to-'

date, those which he has to review, and the classics to which he goes

back again and again for they are such a source of abiding delight. It is not

every reader of books who ^:an make such a happy balance between these differ-

ent kinds of reading, though every student has to read a few books in order to

keep abreast of the recent knowledge relating to the subject of his choice. Im-

pelled by this desire, 1 wanted to make, what Oliver Elton calls, an enjoying,

reading acquaintance with the writers of the New Writing school. But, somehow,

my attempts always failed. 1 have, however, a faith that if a book is once

bought It gets automatically read in a reasonably short period of time. This has

worked well in many cases but even though 1 bought the various volumes of

New Wnling 1 could not develop that patience and ardour which could ha^^e

made me finish them. 1 was, however, able to acquire the right amount of zest

during my last visit to Kashmir
as

Generally when 1 go out on a holiday 1 forecast my moods so far

reading is concerned, and try to provide for them adequately I did the

with regard to my recent holiday in Kashmir. But 1 found all the oo s

I took with me without any personal and immediate appeal , t ere ore,

looked for some new reading matter and luckily 1 came upon ew riitng m

Europe by John Lehmann (Pelican Books), and this gripped my attention eyon

all measure. It is true it is a book of criticism, but the criticism is not aca emic

high-brow. It is, in a way, more like a travel book for it escri es t e

tures of an alert, sympathetic and imaginative critic amongst some o t e oo s

written during the last decade. To^this task Mr. Lehmann rings no

first-hand acquaintance with the books but also with t e writers an is m

for the» freshness of his impressions and comments, t must no
,

i

’

understood that being too near &ie scene describe e is no a

correct perspecWe. It is the one thing that one notices more an
.

in this book, which is a happy combination of sympathy and

on the one hand the writer is not too critical of this group of new" ^

conventional critic mighTbe, on the other hand he is not too

them as a zealous partisan might be. He Avoids both these pitfalls by the
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breadth of his sympathies and by the discnminating nature of his praise In the

first place, he believes that this movement is not confined to one country or con

tinent but embraces at least two continents— those of Europe and Asia though

only parts of Asia such as China and India Secondly, he • believes that this

movement gives expression to the deep urges and desires disappointments and

humiliations that man today all over the world is feeling It is in a way an

expressitjfi of the mood which has been induced in wnters by the ever-changing

political and social scene dunng the last ten years. This mood is however not

merely negative and destructive and the wnter does not merely grope, in the

dark for the venues of life He sometimes does get glimpses of the positive truth

and registers it in his poems plays, novels and what is called ' report-age' The

movement is therefore, at once a reaction against the wnters of the Twenties and

a renaissance of the spint. While, in this way it links us up with the past, it

descnbes also the present and here and there anticipates the future The whole

movement is therefore viewed as a hisloncal process. Nor is It to be forgotten

that It has achieved a few worthwhile thjngs in the matter of the attitude of the

wnter to the public, his attitude towards his style and his general outlook on life.

So far as the attitude to the public is concerned it should be understood that he

uses the word in the widest possible sense. The public docs not consist merely

of the elite with refined tastes and a large amount of leisure but also of those

who tod with their hands and find the struggle for existence so hard In this way

the wnter comes to the majjjfet place the pit of a coal nrune a corn-field or the

ccurtyard of a factory to get an audience for himself Thus he wntes not for a

minonty but for the people in general So far as his alutude to his style is con

cemed he does not care for learned obscunty nch allusiveness, courtly elegance

or elaborate omateness He wants that his wnungs should approximate to the

speech of the day It should come as near to the spoken word as possible and

should eschew all kinds of artifice of style With regard to the outlook on life

It IS enough to say that the wnter li characterised by humanity

It will be urged by some that most of the writing of this school is propaganda

or journalism or reporting, or that most of it is valuable as soaal or contemporary

history But this is not entirely true. The wnters of this school an abnermally

sensitive to the political and soaal scene but underneath all their pictures of

the contemporary scene their chief concern is with Man 'and his destmy
All these are creditable achievements Mr Lehmann himself says

Many of the poems and stones and novels of the wnters m Great Bntam
and the European countnes with which I have been dealing may lose their

appeal and seem tnvial or second-rate when the Intensity of the events with
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which they were so closely connected has faded from men’s minds ; these wnters

will be measured against the needs of a new generation which may have under-

gone stresses far greater than those of the 'twenties and ’thirties ; and against the

nature of writers to come. Nevertheless, 1 feel certain that a great deal will sur-

vive, if any literature survives the storms which are raging in the world at the

moment
,
for the best that was written, the best poems, for instance, of Auden

and Spender and Barker, the best stories of Isherwood and Chamson, the best

novels of Malraux and Silone are permeated by one feeling above all others :

humanity. And all have a fundamental message, the message Wilfred Owen

found twenty years ago in a, gulf as deep and terrible as that in which we now

find ourselves : that the pure flame of life is what matters, wheresoever and how-

soever It manifests itself, and that through all our sufferings we discover again

that It IS the brotherhood of men, and not the superficial difference dividing them,

which is the most important, the terrifyingly beautiful thing in life. {New WrUing

m Europe Vol. 1 page 151.)

This is enough to show how vital the significance of these writers is. The

message of the brotherhood of man may appear sloppy and sentimental to some,

but It is a message that, in spite of political chaos, sociaL anarchy and economic

conflicts needs to be emphasised again and again.

Another thing that must be said about this book in all fairness is that it does

not dull or deaden one s interest in the books commented upon, but kindles a

great desire to go back to them if one has already read them, or to study them i

one has not already gone through them. It may not, however, be possible to

read all the books listed at the back of this extremely lively book of interpretation.

But no student of literature, or for the matter of that no educated person, shc^

be so uninformed as not to be familiar with some of the works of Stephen Spen ei^

Auden, Day Lewis among the poets, Christopher Isherwood and Edward Upwar

among the novelists, the group of dramatists writing for the Unity ^
the Group Theatre and many others especially working-class writers. Nor should

one plead ignorance of the works of Andre Chamson and Andre Malraus among

the French writers, or with Silone amongst the Italians, Bert Brecht amongst the

Germans, Mikhail Sholokhov amongst the Prussians, and u a) nan

amongst the Indians. It is not necessary to specify the outstan ing oo s y

these writers thoqgh it may not be irrelevant to emphasise t e unity °

method, which all these writers, drawn from so many countries and from so

many layers of-society, share together.

Even if iMs not possible to read **The Creators by
, -

Feathen to Iron” by Day Lewis, “Goodbye to Berlin” by Isherwood, The / rial 9}
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aJaJge' by Stephen Spender 'The Storm In Shmghaf by Andre Malraus,

and the ‘ Burmae Dayr by George Orwell, one should at least go through the

volumes of the Penguin New Wnting which are available in India at 6d each

These which are to be published every month will be found to be a treasure-

house of readable matter which is at once informing and stimulating All kinds

of wnters contnbute to these volumes and show the nch variety and the increas-

ing mtercstingness of this literary movement Besides stones and sketches there

are poems and literary cnacism All these poets and wnters show in varying

degrees the characteristics of this movement as already desenbed For instance

Mulk Ra) Anand wntes about the “The Barbers’ Trade Union’’ with a know

ledge that is mdmate but with a humour that is often forced. Coming as I do

from a village in the Punjab, I can fully realize the sympathetic understanding and

the knowledge of detail that have gone into the making of this sketch In my
own village too 1 have seen a barber giving up the penpatebc practice of his

craft and taking to the establishment of a saloon though 1 must say the transition

has not been as dramatio as that of Chandoo in Mr Anand s story Sail one

cannot deny that m this sketch one finds vivid glimpse of the caste-prejudice of

the people and of their distrust of every kind of innovaaon More than this it

gives a picture of Lfe as boys in the Puniab village find it and live it One of the

impressions that one gets from reading this story is that Mr Anand, driven to

vmte in a foreign tongue lacks like many others in a sitnilar siaianon that

naturalness and ease which his comrades belonging to Europe possess m an

eminent degree.

‘ Along Ihe Yarman-Banna Road' by Pal Ping-Cha is another dekghtful

sketch which gives a very mtimate picture of the toiling millions of Chma The
Chinese labourers who built the Yunnan Burma Road come to life here with all

their patience, thar industry their age-long weaknesses their sense of humour
and their dread of officials One sees in this bnef but telling piece the attitude

of a Chmese working man towards life and his great mterest in religious cere

monial and military pomp. But over and above this one glimpses the patnoBc

fervour of these persons who while building this road are budding, as it were
a new line of defence for thar country The old man in the story beSutifully

puts It whde administering a sharp rebuke to Wiose who are guJty of the prover-

bial Chinese inefficiency •

—

“These times do not allow us to make such mistakes,’ he continues. 'Our
resistance is also earned on m the rear Think of thb thousands of our com-
patriots who are fighting at the fronts I How then can anyone dream of
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personal power, or personal glory ? Every drop of your sweat means that a

stronger barrier has been erected to protect the life of our nation 1 Tm also a

workman, a coolie and the same as you !

Stephen Spender writes penetratingly about Books ifi the War' in which he

discusses some of the worthwhile books published recently In one of his essays

he shows how modern literature is obsessed with the problem of time. He
traces its obsession from Proust and James Joyce to Aldous Huxley, Virginia

Woolf, T. S. Eliot and J. B. Priestley. Then with a retrospective glance he

shows how Shakespeare too was faced with the same problem in Macbeth. It is

a difficult, rather abstruse, piece of criticism though Stephen spender writes with

a great deal qf clarity of expression.

It should, however, be remembered that it is not merely authors of well-

established reputation that write for this publication. This journal, like the

movement, always welcomes new recruits and we have in one of the volumes a

sketch by B. L. Coombes, son of a small farmer who has worked for the most

part of his life in the mines of South Wales, in which he gives the life of a

miner in Wales. "

^

>

These volumes are full of so many good hings that it is not possible to do

justice to all of them One thing is, however, clear that the movement can be

especially worth a great deal to Indian writers. Instead of describing the antique

glories of India or the social conflicts and political tensions of the day, they can

learn to describe the everyday life of the people. 1 hope some writers after

reading these volumes will be fired by a zeal to do something of the kind.



CULTURE AND POUTICS

D P MoKnEBJi

*
0 wnte for the Sinha Volume is to write on the relation between culture and

politics. Mr Sachchidananda Sinha s appeal to a large number of people

chiefly consists in certain values that gam flavour because of their apologetic

existence to-day Like disappeanng works of art they only enhance our pre-

ference by their vanety Men of his type whose ordinary talk is a course in

culture and a common act of grace do no longer get the high lights of publiaty

But they do not represent something that we can ill afford to ignore if we propose

to fulfil our destmy as a civilisation

The telation between culture and Indian politics has passed through a number

of stages in the last hundred years. Men like Ra)ah Rammohan and Ranade

were not active polmaans as we understand them Yet political concepts and

behaviours issued from their attitudes. Possessing sure knowledge of India s

hentage, they invested it productively in the contemporary enterprise of contmen

tal understanding They created the tradition of a cultural synthesis in which

poLuoal emanapation was a constituent part If it were not the whole of it the

reason was the presistence of certam basic convictions which were the gifts of the

situation One was about the nature of the Indo-Bnnsh connection Great

Bmain had come to India with the message of a vigorous West in all the dignity

of Its assertion of the place of the individual m society and in all the splendour

of the achievements of a rational oudook If the Bntish were the conquerers

the sin could be cancelled by the equivalent sin of our societal worthlessness of

our superstitious beliefs and of our mcapaaty for organisatioa On the whole

however the game was to exploit the virtues of the West in return for Bntish

occupation of India The stress was on our duties and not on our ngljjs. In

this context, the imbibing of national spint qnd the cultivation of a protestant

individualism become the cardinal virtue of cultured existence. i

Gradually, however the emphasis shifted The next generation lost the sense

of hentage and weaned themselves away from India s pa^ In their flight from
shame they flew into the arms of pobtics. They started organisations to combat
the charge of disability to comipine and brought out the Indian National
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Congress. But the spirit remained individualistic as ever. The teeth of contra-

diction were therefore sought to be blunted by the newly discovered instrument of

Reason. Reason has a reputation of being a fine tool ; but our fathers meant

differently, (t wejs not analysis, but compromise which they took to be reason's

main quality. Balance in judgement and toleration in conduct were the individual

counterparts^ of political moderation. The religion of compromise pervaded

social life. The lawyer who would confound the British judge by his subtle argu-

ments and ruthlessly followed them to their extreme end would accept without

question the silliest absurdities of western modes and manners ; the journalist

who would evade the rigours of law by clever stratagems would dance atten-

dance at levees ; and the radical religious reformer would be the most ardent

supporter of British rule. The idea was that life demanded compromise, that

society consisted of groups, each having quarantine laws of its own, though on

the other hand, India was a part of the world, the frontal lobe of which was

western Europe with England as its cerebrum. An attitude like this determined

the culture*type of the elite of the second generation of Indo-Bntish contactors It

made for the acquisition of information, of 'gentlemanly' habits, for a certain

feeling of class-superiority, and for the cult of humanism. In short. Liberalism

was born. Its strong points were the practice of reason and toleration, the spirit

of non-conformity and the regard for human beings as such

Yet, the new spirit was intrinsically weak. It owed no account to the Indian

legacy, it lacked that faith in the transcendental values which had activised Indian

humanism in the past, it did not possess inside knowledge of the social forces

which were pushing Europe into downward paths. Being a purely professional

class dependent on the Indo-British axis, the new generation could only move

around it. They aped the Victorian manners in the blessed ignorance of the

two facts of Victorian culture—that its solidity was broad based upon a genuine

middle class that had grown out of the folds, of landed interests, and that it had

vicious centre within. So the need was felt to restore the equilibrium of the

Indian middle classes. Indologists brought us pride in our past, prophets spoke of

eternal veritus, philanthropy was annexed to religion, and petitions were filed to

the Government to remedy the evils of spreading unemployment among the

English educated. This period of fndian culture is known as Renaissance.

Renaissance has a view of life of its own. It does not envisage life

^
a colleo

tion of separate small compartments It makes bold to take it whole. e resu ts

are happier ; knowledge becomes encyclopaedic i culture gets humanise w i e

humanism" is spiritualised ; the sense of historical continuity links up t e present
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With the past progress takes the place of compromise and applied science

fortifies faith m human peifectabOity Still one may doubt how far this compre

hensiveness is synthedo. Dunng renaissance the status of the individual is further

raised but the uplift may have little to do with any upheaval in soaal consaous

ness. For ought we know the leaders of renaissance may remain oblivious of

their roots Some may even think that thete will be darkness beneath the lighted

lamp If others are more conscious than the rest, they conquer their pie)udice

against their vernaculars and cultivate them with zeal Other roots still remain

dry, and great minds continue as orchids in their derivative functionings. The

soaal economy of renaissance is often a chapter of general squalor mental destitu-

tion and moral pauperism If the number of Indian Casanovas is small we have

to thank the persistent Indian traditions for that. If simultaneous!/ the number

of Savants is also small, we can force it to the dear habit of knowledgeable per-

sons in India to turn wise early m their career If again poverty continued to

gnnd well then the reason is not nonhuman transcendental, Pntish dram”

as Naoroii and Dutt proclaimed of |ust providential, as all and sundry believed

Obviously Indian renaissance was non intellectual non moral and non soaal

Thus Indian polmcs had no theoretical back ground of its own because Indian

' scholarship was usually poor and its momentum was soon exhausted m beggtng

exercises. The good augury was that Indian leaders were not satisfied with the

prefbrmance of duties towards the Bntish Government but began to talk of nghts.

In fact, from this penod, polincs began to engross the total personality of Indian

leaders. From pre-occupation to absotpDon was an easy step The cult of nghts

vis a VIS the Bntish government also pushed the skeleton of the average man, the

one who nils the soil sits on the prow and holds the helm deeper and deeper

into the cupboard. Class divergence was completed

Tagore came and gave a new onentanon to the relanon between politics and

culture. For him politics was subsidiary to culture and culture was personalisnc

So long It had been individualisuc. But the mdividual was an up-rooted being,

and his cult of nghts was a forced dichotomy Or^ the other hand, the person

was soaal and had his first responsibility towards himself living in and working
through the group So Tagore asked the people of India to attend to thei'r heri-

tage and thus equipped to assimilate the strength of the west false nationalism

he deprecated as strongly as he condemned Bntish betrayal of western gifts

to India Mother-tongue and rural reconstruction were his soaology and co-
operation was his economics Self-dependence was his method as worid order
was his object. He laid the axe at. the root of the University-bred intellectual ism
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and connected morals with expanded activities. For the first time in modern

Indian history, culture became a synthesis and its relation to politics was organic.

Gandhiji's appearance is a notable event in Indian history. Being a univer-

sity man I do not*appreciate his under^estimating of knowledge. But as an Indian

who happens to have dealings with social sciences I cannot but say that he has

supplied to culture what it has so long lacked. Tagore had no doubt pointed

out the deficiency and stressed the need of selFhelp. But in the first place his

message, shorn as it was of Indian trappings, could not reach the Indian masses.

Secondly, itiwas concerned with Life as such. But Life is not always religious

and It IS less interesting than living. Gandhiji kept religion with culture and

introduced tlje business of living into morality. Thus it was that Gandhiji s mes^

sage has gone further than Tagore’s into the social strata. Of course, the two

were not delivered concurrently, and Gandhiji has reaped the benefit of later

times. Yet, there is a difference in emphasis. Gandhiji s message for culture is

mainly ethical. His ideas of truth and non-violence, his technique of Satyagraha

would not make it otherwise. Probably, Gandhiji s insistence on morality has

had the effect of moralising politics without contributing to culture, in which

case, the correct statement would be that Gandhiji stands more for human

civilisation than for personal culture. That may explain why none of his move-

ments produced good music, tolerable paintings or readable novels , and yet they

prick and stir the conscience of the world.

In fact, since the days of the non-cooperation movement, it wi not
^

e

untrue to say that the average middle-class Indian s mind has been o sesse wit

politics and certain groups of people who had prided themselves on t eir cu tura

accomplishments have receded into the background. In consequence, ^ ®

called cultured community to-day are more or less unfavourab y ispose towar

Congress ideology. * But there is another side of Congress i eas
\

be missed even by the university dons and ’outside intel ectuas. ey n

difficult to realise that they do function within the fixed orbit of Indo-British con-

tacts and to confess that fean is the greatest enemy of culture Now fear is not

a matier of intellect, but of personal organisation. ^Of all fears again, hat

breach of habit and Its consequences is the worst. Therefore the conquest of

fear is total, that is a moral effort. Once the total effort -

frontiers of Intellect and musters courage to become himself It is

that made Tagore pay his homage to the Khadi wearer in one of

Even the Congress ideas continue to educate. A uman
’f complete

he IS mixed up With his fellow-beings, who ^ alone can help him to complete
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himself The fellow beings are the masses So mass contact fulfils the Indian

Once a human bemg in India becomes an Indian, i e a man of India, he will

feel competent to be cultured Naturally this culture is different from the

preceding My personal opinion is that it Is likely to better if it Is complemented

by Tagore s message and when it takes Jawahar Lal s as welf, into its bosom

Jawahar Lal is very significant in the context of our subject He is not reli-

gious, like Gandhiji or Tagore , his attitude Is saentific, unlike his predecessors

and he IS a soaalist, like his western compeers. He is Indian m his call for

courage of all kmds he is a patnot because dependence is galling in any shape ,

nay he is Brahmin in his punty of motives and standards of conduct But he

slips out of previous descriptions in his understanding of the role of the people.

What to Gandhiji is the benevolent concern out of the fulness of heart is the

march of histoncal process conceived m knowledge and practised m venty

Such active understanding involves self-rule. Jawahar La! is a stem disaplinanan,

not because he had a public school training but because he alone among the

leaders to-day has a dear vision of the process and an understanding of its

generalisaOons. To-day you cannot be cultured without being socialist in politxs

and economics
C

Yet 1 feel that Jawahar Lal does not conclude the relation between our poli-

tics and culture. His affiliations to things of the mind, his abiding love for poetry

and children his appreciation of the beauty and majesty of nature his at

homeness with the wodd his spaciousness do not engage his full bemg and leave

a void m our heart as well One wonders if he has any deep regard for music

or for pamtmg. The whde world will be surpnsed if he leaves a Omgress session

to meet a Sadhu in the neighbounng cave, say as Akbar ddi There is a

sadness about him which comes out m his nostalgic wntmgs. In its highest

flights It crystallised into classic phrases Who can forget the descnption of his

visit to Ceylon after his father’s death It is all so sad, so very sad. Is the secret

of Jawaharlal’s culture one of a raging mner conflict ? Partly so. Is another

secret that of creeping amnesia of the soul to which Plato had referred ? It is too

big to be a personal secret. May be that the tragedy is not his own Probably
It IS India s own spint her own Immortality that "broods like the day a master
o er the slave ’ A presence which is not to be put by Jawahar Lal when he
fully submits to Gandhiji and Tagore, will have solved the problem of culture
and Indian polmcs Unti] then let us revere those who have cultunsed public
affairs and kept them spaaous I do not know Mr Smha, but I thmk that we
owe him gratitude.



Dr Sachchldananda Sinha,

Interim President of the Constituent Assembly, 1946





PRATAPA COIN OF KUMARAGUPTA

Bu

s. V. SoHONl, !• C. S.

AhIS com (Allan’s catalogue of coins of Gupta Dynasty, plate XV No. 15)

"] r was bought at Mathura. It has been recognised to be a very peculiar piece.

No satisfactory explanation was obtained of the obverse type of this^ unique

piece which appeared "to be restruck on another, perhaps nondndian com". Allan

further remarl^s that * the central figure is Indian in style while the two others are

quite foreign"—female figure to right closely resembling Minerva. Dr. Hoernle

thought that "it showed on the obverse three standing figures which appeared

to represent the Buddha, worshipped by two women". For this similarity between

the central figure and of the Kushan representation of the Buddha, see com

illustrated at plate XX, No. Vll of Volume I of the Punjab Museum Catalogue. It

is not understood why the Buddha should be worshipped by^ two women or why
^

Kumaragupta I should put the Buddha worshipped on his coins.

2. V. Smith^ was of opinion that "the legend showed that the obverse

central figure is the King and the females must certainly be his consorts. ®

buds springing from the reverse lotus are noticeable and the title Shri. ratapa

not been met with elsewhere". 1 venture to suggest that this type

simple explanation. The clue to it is given by the famous com of h^vis a, e

cribed by Gardner in his catalogue of coins of Greek and Scyt ic mgs o

at page 150 (Plate XXVlll, No. 24). This piece shows three figures—bkan a,

Visakha and Mahasena standing on a platform All three are recognise

different names of Kumara m a later period. »

3. On Kumaragupta s Pratapa com there are three figures ,
and * is com

belongs to the same standard *as that of Huvishka. The very s ig
.

m weights is accounted for by the difference m the diameter o um

com (due to wear).

4. The central figure in Huvishka’s com closely corresponds to that of Pratapa

type m appearance and attitude.

1. Proo. ASB 1883 p. 144 '

2. JRA.S 1889 p. 107.
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5 But the two figures to the right and left are not males but females m
Kumaragupta's coin The change can be easily explained in terms of Kartikeya

having been later on recognised to have other names but no separate entities.

Thus there was no longer any need or justification to reproduce this god under

vanous names.

What was realised to be superfluous in Huviskha’s com had to be replaced

1 venture to suggest that the two feminme figures are meant to show wives of

Kamkeya and that the figure to his left is that of Shashthi Reference may be

made to Dr AgarwaJa s article in the journal of the Indian Numismatic Soaety

for June 1943 in this connecoon That Kartikeya was mamed and had two

wives IS not widely known •

6. Not that alone. The two lotus buds on the reverse noted by Smith in

his descnption of this coin are an improvement by the mint master of Kumaragujata

over the flowmg fillet usually put in the nght hand of Lakshml on Gupta coins

following an old tradition Perhajas "Shn of Shn Pratapa’ appearing on this

reverse side might have been meant to refer to depiction of Lakshmi as Shn

c6mpaie the well known Mathura representation of Shn dunng Kushana penod.

The figure is one of the prettiest in the Gupta com senes Shn Pratajaa’ thus

gives some hint about the two sides of this piece—the god of valour vnt Kartikeya

being shown on the obverse.

7 Kumaragupta has depicted Kartikeya on his other coins It would not be

surpnsmg if his mmt master were to show that deity in yet another form

8. The foreign element m this com is thus undoubtedly due to its having

been copied from a Huvishka piece. Unless there is some concrete evidence it

would be hazardous to guess about the occuirance of the phrase “Shn Pratapa on
the reverse, resemblance of this type (obverse) to that of Huvishka, together with

Its find near Mathura pointing to its being struck after some successful military

activity m that region



A DEMOCRATIC WORLD ORDER AND^

INDIA’S PLACE IN IT

0. V. H. Rao

.chemes for a democratic World Order which is sought to be established are
under active discussion, especially in the American Continent and the United
States in particular. The grave threat to democratic freedom implied in

Hitlerism and the Totalitarian New Order, into which a number of independent
nations had been dragooned, have stimulated consideration of a World Order which
the democratic nations can oppose to Hitlerism The United States of America,
claims to be the home of the new democracy and she is, therefore, more interested
than any other country in the preservation of the democratic principle in a world
from which democracy was in danger of being eliminated as a result of impact
with powerfully organised hostile forces. Nothing therefore, is more inevitable
and natural than that thinkers and writers in the U. S. A, should give expression
to their alarm at the rude shaking which the democracies and democratic ideals

^

were subjected to on the European continent.

^

Among the more outstanding schemes designed for the purpose of strength-

ening the democratic ideal and safeguarding democratic freedom, mention may
be made of the scheme formulated by Mr. Clarence Streit, author of ‘Union
Now and 'Union Now with Great Britain’. Mr. Streifs scheme is for an
immediate federal union between the United States of America and Great
Britain, the two democracies on either side of the Atlantic, which will be a

preliminary to a larger federal union between a number of other democratic

countries in Europe and of the British Commonwealth which he envisaged in his

earlier book 'Union Now'. We are led to believe that the inspiration for Mr.

Streit's latest thesis is drawn from the dramatic offer for a Union between Great

Britain and France proposed by Mr. Churchill )ust prior to the unfortunate military

collapse of France in June 1940 . Every effort has been made by Mr. Streit to

make his schema fool-proof even as* in 'Union Now’, he has formulated a scheme

for union between the United States and the six British democracies, namely the

British Dominions and Britain and seven or eight other states. If only Mr.. Streit's

plan can be carried out, into practical effect during the pendency of the war, there

will perhaps result from it a powerful combin?^tion pf democratic forces before
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which Wider s ‘New Order would be shattered to smithereens American aid

to Bntain in the war is intensifying both in scope and volume but isolationist

impediments Neutrality Act limitations and Lease and Lend restnctions—all impose

certain though not very great handicaps to that aid bemg wholesale and com

plete includmg even actual military assistance. These handicaps stand m the way

of the ‘all-oud effort by the U S A about the necessity of which there can be no

two opinions. A union between Great Bntain and the U S A. of the type

contemplated by Mr Streit vrould at one stroke eliminate those impediments and

handicaps from the field, and would facilitate the two democratic countnes con

fronong Totalitanan is tremendous forces with confidence and with sure prospects

of victoty

The immediate objective of Mr Streit's book Is to promote thifumon But

apart firom that immediate purpose, the book read m conginction with his

earlier work Unhn Now contains a scheme for a democratic world order, on

which neoessanly significant attention will be concentrated when the question

of post war reconstruction plans come to be discussed It is not necessary nor

IS it possible to refer to all the arguments of Mr Streit in these remarkable and

extremely thought provoking books of his to mention that there will be over-

r v^elming approval, m theory at least, to the plan formulated by him subject, of

course to certain obvious qualifications which especially we m India cannot

Ignore. Peace and progress order and material prospenty m the post war world

can be consummations capable of attainment only when there is closer and more

purposeful collaboration and co-operation among die countnes, which have fought

to exterminate Hidertsm, in political economic and other affairs than had been

the case at any previous penod in history The new world order must be based

essentially on the internationalist ideal much more than any previous political

order had been m order to be able to endure The Versailles settlement and

the League of Nations, which was established as a part and parcel thereof failed

to be effective instruments for woHd peace, for preventing unprovoked aggressions

and for prohibiting certain nations from proceeding with re armament in defiance

of a vital provision of the covenant and mainly for purposes of aggression The
real causes for the debacle that overtook the League of Nations and the world

system that it represented are too well known to need reiteration No institution

like that could survive the lamentable lack of a genuine psychological background
for the essentially great and idealistic principle that it stands for and the meffective

guarantees of penalties against violators of its basic ideals which the covenant

inhered The real international sptnt which could make .a success of such a

scheme was absent among the njember States especially the more prominent
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among them, while the United States, with whose President, the League idea

originated, unfortunately stood out of the scheme from the very commencement.

Selfish and self^regarding nationalism proved the rock on which the League

foundered. The same process encouraged the growth of the black shadow

over the world’s horizon that is Hitlerism and rendered the second great war

possible, and inevitable.

Mr. Clarence Streit's analysis of the situation leading to the failure of the

League of Nations and his insistence on the need for a Federal Union of demo-

cratic countries, with the British and the American fleets as the guarantors of that

union are, therefore, irrebutfable even as the persuasive manner in which he

presents his arguments in their favour is irresistible. No wonder that a growing

volume of public opinion in the United States and even in Britain is coming

under the banner of his compelling ideas and their influence. The necessity to

win the war first and foremost is one of the main reasons which is responsible

for this intensifying popularity of his views ; for no plan for any World Federation

or for any other international device, appropriate and adequate to preserve the

ideals and the facade of democracy, can be successfully implemented without the

prior destruction of Nazism. The solid conservatism of the Britisher would net

in ordinary circumstances facilitate his entertaining the idea implicit in an Anglo-

American federation, which, in the present circumstances and even in the future,

would give the U.'S A. a place of pre-eminence in such a union. But the

exigencies of war constrain him to take many things for granted and one of them

is the growing tendency to regard an American alliance or a still more intimate

relationship with the U. S. A. as of undeniable importance. Even otherwise,

however, the validity of Mr. Streit's case is unquestionable.

Nevertheless it would be foolish to ignore some of the formidable, practical

difficulties in the way of the realisation of Mr. Streit^s ideal of which, in his

enthusiasm for his favourite theme, he may consciously or unconscious y ta e a.

complacent view. The scheme (taking into account that part of it relating to the

union between Britain and the. Unitecf States) takes it for granted t at t e masses

of the people of the two countries, in spite of their well-known linguistic and

cultural affiliations and in spite of th§ common danger that con ronts t em ot

at the present moment and if Hitler triumphs, would accept without demur he

merger into a federal union. The implications of such a sc erne are

^
cu a e

to be too complicated foi the comprehension of the or inary ritis or merican

citizen, even if we do np6 take into account the fact that in any sue union at
^

present moment the U.S.A. would necessarily come to occupy a ominant posiuon
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and Bntkin that of a subordinate one. Further can a citjzen of Ohio State in the

U S A. for instance, feel and think in the same way, on even some imperative

common problems as a citizen in Suffolk or Norfolk in England ? Thar mental

make up and their intellectual background is alher too restneted for souch com

prehensive thinking, or ever supposing they can do so, will It be possible for

them to do it with any degree of genuine enthusiasm A common danger, like a

war, will indeed engender a vague community of feeling and impress the need

for unity of action as it has produced now , but when the danger passes, the old

narrow provmclal or national loyalties arc more likely to assert themselves than not.

Mr Streit will, of course, argue that the very existcnje of a union will induce

and promote the necessary commonness of outlook. Possibly it will be so and

time will perhaps work out changes whose scope and intensity cannot be guaged

beforehand Tha fact of a union m existence we may agree, is likely to be a

sort of educative influence in its favour and the Bntish people may reconalc

themselves to it as they reconciled themselves to a union with Scotland in 1707

This IS essenually the most powerful argument that can be advanced by

% Federal Unionist m support of his antrapadons about the success of his

scheme. But at the same time a fundamental consideration that the

Federal Unionist cannot afford to forget is this that at least so fax as

economic problems are concerned there has been withm recent years a

pronounced movement away from internationalism and in favour of

economic nationalism That movement agam is the unfortunate concomitant

of the failure of all well meant efforts at evolvmg an international

economic system after the last great war There is every indication that the

persent war will agam bring about a swing of the pendulum in the direction of

internationalism as all wars do dunng which national even as mdtvidual

selfishness gives place to generous feelings of world brotherhood and a movement

in favour of the abolition or the tOiimg down of economic bamers. But it can

only be a matter of speculation whether the movement will be suffiaently

strong to sunnve a few years of peace though we will hope that it will do so

and thus facilitate the building up of a stable international economic systegi based

on a common currency common tariffs and common financial system for all the

countnes that may |Oin a federal union Even in this regard the possibilities of

the plan succeeding are greater if it is confined to an already existing political

group of nations like those in the Bntish Empire than if it is extended to include

such widely disparate and divergent umts as all the nations of Europe or even
those nations subject to the dommation of Hitlensm The evils of intensive
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spirit of economic nationalism can be carried to excess as in the case of present

day Germany, with its senseless and irrational insistence on what is known as

the scheme of national socialism, which is neither really national nor genuinely

socialist. The feeding of economic nationalism cannot possibly be completely

eradicated even in a best-'ordered international economic system. But a genuine

brand of economic nationalism is not necessarily unad/ustable with a genuine

brand of economic internationalism.

On the other hand, to doubters as to whether a more comprehensive federal

union scheme, to which th^ union between Britain and the United States is to

be only a preliminary, will secure the allegiance of such widely differing popula-

tion such as <hose inhabiting the United States, Great Britain, South Africa and

Australia, the reply that advocates thereof give is, what is the alternative ? Yes

,

what is the alternative, especially when it is realised that different parts of the

world are becoming increasingly inter-dependent upon one another for tra e,

commerce, military assistance and so on, and when the continuance o innumer-

able, and most of them insignificant, sovereign, national states provi e an

encouragement to aggressors anxious for living space at the expense o t eir

smaller neighbours ? This supreme and paramount consideration has to be faced

and provided against ; and it can be provided against on y y t e promotion o

common action among those peoples, who ideologically thin toget er an can

act together in defence of that ideology. In its turn again sue common

can become a possibility only when there is a common po itica organis

engender and direct the common action and to whic a t e concerne

countries are prepared to concede rights which can aci itate isc arg g

onerous responsibility. On the other hand if democracy is to survive

^
eWorld those who are democrats should display a great capacity or a

decisions. They must be capable of dynamic action an one aspec

dynamic action is the capacity to coalesc,e in de ence o t e common

supreme ideal to which they owe allegiance.

point where the .ndispensaUe" ^o^fede^

countries, beginning with as many or them as p P

acquiesce in the arrangement, becomes afi inescapa e actor.

In such a Federal Union, America certainly and British

ries equally so, will be the principal participants. The instinc o s

^

^.ouH pli .. . P... .n .tanp .!.» »^
the fact that they constitute a hloc of countries a g

-aunn of countries

and common action is more feasible than Smong a conglomeration of countries
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not SO closely bound together We cannot be unaware, as I said already of

the differences, sometimes acute, m outlook and feeling even among the different

members of the Bntish Commonwealth Nevertheless the possibility of those

differences being reconaled and tided over is greater in their case than in the

case of differences between say between Bntain and Denmark or America and

Poland. It cannot be ignored that the United States of America Great Bntain

and the different Bnash dominions not even excluding Bre if necessary, can

constitute a formidable combination of democratic forces which will prove a

bulwark for democracy and against totalitananism of any descnption The future

secunty of the world and the preservation of world pfibce and the evolution of

new world order in which democratic pnnaples will remain supreme, is intimately

intertwined with some sort of a Federal Uninon being established among these

countnes Whether it should be preceded by a Union Now as Mr Streit

advocates, between the U S A and Bntain or whether it should be brought into

existence and on a larger scale as suggested after the war, is at best an academic

question Mr Streit s scheme for an immediate union between Bntain and

America is not likely to matenalisc if only because firstly, the isolationist sentiment

isi^still powerful in the U S A and secondly because Bntain will not feel the

' imperative necessity for such a Union so long as she is in a position to continue

the war on the present basis when what she needs is Amenca’s matenal

assistance in a maximum measure more than anything else. A state of sudden

and grave emergency such as that which arose when France was on the point

of collapse will conceivably alter things and pave the way for it. But it is the one

scheme that so far as one can presee, will hold the field after the war when a

state and permanent peace system has to be evolved

In any case in any scheme for an international organisation that will be

discussed e\«n at the end of the war we cannot afford to repeat the mistakes

which made a collapse of the Leagut of Nation’s system possible. That will be

a disaster of the first magnitude. It will mean the final debacle of democracy

and extinction of what is known as democrafic freedom in the world Whatever
organisation is brought into being must be built on firm and sobd foundations

with sufficiently effective guarantees for its successful functioning It svill be even

essential—in fact it is imperative that those who plan the World Ohler should limit

their vision to the practical necessities of the situation and should fundamentally

relate their schemes to the progress that men's outlooks have achieved and not to

go in advance of world public opinion and in short shodid proceed slowly but

surely and firmly The whole scheme requires idealism of a type not ordinanly
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to be found among the common men. Human limitations should not be ignorec
in building up human institutions. Mr. Streit's scheme may be fool-proof or
-paper ; but it will have to contend against difficult rocks and, therefore, hi<

scheme should be discussed and threshed out in the cold shade of reason before
It can be made fool-proof in its actual working also.

When we have made the above analysis of the position pertaining to the

establishment of a post-war World Order and seen the prominent part which the

British Commonwealth countries and the United States can play in it and
will inevitably play, the question that raises to my mind is : What is to be india’s

place in that order and what contribution she can make to it and how? It is

unfortunate,^but it is nevertheless a fact, that in almost everyone of the proposals

for a Federal Union of the democratic countries, the authors limit their vision to

the North American and the European continents and cannot extend it beyond
their confines. They forget, but they cannot continue to forget, that there are

countries outside the boundaries of these continents like India and China which,
alike by their colossal resources and by their great strategic position as well as by
their firm adherence to the ideals of freedom, peace democracy, should occupy
an outstanding place among nadoms incorporated in the future federal union
any^ other international system To ignore them is to shut one’s eyes to stern

realities. To minimise their strength, both potential and actual, is to defeat the

very purpose for which all such schemes are being laid. There can be no
denying that India with her hoary traditions and with her immense contributions

to world s thought through her philosophical and religious works, can make a

very substantial contribution not only to the establishment of a new World Order
but to Its preservation. But there are certain inhibiting factors which preclude

her doing so in the existing circumstances. She must emancipate herself from

the deadening effects of those factors before she can once again rise to the full

height of her national .stature and take her incontrovertible place in the world

comity of nations. The first necessity is that she should be free to exercise her

right of political self-determination. The second is that her economic future

should be entirely within * the control of her own people to be determined in

accordance with the best interests of, the country subject of course to the

obligations imposed on het by an international economic order. Her honourable

place in the British Commonwealth of Nations should, therefore, be assured

beforehand. She could not be a hewer of wood and drawer of water in the

scheme of that Commonwealth and yet take her rightful place in an international

system. On the- oth^r hand, the British Commonweadth would be repudiating

the appellation of a ^Commonwealth* with India occupying the position and
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status of i dependency A Commonwealth postulates the existence of conditions

of equality freedom and honourable parlnenhip for all member States composing

It. The Bntish Commonwealth will be sadly missing its purpose unless and until

India IS liberated from Britain’s gnp and the self-determination •principle made

applicable to her without reservations. That widely advertised document, the

Churchill Roosevelt 8-polnt declaration from the Atlantic, will be a document with

the soul removed from it, so long as the Churchill interpretation of its provisions

that India is not included within its scope stands unamended

Granted the nght of self-determination and the consyiuential nght to freedom

and equality and the fullest opportunity to develop her strength and resources to the

maximum extent India s contnbution to world peace and world order <an be of

the most substantial character She can then occupy a place in the counsels of

the world which will redound not only to her own credit but stabilise and

strengthen the foundations of the international system It is something unimagm

able and incalculable, the immensity of the strength which a country like India,

her 400 millions of population with her traditionally practised doctrines of

peace and harmony among men, can brmg to the common pool It is sometime

» matter of wonder to persons like me whether the average Bntisher s or even of

an average Bntish statesman's incapaaty to appreaate and to guage in a proper

measure the burning desire of India for freedom is not the consequence of the

afpalling hugeness of the Indian problem and its complexity and ihe potentialities

that lie hidden withm the bosom of this vast land all of which can be liberated

only when the pure breath of freedom leads to the emanapation of her chained

body and soul

Let those who are planning a new world order after the war who ponder over

its possibiliQes, who sing its glones plan, ponder over and learn to smg the glones

of India s liberation and freedom as an indispensable preliminary to the realisation

of their ideals and ambitions. It maybe predommantly a feeling of pamoasm
that makes an Indian like myself wax enthusiasac about this country s greatness

and her greater potenaaliaes. But it should be regarded as a practical business

proposiaon py the planners of the World Order if they are really senousf and

earnest about what they are planning. I presume that they will not plan for such

an order merely to see it crumble after a short penod of expetimenlation, as

unfortunately was the case widi the League of Nations. They should plan it

on the other penrxl, on a permanent basis They should be planning it as the

most effective and powerful instrument that can be conceiverf for the preservation

of world peace both political and economic, and for the preservation of the
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democratic ideal and the prevention of periodic armageddons. If that is> so, the

first and most important thing they should take into consideration is to induce

Britain to discharge her inalienable duty towards India and discharge it fully and

unreservedly. Senous discussions about the world reconstruction for peace

should be preceded by India’s emancipation from British thraldom. At the peace

conference that is being held to settle the details of the peace system, India

can with her vast Muslim population be a powerful factor in preserving the

Muslim countries* friendship for the democracies and stabilise European politics

as well. She will make therein her great contribution to peace in the shape of

the ideal of non-violence, vj/hich one of the greatest Indians of the age, is making

every effort to inculcate and promote among his own countrymen at present.

Another^equally essential pre-requisite is that the constitution which India will

have hereafter should be based on accredited and acknowledged democratic

principles. Mr. Streit, the author of 'Union Now^ rightly postulates, in view of

what happened with the League of Nations, that any scheme of a world political

organisation should depend not merely on a pact made between the Governments

of the concerned countries but on the development of a sense of responsibility of

the individual citizens of the participating democratic states. It is the ideal that

democracy should be the basis of the future world organisation that leads Wr.=*

Streit to the conclusion that the Governments of participating countries should

be short-circuited to bring about a direct relationship between the citizens and the

Government of the Democratic Federal Union representing the World Order.

^ We in India want that it is democracy of the genuine brand, that is to say a system

in which every individual citizen will have a say in Government, direct or indirect,

and can call those actually carrying on the Government to account, that should

prevail in this country and not the psuedo-democracy which some official and

British quarters seem to be canvassing support for. If psuedo-democracy with its

inevitable concomitant of class privilege comes to prevail, Indians will find it

impossible to preserve that unity of outlook and objective which is of prime

importance in their country making her contribution to a world democratic system.

Divided within, India cannot present a united front outside. But yet these are

schen^s going the round of Indian political whispering gallaries which are ca cu-

latedj if they are accepted, to disrypt and disintegrate the national unity of In la.

It is exceedingly regrettable that some of these schemes should be suspected as

having the silent countenance, if not the active support, of the British Government

and of high British officials. There is an urgent and immediate necessity for these

latter to repudiate thf^suggestions of their complicity in plans for disrupting India,

from whatsoever quarter they may emanatq.
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It Is also imperative if India is to present a united front to the world that her

future consatuaon should itself be federal in shape and broadbased on the support

and strength of the people of Bntish India and of the rulers and subjects of the

Indian States. Only an all India Federation compnsing of both parts of India in

which there will be scope for a strong Central Government which will keep the

centtifugal threads effectively in hand can meet India s future naUonal needs and

enable her to maintain her international position Neither Pakistan nor Hindustan

can bo an effective substitute for Indiastan, m which both of Pakistan and

Hindustan should be merged as they are at present merged and as they have

been merged for centunes together This is the ideal which every Indian whether

Hindu or Muslim Congressmen or Muslim Leaguer, atizen of Bniish India or

subject of an Indian State should constantly keep before him Ifvtissokept

It IS easy to visualise the glonous future that India will have a future when as a

free country, she will play her God-ordained fiart as one of the leaders of the*

world It IS a vision which no Indian Hindu or Muslim, Christian or Buddhist,

or Sikh can contemplate except with feelings or genuine pnde and joy That

vision may at jeresent be obscured by the fbg of communal dissensions, jrolitical

bickerings or other impediments but there are beacon lights on the way which

ctndicate that India is on the road to attain her destiny
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been hapless. But it does make a difference whether old age is accompanied by

the ^dual loss of physical powers, and what is more senous the cnfeeblement

of the brain or one lapses into death in the full possession of his faculties as m
the case of some mdividuals obviously favoured by the Gods ^Id age does not

necessanly mean paralysed limbs, absence of sight, inability to hear and a life of

misery and unhappiness from which death must be a relief Most pathetic of all

IS the softening of the brain the loss of memory and reason and the failure of the

noblest faculties with which God has endowed man In such cases it would

undoubtedly be wished, as Napoleon did with regard to his own career of glory

dimmed at the end that human beings should know i^ihen they should die

It was however, to the realms of the ipini that the Greeks intended spectal

reference in this saying Lucky indeed is the man who does not lose the pnccless

spint of youth, in spite of his advancing years Setting aside the exaggei5J£jl

claims which have often been made on behalf of youth and ignonng also the

unchantable observations which have been poured on old age since the days of

Aristotle and Horace it must be said that youth has certain charactenstics, whose

preservation in old age consotutes undoubtedly a tnumph for man If the saymg is

true that a man is only as old as he feels, there is no reason why such a

pleasant consummation should not be possible.

To be young is to have almost endless capaaty for the enjoyment of life and

not feel satiated by its pleasures it is to possess a fine susceptibility to Fnendship

Beauty and Love which are among the highest attnbutes of happmess it is to

kmdle with a generous enthusiasm for all good causes unmindful of the dangers

mvolved and without any overcauuous calculations of gain or self interest it is

to have a healthy outlook on life without any trace of cyniasm and not lose faith

in human nature it is above all, to realise that life is worth Lving so long as there

IS wrong to nght in this world and humanity can be helped at least by a few
steps on Its onward march

It 15 no exaggeration to say that it has uijdoubtedly been the pnvilege of the

person m whose honour the tnbutes m this volume have been offered, to have
preserved these great qualities even m the evenmg of his life, at the age of
seventyfive years The Gods have been gerierous to him and nobody can wish
him better than that old age should never overtake him and he 'should continue
to enjoy the nch hentage of youth to the last day of his life.




